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IRISH CRUISING CLUB
HON. SECRETARY, S REPOE~ - 1 956 SEASON

Gent lemon,
I beg to present the Annual [~cport on the activities of the Club :Commit t ec :
Four Co~&ttee M~etings ....ere h~id during the year, all ~Tell attended.
Rules :
The alteration in Rule 4 (i) by the Annual General Mooting (increasing
the limit of members from 1 50 to 175) resulted in an increase in the Club
membership.
East Coast Sailing Directions:
The Sub-Committee completed their ~rork on the ro-issue of these and now
including the North Coast.
Nir.A.!7.~ooney, 1~r.H.~.S.Clark, Capt.Kelly-Rogors
and others have put a lot of effort into this ne~ issue and the result has
been acclaimed as a most useful book and ~ell ~Torthy of the Club.
It met
a ready demand both from this country and from Great Britain.
An Bord
Failte assisted ~vith a cash contribution towards the publication, which was
quite a big undertaking for our limited membership.

Racin~:
Follo~ing are the results in principal races :WHIT RACE: DUN LAOII£E~ TO PORT ST.}F~IY~ I.O.M.
Place

Corrected Time

Award

I st.

"ZEI~dYI%A"

I 4 hrs. 33 rains.

Wright Salver & Plaque

2nd.

"~L&RN~0NY"

15 hrs. 05 rains.

Lloyds Register & Plaque

3 rd.

"EUPHANZEL"

15 hrs. 53 rains.

Plaque

Also Finished
"A K~NDO P~A"
"VANDRA"
"EVO]?~A"
"ANN GALL"
"HU~ OF ARELOVf"
"MOONFACE"
Retired

%’7£IT i:t&CE: CORK K~Boui£ - FASTNET - ~DHULL
Place

Award

Correct ed Time

I st. "YLA/~CK ’00D MAID

12 hrs.27.59 mins.

2nd. "ITHURIEL"

1 2 hrs.

38,07 rains.

Special Prize and
Plaque
Plaque and :rJybrant s
Kearney Cup.

1 2 hrs. 43.0 mins.
Also Finished
"SETY~TA"
"SUSETTE"
~’ ELSA"
ISLANDS Pu~CE :

CORK - KINS£LE.

Place

A:~ard

I st.

"WYE"

Special Prize and Plaque

2nd.

"SEVERN’’

N.H.S.C. Cu~ and Plaque

3 rd.

"FLICA"

PIaque.
8 Starters.

RACE TO S/I~T~2fD£ER
Although not organised by us~ the performance of" "GL~CE" in this
R. 0. R.C. Race merits special mention.
Crui sing
The interest and extent of cruising activities is shov~ by the number
of logs re-produced in this Journal.
New N~embors :
As per list.
Round Ireland Cup:
Won by "YJ~ID OF YORK"
Faulkiner Cup:
Won by Dr.Ninia~. Falkincr.

NEW

N~BERS

R. C. Arnold
NL Park
Miss Joan M~Denvir
J, Norman Wilkinson
R. B. Cairnduff
H,M. £. d’ ~iton
Denis N. Doyle
Samuel F.Thompson
Austin Revil Farrell
Raymond Fielding
Sean Ryan
Harold Cudmore
C. J. Brady
Frank C, Hopkirk
W.H.D. }~cC o rmick
Dr.Noel C. Brownie
Dr. F. D. Mit dhell
Basil B. Jacob--

~"

OBITUARY

The decease of the following members is recorded with regret
H. J. WriSt

. o.

December 1 955

J. Hyland

.o.

March 1 956

D. Mutt agh ....

August 1956

R. B. Cairnduff

September 1 956.

Herbert ~Jright p~ssod away in
December i 955.
He had been a member
of the Irish Cruising Club since its
foundat ion.
Ills father, H.Iv1.~,rri~ht, who owned
"ESPANOLT~", had a cruiser for rosary years
~d did much to inaugurate the Irish
Cruising Club.
Herbert ",,as well knov~n as a racing
he]~nsmsa~ in Dublin Bajf and ~’I~i:~ULINE’’ his
seventeen footer ~as outstanding in her
Class.
Lmtterly llerbert had sailed the
"VA~DRA", o~e of the Dublin Bay 25
footers.
He had done a great deal for
this Class.
In ill-health for the past few
years~ Herbert never gave in.
~,Te miss his familiar figure dodging
round the Harbour in his pram dinghy.
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DUBLIN BAY TO NORWAY, SHETLAND
AND ST. KILDA
in
"EUPHANZEL"
n
by. Dr.Ninian Falkiner
Owner ~%ipper
Navigator
Crew
Crew
Paid Hand

...
o..
...
...
...

Ninian Falkiner
Nichael M.A. d’Alton
Robert Bruce Cairnduff
Henry Jack
~
T i~ McDonald

~ ....

FOREWORD
"Euphanzel" is one of the five original Dublin B~v 24 footers designed
by the late Alfred Mylne. These boats were built at Ardmaleiah and completed
in 1 946 - seven years after the commencement of their construction.
In the l~st ten years "Eu~hanzel" has taken part in Irish Cruising Club
races to the Clyde, Isle of Man, Holyhead and Dunmore East, and in the last
four years NAchael, Bruce and n~self have made cruises and in 1 953 s~iled up
the west coast of Scotland to Skye; we learnt a good deal about the boat an~
were impressed by her efficiency to windward over long distances in open waters.
In 1 954 we intended to make St.Kilda but our preparations were not
sufficiently thorough to overoome difficulties encountered in the Irish Sea.
In 1 955 n~ cruising was somewhat restricted due to "an error in navigation"
which landed me on a boll~_vd at Ailesbury Road.
In 1 956 we decided to set out for Norway, Shetland and St.Kilda and to
ask Henry Jack, an experienced andcapable crew, to take part in the effort.
interest in Norway and the North Sea led me to consult the Encyclopaedia
Bri~ annica where I learnt ~’Gales are frequent on the West Coast of Norway
averaging I-2 per month in s;~ne~’. We pr,~ceeded with our plans to make our
ship as seaworthy as possible°
St.Kilda is one of the most interesting islands in the world and the
accounts by Martin i~u 1 697 and ~{scaulav in 1 758 should be read by a~vone
intending to visit the renotest cf the Hebrides°
Pf_~EP.An_&T ! ON
"Euphs~azel, as has been said, is 2,% feet on the waterline, is 37 feet
overall and has a beam of 8 feet.
She is Bermudian sloop rigged and was
fitted for this trip with ratchet roller reefing - an absolute blessing throughOut the cruise.
~ue has the usual berth on each side of the saloon, both
fitted with canvas leabo~.s - an essential-over which is squeezed~ia pipe
cot, with another pipe co~ forward and a small quester berth which inevitab3~v
becomes so cluttered up with gear that it is never usable for anything other
than stowage, flaying beer~ short of b~-udgrips below on previous cruises we had
them fitted full length of the saloon on both sides ; the difference has to be
experienced to be believed°

There used to be a W.C. under the foz~rard hatch, but this obstructed
so much necessary stowage space it was removed and a more portable "machine"
carried which served surprisingly well and was usable, if necessary, for
baling. Just opposite the quarter berth is a Calor stove slung on fore and
aft gimbals only, with locking nuts - a much better arrangement than full
gimbals.
The Calor cylinder was fixed out in the cockpit and the most rigid
routine was observed by all hands in dealing with this dangerous stuff, the
opening and closing of valves being reported and checked in best submarine
fashion - the only way to preserve an easy mind when cooking with this gas.
With five on board, fee~ing well, we used a lO-lb. (half size) cylinder for
all cooking and washing up in 8 to 10 days. We also carried a small spare
Primus stove, as it was very difficult to tell just when the cylinders were
running out.
Water had to be carried in breakers and jars as there was no tank.
Our main supply, however, was carried in a fifteen gallon ~¢hiskey butt which,
in addition to giving a faintly familiar flavour to the supply, also acted
as a step below the companion way and formed a splendid cook’s seat, as it
could be "ridden" on either tack with surprising comfort, especially if the
protruding bung was avoided.
We carried a total of thirty gallons which Was
used only for drinking and necessary cooking. Vegetables were cooked in seawater which, in conjunction with that marvellous liquid "Seapol", was also
used for washing up.
We always managed to keep well ~ithin our total supply
throughout the trip, but then we were lucky in our weather on the long "legs";
about half a gallon per head per day for drinking and necessary cooking only,
was the minimum used.
We gave a great deal of thought and time to the preparation of the boat
for the North Sea crossing, as we too had heard some fearsome tales of what
it could be like. We remembered that the shipwrights who usually fit out
boats seldom are so stupid as to go to sea in them, and so we did not blush
when frequently asked "Do you really want that done?"
Every screw in the mast track was checked - a mainsail caught up by the
head is no easy bedfellow in a blow at night.
All nuts and bolts were well
burred, shackles wired, and all wire and running rigging most critically
examined, lifelines rigged and personal lifelines spliced up, each With two
large snap hooks for clipping to the fore and aft lifelines, shrouds, etc.,
so that those on deck might at least remain attached to the boat. These
gave a great feeling of security and also peace of mind to those below, and
were used by the helmsman in rough weather. But most of all the large nondraini~g cockpit needed thought, especially as our freeboard is rather low.
In consultation with the sailmaker, a stout canvas cover was designed, which
was easily spread, supported on rope "strongbacks’’ all fixed with heavy brass
eyes and slipknots, so that the whole lot could be stripped off in a moment,
as something too immovable could be a great danger in an emergency. The
forward third could be folded back for working the head sheets and runners,
the after third likewise could be opened for tacking, or just a corner of
it turned up for the helmsman; the ~:~hole arrangement was found to be thoroughly effective in use and was indeed essential during our worst night at sea.
We now felt quite the "well-corked bottle" a~d could face the Y~ll of Kintyre
where, as the Clyde Cruising Club handbook warns, "even a fairXv large boat
is bound to take a good deal on board".

The crosstrees were well served with sacking which was covered ~th thin
Po~hene sheeting (2/6d. worth from Woolworth~ did it all)tightly lashed on
with sail twine,, so that the twine was belfry the general surface. The sail
thus rubbed only on the slippery PolYthene which after this cruise had not
even left a mark on the mainsail:.
The~trisail which had been jib shaped and useless for beating in a real
blow w~s re-cut, so that the foot. sloped well do~ to the clew, the tack being
some feet higher than this. This shape was much better¯ andmade all the
difference to the drive of the sail on the wind.
Out anchor - a fisherman’s pa~tern - ~as lashed to the pulpit once we
were in coastal v~aters and stayed snug in this position even during some very
heavy beating in very steep seas. As the chain could thus be left secured
to the anchor, this stowage was a great conveniencewhen doing day hops.
At last all the stores, charts (a huge number), almanacs and other gear
~/~ere ready to take on board and still our shipwright had not completed his
list; it seemed quite impossible that he could do so in tim~,for, although he
is a "dacent-man" he always has everyone on tenderhooks until absolutely the
last minute. When, after weeks of making up your mind that this t~ime will be
the last, you go on board in near despair, he displays his most infuriating
trait of all, that of getting an impossible number of things done in an
impossibly short ~ime, and so again forcing one to admit that he had, as
usual, vindicated himself.
Once more "Christy,s done it in the nick of time."
A small portable radio was carried and when connected to the disused
supply to the defunct masthead light easily brought in B.B.C. weather forecasts
and time signals, even when amongst the islands of the Norwegian coast. As
s~Aip’s radar apparently can fail to pick up yachts at times we had a collapsible
radar reflector of three intersecting discs of a~uminium of about ! 4" diameter
made up, ~hich we kept hoisted at the l~er crosstrees.
As we were not run
down, we conaluded that it must have worked.
Our compass, a small ,T" grid type (a war surplus one bought for half a
guinea) was mounted in a little timber tray secured with a single brass scre~
to the aft C0aming beneath the(timber) tiller, so that the tray could be
pivoted about¯ the Scre~ and thus easily levelled on either tack. This compass
is so well damped that it does not need any gimballing to allow for pitching;
this arrangement seems to give a much steadier compass than full gimballing,
and when set on the Correct course this type of compass is infinitely less
liable to be mis-read by a tired helmsman; it also makes it easier to steer
a fair average overall course in most weathers.
It has the further advantage
that as it is marked from O° to 3600 it cuts out all the confusion occasioned
to most by points and quarter pointS, or the doubts raised by quadrantal
markings when correction for variati0n Or deviation increases the reading in
one quadrant and decreases it in the next, I al-¢~ays use the true rose on the
chart and O° to 360° notation for all courses or bearings~ True, Magnetic or
Compass, merely adding T, N or C after the figures - a far simPler method than
using different ~yp@s of notations, the more so since our compass has so
little devia@ion ac0mbined ~’erro~’ Can be used at all times. We also had an
illuminated hand-bearing compass- another war bargain - which we~ used a good
deal.

lO.
To replace the masthead light we carried a large hand torch-searchlight
with a splendidly strong beam, which during the dark hours or in fog, when
shone on our sails and then on an approaching Ship’s bridge, was far more
effective than all the lights, bells and horns mentioned by the Board of
Trade, and much more so than our electric sidelights. We also carried both
day and night flares, and even took one of those self-inflating dinghies
which when thrown overboard attached to a lanyard blows itself up in a
matter of seconds, or so we are told. This stowed aft in the cockpit, the
only danger being that if the lanyard got p~_lled unintentionally one would
have a fully grown dinghy crouching under the cockpit seats trying to burst
its way out to sea.
DUN LAOGHAIRE TO ST AVANGER.
So at last on Friday, 29th June, 1956, at 21.20 we let go our moorings
and headed out across Dublin Bay and an hour later passed the Baily Lighthouse with a trememdous sense of relief to be free of the irritations and
anxieties of fitting out on time - we understood well why those who have
made very long passages, after recuperating in port, quit it as fast as
they can.
We continued on up the Irish Sea in a freshening southerly wind and in
the morning we tried the roller reefing for the first time. Five rolls
came in whilst we ran hard, the jib was taken off and for the next few hours
we had a most exhilarating run in a hard breeze - a good Force 7 for much of
the time. With only the well rolled main, the "Euphanzel" continued at a
tremendous pace. Some of her surges down the very large seas were breathtaking, the bow wave coming almost up to the chain-plates at moments, like
a Firefly planing, yet she handled perfectly and never felt as if she wottld
broach-to; neither did she build up a quarter wave; old Alfred Mylne
certainly drew a lovely shape.
The seas in the North Channel were now huge. A Shackleton aircraft
circled us several times very low; they must have had a fine view of us as
we careered wildly on up the Channel and across the mouth of the Clyde. We
had intended going outside the Mull of Kintyre but as it was such a dead
run with a nasty sea, and as we were not all yet quite "~haken-down and
nightwas coming on, we luffed slightly and came on up inside the Mt~ll and
had Ailsa Craig abeam at 21o00; by 21.40 we had logged just over 1AO miles
in 24 hours, with greatly reduced sail - one of our best runs.
As we came up to Holy Island visibility became very poor, it seemed
unwise to continue up the Clyde in the hours of darkness at this speed,
so we jilled around off Holy Island Lighthouse for over four hours for daylight, occasionally making use of our powerful hand torch when the large
amount of shipping in the nearby traffic lane seemed slow to see our
navigation lightS.
Daylight reluctantly made its appearance through the dull heavy mist,
the wind lightened so we had a slow passage across what could be the lovely
Inchmarnock Water and on up to Loch Fyne and Ardrishaig, the entrance to
the Crinan Canal. We let go in the harbour just after Ii.OO where we

thought we would have to stay until the next mo.rning as it WasSunday. But
to our surprise we were allowed through the sea lock into the Basin almost
at once, though we should have to wait till 06.30 on the Monday morning
before ~W~ couldstart throsgh the Canal. Though the Canal is closed on
Sunda~s the sea locks at both ends will open on this day.
¯ :f ¯

In this Basl.n Were. two :of the famo~ir ol’d Clyde "Puffers", those wonderful l~ttl@ Steam-~o~.6t~l cargo boats, the" "Limelight" and the "Chindlt", two
of the~’~as~t ’of a on~’ce~very.numerous breed. There are now, I believe, only
abot~"~hirt~ left working on the whole west coast "of Scotland, for road
transp’r6rt ~b ~taking. much of their traffi!c, whilst the electrification of the
Highlands is doing away with the trade in coal which always has been a great
stand-by for the "puffer".
The rest of this damp day w~us pleasantly divided between the HotelWs
bath and the boatTs bunk; the hotel we went to was the one whose owner was
described by a .16cal resident as "the most accommodating". She was, too,
even though itwas a Scottish Sabbath’.
The next morning it was wetter than ever but we were in the first lock
shortlylafter seven and as we went through this rather beautiful canal the
weather clearedsome.~hat. This Crinan Canal grows on one; most canals once
through is interesting but enough, but the Crinan as it winds its way through
tr~eS and climbs on up through the hills becomes an intimate little waterway;
it has none of the impersomal qualities of larger canals; its lock-keepers
may be rather~quiet men but are mostly friendly~ not merely efficient with
a Job~tb ~d6; though they are that too.
The Canal winds and twists a good deal in parts of its nine miles. As
well as its fifteen locks it has a few swing bridges so unless one has a
reverse to the engine it is wise to have a Whistle on board or a bucket on
a rope. The bridge keepers, if that is, what they are, stroll out and when
it seems there is little time to spare they wind away in their o~m good
timei~ on a handle on the bridge, and to oneYs surprise they always have it
opeh in nice: time.
One of these keepers has surrounded one end of the
bridge in front of his cottage with a beautiful rock garden full of colour;
most unexpectedly come upon -as you round the bend, it maMes a lovely little
cameo looked forward to on each passage of the .Canal.
When going up the Canal you should lie well aft in each lock and your
stern warp should be the stronger as there is a vigorous swirl bouncing off
the aft gates and running forward; this catches the rudder powerfully and.
can put a considerable weight upon the stern line. You should also have
a large bowline on each warp and you will need Msav~ lines, though ,these
are not needed on the way down. The Canal Company will hire out large
pudding fenders for I/-each for the passage and, although light fenders
will.do, it is very well worth having a couple of the "big fellows" on
board.
~:reached the sea basin at Crinan in about A½ hours and lay there
awaiting a fair tide for the passage of Dorus Mot where the tide runs
six to eight knots at springs; the best time to leave Crinan being about
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one hour before high water Dover, when the flood, tide will be carried for the
maxim~n time ~
We continued on through. Doras Mot .~n a light wind and heavy mist on up
the sound of Luing through the easy passage between the two lighthouses at
Fladda where a swirling tide up to seven knots at springs hurries one out
intb the Firth of Lorne. Though it was dull weather, the mo~tains¯ on the
port hand could be seen through themist in a most beautifullight typical
of this coast’ of Scotland, a metallic, yet soft pearly grey luminance, the
mist appearing like’a gauze backdrop to a stage - a sight to be looked ~pon
in silence’, Where the slat of a sail might ruffle the spell, where the din
:
of an engine would shatter it.
As light began to fade we ~assed Duart Castle, forbidding on its point,
and put in shortly afterwards into a deeply landlocked bay on the north end
of the long harrow island of 1.ismore, Port na Moralachd, where we let go ~
nearthe ruin of an old lime kiln and beneath a high cliff face. This b~
is almost closed off by an island and impressed us all as a place to come ~
back to for a few .d~_ysT exploration of Lismore.
Next morning, Tuesday, 3rd July, a short hard run brought us up through
the Corran narrows at great speed and on up the northern part of Loch Linnhe
in a heavy mist, a long straight narrow 10ch which we were sure "would be
lovely in clear s~ weather". This wistful phrase became attached to more
and more places as we came home down the west coast. At the head of this
loch, at Corpach, we entered the end lock of the Caledonian Canal and had ;a
pleasant surprise. The two sleeping bags we had ordered were awaiting us,:
in the Keeper’s offic.e exactly as instructed. This was one anxiety removed,
each ma~ aboard could now sleep in his own blankets.
There was a considerable out~_ow from this lock, which was Just as well.
as we had a strong tail: wind entering° The locks on this canal are very
much bigger than those on the Crinan, the gates being opened and closed by ~
long handles inserted in a Cunningly designed capstan head around which two
or even four men tramped. On the ether wide of the canal the corresponding
capstan heads which had the long poles stuck vertically in them revolved on
their own, looking like a deserted merry-go-round. At some locks the local
children "rode" these capstans, composing a delightful picture.
Just after the sea lock we entered another lock and very nearly had our
whole cruise nipped in the bud. We had just risen in this lock across
which was bloN~ing a very strong breeze - the Canals turns soon after the
sea lock- we ~.Jere on the lee side, a trawler was waiting to come in to go
down, and instead-of waSt~ for us to get out she barged her way in to
weather of us and promptly began to drift broadside on. These trawlers
are largestoutly built boats compared to "Euphanzel", one squeeze from her.
would have cracked our frames and opened us wide, so as she came down on ....
us we all put our shoulders to her and just managed to stop her before she
could actually squeeze ~Ls against the lock wall. We should have expected
something like this as some of the trawler men had opened wide the sluice
~Jhen fill~ the lock and had given us a rough bumping as t~ey had opened ~
it oh the wrong gate; they had opened the one on the gate opposite to us

t
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Instead of the one on our side. .........
The look keeper was furious at this lack of manners, there plainly was
no lov& lost between lock k:eeper~ and trawler men as he told us they did not
give a damn for any other boats so long. as they got~ through as quickly as
they could. These trawlers nowadays move from east to west and from west
to east far less than they used toT do but they still ~ormthe vast bulk of
¯:the total t~affic through the: Canal, which now amounts to 70-80 vessels a
month; about a quarter of what-is Was 25 years ago.
~ Almost immediately after this scaro we came to "Neptune’s Staircase",
a series~of no less than eight large locks, each lock leading directly into
the nex~ one, or n~ne gates as the system ’of reckoning hereabouts seems to
be. The total rise is 6~ feet but to the eye it seems double ~that¯ as~ the
upper gate in each case is about 20 feet over the water when the lock is
emptie~. The men working these gates were most efficient at their job and
left us little to do except to tend our lines aboard; they towed us from
one lock to the next and opened the sluices with care and considerationsome change from the previous lock. The surge in these locks was much
less than in those of the Crinan, perhaps this is why there are no fenders
for hire on this canal.
In less than an hour and a half of capstan work and merry-go-r0und for
the Children we were through the eight locks - or nine gates. This staircase seen from the bottom with boats and trawlers in several of the locks
is a most impressive sight and a fine piece of canal engineering; the
purpose of this concentration being, I suppose, ¯to economise in lock keepers
as well as to get On up to nigh ground quickly.
We motered through our first Caledonian Canal Loch- Loch Lochy -with¯
majestic Ben Nevis to starboard, the top shrouded in mist in best Scottish
fashion. ¯ At the end of this lovely loch of, as the chart quaintly put it,
eight sea miles we came to tiny Ceann Loch, off which are Laggan Lochs
which~we thought were worked until 21.OO but which we found closed for the
night.¯ We al~st ran up on the heavy chain which is suspended below the
surface in front of all the gates on this canal to check any ship which
might overshoo~ We went back the few yard to Ceann Loch for the night where the depth
shoaled from 65 feet to less than 12 in two boat lengths, and let go in
this beautiful little loch, a perfect highland anchorage, calm and "peaceful,
wlth!a san~ beach backed by wooded mountains.
i. The °~
next mile or so of the "
canal is most unique. It is~ one wo.uld
think, curiously named "Laggan Avenue", but it is in fact most apt for it
is e los<ely lined, beth sides without break with tall fir trees¯ drawn up
llke..a~brigade of guards; a strange sensation it was to motor down between
these silent onlookers and so make our, way out on to the most lovely of
this:string of !ochs -Loch Oich.
¯ ,
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Loch Oich stole our hearts; it is three miles long and mostly only about
300 yerds wide, with most irregular steep shores well wooded in every shade
of deep green, with several tiny islands and points merging one into the other,¯
Bright red buoys and perches marking the channel stand out as startling little
dots against the dark greens.~ Loch Oich was indeed all enchantment, a thing
to be remembered in quiet times to come.
Before we had quite ’come back to earthw we found ourselves at the
series of five locks at Fort Augustus, a much smaller town than we had expected,
at the southern tip of Loch Ness of great¯ renown, where stands a very fine
Benedictine School with a truly nagnificent view down the length of the Loch,
all twenty miles of it. The Loch is in places 50 to lO0 fathoms deep right
alongside the shore, and has shoulder after wooded shoulder of mountain
ranged all along both sides, with here and there a house perched high up in
the trees to lend point to the view.
In places on our way up to this canal and in places through it the
mountain sides were very "hummocky", the top of each little hummock a spo~
of brown,green whilst the tiny "valleys" around were a full lush-green,
making the whole mountain side appear like a relief map model enlarged to a
huge scale - a mos% curious effect, especially when seen through the ever
v~rying translucent mists.
On bdth ~o-Crinan and Caledonian Canals the larger swing bridges are
rotated By very small "piston and wheel" devices worked by compressed air,
a very ~eat system indeed. The Crinan had few signs on the banks but the
Caledonian builders had less faith in those whom th@y expected to use the
canal, for they erected in great profusion before every lock a grand’
selection, well spaced out, which went: Whistlel., Slow Engines, Stop.t DO
NOT RELY ON REVERSET. (Not only had we no reverse but our clutch had Janmed
permanently in gear).-All along the Caledenian Canal and its wonderful long lochs runs a
road sometimes on one side, sometimes on the other, but seldom visible so
well is it hidden amongst the trees where they cloth the steep mountains
where they lean down to the water’s edge: Occasionally, somewhat to our
surprise, we would see through the trees a car moving .smoothly along; its
driver’s own sense of surprise must have been even greater to see vessels ~,
of all s_.,~,~
~ .....appear
~- out of nowhere out on to limpossiblel inland iochs.
This must be a most beautiful road to travel.
i:: Soon after the end of Loch Ness (disappointed I have not mentioned
"IT" ? - well we never saw it), we started down the series of four locks at
inverness and lay alongside a jetty just beyond the last lock, this seeming
to be a most suitable place to store and prepare the boat for the real test
of the cruise - the crossing of the North Sea.
Inverness is a very large town - or should it be city? - a thorough~
interesting place with: a layout most unusual for the British Isles. Through
its centre rungs a very wide shallow river which sweeps along in a fine
sustained curve, the banks both sides neatly sloped down and in most parts
well covered in short grass, the whole a delightful feature. Along this
river front there ~as a marvellously assorted selection of churches of
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every design and denomination, each apparently determined to be quite independent :of,alI the others - a fascinating illustration of the Scots mind.
Dominating all on a height over the river stood the Castle of red ~~
below it was slung a fine suspension bridge of most abnormal design, ~one
with the usual tower but at one end only, none at the other end. : It seems
there must have been two engineers on this job i-both Scots or perhaps even
Irish. This whole part of the town by the river was most strongly reminiscent of some of the river towns of S6uth Germany; there Was a d~ided
continental flavour about it.
:
Before leaviug Inverness early on the morning of Friday, 6th: July, we
sent Timmy aloft in the bosunTs chair festooned with spanners, screwdrivers
and spikes to check all nuts and bolts, especially the screws of the mast
track, a few of which were slightly slack. During the last couple of days
a deep depression had been passing over; it had rained or misted incessantly
all the time. We had, in fact, intended to sail late on the Thursday night
if the forecast had improved, the twelve hours postponement turned out to
be a good investment.
We ’motored down to the nearby sea lock and promptly put on an interesting show for the lock-keeper. Our engine cut out when Just short of the
lock, the headwind blew us towards the bank and as the anchor was stowed
we stuck but soon got off - not the best beginning for the main leg of the
trip. i This. keeper had a marvellous Scotch accent and a~ways answered
q~estion~with a machine-gun series of "Och; yes, yes, y~s, yes, or ,Och,
no~ no, no~ no" - fascinating to listen to. There was some suspicion
that¯ a few of the questions asked him were not prompted purely by curiosity.
I~ We engined out of the sea lock against a stiff breeze - it would have
been well-nigh impossible to have got ou~ into Beauly Basin without an
engine -and :set off past a fierce tidal "whorl" down into Inverness Firth,
very nearly mistaking a black conical beacon for a black conical buoy,
awkward, as they had to be left on different sides. This was covered by
the one large scale chart we did not have - we’ll have it next time as
Inverness Firth is very shallow, the channel being only 2½to l¼ fathoms in
man~ places.
By ~l@,00 on Friday, 6th July, we were passing through the narrows at
Fort George ~-For’ George as our machine-gunner lock keeper insisted - and
consideredthat we wer~ now at sea bound towards Norway. Note the "towards"
we were still cagey and not tempting fate by stating we were "going-to".
The crossing of the North Sea had at long last commenced. All our previous
thoughts in the weeks and months beforehand had been directed towards this
.~m~ment. All our: preparations for the worst - cockpit Cover, life lines,
~m~if-inflating rubber dinghy and heaven ~ows what else - had been made to
dval i~ith this devilish stretch of sea. I had secured the last issue of
:,,The. iIrish Cruising Club Journal" for accounts by those who had accomplished
.this~’daring piece of seamanship and navigatiqn, and had found only one who
hadl done so and who described the Whole thing~ minutely in the words "The
crossihgl of the North Sea was acc0mplished without incident"~ However, I
feel I shoul.d describe our passage in ¯greater detail - we had a reachl
¯
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All the way over we had fairly light southerly free winds, except for
- ~e~ h6urs when we were becalmed in fog. Euphanzel moved easily and quite
fast~ and after only 67½ hours had covered the 315 miles from Fort George to
the entrance to Skudesnes Fjord; in another five hours we were moored off
the yacht club - a small affair - in Stavanger - almost with a sense of
guilt so simple had the crossing been. A couple of weeks later when on
our way back down the west coast of Scotland we were dodging a series of
gales - during one of which "Moyana", winner of the Lisbon race, foundered
in the English Channel, and which resulted in eight days continuous gale
in the North Sea - we felt thankful that we had been prepared for bad
Weather, for undoubtedly when the North Sea is bad it can be very bad
indeed, and at short notice too.
From the Firth of Moray course was laid for Stavanger keeping somewhat
to the north of the direct line on an approximation of a great circle course.
After about 100 miles course was altered to starboard slightly, back parallel
to the direct line, and after another lOO miles a further alteration to starboard, the original amount allowed, to bring us back into Stavanger. This
was the theory~ in practice the alterations were "adjusted" shall we say,
and worked out quite well.
Years ago I had bought cheaply an old but fine vernier type sextant
and had always wanted to use it. With the aid of Mary Bl~itt’s little
masterpiece of a pocket book on astronomical navigation and the Air Navig’
ation Tables, plus a forefinger With which to follow her instructions and
. e]mmples line by line, I worked out a position line obtained from the mean
of a series of sights of the sun, taken early morning when the sun was
right ahead, and afternoon when the sun was on our beam. As the resultant
position line from a sight is at right angles to the bearing of thebody
oSserved - in this case the sun - it meant that the morning "line" cut our
course at right angles and so was excellent for distance run, and the
afternoon line was more Or less parallel to our course and showed whether
we were ~.n course, or how much we were off it. When the morning line was
transferred on the course and distance made good up to the time of the
afternoon lines where the two cut gave us our position at the time of the
afternoon sight. If the sun was not visible at about these times, then
it had to be taken at two other suitably separated times and a fix worked
out in the normal manner. Provided the sun can be seen as a bright disc ~,
through the clouds a sight Can usually be taken, even though there is not
c~n~hine in the accepted sense.
I usually took about five or six "shots" each time, and although it
is~ considered most amateurish to do so, I found it most informative to plot
these readings on Squared paper - I use a science exercise book - as a bad
sight ShoiJls up irmmediately for it does not lie on the straight line which
should join the various readings. If the readings are just averaged, then
the odd really bad sight is carried into the average of the good readings.
This plotting also gave me a good idea how consistent I was, from which I
noted that with care in reasonable weather I could usually get within one
~minute of arc, that is within one mile. After some practice, unless the
~7eather is bad~ the plotting of the sights on squared paper can be dispensed

with, but it is most useful at first and adds to one’s confidence.
I fool
almost a traitor to n~ kind, but I must admit that almost ar~one with a stout
forefinger, with sight in their eye, who can accurately, even if slowly, add
three lines of simple figures, can with the help Of ~iss~Biuitt.s little book
ar~ the A.N.T. ’s work out a position line as close, to’ one’s true position as can
be needed for ordinary passage making u~ider sail.
I think more people would
realise their dreams of making long passages if they could Convince themselves
that~,wi~b a little application (preferably~ before the ~trip!) they could master the
sextant sufficiently for their needs.
Don’t forget far more boats are wrecked
on solid matter than founder:at sea~ Take heart from the wartime conversation
piece between the Commodore of the ’:QUELN NAEY" and the young Sub-Lieutenant in
command of a tiny landing craft lying alongside the mammoth liner.
The
Con~nodore, peering down a couple of hundred feet from his bridge to that of the
landing craft, called down "You must be scared stiff ~,~hen you lose sight of land
in that" and was assured by the young "Sub"
"No more than you are when you
"
sight it".
All else you will need is a radio for time signals, a good watch, even a
good wrist watch will do adequately, and of course the Nautical Almanac.
That
this sextant stuff is not as impossible as it sounds is borne out by the fact
that after 300 miles with a last fi~ far out from the cc’ast, though admittedly
with easy winds and seas and, no doubt, with a deal of good fortune, our landfall
on the Norwegian coast was something over two, but less than three miles out be~ter than I had hoped for.
During the passage of the North Sea we came across many trawlers, some of
which looked most curious to our eyes°
They had a great deal of freeboard with
very high poops, just like Dutch coastal steamers.
One of these was so cranm~d
with spare fish barrels that even the lifeboats and davits were completely
covered!
Around these trawlers there always were a large number of herring gulls,
even ,~hen the nearest land was 1 50 miles away~
Almost all o~ way over we were accompanied by one or two and sometimes by
quite a large number of fulm~r petrels, those v~ondez~ful seaworthy birds, something of the colouring of a gull but ,~rlth a rather blunt, compact and powerful
body, beautifully shaped ~ings ’which they moved only a few times before gliding
most gracefully and easily just above the surface, with’the tips of their wings
almost brushing but never actua llly touching the Water every time they wheeled
along between two waves or skimmed over the top of one~
This they tirelessly
did day and night vrlth little rest, in absolute silence.
Never did they utter
a sound and, though they seemed slightly disdaird~ul (they never would take
scraps), yet it was in a quietly companionable way.
To watch them was a source
of never ending fascination, so superb is their flight - one of the d@lights of
being well out to sea.
On the afternocn ,of Saturday, 7th July, an event of moment for us who had
done most of our sailing in the Irish Sea or west coast of Scotland, occurred.
We crossed the meridian of 0° Greenwich, and so fo~ the first t~me sailed from
West I~ngitude to East Longitude - an Odd feeling to hop from one to the other
in the" Space of a minute or two.
The taste of "Irish" in the water from our
main butt was in this instance fortified to mark the occasion.
Another odd feeling was to sail from I 2° to 7° West ~zariation in the space
of a single passage of a f~v days; t~is ch~uge of 5° wassufficient to have ~.~t
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us out noticeably in a crossing of this length, but was easily allowed for
by a fewlchanges from time to time - an average v~ould have been even
simpler and probably better.
For the greater part of Sunday the water close beside the boat was a
most wonderful full pastel milk blue, though the sea generally was no bluer
than it can be in the Irish Sea.
Just where the sea was creaming alongside
was where this lovely colour was most noticeable; even if a saucepan full
was passed do~ below the strange colour could be seen.
It was a beautiful
phenomenon and was apparently caused by a type of plankton in the water,
just as the water in Gal~Tay Bay is sometimes a wonderful green for the same
reason.
Sometime later when,we reached Le~ick in the Shetlands the Harbour
~aster there told us that the last time this was seen in the North S~a was
~947 and that it was taken by the fishermen to be a very good sign for the
fishing.
As we crossed over the nights became shorter and sh~rter and up the
Noz~:egian coast there was no real darkness; the larger print of a newspaper
~6uld be read at tv~o or three in the morning, even though the furthest north
we went was Bergen°
Soon after we passed bet:~,een the two large lighthouses - one on an
island - which mark the entrance to Skudesnes Fjord, the approach to
Stavanger, the sun broke out in a late dawn and gradually the rest of the
way to Stavanger became a beat as we headed south amongst the islands which
lie off the coast here.
This beat in brilliant sunshine and smooth water
was a perfect and beautiful entry to our destination in Norway, a better
introduction to this lovely coast could not have been arranged, the mountains on the skyline, some of them snowcapped near their peaks, were just
what we had always imagined would or should be there.
THE NOR~gEGIAN COAST
Stavanger is a lovely old timber housed pert of considerable size,
wonderfully situated alongside a stretch of water almost completely landlocked by a series of small islands, so that it is almost impossible to
toll what is mainland and what is island.
The No~;~egians use the ~;Tater
between the little islands here, as we use College Green, though they
mostlydo take care to observe the rule of the road as they buzz around
this natural harbour on their calls from island to islar~i, many of which are
inhabited.
In fact, a number of~ the city’s workers "con~nute" to and from
the islands in the ferries which provide a splendid service.
Stavanger has been a seaport for over a thousand years ’and has a
waterfront of large old weatherboard houses and stores dating from the piping
days Of the Hansiatic League, though this was not a League port as was Bergen
further north.
Amongst all th~se old timber houses are a number of very ~
fine iarge new buildings in the modern style which, despite their completely
different design sit in well amongst the older parts of the tov.~.
These
fine modern buildings are a feature of both Stavangor sa%d Bergen and seemto
be erected largely from earnings from shipping, which just now is most
lucrative, especially oil carrying.
A shipping agent - Nr.Gundersen - came
o;nlboard at night as a representative of the Yacht Club, the first signs of

life there, to welcome us to Nor~,regian waters, and was most charming and
interesting~ especially in shipping matters.
He also kindly advised us v, here
to visit on our way upnorth to Bergen.
Though hewas a senior executive in
a large shipping business which at present is building a 2@,000 ton tanker, he
had regretably sold his yacht as the running of it here was to~ expensive.
This seems to be typical of these people - a large part of their profits is
ploughed back; it is h~v Such a small nation with little resources has become
one of the largest shipo~ers in the world.
We had hours of enjoyment just wandering around this fascinating old tovTn.
The" people are~ quiet, but friendly, and most helpful.
Many of them have at
least a smattering of English, so language presented no difficulty.
One thing,
h~ever, was almost impossible to find out, :~here to get a drink.
It was only
gradually the truth was borne in on us - there were no pubs!
A seaport and no
pubs; it seemed impossible, Nor A, ay indeed was different!
At a couple of the
larger hotels it was possible to get beer, but except in the large cities it
seems that there are f~ places one can "wet a ~vhistle~’.
It says much for
Norway and its people that after quite a short time this remarkable deficiency
is almost forgotten.
These Norwegians are most abstemious for it is illegal
to drive if one has had a drink at all, a single bottle of beer rill debar.
More remarkable than this, it appears that this strict rule is rigidly observed.
Someone should dra~’~ District Justice P .... ’s attention to this paradise. Yet
the people are quietly cheerful in the face of this continuous drought; that
people who live in this climate and spend so much time at sea should be so is a
tribute to their hardihood.
At ~he head of the harbour stands the Fish Market with the fish swimming in
tanks beside each stall.
The Noz~vegian house~ife must be a woman of strong nerve
for she points out the fish she wants, whereupon the fishmonger whips it out,
nea~ly bashes it on the head v dth a mallet, decapitates it, guts and slices it
up, still quivering, and has it wrapped and in her bag before its mates realise
it has even left the tank:
The finest hour of all here was undoubtedly that spent in a beautiful little
steam bath where ;re ~veated on timber shelves before having hot and cold showers
and a plunge in a fully tiled indoor sw~g pool.
This, after days at sea,
was a moment too lovgly to describe.
Concerning this matter of toilet after
toil, it seems that some cruising folk are hesitant to presentthemselves at a
good hotel in search of a bath after a time at sea. We have alwaysf0und that
almost always the better the hotel and the more "authentic" you look, the better
are your chances of being provided with what you seek, probably on the principle
that if these ragamuffins have to hang around the hotel it would be preferable
that they did so washed than otherwise.
One Railway hotel in Scotland,~ hov~ever,
found another way out, :they proposed to charge 7/6d. per bath.
Stavanger contains an interesting link vith England for a fine old Cathedral
was built by a Bishop of Winchester,
This rather plain,~ but beautiful Cathedral
tu~expectedly has, of all things, a polished boarded floor as well as t~o huge
highly ornate baroque wall tablets and an even more ornate pulpit of about 1 665,
both seeming curiously out of place.
A fascinating City this, not to be missed.
We left Stavanger on the Tuesday evening bound for Skudenshaven, a little
fishing port~ not far to the north, but~ as we had foolishly chanced tovd_ng the
pram dinghy, a thing we never normally did, we got badly delayed when the centre
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board cap came off and the punt fil!ed.
This completely cured us of ever
thinking of to~ving it again, even though °.~e ~rc in so-called sheitered
waters bet~,~reen the isls_uds and the coast.
Thv r~sult of all this ~as that
the light ~iTent bcfore we ~Tere near the very narro~,~ channel to our port, so
e decided to spend the night in a bay some miles away, which was marked v~th
an anchor on the chart.
No~ .... e had not anchored in Norwegian ~waters yet
and ondered just ~rhat ~vas usually done, as the depths seemed so great.
We were soon to learn°
This bay was a tin~ right angle one with steeply sloping rocky sides.
When we arrived there as light was fading we saw tv~ trawlers anchored
close in across the "corner" of the bay and, as it was a rather steep
bottom, we made to go under their sterns to let go inside them, but ~e
thought better of it at the last moment and ran up alongside them on the
outside.
Just as well, as they had bow ropes out to rings in the face of
the rock.
We let go our good heavy chain in four fathoms on the chart and found
seven and also a smooth rocky bottom and promptly commenced to drag astern
on to the rocky lee side of the bay, so we had to get out, in.order to get
up the chain - ten fathoms of it. We had to get room to let the boat drift
astern, as the small roller fairlead nipped the chain if it did not lead
out somewhat fo~ard of the bow - a bad feature.
A simple channel well
bent down, so that the chain could be hauled even.if leading back under
the boat would be far better - ~re have no winch.
Later in Scotland when
"~TC dragged in a gale this fairlead almost had us in serious trouble.
Three times ~#~e swept close alongside the trawlers trying to anchor in this
little corner of bay and failed and finally came out ~ spent the few
hours of darkness jilling around under jib only in Sk~desnes Fjord, care.
fully keeping within the coloured sectors of two lighthouses, as there was
not a great deal of room for this sort of thing.
These lighthouse sectors deserve a mention. The Norwegians make
tremendous use of sectors, some of them very narrow indeed.
As is normal
at home, they use different colours for different sectors, they also use
quite different characteristics for different parts of the same light,
some complicated lights having four or five or more quite different ,’flashes"
to their sectors.
Afterwards we considered this matter of anchors marked on the chart
and came to the conclusion that it could mean somewhere with a suitable
bottom to let go in or it might mean that there were rings on the cliff
face to put a line to, an anchor apparently being le~ go to hold one off
the cliff face.
Later on we were told that in No,ray the boats carry a
great deal of very light chain as the anchorages are usually very well
sheltered but deep, 13-I 5 fathoms being considered a handy depth and
20-25 not out of the question.
When daylight came we set sail algal, started a dead beat up Karm Sund
s~qd the long narrow channel between the island of Karmo and the mainland,
a channel narrow enough to be spanned in one place by a marvellous single
arch bridge. (Ve found that no matter in what direction these fjords run
or twist, the wind is always dead ahead or head astern - a funnel effect).
This beat turned out to be the hardest any of us had ever done, Ninian
counted up to 72 tacks and then gave up.
The wind was very he&~indeed,

and seassteep, and of£ Haugensund at the north end of the channel where it comes
out into the~ =Nor~:h Sea, huge. This last little bit was the trickiest piece of
short ta0kimg ~r~e have e~er had, for had stays been missed at any time we would
have been up on the rooky shores which were here only just over a cable apart.
:We all knew our boat, we kne~v too that she is an absolutely magnificent "beateW’
and she certainly proved it on this day - thirteen hours of very short tacks in
filthy seas. There was an anxious time as we came out of this channel into the
North’Sea, ~as there is a ~large; patch of sunken rocks.
These rocks are marked, on
the chart, .by-a fine series of buoys or perches of some sort. In this fierce
northerly wind and very Steep breaking seas not one buoy could be seen, a compass
course was useless, :the hand compasSr~,as used to get some idea of the direction
of the channel through the rocks. Eventually, one of the spar buoys was seen
lying flat, none of the rest ~as there - it was a new chart too.
Though.~the v,ind and seas were ~ven :worse in th~ North Sea it was an immense
relief to get out from amongst thosehorrible invisible rocks, and after a further
heavy beat we at last got into Hardanger Fjord and finally drew into a most
lovely enclosed bay around the wooden slopes of which were scattered the houses
of the town of Lervik~ a town situated on the south east corner of the island
of Stordoes. We had had a dusting in this dead beat of over forty miles but,
to our joy, as we approached this beautiful anchoragethe rain cleared, the wind
eased and the sun warmly ~velcomed us in to a night’s shelter - all was ~orth
while; it was, in fact, a most testing day with a perfect end.
Here a Mr.Nitter, the kindly Secretary of the local Branch of the Rotary
Club, made himself knovm and was most helpful in every way, even providing baths
in his lovely house overlooking the bay.
He too was a shipping agent and, when
he heard we had come from Dublin, to our astonishment, produced letters bearing
the signature of Labie Callaghan who used to sail in the Twenty-0nes, and
Desmond Fitzgerald, the Architect, both of whom had written to him on Rotary
business - a small world.
In the evening, "Henry and i went ashore for a stroll through the street of
informally arranged timber houses and modern shops. Even though it was not
late nearly all were abed.
In the Hotel we were offered alcohol - less beer it was appalling. Nr.Nitter had told us that there were no pubs, cinemas or
other entertainments. When asked what everyone did in the evenings he
answered simply "}~ost people Nave msny children".
i?
We lsaw ~ this perfect bay small rowing boats built in the way usual here,
having Qnly three very wide planks a side and carrying a little spritsail like
a tiny barge:spritsaJl; these we had also seen in Stavanger, they were quite
unique t o our eye s.
Next day, Thursday, 1 2th July, was a perfect summer’s day - almost the
first :we had.
We left just before lunch and had a beautiful gentle beat up
Langenuen Fjord, a fjord with steep ~:ooded mountains on both sides. The water
was rich blue,: the sky dotted ~ith odd ootton wool clouds and here and there
was a farmhouse ofi deep terra cotta colour which contrasted yet perfectly went
with the dark gre@n of the surrounding trees.
It was, in fact, all we had
dreamed cruising ~in the No~,vegian Fjords should be, even to the snow covered
azure mountains on :the distant skyline.
A gentle air of contentment settled
down upon the boat, but only on the port tack, for as soon as we went about on
the starboard, Bruce’s head would appear from below to ask in an apparently
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disinterested way ’q~ould we be long on this tack"? The" radio it seemed
~s just audible on one tack, but not on the other~ and t.he third Test Match
was,on, and the mountains, sea and scenery genera.lly were, as he put it, "No
better than west Cork". So back we had to go~ so he could once again hear
whether May "had put On another slip" or Lak.er ,had bowled another maiden over"t.
No doubt it was worth sailing several hundred miles to get this vital news.
So perfect was this day that we inadvertently sailed past the entrance
to a narrow sound we intended to pass through on our way to Godosund, .........
the loveliest of all anchorages on the coast between Stavanger and Bergen.
Instead we had a laugh at ourselves and continued up the main channel and
across Bjorne Fjord as evening drew in.
This ending to a day’s sail was the most memorable of the whole cruise
for its breathtaking beauty. As the wind drifted away, we soundlessly made
our way out of the fjord which forms the junction of a number of other fjords
Father like the stretch of water off Holy Loch on the Clyde. As the sun sank
the new moon got up out of the dark mirror smooth sea and in all directions
the mountains deepened in shade. To the east the glaciers on the tops of the
highest mountains were tinged pink by the setting sun and were reflected in
the dark water. Near us, and in the distance too, some of the local small
rowing boats, with curious cocked up stems and sterns looking like little
gondolas, crawled.in complete silence like beetles on the surface of a pond.
We moved soft as thistledown on the balmy evening air towards the middle of a
steep-wholly wooded island, and when it seemed that there ~was no way in a
narrow winding channel could just be made out meandering into the centre of.
the island° This we penetrated in a hush that could be felt. In the dim
light houses could just be seen perched on every possible point amongst the
trees° This was Norway at its very best, this was what we had come for.
Soon we turned into an anchorage in this lovely isle of Rotingen and let go
amongst the woods~ gently so as not to break the spell; in only three fathoms.
Late this night Ninian produced a supper to match this day, halibut with
sauce and asparagus tips followed by a little drop of brandY. All was peace
within us as we Sat down in the soft light of our oil lamps which made the
saloon with its pink clothed table seem cosier than it ever had before. As
-~e turned in an hour or more beyond midnight the sky was-still.rose pink, a
gentle light still shed itself over all around us.
In the morning we made our way to the local shop, a well fitted spotless!y"cl~an place, along a charming road which wound its way in and out of
small hills and in between weather boarded farmhouses dotted haphazardly
a:~ound about; there were no fences to be seen. All seemed as if it had
’:grewed" there, a composition to please any artist’s eye.
This day, too, was perfect, with sun all day, so that the host of
islands through which we threaded our way were at their very best. On all
sides~ down at the water’s edge or high up the hills and always in trees,
were perched those lovely dark or darly-coloured timber houses which the
Norwegian delights to build in the most unlikely spots, for it seems he
~annot resist the temptation to put a house on any pinnacle or cliff edge
comman ~ding a beautiful view. The loveliest perhaps was the One whose owner"
had cut down a swathe of trees to the water ls ledge and laid a carpet of closecut lawn from his home right down to the shore, a wonderful place in which to
live in sur:mer.

This passage between the mainland and the islands of Rotingen, Lepso and
Strono is one to be remembered, it is very deep and Steep-to so that one can beat
right up to the shore before tacking and as is usual on this coast almos~ all the
dangerous rocks are marked with perches, more than ca~ be said for the west coast
of SCotla~i. The rest of this most summery day was spent in beating up the mar~
miles of magnificent approach to Bergen, off which 0pema profusion of fjords
on both hands.
We were now in the ~ south channel to Bergen and soon found ourselves in
the midst~ of a great deal Of shipping. We found ourselves, too, in the narrow
part of the Vatlestrat~ in a strong adverse current, the first since before
Haugensund, as generally speaking the tidal streams on this coast seem a good
~aal weaker than might be expected and seldom were a vital factor in making a
Passage.
J
We came on past where We heard afterwards that the Yacht Club was, on up
into Bergen itself in perfect weather, past the enormous concrete German
submarine pens, part~v demolished by bombing, and pickec up a moorings off that
part of the quays knc~vn as Dokken, just below the magnificent new single arch
concrete bridge which is now wearing completion and which, when the supporting
casing to the concrete is finally cleared away, will be a most graceful¯ structure.
We were lucky in being able to moor here for our stay of three days, as these
yacht moorings were to be cleared away in a month or two, so that this place may
be used for shipping.
¯
This new bridge across one of the inlets which cuts deep into the City
deserves mention, for it touches on the spirit of Norway. The bridge spans in
a single lovely arch, a distance of well over 500 feet, the approach road being
carried at a considerable height over the roads which run along the inlet on both
sides.
This bridge will cut off a long detour and is to be a toll bridge.
The astonishing thing about the project is that it is being paid for by private
enterprise, not by the Public Authorities. One of Bergen’s leading citizens
formed a Company to build the bridge, the public subscribed for its shares with
the,kai0wledge that when the tolls have paid for the bridge, including interest
(in about ~en years they hope)they will receive their money back and the bridge
will then be ¯presented as a free gift to the Municipal Authorities!
Could
you imagine this happening in Ireland?
As soon as we had moored, Bruce was put ashore on urgent business, assuring
us that he would soon be back to lend a hand stowing.
At long last, after two
hours, he re-appeared on the jetty~ still in baggy sailing clothes, and brought
aboard al most jaundiced report of Bergen, which he declared was a hopelessly
badly designed City, full of fools who could not understand the most elementary
E~iglish, his needs being elementary.
He had walked miles, been on two different
and incorrect ’bus routes before finally hunting one down to earth behind the
Fish Market, a beautiful fully tiled place underground.
With success almost
within ~is grasp he was infuriated to find that none of the doors would OPen, so
after extensive enquiries of another "client", mostly made by mime, he w~s told
that it would cost 25 ore, about 3d.
This he had not got but Was kin~iy given.
Back t0 one Of the doors then with this very tiny coin, but as he had left his
glasses on board in the rush he could not find the slot to ir~ert the coin. "These
damn continentals, they do nothing the right way" as he at last found not a slot
on top, but a small circular hole in the face of the lock.
It was now merely a
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¯ matter of getting the 25 ore piece into the little hole - anticipation was
causir~g.:meunting tension as h~ fumbled and foost~rcd to g~t the coin in~ so
much so that the kind donor of it heard the clatter and mumbled cursing and
came over to indicate to him that one did not put the money in the ~keyhole
’ but went outside and pa~d theattendant for the key of the compartment!
i

After Bruce and all of us had recovered from this first venture ashore
:~e all went back ~rlith him and took the funicular Railway to the top of the
I j000 foot hill over Bergen, the Florien, on which is a fine large care.
Fromthis place there is a most wonderful view of the whole lake-studded City
spread out below, a sight perhaps best seen at dusk as the houses and streets
light up.
Some of these small lakes within the City are absolutel~v crow~ed
with motor boats, but few yachts, nearly all having that slow firing diesel
engine which, ~Jhilst giving a good turn of speed, is so very dependable; the
slow "putt putt" of these engines is one of the most characteristic sounds
amongst the harbours of all the islands we passed. For dinner here ~re had a
bird ~Jhich Ninian - a bit of a gourmet - said had almost vanished from Europe
andmight seldom be seen on a menu again - ptarmigazl.
It was delicious,
seemed expensive, but made an excellent dinner which, compared to some of our
later experiences here, was quite reasonable.
Food .~ras expensive in Norway. Meals varied from rather dear to very
expensive indeed.
Beer when obtainable was rather dear too and very dear
in some places.
As in Stavanger, we found that the san~ commodity could
vary very greatly in oost within a small area, a thing to be watched, though
it must be said that most articles in the shops were of very good qual~_tyo
Bergen is a beautifully situated City, a fine mixture of old weatherboarded houses and some huge splendid new buildings which, as in Stavanger,
are in happy contrast to the old, The G.P.O. seemed to me to be a beautiful
building, most modern, with a wonderful main office of fine design, a
pleasure merely to go into to sit upon the .comfortable tartan covered seats
in the centre of the concourse.
There were, too, some ten or eleven storey
high blocks of flats outside the Cityand one eleven storey office-like
structure within it at one end of the new bridge.
This building is rented
out as factory space to small manufacturers, a n~~ development .~ich has not
yet reached Ireland.
The remaining old portion of Bergen is off the ¯general route, out on a~
hilly promontory and when found is even more enchanting than Stavanger, its
old timber houses strewn at all angles up the sides of the hill are most
intriguing for there is little or no plan to its winding streets and
passageways.
The entire quays here wore absolutely teeming with bustle and life, the
fish ~ud flower markets adjoining one another at the head of the harbour near
the :Qentre of the City were caught up in this activity. Men passed by with
the inevitable (on the Continent) dispatch case, :sometimes with two and even
vzith a 1~ucksack as well.
The women, too, quite often had one of these, the
most startling sight being a mother with a rucksack out of which protruded
her child’s head.
The ~romen we thought most attractive; as this was after
three days ashore we considered that this opinion was entirely due to sea-time.

The next day, a Saturday, was a "free day" for all on board, a day on
which By common consent each one went entirely his own way, irrespective of
everyone else - an excellent institution ~Thich we found maintained great
harmony on board throughout the trip. Ninian and Bruce took a ’bus some
miles out of town to the south to the bay where the Yacht Club was situated,
but the amount of ’,life" there was a disappointment.
I weut out to visit some friends I had made a few years ago when
tz’amping in the Jotenhiemen - the high mountain region of Norway. These friends,
the Griegs, direct descendants of the composer, lived in a house next to his
which is nov; a place of pilgrimage for the musically curious. Their house is
beautifully situated on a hillside about 80 feet above the shore of the bay,
where it was pleasant ind~ed to sit on the terrace and eat supper and talk as
the sun sank down behind the hills across the bay at the end of a perfect day.
Here I was shown again ho~ to eat their crisp roasted bread rolls which have
been cut in half before roasting.
The edges are broken Off all round and the
toasted top lifted off and buttered on the underside, then the inside of the
lower "saucer" part is also buttered and eaten, a pleasant and different form
of toast, delicious with "yetoast" - goat cheese - spread upon it.
They had a small switching pier at the foot of the slope, from which Mrs.
Greig last winter used to set out to ski tv;o miles across the frozen bay to
the local shops.
Today the water was wonderfully warm, so we all bathed.
The Norwegians oertainly make use of the sea and mountains which make up this
fascinating land.
Talk that evening turned to the history of Norway as a nation. Denmark
had ruled here for something like 400 years until Nelson had defeated the
Danish fleet in 1 81 4, when under the Treaty of Kiel, Norway amalgamated with
Sweden on level terms, each with its own Parliament and Ministers, but with
the conduct of fcreign affairs in the hands of Sweden.
So it was that from
1 81 4 Norway began to feel a sense of its own nationality. and not merely from
1 905 when they separated from Sweden.
We had wondered about this, as we
had seen that every little week-end house on all the islands had a flagpole
with the Norwegian flag hoisted.
In 1905 after Sweden’ s persistent refusal
to allow Norway to appoint her own Consuls in the great seaports of the world,
which as a great maritime nation she felt was essential, affairs were almost
on the verge of war.
All the Norv~egian Ministers resigned, the Swedish King
was unable to form a Gcvernment, and so the Norwegians considered the Agreement
between ~he two countries had lapsed and set up their own ~1onarchy, choosimg
a Danish Prince, the now aged and universally beloved King Haakon.
As a result of Denmark’s 400 years of zule, there is at present a strong
division of opinion upon whether the language to be fostered officially shall
be the comon one, which though it has been influenced by Danish has developed
on its own lines, or the old one before the Danish times, similar to that still
spoken in Iceland,
The super-nationalists are trying to re-introduce or
enforce the old tongue, the one largely supported by country areas; the towns
are mostly in favour of the language as at present spoken.
This matter is
taken so seriously that Government forms are printed in both dialects, and each
side p~ints its own newspapers!
Shades of home!
The next day Ninian, his cine-can~ra and I went on a ’bus tour alongside
Hardanger Fjord, one of the mo~t beautiful of them all. We were blessed with
a perfect day, the glaciers on top of the mountains across the still waters
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were superb, the colouring everywhere was very fine and4 to cap it all, v~e
met a local wedding procession walking along the narrow road, the bride
in th@ olourful local costumc~ the groom in evening or was it morning
dress, with all their friends, some in Austrian type braces~, walking behind,
Ninian shamelessly managcd~to beat a couple of Americans to the draw and
got the choice cine shots. Both bride and groom seemed a little bemused
by all this fuss.

When ~e fil~ally got back on bo~d from the tour of this wonder@ul
twisting fjord ~7c found that our hand Timmy had, of all things, spent his
afternoon at a tea-party, given by a Dublin ~roman from Frsnacis Street and a
Cork woman, both married to No~regians, who it seems did not understand this
~eT~ form of English.
Ho’:-evor, despite this, TinmV was sent back to
"Euphanzel’ ~ith an invitation to come back and stay with them for the
winter if he would like to "~rork in Bergen for a while!
BERGEN TO ST. klLDA
After another grand steam bath and the loss of another two kilos, we
let go at about 17.30 on Monday, 16th July, and in a fe~" miles reached
Rongaund, a small but simple ~vay out between the chain of islands which runs
along the coast for many miles north and south of Bergen.
~fe came down this
sound in the silence of a very lovely sunset - a perfect departure from
Noz~vay - and set out across the North Sea once again, the wind being comfortably foz~Jard of the starboard beam, so that with full main and reaching jib
~:e moved in great comfort at about six knots.
This almost unbelievable
state of perfection persisted all night, all next day and most of the
following night. ~L~e did a little gentle steering, slept a great deal, ate
spasmodically but well, read a little, then took another nap.
Ninian
occasionally, when his bi-focals became a little encrusted with the thin
spray which sometimes came aboard, daintily moistened a little finger tip
and slowly, softly and with care and attention smeared the spots of salt
evenly over the lens and smiled to himself no~v that his glasses were as
clean as they ever were.
Bruce and I smiled at one another to see him
indulge himself in this harmless little piece of self-deception. Tinm~
smiled as he steured, no doubt turning over in his mind the" image of a
"smashing bit" he had met, or would soon meet in the "Top Hat" at home.
’Dr.Henry Jack’, for Tinmy had inculcated into us all the propriety of
always using his full title, snored gently, his book half covering his face.
All indeed was well on board "Euphanzel~’.
Our course was now well to the North of that on which we came to
Nol~vay, for in addition to having sailed up the coast about 100 miles we
were n~ heading t~ards Lel~ffick in the Shetlands instead of back to
Inverness.
This ~e decided to do, as progr, ss had been so good; it
would, too, give us the choice of either returning through the Caledonian
Canal or electing to go round the north of Scotland and so down the west
coast.
Once again as we neared the middle of the North Sea we passed
through the startling milk blue sea and again it was net unusually blue
at any distance, but only where it bubbled up alongside.

As usual when on an approximate east or west coturse I took sights early
morning and afternoon to get .a position line for distance and one for course.
The sights near noon put us ten to twelve miles south of ou~ course.
2~aoth~r
at 14.00 corroborated this, which wal comforting, so as our compass. has always
been very accurate it was obvious thht the n0r~h wind which had been blcwSng for
some days had¯ caused quite a set, ~l t_his case amounting to about ¼ knot. ~We
had got well to the south of our course despite the usual tendency to ~’gripe"
up to windward in a reach, so correction was made to allow for tb_is drift.~
Soon after midnight those b¯elov; ~ere]s~artled to be awakened by the rattle
and noise of.going about, it a~ter~ards turned out that we had got in amongst
the nets of a fleet of drifters° ~e could see right beside us the dark blobs
of the net floats, in the distance ~ere dozens and dozens of lights like a
sizeable tovna at sea, it was most puzzling for a while. We altered course to
south to avoid those dratted nets and tried to skirt around the ¯boats.
The more
south ~we went the more lights came up over the horizon.
The first floats we
saw were so close we could not avoid passing bet~cn the~ even though they ~rere
very close to one another. Not quite k~owing at first "~hat they were, we watched
them With some apprehension lest we got caught up (even though our log lin~ had
been taken in), but they did not move as we passed between~
This was a great
relief and from now on we wo~ over net after net without touching any.
~hen after seven miles of southin~ lights were still coming up, we hardened
our hearts and, despite flashing !ights and searchlight,¯~besnns from the drifters,
we came~back on course and got out from this accursed spider’s web.
It was a
most unpleasant first experience, though I fancy ,~e should in future meet th~
situation without undue disturbance: as we now know that -~ve can pass o-~er the
nets without touching them°
Our D.R. showed us that this must be Forty lille
Ground, a fishing area well off Le~vick.
We altered course to all~v for this devious detour a_nd soon after 04.00
Bressay Island "~as sighted slightly to the north, We rounded the south end off
this island v~th its most distinctive cliffs easily seen~ des~-’.±e the mist~ and
were disconcerted as vze sailed up the 7;ide channel to Le~z¢ick #,o be followed
closely by one of H.M.Fisherj Patrol boats whic/l wss rather o~nously keeping
"in step" with USe-~ We began to have qualms as to whether we had cut thousands
of pounds worth of nets loose during our passage through the drifters, so ~Te
politely dipped our Ensign in & d~, s~rming] manner and :vere relieved when she
returned the courtesy and bid us a cbeez-ji good-morning over-the loudhailero
Just then we w~ere passed ~ a stout Nol~vegian "double-ended" loose footed ketch,
south bound, who dipped to us -- "toujours la politesse" ~:
When v~ got home we
saw from the Shetland papers" sent to us that t~is boa-b was bound for the Faroes some passage indeed.
We let go in 5½ fathoms north of the fishing quays, having covered the ~80
miles of the North Sea in under 33 hours, ar_d soon afte~vards were boarded by
the Customs Officer, accompanied by a tremendously well turned cut and jovial
character, Captain Ingster, the Harbour N~ster, ~ho ra~_ated the jq-f of A~-rir,~.
He was all a Harbour Master should be a_~d u~ell deserves a chapter to himsel~o
He was the most vibrant personality we met, full of help s~d full of tact, and
insisted on towing us back into a small inner harbour where we stayed in great
comfort and convenience°
B&fore his boat even came alongside us, when he heard
we were from Dublin Bay he roared &cross to know if wo !euev~ ~Ir.Vinaent Brittain
who had called there several t~_.nes iu his large motor cruiser an~ was expected
any day :nosy.

Ler~Tick is a wonderful natural harbour in a "t’:~st" of the sound between
the mainland and the island of Bressay and has a number of quays and a few i ~
small harbour basins on the mainland shore. From Le~uick once sailed the
greatest drifter fleet in the ~:iorld, rhich on a memorable occasion in 1 905
numbered no less than 800 British and 400 No~egian and German, 1 200 boats
in all, so that, though the harbour is one and a half miles long by half a
mile broad, one could walk to any part of it by clambering over the boats.
At that time too there were about 60 firms at Lerwick curing the herring
which were mostly sold to German buyers who sold in bulk to Russia.
The
first World War did immense damage to this trade and nov: there are only a
few firms left still curing in any quantity.
When we came into the basin close behind the Fisherd Patrol boat, we
found that the "locals" seemed much interested in our arrival - it may have
seemed that we were taken in as a "prize" - quite different to the lack c~
curiosity of the Nor,:egians. These docksiders were surprised to see how
ccmparatively fine lined "Euphanzel" was for such a trip.
We were surprised
to find that they had hardly ever seen a Bermudian rigged boat though they
had heard of them.
They told us that recently two young Norwegians had
sailed across to Lcrwick in one of their small half decked boats, about 22
feet overall, an astonishing passage to chance in such a boat.
The old part of Lerwick round about the. basin Js a fascinating town.
It apparently has no streets for the narrow width between the houses and
shops is paved with large ~’flags" which run in one smooth surface from wall
to wall, so that it seems that there is just a wide path, but no place for
traffic.
There is always a sense of surprise then when walking up one of
these winding "paths" you meet a motor car driving slowly down, trespassing
as it were on the path.
We were driven the short distance to an hotel
along these paths by the owner of a taxi-business who informed us that in
J9J 8 he had been stationed in Ath~one and Sligo, building aerodromes, of
all unlikely things.
The shops were all shut ,~hen we got ashore for the ~hole to-~ had closed
up for the day, as here they have the excellent custom of an additional
whole day’s holiday each month throughout the year.
We, therefore, set off
for Scalloway on the other side of the island - which is only five miles
wide at this point - in one of the two ’buses which, though owned by two
s~parate little Companies, start off side by side at the same times,
following the same route and charging the same fares, of course, the keenest
closest competition in transport imaginable.
Scalloway is a wonderful enclosed sheltered bay and would be a fine
anchorage for a boat coming from the west ; perfect protection could be got
here or hereabouts even in westerly winds.
Here at the beginning Of the
century lay up to 200 drifters, n~v they could be counted on the fingers of
one’s hands. This Scalloway we were told was the headquarters of the famous
"Shetland Bus", the Norv~egian fishing boats which during the war used to
make such hazardous trips through the darkness of winter across the North Sea
to Norway, running the gauntlet of the German occupation to land men and
supplies to support the guerillas operating there.
Both in Lerwick and in Scalloway we sa~ the curiously built open rovclng,
sailing boats used here, built as in Norway of a few very wide planks each

side, ~v-ith sa~wn frames, the garboard planks being turned down steeply to the
keel to give a "grip" on the water for isailing.
They carry a dipping lug
and when well handled are fine~, sailers, they are very old in origin and,
though the design was changed some~hat~ about a hundred years ago, they have
changed little since then.
They are still building thes~ boats, now for
racing, and there is a fleet of them in Scall~Jay ~hich race regularly they must be the oldest dinghy class in the world by ~ couple of centuries.
At a few of the local Regattas there is, believe i~ or not, still’a race fOr
small open square sail boats!
The Shetlands indeed have retained their:
link with the past and are very conscious of it too, for when I was tactless
enough to ask one fisherman if much Gaelic was spoken in the islands, I got
the rather sharp reply "We’re no aCeltic race here"!
They consider themselves Norse and probably are; both ¯Lerv~ick and Scallow%V were as "dry" as
Norwegian towns of their size; that is almost but not quite so.
A pleasant little girl, a cub reporter from the local newspaper, came
d~n to get our story.
Bruce promptly ~¢ent up on the quay and interviewed
her; when we got home and read the issue which she had kindly sent us, we
saw that "Two elderly gentlemen, Dr.Ninian Falkiner and Mr.Bz~ce Cairnduff,
on their own had made a remarkable voyage from Ireland to Norway and across
to the Shetlands in a small yacht, a fine feat for men of their year~"!
That night Ninian found some very fine halibut at 3/’d. per lb. He
also found a little brandy and so served up an excellent supper.
~,~nerSkippers may do many things for their:crew’s welfare and happiness, but" most
appreciated of all is a good meal well cooked.
We all bought some of the lovely fine knitted wear produced on this
island. Ninian got some beautiful soft "spidery" handknitted jerseys a~d a
really marvellous small gossamer-light white scarf which, thgagh it seemed
it must be crochet work, was handknitted, one of the old arts of this islm4d
which is now dying out. It seemed incredible that these island folk could
have hands delicate and smooth enough to knit such a diaphanous thing.
We left at 10.00 on Thursdsy, 19th July, seen off by a large crowd,
including the Harbour Master and the Customs Officer, both of whom came down
far more to bid us farewell than to clear us officially - Lerwick is a
friendly town.
They regretted we had to leave so soon without even tr~ing
the sea trout fishing which they said was some of the best in Europe. .... ~
¯J

About twenty miles south of Ler~Tlck is Sumburgh Head - the southernmost
tip of the Shetlands off which is a very bad race, the Sumburgh EoSt.
We
were advised that the best time to leave Lez~vick was so as to arrive near
Mousa Island, the halfway point, near highwater, in order to take the race not
less than two hours after H.W.LerwiCk.
As we had decided to go West around
the north of Scotland we would thus carry the ebb through this bad region.
Our intention now was to go outside the Outer Hebrides and fulfil our ambition
of two years ago to visit StoKilda.
We romped along in large seas with a fresh N.E. wind and kept on S.W. to
pass near a tiny island which has given its name to a type of pullover known
the world over, the Fair Isle.
It looked forbidding with its¯ very high cliffs
on all sides, it is sad to think ¯that only a mere handful ioT ~inhabitants are
now left, soon yet another unique way of life will be lost for ever.
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All afternoon and night we ploughed steadily to the west across the north
of the 0rkneys; when darkness Came we "fixed" our position from time to time
on the two great lighthouses at the "corners" of the 0rkneys, N. Ronaldsay and
Noup Head and by breakfast time we could just see the slim pencil of Sule
Skerry Lighthouse almost ten miles away on our port beam, by noon Cape Wrath
was somewhere well out of sight to the south, about 30 miles. Soon afterwards
we sighted N. Rona and Sula Sgeir, the first an L-shaped island a mile in
length with some church ruins on it, the second little more than a rock, both
out in the Atlantic about forty miles north of the Butt of Lewis, both unlit,
both a menace in thick weather. We ran in a light wind with a spinnaker set,
we had a general wash and clean up on board. We cooked and enjoyed "big-eats"
or "drummed-up" as Timmy put it in delighted anticipation. This rounding of
the north of Scotland far out at sea really was too easy; we were blessed
indeed on this long leg. In the afternoon we altered course to the south west
to pass down the outside of the Outer Hebrides towards the Flannan Isles and
St. Kilda, the Eecca of our pilgrimage. We saw again some pairs of fine
gannets with their beautifully shaped wings black-tipped on the upper surface,
their heads yellow; a solitary silent fulmar kept escort on us and in the
evening a curious small black and white bird with a stubby body circled us for
some time, a long wisp protruding from the centre of its tail. This we
thought might be a frigate bird but later we were told it was an Arctic Skua,
a bird which exists by "buzzing" other birds so fiercely that they disgorge in
terror the food they have collected, this the Skua feeds on, ready predigested:
The Rev. John Brand (1701), who watched "the skooty alans" in Noss harrying
other sea birds for their fish, describes the scene thus:
"There is a Fowl there called the Scutiallan, of a black colour and
as big as a Wild Duck, which doth live upon the Vomit and Excrements of
other Fowls, whom they pursue and having apprehended them, they cause
them to Vomit up what meat they have lately taken, not yet digested:
The Lord’s Works both of Nature and Grace are wonderful, all speaking
forth His Glorious Goodness, Wisdom and Power." (Birds and ~umnals of
Shetland: by
L.S.V. Venables and U.~i. Venables.)
We reached on down the north west coast of Lewis, "this stretch of 45
miles of wild and forbidding coast with little shelter except in the
magnificent inlet of Loch Roag" as the Clyde Cruising Club’s handbook put it,
through a cold but quite beautiful night, for as the sun sank down beneath the
sea a full orange moon got up out of it and spread a path of glittering gold
right up to "Euphanzel’ s" side.
By dawn we were up to the Flannan Isles to meet for the first time for
many days a headwind. Progress had been so fair that we were beginning to
lose count of the days, another night or so at sea hardly seemed worth
bothering about, time just melted away, there was opportunity to indulge to
the full the luxury of untroubled quiet sleep at sea - this indeed was pazsage
making as it should be.
A bearing and a sextant angle on the lighthouse on the lar est island for
distance off gave us a good fix. This easy use of the sextant is a most
convenient method of fixing one’s position and is preferable to two or perhaps
even three bearings at times.

There were now many birds around us, gannets, herring and black backed "
gulls, guillemots, puffins, fulmar petrels and an oyster catcher. The
herring gulls seemed almost without fear for at one time there were ~hree ~.
standing on the q~arter right beside the helmsman-and no less than four on~
the punt fo~ard, one of thes@ mostly balancing on the.lifeline and bobbing
and ducking "~o maintain his st~iqce like an obsequi0usUdumpylfrock-coated i ~)i.
hotel manager bowing to an Eastern Potentate - a most amusing sight, These
gulls were q~i~e silent and appeared never to have been frightened by man,
so at ease were they. The most beautiful sight of all was a skein of 16
huge gannets flying fast and low over the waves in perfect line ahead,
wheeling up one wave trough, then better than any Brigade of Guards, in a
twinking changing direction into line abreast before once again with a singie
twist changing back into line ahead. It was magnificent.
We continued beating all a/y in a light wind and not so light mist, we
were certainly back in Scotland again~ At last, at about 16.O0, we saw a
dark patch in the mist, Bororay, one of the islands of the St. Kilda group
and about four miles from the main one, Hirta. Bororay though less than a
mile in length towers to the terrific height of 1,240 feet, an overpowering
mass of rock. So huge is this rock for its ler~th that when we were all
convinced we were within l½ miles of it, several fixes showed that we were
still,five miles away; it was hard to credit. Just off it, each end are
~:
two stacks, pillars of rock no less than 500 and 600 feet high, one appearing
to lean over slightly against the wind, this whole group forming a most ....
marvellous sight. On the huge cliffs of this island and the stacks are
thousands of gannets. It is the greatest gannetry in all Britain, and ~
perhaps Europe. The sky over us was a cloud of agitated gannets, there were
many hundreds in the air at once. We could see that when they wished to
hover directly over the boat they did not flap their wings up and down but
drew the tips in and out by bending their elbows as it were. Some flights
of them were speeding home i~ echelon formation and as they neared their!: !~: ,~i,~L
particular piece of cliff face they peeled off in perfect order, one after
the other like fighter aircraft dropping off for action.
We were now on the threshold of achieving all cur dreams, a thing which
we had hardly dare mention during the last few days. St. Kilda’s main
island, Hirta, was just beyond that curtain of mist, we strained to see as
the light faded what we had headed for in 1954 and so miserably failed to
reach. This perhaps more than any other moment was the greatest of the
whole cruise. All were keyed up to see this most .impelling of islands, one
which had been inhabited for over a thousand years, since before Norse times:
and was now completely deserted, quite without human foot upon it, without a ~
soul in its ruined village. At 21.00 on Saturday, 21st July, through the
_.
gloom, crouching below a heavy low oily cloud ceiling~ the island at last
appeared. As night drew in we beat into Village Bay in a grey silent murk,
the hills around disappearing up into the low c$oud; no place could have
been more ominous or foreboding, we each felt glad of the others’ company,
though no word was uttered, for the oppressiveness of the whole scene weighed
downupon us, the air of desolation was overpowering asz~e~!slowly headed in ;
towards a shore which hardly could be distinguished for it was now almost. ::~
~zi%e dark. So this then was St. Xilda, deserted, with no living soul upon
it. Suddenly this moment of awe was shattered in the most electrifYi’ng
manner, a momentary brilliant flash of light split the darkness into
smithereens - and left a blacker darkness than before. No one said a word,.
¯
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no one could believe it, it must be imagination, we waited in acute ........
apprehension, each afraid to seem so idiotic as to mention it. Then it
happened again, then all broke the heavy silence, ’%Vas it a boat?", "No,
there’s none there’". "A trawler?" "No’" "Then it must be bir~vatchers
taking night photographs" and so it was’ What an entrance to our isle:
Soon we let go as nearly as we could judge, fairly close offshore, off what
might have been the manse, in about 5 fathoms, to rest the night, but leaving
all ready to get out at a momentss notice as all accounts of visits to the
bay advise, so sudden are the changes in the weather here, so exposed these
parts, so poor the shelter in winds between south west to east.
We had logged over 300 miles in 61 hours on this passage from the
Shetlands, a distance between half and one-third that around the coast of
Ireland, and although well out at sea had seldom been out of sight of some
littlebit of land or island in all that time.

The St. Kilda group of islands - Hirta, Bororay and Soay - is about 40
miles off the outer Hebrides. The famous one which used to be inhabited,
Hirta, is a little over two miles in length and rises to almost 1400 feet in
height, with very high cliffs around a good deal of its coast. Village Bay
is a deep indentation in the south east corner and is protected to the south
by Dun Island, a long barrow razor back island. In the north west corner is
Glen Bay, a deep cut into solid rock, the sides being very steep slabs of
rock, the bottom rock as well, This bay is little use except to lie
temporarily in a south or south east wind. There is a saucer valley running
down to Village Bay and a lesser one down to Glen Bay, the two divided by the
shoulder running down from the 1392 foot mountain Conachair. Off the northwest tip is the island of Soay which though less than a mile in length is
over 1200 feet high. Across most of the narr~v sound between Hirta and this
island is a tremendously high ridge of rock which has a large "archway" cut
through it by the sea, a truly impressive sight from the very high cliff
towering over it.
At Village Bay there are the ruins of a complete village, the walls of
the houses still stand, strewn along the curved overgr~uq track which once
was the main and only street. There is a manse, still with slated roof, a
simple plain church also with its roof, the only other roof being to the
Factor’s house which was the residence of the agent of the owner of the
island. This Factor managed the external trade of the island, he took the
bird-down and the fulmar oil which were considerable items of export here,
and got in exchange tea, sug&r and meal. The islanders, through the ages
had gradually learned to centre most of their economic life on the enormous
cliffs which are the breeding grounds of the fulmar petrel, which come here
in colossal numbers. Until almost the very end of the last century, this was
the 0nly place in the whole of the British Isles where this bird bred. Since
then, it has spread to many parts, it is thought, via the fishing trawler.
The islanders became wonderful cliff climbers in their search for eggs
and theirltrapping of the birds, for many of the cliffs are over lO00 feet
high. One of the greatest family heirlooms was a cliff rope made of horsehair covered with leather which passed on from father to son until wp_rn out:-

when the father or son ~sometimes passed on; fatalities in this work were ~-by no means unkn~;n but!it:.~red a hardy fold. As the fulmar expectorates: ’
oil at its enemieS~am~ a~ this was most valuable they always-tried to ~ " ¯
capture the bird umex.~ectedly before it could¯ ’discharge the oil.
,
.~;~ ~h Th~ do~na of these birds was once almost world renowned and found a read
ready~ket for~::pillows,’ -.eide~rdowns and cushions. The flesh was dried in
¯ small-rectangular dr~j stone-buildings called cliets, pronounced ’cleets’.
These cliets are one of the most outstanding features¯of¯ the whole of
, St. Kil’da. They a~ .abbut fifteen to. twenty fee~ in length, about three
feet wide by’Tour feet h~i.gh-,- hu~Tt of loose stone walls sloping slighly in
towards the top which is [overe~. over with large flat stones capped with a
.thick layer of turf sods~ ..At 0he end i.s a small open doorway, so that the
trapped birds could be~ .taken inahd hung up to dry in the winds which
~
filtered through the walls.
The scale on which this bird trapping went on can be judged fr0m t~e
fact that though it is reckoned the population varied from about ode to two
hundred or t~o hundred and fifty, over two thousand of these cliets have
been counted on the island. They are scattered.absolutely everywhere, from
beside th@ houses, across the loose stone walled fields, up to the slope of
the mountain to the very crest and ridge and down the other side. They are
near the cliff edges. They appear as pimples on every skyline and as a rash
on every hill and mountain slope, you can’t get away from them, it is
staggering.
The houses of the village are of two kinds, the old ’black houses’
built of loose stone walls, the gable walls being slightly rounded so there
were no sharp corners and very slightly inclined in towards the roof, with
a small low doo_~vay and no window at all or <nly a very tiny. one. These
houses were roofed with turf sods, supported I suppose, on roof timbers,
which must have been drift wood as there is not a single tree visible on the
island. About a hundred years ago 16 new houses were built, of a more
normal type, ha\~ng timber floors, which though now rotten are still intact.
Bec ..... tobles and pots and pans are scattered through these houses even
though the remaining 43 inhabitants were taken off for the last time early
in the 1930’ So
For a few of the following Summers, some of these came back
for some months but this did not last for long.
We landed in the morning at the steps of the small concrete jetty and
met some of the bird watchers; these were in all eleven, both men and women,
one the lady doctor from near Campbeltown, two others had been on a climbing
expedition to Everest. They were a most charming and interesting crowd of
people. They had been landed by a trawler about ~a week before and were to
leave in a day or ~vo.
They told us much about the island and it’s life, of the mouse which
here is quite different to any other anywhere else, and of the wren which
is also quite unique. They told us too of the Soay sheep which are reputed
to have been brought by the Norsemen a thousand years ago, and which had
been taken over from Soay to Hirta when the island people left about 20 :
years ago. ¯ These sheep we saw in groups about the island; from even & short
distance they look and move just like deer,, they have thick dark br.ovna coats
which ~e moulted in small tufts all over the grass and heather. Whilst
walking over the island, I collected quite a bundle of this beautiful soft

fine textured wool, which I was assured would spin and knit up beautifully. 0
Our birdwatcher~ were most inter@steal to note that in the 20 years these sheep
have been on Hirta, they have developed differently to those left on Soay, a
rema_~kable change in such a very short time though they are just as wild as
ever they were. We were shown a snipe’s nest in the grass and bracken which
they were photographing from time to time, complete with ~ eggs. We were even
told that the flocks of pied wagtails which nest in the five plane tree’s ~wn
the centre of 0’Connell Street, Dublin are most widely known by Ornithologists
everywhere, as such nesting is quite unknown in any other city in the world’
One of these birdwatchers was living in the attic of the Factor’s house.
She showed us a book published in about 1900 which included a drawing of the
author’s room whilst on the island - her room. T~s same book also had a
photograph of the author’s sister landing on one of the enormous cliffs of
Bororay from a rowing boat, and hauling herself up the cliff face on a rope,
perfectly turned out in long flowing skirt, tight jacket, laced bootees and
huge flowered hat:
We all divided to wander over the island, Ninian went off with the
Everest climbers and had them crawling about the cliff face taking eine
photographs of young petrels. Bruce rowed over to Dun Island. ’Dr. Henry Jack’
climbed the highest mountain, as I did, and had a marvellous view all round,
with Bororay and it’s two stacks t~vering out of the sea a few miles away, and
faintly on the horizon the mountains of the Outer Hebrides. Never had we felt
so completely ’monarchs of all we surveyed’.
0n the side of the mountain - Conachair - were scattered the remains of a
an aircraft which had fl~vn into it when hidden by cloud, during the War; over
the valley sweeping down to Glen Bay, was scattered the wreckage of two more
unfortunate planes which had also been struck down by this mountain, a
melancholy sight.
When coming down off the mountain to Glen Bay, I was viciously ’buzzed’
by a number of huge black back gulls which repeatedly swooped down over me,
passing with a terrific ’whoosh’ less than two feet over my head; less
alarming were the delightful and amusing puffins, who with their black bodies,
white shirt fronts, red striped beaks and red bespatted feet looked like selfconscious children at a fancy drees party.
On the way back to the boat, I met a birdwatcher and his wife half way up
the mountain, one or other of whom had been standing in a sackcloth ’hide’ for
hours on end trying to take photographs of a snipe sitting on her eggs.
Apparently it is necessary for a birdwatcher to have a wife for this type of
observation, as to avoid scaring the bird permanently, two come to the hide,
one gets in and the other walks away, this satisfying the bird who can seldom
count beyond I, that it is now safe to return to the nest. H~v the bird~
watcher who usually photographs crows, ravens and other such intelligent birds
arranges his domestic affairs, I did not find out, for these birds can count
up to 2, so it is necessary for 3 to come to the hide so that two may go away.
We were careful not to cut or scratch ourselves on this island, as ’:.t!;~l~.~
tetanus has always been endemic amongst the people who lived here; they were
in fact said to havebeen wiped out on more than one occasion by disease, but
each time the island was resettled. Sometimes in the early 1700s a party was
landed in June on the cliffs of Bororay to gather eggs and trap the gannets.
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They~were not taken off soon afterwards, as the whole community on Hirta had
been wiped out by disease - this time by smallpox. The hardy party survived
thev~vhole winter without shelter on Bororay, living on the gannets and ~eir
eggs, until the foll~ving June when a visiting ship took them off, a fea~ of
endurance which seemed past belief considering the utterly inhosl~’table
nature of this mountain-island. Yet as little as fifty years¯after the
first steamer s ervicel had been established to St. Kiida in 1877, the people
had become so dependent on mainland supplies, their vigour had become so
sapped that they cotuld no longer manage to live this very harsh life and so
were taken off.
This ~island wIuich once belonged to the ~cLeod of ~IcLeod is now owned by
the Marquis of Bute, from whom permission must (or should be’) obtained to
land, for it is now considered a bird sanctuary. Special permission must be
got to take away natural history specimens - the famous mice are carefully
trapped for photographing and then turned loose again, even by the lady
members of the party.’ We were told that we may have been the last to visit
this~ island by sailing boat whilst it is uninhabited, as within the n@xt few
months the Forces are to take it over to set up a radar ¯post to plot the
flight and fall of the guided missiles launches from South Uist towards
Rockall. Naturalists are worried that this invasion may lead to the
destruction of much of the bird and other life here, especially if even a
single rat is allowed ashore.
SOUND OF HI~qRIS

TO

TAYVALLICH .... ¯

In the evening we had a last look at the extremely rusty old gun sited
just beyond the Manse and put in by the Government soon after a Ge~
submarine ~had surfaced in the Bay in ~1915 and shelled the village - a mean
sort of thing to do. We bid farewell to all our friendly birdwatchers and
repaired on board at the end of a most memorable day’s visit to the St.Kilda
group - the~realisation of our ambition. We were sent off at dusk armed
with a tin attached to a piece of board bearing instructioms to the finder
to post th~letters in the tin. This ’St. Kilda’ mail ~as ’posted! about
35 miles off the Hebridean shore with more hope than expectation, yet when~
we arrived ~home, our letters a little sea stained, were there awaiting us,
having been picked up in Lewis after five days at sea.
We had a hard very fast reach for the 40 odd miles over’to the entrance
to the Sound of Harris, in a good force 5 wind and quite a dirty sea. It
was obvious !hat this stretch of water could be extremely heavy in bad
weather, especially as one should normally have a beat out to¯ St. Kilda as
if .one goes out in a free wind which is of any force, there will be no
shelter in the only anchorage - Village Bay.
’
We arrived before first light off Shill~y Island and picked it up
almost 9 miles away even though it is unlit and it was dark and ¯rather misty;
it iseemed only about 3 miles when first seen, distances of o hjmgts here are
even more deceptive than usual at sea. As the entrance to this very
torturous channel through this Sound needs a carefuil approach, we jilled
aroundl¯for 3 hours awaiting full daylight as the mist and rain had now
great ly~cut down visibility, which in fact never cles~ed sufficiently to see
some of the back and distance marks mentioned in the Clyde Cruising Club
handbook.

The Sound of Harris is a tricky place; even on the large scale chart it
seems almost impossible that there could be a clear channel through it. The
tidal directions on the chart do little to simplify matters: "It may
generally bc stated that in summer, in neap tides, the stream comes from the
Atlantic during the whole of the day and from the ~nch during the whole of
the night. In winter this precept is nearly reversed. In spring tides both
of summer and winter the stream sets in from the Atlantic during the~ greater
part of the time the water is rising, and it flows back into the Atlantic
during most of the fall of the tide. Where water is confined by rock and
islands the velocity is 5 knots during springs and not much less during
neaps, whilst in other places it does not exceed a rate of 2 to 2½ knots".
Very helpful, especially as in places the narrow channel runs at right angles
to the flow of these marvellous tides, which set across sunken rocks.
ThOugh visibility was very poor, once the channel was entered, it was
not nearly so difficult as it had locked though one’s attention could not
be let wander for long. ¯ The anxious time was trying to make sure that we
were ~ming in on the right bearing, as it was most difficult to pick out
v the correct two leading beacons, which lead between two sunken but very
shallow rocks, one most ominously named ’The Irishman’.
A series of fixes on Coppay Island and the mountains at Cape Difficulty
were taken, the peaks being judged to be halfway or thereabouts between the
slopes of the mountains where the clouds sat down upon them. A couple of
runs in were taken before we were satisfied that we were on the right line
between the rocks and then we came on in fast, carefully following the C.C.C.
directions, but having to read them in reverse as it were, as they are for
going wemtwards, whereas we were going east. The chart too, entered into
this little ga~e for the meridian is well slewed off the usual vertical line,
confusing when navigating to some extent by eye, rather than by parallel
rulers.
We left the first beacon on Red Rock to port, the next on Sgeir Volinish
to starboard, then came close along the shore up to the two leading back
marks, near ’The Obbe’ which lead out through the narrow gap to Jane Tower,
the channel ~ere turning almost at right angles to it’s former course and to
the flow of the tide - surmmer or winter’ As this made it a dead beat we
startef up the engine to get us through this half mile. As soon as Jane
Tower was abeam, the rest was easy, though a few shoal patches had to be
watched~
We had now left the Atlantic behind, we could tick the Sound of Harris
off our list of things we should like to have done. we turned nort~h for
East Loch Tarbert and came in the Nprth Channel as it is much the cleaner.
We had an almost dead beat up this very fine Loch to a most sheltered
anchorage, off the village. The Elliott rock, in this channel though not
b ouyed on the chart, now appears to have had a small buoy placed on it.
We all thought this a grand anchorage but we also all agreed that this
was the most unlovely waterfront we had seen, We wondered why the Queen was
being landed hereduring her August visit, there must be a more beautiful
harbour somewhere else. As we passedup towards the village, we could just
see into the North Harbour of the island of Scalpay, it looked most inviting
and we rather regretted we had not put in there.
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’ When We’went ash0reJ:In the evening Bruce b0ught a length of Harris
handmade twe~ed,the ge’~ne stuff, not faci0ry woven; you could smell the
difference. ~ny of the houses had little Shops in their front rooms, each
one selling absolutely¯ everything. To atone for the drabness of the ~lage
there was the salmon-fishing Hotel, a most comfortable and pleasant place, ..
which had at one end a bar of completely different character, as unkept as
any in the depths of Ireland, .clearly to keep the fisher-folk separated from
the fishi, ng-folk.
. ..... ,.:.:
This evening~ 23rd July, was most pleasantly spent on board, where we
supped ourselves and three of. our .St. Kilda friends, who had juat got in
after a nine hour trip in nasty.weather, on the deck of the trawler which had
gone out for them. They greatly appreciated th!sinvitation, for when we
met them they were looking for a hall or shed in which to set up their primus
stoves and spend the night. Intrepid fo’lk indeed and not all of them were in
their twenties by any means. A very pleasant interesting night was spent in
the company of these three, Helen Scott ~he doctor from Campbelt~vn, Scott
(no’ relation) and Weir, the two Everest men, who had been cliff climbing on
St. Kilda. Talk this night was not. only of boats and birds, it touched on
peace and war, Britain, America and Russia, Jew and Gentile. By O1.00 all
had been settled to our satisfaction, at least until the morning.
Early next day in a light S.W. breeze, we were off for Portree in the i
Isle of S~ye and were lucky enough to have a ’pet’ crossing of the Minches,
that¯ most notorious 15 mile stretch of water between Harris and the North
end of: SI~.~ !
As visibility threatened to become poor as we came out, I carefully
examined the hourly tidal streams listed on the chart. I fou~@Lthat close
~ereabeuts the tidal streams coming around the north and south ends of the
Outer Hebrides meet and that during the course of the ebb and flood the
direction changes through almost the entire 360°. As this looked confusing
in print I wrote each hour around the compass rose against the direction the
tide would then be running and. added it’s speed. I could now see at a glance
just what the tide w0uldbe doing at any particular time or what it should
average in direction and speed over a period~ In cases of widely varying
directions of this kind, I find this simple method very clear.
On the way over here we:were passed close to by the steamer froml Tarbert
carrying our birdwatchers home. As the steamer passed beside us, Ninian, who
some time ago had been presented "with a full set of International Flags and a
code book, had us hoist the signal "Q.U,B. " which caused a deal of activity
on the steamer’s bridge, when they turned it up in their own book - ’~e have
no women on board.’ ".
/However, the day cleared, so all the way over there was a very fine view
-~:,, 9f Skye’s broken skyline, and away to the east, the blue haze of the
~mountains of the Scottish mainland, but soon after we rounded the north of
iilSk~e,~ the wind drew ahead and freshened, so we had a long beat down Raasay
Sound under the almost continuous high cliffs of thispart of Skye; unusual
~i at one point where a waterfall tumbles down from the very top of the cliff,
and at a nearby place, where it is formed of hexagon-sided columns just like
the Giants Causeway. ¯ Further on a small hydro-electric powerhouse dangles
above the water suspended at the end of a double line Of huge pipes which

hang down the cliff face from the lake on top, just like some in Norway. The
rest of the beat was in heavy mist andoccasionally very heavy squalls, so wh
when We~let¯ go in 4 fathoms just north of the:pier in Portree, we also shot
thekedge.
Portree, the capital of Skye, is prettily sited On the hilly shores of
the bay, the waterfront houses overtopped by others built higher up the hill
behind - a lovely little port. Skye, it appears, like many another island,
is on the wane, for the owner of one of the waterfront ’houses’ told us that
the population which in 1913 had been 32,000 was now only just over 8,000.
He considered "The @overnment" should do more for them than it did, and thoug
though a most mild-mannered soft-spoken.man~reacted violently when Bruce RobertBruce Cairnduff of Scottish extraction - asked him why Scotland had
not yet it’s own Parliament, with the gentle implication that until then they
~:would deserve no better than they got~.
Next day, :Wednesday, 25th July, was a day of heavy winds, an ex 9 metres
set Out in the morning with trysail and jib, in an almost force 8 gale, but
was back some hours later. We lay the day and night here, glad of our kedge,
resting and reading after our exertions ashore - we had walked around the
marvellous path throUgh pine trees, high up on the very steep sides of the
little headland just behind th~ village, a wonderful little walk. We were
visited by ant. Finlay who had a beautiful three year old fishing-boat type
motor cruiser and who had forsakensail as he had a young family to take to
sea. He had in fact sold his ketch ’Ron’ to a school mate of mine. After a
littietime he andNinian realised they had me% before aboard some boat in
Dunlaoghaire Harbour, after a dinner at the Royal Irish Yacht Club; later on
they even remembered something of that night. A bath and a dinner ashore
rounded offt~IBday satisfactorily.
In the morning, when coming back from shopping, a couple of fishermen on
the ship where we had left the punt remarked to us that they had touched her
as they came alongside and may have caused her ’a little bit of damage’ honest fellows. Both knees were burst as was the thwart, as well as one
gunwale and a top stake cracked right through. The ’little bit of damage’
was repaired with their materials which, plus a gift of fish, soon set all to
rights.
" "
Just as we were about to get under weigh, someone noticed a cardboard
box floating upside down lO0 yards astern - our provisions. Overboard with
~the punt again, to salvage what had not sunk.
AS the forecast was 6 to7, occasional 8, we rolled plenty in on the
boom and set the storm jib. From here to home we had a succession of gales
forecast, all of which duly arrived. The v~nd was now westerly giving us a
fair passage down Caol Mor and out on to Kyle Akin, into Loch Alsh, from
~which we turned hard starboard, apparently down a valley, into a narrow
.channel between Skye and the mainland, Kyle Rhea, where the ebb runs up to 8
knots. This whole sail from Caol Mot was through the most wonderful mountain@
locked water, from which it seemed there could be no way out. The sun broke
through andshowed us the sea and the mountains in their very finest raiment.
~’:
At the south end of Kyle Rhea is a fierce overfalls, at it’s worst on the
ebb in southerly winds, which can however be avoided. As we came down with the
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very last of the ebb, in a westerly wind,~we shot through it’ and it was quite
bad enough, though no worse than~ exciting, but all the’ Same it felt like
ticklirrg a tiger through the~ bars of a~ cage - dangeroug in other circumstances
Soon after this we had Isle 0rnsay light abeam and so connected up with
the most northerly point of our cruise of 1953 to Skye. From here on, then,
we wers sailing on ~old ground’ most of the time. .....
~ ~As~we~did not ~fancy Mallaig, we turned up Lock Nevis to an anchorage
which ~gr. Finlay had.reco~nended, to Glaschoille Island, in the west part of
Inverie.Bay. We came in with one of the Scottish Northern Lights Vessels,
ilooking most beautifully kept, as it was caught in a shaft of the late
,~evening sun. We let go in 3 fathoms ~off the shooting lodge in perfect
shelter within the sound of a small stream splashing down to the beach beside
us. A large steak and sound sleep for all of us this night.
Friday, 27th July, turned out to be a beaUtiful day with a sli~ S.W,
wind which was supposed to veer to N.W. but :died not, so our anticipated
reach stayed a beat most of the day. All morning we quietly beat down the
coast inside the very varied islands of Run, Eigg and 1:luck; to the north
west towered the truly wonderful jagged teeth of the Coolin Hills of ~kye some of the finest rock climbing in the British Isles. We had in sight no
less than two Or tl~ee other Yachts. The sea was becoming horribly crowded
now we were getting back to densely inhabited regions again; we had become
like the South African Veldt dwellers who feel cramped if they sight smo~e on
the horizon:
During the morning a large herring hog about 20~feet in length startled
us by surfacing close alongside with a loud puffing noise; it looked like a
small whale with its flatish head - it was in fact a Lesser Rorqual, now
comparatively rare in these: waters.
: :

.

Early in the afternoon in brilliant sunshine, and now with a free wind,
we passed Ardnamurchan Point, the westernmest point of the mainland of
Scotland, at the north west end of the Sound of ~(ull, the point after which,
when coming north, one is entitled to wear a sprig of heather at the
masthead, or is it the sternhead? It felt rather odd to come south past this
famous seamark without having sighted it before.
At this point we had to decide whether we would go home by Coll and ’ .~,~
Tiree, ~Iona and Colonsay and on down the Sound ¯of !slay as we had done befc~g
or whether we would go down the Sound of ~{ull and back towards Crinan, to
lea~e us a choice of going through the Canal into the Clyde if t~e weather
were bad, or on down the outside and round the l~ull of Kintyre,i ~s’i_we wished
to do, after~ which we could wear a ~p~ig of hea%her at our sternh~ad- or i~
.. ¯

~

~

.

~

’

~. ."

was new .a perfect Sailing day, warm, sunny, and~. with~ a ~gentle:’ ~ free i~.
breeze over a ,flat.’ se~, the islands outside looked most’ inviting, ’the
forecast was not q,mite~ so; the decisiOn~ trembled in the.,baianCe till the very:
last moment, We went inside and~ lucky that we diS~
:
For the next few hours we ran on down the Sound of Mull with spinnaker
set, in brilliant sunshine - the first real sunshine since Norway. I~assing
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Tobermory, in whose harbour search is still being made from time to time to
find the treasure ship of the Spanish Armada which was wrecked there, we were
all distributed about the deck on cushions and with little clothing on. This
we told one another is what those who stay ashore imagine cruising to be. If
only they knew’
~Both shores of the Sound looked very enticing on::this !ovei~day,
~"’ as
::’we
sailed:i’io~ down for Loch Aline. The wind fell away, s6 ~e:msed:the motor to
g,t tup the ~rather narrow, but simple entrance to the Loch and let go in 2
fathoms to starboard of the entrance. This Loch is a perfect~ and well-wooded
little enclosure of water, a delightful and well sheltered anchorage, Which ....
ended thins" wonderful sailing day by reflecting in its black mirror e:~faee ~he
rising moon as it came up behind the fringe of trees on the rose tinged skyline.
Evening
could not have more beautifully become night ¯
, ;.. ¯" ,

We made an early start - we were now quite definitely bound for home,
with not much time to spare in this most unsettled weather - and had to motor
down the rest of the Sound to D~ Point with its dark battlemented castle.
Herewe crossed our track outward bound for the Caledonian Canal; we had
completed the circ.t~nnavigation of all Scotland north of the Great Glen - via
Norway.
¯7

~ ~Soon wewere racing through the tidal eddies of Fladda light on down
through the ~Sound of Luing and past the mouth of that most terrifying of all
places, the Gulf of Coirebhreacin, considered the worst in all the West
Highlands, ¯where the 8 knot spring tide throws up huge overfalls in its
passage over the very broken bottom. We were under motor just here and as
it was the tail of the ebb and the flow was out of the Gulf - flowing to the
east - we cut across the mouth, across the oily smooth sea, which would
suddenly erupt inhuge powerful swirls which swung the boat through a quarter
of the compass before you aould correct her. This tiny touch of what this
tide could be, left us with an even greater respect than we had had for this
place.¯ .Ne csrtainly never would have come near here in the flood, when it
runs to the west, through the Gulf.
It was still a nasty misty day, now with little wind, so we continued
under motor down the Sound of Jura and entered Loch Swen - about 10 miles to
the south of Crinan - coming in by the north passage, 155o true, Knap point
in ~ransit with the north End of Eileann na Gambnao This long narrow heavily
wooded Loch is perhaps the most beautiful of all we had been in, either on
this cruise or the one to Skye, most emphatically "it would hav.e been lovely
in sunlight:,.; as usual it was misting quite heavily. We came past s very
fine old castle on the starboard hand and at the head of the Loch turned into
a small deep bay, which in turn lead into what must be one of the most landlocked anchorages imaginable - Tayvallich. It is only about a quarter of a
mile in length by about 300 yards wide, with a little chain 0f ’tiny islands
down itls centre, the entrance is 75 or so yards wide, but even it has an
island in¯ the centre with a sunk rock on one side, leaving a very narrow
Channe~.~cn the other side. The Clyde Cruising Club Handbook recommends one
to skirt the shore to port and come around the islands in the centre; it also
mentTbns a direct way just north of them, this we took and let go in" three
fathoms, just off the village, which seemed absolutely perfect shelter as
there are hills all around.

We went ashore to the two shops - itwas now late Saturday afternoon ,
and were lucky enough to meet’the travellingbutcher; the rest of our
provisions we got at the Post 0ffice, except bread which was obtainable at
this time~ bf day only at Loch Gilspead, about 12 miles away at the Clyde end
of the Crinan Canal. We took this hint and had a most lovely bus run, "fir~st
alongside an extremely narrow Loch and then through densely wooded hilly
co~utry and afterwards along tree tunnelled toads, beside the Crina~ Canala journey well worth the making.
Next morning, Sunday, 29th July, at 07.35 promp~~, @e were under weigh l
to catch the tide ~ at the Mull of Kintyre. We drifted out in a light
wind and turned on the shipping forecast at 07.4~ on 1500 metres, N - NW
for~e 17 to gale force 8; at the Fastnet it was forecast force i0: About turn
and back again~ our just desserts for having got uhder weigh in time. This
however~ and ~o the surprise of thel Minister, added three to the Congregation
of the Church"of Scotland that morning; had we gone on, I imagine ~e should
have been praying in any case. Poor Timmy, who set off in search ~6fa Church
more suitable to his needs, returned absolutely soaked to the skin, having on
this deluging morning picked up a lift back from Loch Gilphead on a motor
cycle - he had set off without a coat.
Until the afternoon there was hardly a stir of wind here, only a heavy
continuous mist. All day we had radio reports of ships and yachts in
distress at sea, the winner of the race to Lisbon, the Moyana, abandoned off
the Lizard, many other yachts missing for the moment, 801m.p.h. squalls, it
was hard to believe here that gales were raging all roun~ In the afternoon
I walked the short distance across the peninsula over to Charsaig Bay, in an
absolute downpour and saw it was blowing very hard across the Sound of Jura,
W.N.W., truly the shelter at Tayvallich was splendid.
Before we turned in, we veered more chain - just in case, even thougb~’
we had been told the holding ground was good. At 02.30 Henry, who had awoken
by intuition, roused us all with the awful call, ’W~e’re dragging and almost
on the rocks’" It was blowing great guns, even in this marvellous shelter,
still from the W.N.W., ; it was pouring and very dark indeed as we tumbled Up
in our underclothes and pyjamas, it was "hands to emergency stations" Henry
and I up forward to the chain, Timmy to the engine and Bruce to the tiller.
T~e engine ’mirable dicto’ started on first swing.~ We ran it for the next
half hour whilst Henry an~ I heave°d like mad to get~ the anchor into’ replant
it, but owing to that accursed fairhead which would not let the "~n render
unless leading forward, we could not budge it, as of course we had steamed a
bit up to windward as we were so nearly up on the island in the centre of the
bay. Bruce, who had time to observe it, afterwards said the counter was no
more than three feet off the rocks at one time.
As we surged around on the chain, bit by bit we shortened in and at last,
near exhausted~ so cold we could hardly hold it, we at last broke th~ anchor
out. As we went back up to windward a house ashore switched on its porch
¯lights t0 give us ~some¯ bearing as we had so little rb0m~be~een the island
i~ and the land. Our Clutch was jammed so by the time the engine was stopped
our bow was very nea%iy ashore. We had the kedge ready ¯t0 shoot and
eventually got it away, after the most unpleasant hour of the whole cruise.
Usually we were in the habit of shooting the kedge on a heavy 9arp, no matter

how unnecessary it might seem at the time, but here the shelter seemed so
-complete, even with a very heavy wind oUtside, we did not do so. This night’s
workmore than ever convinced Us that ’tis better to lay a kedge a dozen- or
~oi-doZen
- times unnecels~sagily/~han to fail to do so once wheh it should~be
r-:
done- ......
" ..............
~ "
Though the wind had not’changed direction between midnight and O21./-3#~i it
" had increased in force and had apparently topped the ¯Crucial specs beyond
which the high ground to weather of us could not keep it off the anchorage.
It was most curious, up to a certain considerable weight of wind the shelter
Was perfe6t, over this almost the full force cam6 down.
When iwe came below again Ninian, who had been keeping an all-seeing eye
¯ on the situation, had Something warm and strong ready waiting - a mark of
:silent thanks. We set an anchor watch but held firm, even though it appears
ithe holding ground off the pier is a little soft - it is somewhat better down
towards the Church.
When we awoke in the morning, during a lull in the wind and rain, we
heard faintly the notes of music from across the water. It was a crofter
standing outside his cottage beside the foreshore, skirling away on his
bagpipes. Obviously he had been waiting days to get outdoors to play.
Delightful; all was well again.
The gales continued this day also, but we were kept interested and amused
by the large’ number of terns that ’owned, the island in the centre of the bay.
These gracefully ~haped sea swallows, with their curious hesitant mode of
flight and very pointed swept’ back wings, were a-busy lot, getting up in great
"Commotion if any other birds dared come near their island. Though pugnacious,
or rather because of i%, they are often good protection in a bird sanctuary as
they will keep away bullying birds from tile more timid ones of the sanctuary.
They were feeding on some insects in the air, a sight to be watched, for when
~%.hey swooped On one they would~ check themselves suddenly in fl.ight ~d hover
for a moment with very fast beating wings and with their feet Up and ou/c in
front of them, just as though they had come up against.~ invisi%le window pane.
’~ I climbed some of the local hills
this most lovely of Lochs, where it
nestling in amongst the many little
plantations.
This would indeed be
quite heavenly in fine weather.

and had laid below me, the: whole i head of
splits into many other 10ng inle~siland~bays
hills, everywhere covered with forestry
the place to come with a dinghy for a week,

i
<i

.LOCI{ SWEN - HOINE
At last the forecast became something like reasonable, so at 04.30 on
~Tuesday, 31st July, we set out again and helped out of Looh Swcn by the. motor
=f0r an hour or so we were so0n romping down the outside of Kintyre, past Gigha
and~on towards the Mull, with that lovely pair, the Paps of Jura, away to .....
starboard, touched gloriously n~v and then by a stray shaft of sunshine. This
early start somewhat disconcerted Timmy, for after four hours a~t sea he thought
something looked peculiar about his legs; he: had put his seaboots on the ,,
~osite feet’ Ireland could be seen ahead bringing home to us thit soon we
wbuld drop astern this fascinating west coast of Scotland for another year or
maybe more.
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The south-going flood through the North channel was ~vhat we were ~after
and though it was no more than two hours after the start of this when we
reached ~orihaniah~iBay, we had~ .the devil of a job bursting through what
must ba a n0rth-going branch up the outside of the ~lull, despite maki~ 6½
knOtS under all plain sail. But when we did, we flew ar0und~’the" famous
Iviull at tremendous speed .... .~ i ..... ~
The sky cleared, the sun came out, the breeze stood~ free~ ~d steady;
round the whole compass there was land, the ~Mull~ Aiisa Craig, the Mulll 0f
Galloway, the Copelands and @lenariff, with FaimLHead and t~6 Rathlins
completing the horizon; back at last to Irisk~ wa~ers. Now we had left ~Scotland and were so nearlhome impatience seized~us all to get there soon,
but the wind lightened, then hauled ahead, ~an~<the tide turned, s0~all this
night was spent beating i~ast Mew island ioff Belfast Lough and onto the
south. Gradually the wind freshened and by the time we were half way
between Skulmartin and South Rock lightvessels the seas were very heavy, as
was the wind. We were taking a pounding though reefed and yet getting
nowhere against such seas and tide. So at first light, in worsening
visibility and v~ith abad forecast, we .upped helm and ran back twelve miles
to Donaghadee, taking care to come in on a bearing to keep clear of the
line of rocks shown on the chart running out to the East from the South
Pier, across which there was a strong set. Later we found, as we had . ~ ....
suspected, that there is plenty of water at all stages of the tide except
over ~he rock nearest to the Lighthouse which had a perch on it.
We let go off the double steps in the South Pier at about 06.30 after a
rather nasty night - it was drizzling heavily when net pouring - and went
through the performance of getting a stern line ashore against a strong wind
slept
most~ ofessential
the day, as
was ’leppin
up off
thebreakfast
sea.
apparently
in the
thisrain
harbour.
We turned
in of’
after
and

In the evening we went ashore, a visit made memorable by lthe generosity
of the proprietor of the RIount Royal Hotel, who would accept nO payment for
a bath which I had there. I am sure this kind gesture was purely one of
true ~gener~osity ~ven~though I had not had one for some time amd this kind
man s~ ira2 on my-way with the assurance that ’%Ve don’t charge people here
for getting the, dirt off themselves:" ..... ~
Donaghadee is an interesting old town with a fine castle perfectly
perched on a hill over it, and is now well geared to holiday traffic, it
even had a little concert; party on the pier, a rather pathetic affair as
nine-tenthslOf:the small audience watched for nothing from the top of the
sea wall, i~iljco!!ectors suddenly appeared from both ends with Collecting
boxes" He~e~!I imet~a)breezy old fisherman who well remembered Nr.H,~right
and his. fine)old boa~ the Espanola which often put in here. He had~/iled
in Dublin Ba~ 25 Footers and recalled in great detail one particular race
many years ago as if he had just come in off the boat - "So we eased off the
runners and gybed all standing and got between him and the markbefor~ he
could luff, and it biowing smoke’ ". The art hasn’ t entirely disappgared
from the Bay yet.
< Time was pressing hard, we were already a day or two late, so soon i
after 04.00 on Thursday~ 2~a August, in quite a fresh breeze we put 9ut _~d
as the forecast was none too ~ood, we set the trysail and storm jib, but’

when thee wind fell light had to change to full main and engine to catch the
tide at~ St. John’s Point.
The lS.W. wind was meant to veer to N.W. Soon, but as it did not do so
Irish late
one. evening,
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the wind
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rolls on the main and luckily shifted to storm jib. At about 20.00 the wind
suddenly shot round to N.W. and blew smoke, raising a very confused sea
indeed, which broke in all directionsI and was most difficult to meet as ~the
surface was a m~ss Of brea~ngI pyran~ds which from time to time came on board
both from weather and from leeward. This sea was so irregular andlwe Were so
anxious to get in under the Irish Coast if possible and not have to run itol
tN@ south or across to Wales, that it was impossible to heave to in it. ~o
we had the jib partly to weather and slightly eased the very well rolled main
and just kept the sails from flogging, making from 1±
2 knots to about 4 if she
was let even slightly off the wind. At one time we tried to run the engine
to make sure of fetching Dublin Bay, but this extra speed in these huge short
irregular breaking seas so shook up the boat - and us - we had to stop it.
As the sun went down there was, as forecast, a full force 8 gale, the~
heaviest any of us had ever been in, the spume from the breaking crests was
blown in streaks along the back of the seas, spray cut one’s eyes so badly
that some of the time the helmsnan was steering quite blind, it was just as
well he was secured with his personal life line. At times the setting sun
could be se@n right through the glassy curlover top of a huge wave for the
instant just before it broke, a rather terrifying but quite wonderful
opalesque effect, the whole gleaming curving wavetop irradiated with an eerie
translucent green glow. We wondered how we could manage these when it got
really dark and we could not see them coming at us.
We h~d spread the stout canvas cockpit cover we had made for the North
Sea crossing - now it was spread in earnest for the first time - only a
corner of it was turned up at the helmsman, the rest was well lashed in place
with slip knots. The apron was turned up to close off most of the 0mpanionway and well it was so.
From time to time a line of breaking combers would
rush across us. They did not exactly break on board but simply tramped i~ on
the weather side and out on the lee side and continued on their way as if we
had not been there; it was quite overpowering in its strength, what doesn’t
bow to it will break to it.
Tblroughout this hellish night - we had t~elve hours of it - this cover
was magnificent. Even though at times when the odd really heavy sea came
aboard and the helmsman for a little while had solid water swirling around
him almos~ up to his chest, it never let in more than a fraction of a bucketful at a ti~o.
On later consideration, we all agreed that without it: we
might well have been in trouble, as the cockpit is large and not Self~aining
and the freeboard low. The second m~n of the watch stood in the companion,
way and between waves fed the helmsman with single mouthful sandwiches,
anything larger was immediately washed away or spoiled by the seas which came
on boa~d.
We were close hauled on the starboard tack on a westerly course, lying a
little to the south Of the Kish Light Vessel. This light had us worried for
a long time as. it was on our chart and in our light lists as i flash every
minute but was showing 2 flashes at some other interval - it had been changed

but our charts and lists had not.
We were worried too because this course lay us across the shallow Kish
Bank, it was almost dead l~v water and we wondered if we could even tack her
in this gale and sea. As we neared the Light Vessel it became obvious that
we could not fetch it, We i ahould have ~to try to go about and get away from
it. It was no easy matter to choose a ’smooth’ on this black night, but
about Ol.O0 Henry chose well and up she came and round she went magnificently;
the jib being kept partly to weather again to keep down her speed - an -~ &~ ~:~
in~nense sense of relief spread through all on board, especially the navigator,
that at last we were heading north paa’allel with the Bank instead of inexorably
driving on towards it. It was n~v only a matter of nursing her through the
remaining hours of darkness and making sufficient weather to fetch with
certainty on the next tack, for in winds and seas of this severity a boat of
this size makes very little to windward.
When daylight came we were well off Lambay Island, the wind had eased
slightly, the seas had become a little less vicious. We chose another flat,
came round and lay nicely into the Bay.
Just then, out of the murk and mist hove a large cruiser followed in
exact line astern by four destroyers, all steaming south. This looked
ominous. The Suez crisis had recently burst upon the world in earnest, was
the worst about to happen then? However, when we got in we saw them
exchanging gun salutes with the pierhead - an AmericanSquadron on a courtesy
call.
Shortly before 08.00 the Baily Light House was abeam, at 08.25 we
entered Dun Laoghaire Harbour, and five minutes later picked up our moorings
off the Royal Irish Yacht Club, five weeks less twelve hours out, having in
that time been lucky enough to have fulfilled more than one ambition and
done more than we ever let ourselves dare hope.

TAILPIECE
Undoubtedly, for the first two-thirds of the cruise we had been
extremely fortunate with the weather, but still the time spent in detailed
preparation had been well worth while. We had carried nothing whatever away,
we had chaffed no sail during the whole trip despite a deal of free sailing,
the roller boom and the policy of rolling early and rolling well had paid
dividends, for, in any wind, this fine hulled boat will sail practically as
fast with infinitely less wear and tear on boat and crew, with well reduced
canvas.
The whole cruise turned out to be a happy combination of luck and
preparation; we arrived back with a feeling that we could with an easy
conscience ’put our feet up’ for the Winter. What better ending to a
cruise?
In all we had been under weigh a couple of hours short of 400, amounting
to 48% of all the time we were absent from home, which included 5 days
stormbound in various places. During this time we had logged 1835 nautical

miles, an average of 4.6 knots for the entire time under weigh, or an average
of 53 miles per day away. This was done in comparatively easy v~inds in
relatively fine lined boat, in what must be regarded as mostly fair weather
though with a few bad and one or t~o ~very bad patches. Except for making ~he
passage of the Crinan and Caledonian Canals, the engine was used for onlyi3
hours until~we reached the middle of the Sound of Mull on our way back, after
which we had it on for another 8 hours a tot I of ii hours for the whole
cr%liSeo
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APYEND!X

OPEN

SEA PASSA@ES : - (Log)

FORT GEORGE - SKUDESNES FJORD
(Is 3i5’ on chart) 296’.8 in 67-30 = 4.4 Kn.

182’.2 in 32-50 = 5.55 Kn.

LERWIC K - ST. KiLDA
311’.7 in 61-00 = 5.1 Kn.

DAY’ S RUN.
2140 - 29/30 June, 140’.7 )

2255 - 16/17 July, I~1’.o ) Lo~gea
Io15 - 19/2o July, 141’.5 )

CRUISE OF YACHT DIANE FROi~i LOUGH FOYLE TO COPENHAGEN
APRIL 22nd to NAY 26th
by W.H.D.~¯ ~cCormi~k ..... ....
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PARTICULARS
OF YACHT.

Clinker built by James ~IcDonald and Son Moville, Co.Donogal
in 1955 to J. O. G. Spartan class design by Alan Buchanan,
Burnham-on-Crouch. Overall length 23¯’61" W.H. length 18’4"
Beam 6’6" draught 4’O", tonnage 3½ tons. Sail area 245 feet
working~ rig. ¯Genoa, Spinnaker and Storm trysail and jib
carried~: _Engine 4 H.P. Stuart Turner, additional built~in
petrol sborage under: cockpit lockers. Two fixed berths,’ .~
Taylor Paraffin cooker in gimbals, Pye Consol<Radio, Simpson
Laurence Junior toilet. Pulpit stanchions and ~uard raili:
fitted. ..... .

PROGRAN~E.

Tosail to Copenhagen via Clyde Forth and Kiel Canals and
to return to the Forth via the Limm Fiord. The early season
start to suit the availability of crew.
Ov~er and John Stevenson, 22 years old Naval Architect of
Greencastle v~th, for the north sea passage, an experienced
third hand~ On the outward passage this was an R.N.. ~
Officer, Peter Hamilton who joined at Greencastle and for
the return journey NL~rtin Imrie of Bangor N.I., Civil
Servant, due to join at Lemvig on Limm Fiord~ Five weeks
being the maximum time available to Stevenson and myself,
we considered leaving the boat on the Forth on the return
passage if time became a problem.

SPECIAL
PREPARATIONS
CHARTS, ETC.

Pilot covering the proposed route were carried as were
Scottish and North Sea charts. Baltic charts were obtained
at Kiel.
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We sailed after a rather extended lunch, on Sunday the Twenty-second of
April. Big Benny who had remained on board securing odds and ends and as
guardian of the yet unstowed bonded perks commented that "It must have been
the last supper you were having". Benny and his cousin Jim l~cDonald, both
fourth generation Moville boat builders, built Diane in 1955, probably the
first boat built in their yard to plans since their great grandfather launched
the first Drontheim whose plans came from Norway.
We cast off in a downpour and motored Out of the harbour in a light air
to the accompaniment of a chorus of farewells and advice from a knot of
fishermen gathered there to see us off. After a turn past my home we proceeded
down river, with myself at the tiller while John and Peter made sail. Thereafter, the watches followed v~th my taking the first dog John the second and
Peter the first watch. Ten minutes later the ~ngine spluttered and stopped and
by the time the filter ~as cleaned the floodtide had carried us back abeam of
the harbour. A swing Of the engine and we were off again down the lough and
round the Foyle bouy to meet the east going tide whic~ carried us to Rathlin
Sound. Here a heavy swell made some regret their lunch and over the side it
went. Half an hour later in calmer water, we had supper, Peter first serving
gins mixed Navy fashion.
After washing up I put my head down and on turning out at midnight to
relieve Peter abeam off the Mull light I learned that we had missed the tide.
For the next four hours we sat in this position with Sanda appearing round the
corner. A monotonous watch indeed for in spite of the combined efforts of
engine and a light breeze, we all but lost ground before I handed over to John
at 0400. Sometime later the tide changed and we shot through Sanda Sound into
a bright sunny morning, it was obvious we were going~ to miss high water at
Bowling and with time on hands, Peter, a Scot, suggested a course to Glasgow
through the Kyles of Bute rather than the scheduled route. We will now concede
,to him that never during the rest of the trip did we see scenery quite so
impre s sive .....
With motor st¯ill running and with occasional assistance from the sail,~ we
docked in Bowling at 2100 on the twenty-second. The small Esso Ta~ker along
Ride which we tied up allowed us the luxury of steam heated washing facilities
so that by the time Peter’s farmer brother and his wife joined us we looked
comparatively respectable. They took him off to a comfortable bed for the
night which saved one of us from sleeping on the twenty inch wide cabin floor.
Next morning at high water we locked into the canal, where we took the advice
of the lock keeper and engaged an assistant to help us en route ~o ~ry Hill
thus saving precious time. He peddled along the bank and, adding his own
energies, saw to it that the lock keeper had the gates open as we came speeding
along. This was quite an experience with no reverse and the danger of oiling
up or stalling, but Engineer John became quite an expert at interpreting my, at
times, rather panicky instructions. Without damage or pause we worked through
the nineteen filthy locks to Mary Hill enjoying, when not at the bottom of the
lock, a spectacular view of the Glasgow slums.
At 1600 hours we tied alongside a Mary Hill garage with Glasgow Corporatic~
%rams rattling past. Diane in sea rig looked, to say the least of it, incongruous.
We refilled the petrol tanks, took a laden Peter aboard and headed out into the
country. I anticipate, however, because just as the straggling outskirts were
being left behind a crowd of partisan schoolboys, discerning our nationality,
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proceeded to stone us. Peter, interrupted resting his~weary feet and dashed
belov~.for the Veery pistol which he fired ~.hi:gh. ~0ver ..t..heir heads sending a
greenJ,-mark you, rocket smoking, to earth _~gside ~,~tqe who-re, somou~iderly
and-~espectable golfers were driving Off. "" Being somewhat a pess-imist I was
f~n~y !surprised when at the’~ ~@xt bridge We were not arrested. ....
To Ki!syth where we..moor~d ov,ernight~was:ua< pleas.ant .trip; s ix~ee.nmiles
of lock free motoring~ t~~hgh:p!~as&nt ~011ing.~oun...tr~si~_e, being., s~.a~r~d<at~
from time to time ~by- Cattle and cottag@rs attending their, gardens~ .......... ~
<
Innumerable bridges had to be pass@~, some hand’ Operated, some swing,~ and
some lifting. Thelr ~mp0rtance wa~ in, cared’by the ~line of traffic- w~-,.
- aiwa~"i~elt’ rathe~~ smug when .........
onls....
was .headed by a chauffeur driven~Rells..~.
. ......
ra~her than a dOuble-decker with neck-lcrAni.ng passengers :giving the ~b.us an
¯ appearance of instability. One of th@Se’~bridges was very nearly our .undoing~
We had worked out a fine drill for the hand operated variety of slowing the
.engine and ldrawing within t~o yards of the bank when one of us would leap: .,.
ashore, dasha hundred and fifty yards to the bridge, shut the .offside .... ,.
barrier .and crank like mad, the boat all this time moving ahead, With nice i
judgment and timing by the ehtire crew, helmsmen, engineer and bridge
operator we slid through a minimum opening, picking up the by now panting. :
bridge operator fifty yards along the bank, all in a matter of minutes.
Once, in an effort to reduce this distance, Peter dropped a bridge prematurely
and it demonstrated its nice sense of balance by bouncing off - by great good
luck - the back stay. With a bow and stern rope one to a tree the other¯ ~te
a telegraph pole and with the C.Q.R. in midstream we anchored for the night
outside Kilsyth.
¯ Early next morning we passed through Kilsyth and the first down going
<lock, not perhaps as energetic as locking up but still qui%e, an operation.
At Falkirk there was a delay; the bridge was not in perfect working order,
Something to dO~ with the balance but the critical counter balance was
eventually supplied by the local fire engine whose driver was, when we
arrived, away-having dinner. The enforced delay was, however, providential
because a Peterhead fishing boat appropriately named Provider, came along and
her kindly crew took us in tow for the rest of the trip to Grangemouth which,
-ithou~ it saved much slow running of our engine, gave us many anxious moments
when frail and elegant Diane and rugged Provider tended to become too fntimate
in the rapidly emptying locks.
" ~.~ <.
At Grangemouth we learntthe tide times from a local .(not. from ~@eds) " "
and then off .to a long winded form filling session with the Custom. John ~ :.
and Peter were ready to c%st off when I returned and just as .w~ ,~s~arted tha~ .:
engine two Water @uards stepped aboax-d, ostensibly to see our Stores but " ~
principally to collect ninepence excess on a telephone call from the Customs
House to Ireland. They had been notified by radio from head office on .this
:point andwe were duly an official receipt: This; and our neglect to Consult.
Reeds, cost us our tide as in no time the boat drie.d ou%.~ sitting perfec~!yi:
upright in. :a Soft cushion of oil-slimy evil smelling mud. Luckily through
the agencyof a~coup.le of .other boats we crept gingerlyashore and headed.in
a foul humour for an :hotel where we requested baths and dinner but the..
~anageress took one look and advised us to go to "Falkirk the nearest public
baths. We stalked out in an even worse humour down to the harbbur and into
a pub,. where pints of good Scotch ale cheered us. In no .time John was
throwing, darts with the: local champions and as he kept ~ng. the barman

kept piling John’s winnings before
Recalling the precarious climbs to
direction of John and crept aboard.
a tin of fruit, coffee and a final
sleep.

Peter and me, in the form of pints.
our bunks we/submitted to the careful
An excellent !~alajfan curry from Peter,
~o Hell with the Queens Hotel and off to

Turning out at 0300 we motored out into the carr0n river overcast and
very dark with unlit marks very confusing and in no time we once more touched
the bottom. Taking soundings we found our way back into the channel and
dropped anchor. Soon the tide, already-ebbing, left us and it wasn’t very
long beforewe were virtually dried out again and this time lying on our sid~
Hare I pessimistically recalled some of the builder’s early advice "Never
let her take the bottom if she dries out - she’ll never rise again". She di~
however, and at midday sailed out into the Forth i~ a fresh north to north
easterly wind with the promise of a stormy night. Snow on the distant hills,
a thunder storm and hail showers as we passed under the Eorth bridge drove
all but the watch below, For a time the wind lightened and we motored down
past Inchkeith but as dark came it blew up again. Taking over at 2000 I had
a brisk sail with the boat pressing close hauled to an increasing sea and at
2400 handed over to John when almost abeam of the Bass rock~ Soon we took in
two reefs. As we went plunging on into the night the deck-house commenced to
work and from either bunk staccato expletives issued. By 0400 the angle of
heel made the weather berth untenable in spite of lee boards, and in
coming below John took to the floor while I lay in the lee berth suitably
draped with drip catching oilskins.
Turning out at 0730 was no hardship - indeed somewhat of a relief from
the conditions below, but first as duty cook I was obliged to produce porridge
andbacon and eggs; quite an operation. Ten miles off St. Abbs head the log
was streamedand the course for the Elbe was set. The wind, still about force
5 - 6, eased somewhat and as the sea went down less water came aboard~ It now
blew from the North and sailing on a reach we simply tore along. The watch
below, on completion of chores,, bunked down and either dosed or read and my
chuckling over the latest Mervyn Wall satire on Irish country life infected
Peter who reckoned that he must read it before we got to the Elbe. An uneventful day made memorable only by the enormity of the meals prepared and eaten,
butin spite of the lack of incident the biting cold watches confirmed that our
position was no sinecure for during 0900 hours on the twenty-eighth we had run
one hundred and twenty one miles all on course - reason for some jubilation as
this is about the maximum for a boat of eighteen feet water line. And even
with the more than irritating dog house drips little Diane was behaving
perfectly; she was light on the tiller, her hull was tight as a drum and the
gear gave no troubls.
l

With the wind lightening, we set the wine coloured Genoa adding colour to
our drab grey world, and as if cheered by this sight the sun came out and we
all crowded into the cockpit for lunch-time coffee. We rode lightly over the
big seas and only in moments of carelessness took one on board~ Our small
size and low freeboard, however, resulted in our being fairly wet on deck;
moreover, the spray prevented us taking advantage of the sunshine to dry out
our belongings. The sun cheered us none the less. At 2400 hours on the
twenty-ninth, I took over from John; wind same direction, force 4 to 5: a clear
night and a brilliant display~ of northern lights and phosphorescence. At times
the entire seventy~ five yards of Our log line could be seen glowing like a
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luminous rod. This day was made memorable when in the forenoon watch two
fishing boats, (the first sign of life we had seen since leaving the Forth),
came to look us over - quite a thrill to See their Danish fiags and Esjberg
registration. One, .~he "Juliei"i, ~oming close along side threw us a large
turbot and in retur~iwe chucked over some cigarettes, one packet falling in
the drink. Julie pulled ahead but her Sister Helsing,~ coming up at speed
(presumably by radio call), dropped a fish basket over the side and fished
up the Cigarette Packet.
Coming on watch next morning I found the spinnaker set. During the
¯ ¯early hours of the watch, Peter had lashed the boom to the pulpit, taking
advantage of a wind~ shift. Soon we were abeam of lightship P 8 and there
was universal jubilation at the accuracy - or should I say luck, of our
navigation. By early afternoon, Heligoland was abeam on the port hand. A¯~
large yacht about a couple of miles off sailing towards us fr~n the east,
went about and disappeared into the mist. Gradually more and more ships
appeared and towards evening, as we came up to Elbe III Lightship, these
formed ihto two streams, ships of every nationality, forty-five thousand ton
Greek tankers, Russian Trawlers and so on. It was now blowing fresh so we
set Spinnaker, then Genoa which in turn was replaced by the Staysail. With ¯
the increasing wind and darkness came heavy rain and at dusk the order of
watches went by the board, Peter, who knew these waters, took over with the
flood tide and a rapidly overtaking¯ continuous stream of traffic. As we
shot ¯up the Elbe in a fresh breeze and favourable current,¯ the mass of
traffic and the maze of lights bore more resemblance to the Champs Elysee
than a river estuary, particularly so when some of the ships swung out of
line across our bows en route to Cuxhaven which we passed near midnight.
Down below it was quite hectic with John checking over the engine, reading
directions from the chart and the Baltic Pilot, and sending up hot Bovril
at frequent intervals to Peter at the tiller and myself operating our
solitary navigation light. Abeam of Brunsbutt~l 0g, John swung the engine
and with several small ships following the tail of the long queue we cleared
off towards the massive light proclaiming the entrance to the Kaiser-Willeln
Canal.
As we turned away the sail was dropped and we motored around looking
for a quiet berth which we eventually found at the old canal entrance. Here
at 0300 we tied up alongside a dredger and after a final well laced Bovril,
turned into our squelchy bunks. Turning out at 0700 for a breath of fresh
air I spied a fast Customs launch heading for us. Flying from our crosstrees
were the German ensign and the Q! flag so we anticipated their visit without
trepidation. The Germans tied bow-on to the dredger, came aboard and, giving
valuable but incomprehensive instructions,¯ undid our warps and passed them
to their own vessel. Just as we had decided that the Mary Hill police had
caught up with us it dawned that lhe¯ Gez~,us wished to lie along-side the
dredger with us on their outboard hand - we had apparently taken their
favourite berth. Endless forms were produced with much sign language and
many comic gestures and explanations and these had to be completed in the
minutest detail. While I clamoured ashore, our cook set to and on return
from arranging entrance to the canal found, in s~ite of t~ne shambles below,
an impressive breakfast. Under the awed gaze of the cof#ee drinking Gmrmans
we downed a really hearty meal and, waving good-bye, motored round to the
lock entrance.

As we headed towards the lock the mighty gates swung open and urged on
by a peaked capped official, we motored to the end of the lock and tied up to
a continuous pontoon which appeared to act as a fender. Down an iron ladder
came an official bearing a brief.Case (the first of many so attired), .....
’~I~nigration", he announced ~d !duly stamped our passports. We climbed to~
the top and found ourselves On an island separating the inward and outward
locks where awaiting us was Sartorl and Bergers agent who had arr~uged our
entry to the Canal, Withhisi heI~ we~arranged .... a tow as we wished to reach
Kiel before nightfall. From the lock side Diane looked very tiny and more
and more so as the lock filled with large and small merchant ships including
a well designed 7000 ton Russian merchant ship which caught Naval Architect
John’s eye. Crews of all nationalities were wandering around buying souver/rs,
drinking beer and sending postcards. As the water rose in the incoming lock,
we clam0ured down to Diane, started the engine and headed for the oil depot
where we were to meet our tow. I climbed aboard the small German coaster
NePtune s an~ again, in sign language, explained that we would like to dry out
some gear in ~he engine room, so mattresses, blankets and so on were passed
up. In the meantime, Peter who was due to return to London had decided that
this was the place to catch a ship and was frantically packing his gear.
With a vile twenty fenning cigar between his teeth, his kit bag on his shoulder,
an~i[od~ bits of gear flying after him, he literally made a pier head jump as
we pulled away. With Neptune tightening on our heavy warp we set our face t01
the e&~t into a Cold biting wind, All day we passed and were overtaken by an
internatier~l Stream of traffic. ~~ The canal is ddli with a few towns and oddl
groups of houses ~ere and there and, apart from its shipping, its chief
interest lay in its bridges. After passing under the Rensberger transporter
bridge, a German boy in his kyak came abeam and gaveus an impressive display
as he rode Neptunes bow wave for several miles. TeWards evening we arrived at
Haultenau, the Baltic end of the canal where we relieved our gear from Neptunes
engine room, settled with her skipper, and motored out into the Baltic where we
eventually found the 0mplia Haven of the Kiel yacht Club. Going ashore we saw,
just across the road, the residential club house magnificent in its baronial l
splendour. For the first time in days we were warm and if it had not been for
dinner we should have dozed off in our baths. All around were models and
paintings of yachts of the Kaisers’ day and as we dined in this splendour
attended by numerous waiters, we felt very content on this, our first night
ashore. Next morning, with the assistance of the club secretary, and some of
the members, we got our planned refit under way; the slips to the dog house
were rebedded, a canvas cover made for the main hatch and most important of all,
the tatty covers of tSe Dunlopillo mattresses were ditched and new plastic ones
were ordered and promised for noon next day. All these things in hand we went
to town, rombustiously so doing well into the early hours of next morning.
Wednesday, the day of O~departure was fine and warm. All the articles
on order appeared on time to ~specificati0n with Teutonic efficiency - So unlike
Our preparations when leaving Ireland. The press arrived and duly quizzed and
photographed us as we lazed that’ morning in the magnificent yacht harbour.
Having returned some of the hospitality with an alfresco lunch on Diane’s deck,
we motored out into the Bay and made sail for Laboe some miles away where we
proposed staying overnight. The light wind died and as we approached Laboe we
~ook a yacht of our own size in tow: her crew, an English speaking German, was
on his way from Lubeck on the frontier of the Russian Zone to attend the summer
term at Kiel University. He gave us much useful advice about the channels ar~’
the markings on Our course. ~any of the latter, we learned, had been Carried
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away by the severe weather and had not yet been replaced.
Laboe turned out to be a pleasant fishing village with little or no
English spoken; the character of the houses and boats so unlike our own made
us feel very much abroad. We walked to see the impressive 1914/18 Naval War
~emorial, had a care meal and backto Diane. At0500 ~e notified the Customs!
launch of our departure and with the minimum of formality, left Germany for
Denmark. It was calm and hazy when we headed for the Kiel lightship where
we set our course for the southern tip of Langeland. With the visibility
down to one and a half miles we sailed on a compass course normally
unnecessary, as the mine swept channel is buoyed at reasonable intervals, and,
passing close to one of these, our suspicions of a northly and helpful
current was confirmed. By noon we were abeam of ~he southern tip of Langeland and as the haze lifted, a light breeze from the south came up to help us
along. Towards evening we entered the channel between Laaland atSjaellande
marked byspideryDanish channel marks. We examined the chartanddecided to
make for Karrebacksminde, a small port in south Sjaellande. We motored in
through the harbour entrance guided bythe sectored lights, tied up and went
ashore where we noticed that all the houses had lighted candles in their
windows, this being the anniversary of the German surrender in Denmark in
19~5.
Again at 0500 we cast off heading for the Storstrom channel passing under
the impressive bridge linking Sjaellande and Falster. The early morning mist
cleared and, as the channel narrowed, we had a clear view of flat rather
uninteresting countryside. The scenery and therperiodic appearance round the
corner of a small sailing trader recalled the "Riddle of the Sands". As we
headed for the Gronsund we felt a light air which later gr~v to be a fine
sailing breeze. In the meantime, however, we were kept Busy with the tricky
@ronstund channel and not until we were abeam of Hestehoved and set our course
for the eastern tip of Moen did we make sail. With a fresh breeze and in
brilliant sunshine, we set off on the last miles to Copenhagen.
From time to time we passed and wer~ overtaken by sailing coasters- an
attractive and unexpected sight. Towards evening when abeam of Stevns light,
the mountainous outline of Sweden appeared on our star-board hand and later
the lights of Skanor. As we approached the Drogden, we entered the main
traffic channel but, unlike our stormy passage up the crowded Elbe, this was
a pleasant sail. A light wind and a dgy clear night with the sectored lights
made navigation relatively simple andmost interesting. With the glow of
Copenhagen on one hand and that of Malmo on the other we sailed up the well
marked channel past the Norde roselight v~th its clattering shutters, past ~
the Trekroner Fort of Hornblower fame and then, pickingup the correct secto~
sailedin, through narrow entrance to Copenhagen harbour. Here we were at a
loss as towhere the Langeline lay, so we sailed right on past what we
correctly took to be the King’s yacht and then on the starboard hand saw a ~i
well lit glass office cantilevered out over a jetty with an elderly gentleman
dozing at a table. As we motored alongside, ’he woke and in two strides had
his head out the window. He was a Customs Officer and in contrast to our
Grangemouth experience cleared US in a matter of minutes with courtesy and a
final good luck wave. In spite of his instructions we did not find the yacht
haven but tied up in a small basin where we turned in at 0300 On the sixth of
May ¯ jus~ fourteen days and nin@hundred miles from Greencastle.

Next morning, ~he wash of a passing ferry deposited me rather violently
on deck and I saw that wehad tied up within a stone’s throw of the "Little
Mermaid" which, to our surprlse, looked littler than ~e had expected.
Motoring into the harbour many hands helped secure Di~ with bow to shore.
All around were boats, sailing yachts, motor yachts, dinghies and several
energetic, brightly capped rowing crew setting out for praStice. T~/e tree
lined roadway encircling the small harbour appeared to be a!fashionable
promenade and in no time we were hailed with "You surely did not come far in
that little boat", and that was our introduction to Copenhagen - the Danish
wife of an Irishman. At llO0 hours on Thursday the tenth we sailed out of
Copenhagen after having seen it American fashion. It is a wonderful city
and as we left it we had vivid and crowded memories; the Tivoli on that
first happy evening, the food, the quiet uninhibited sailor town Neuhaven,
and the Danes who were so friendly and helpful. There is quite a flair
about the Architecture and a feeling of Paris chic with perhaps a little salt
water thrown in. Their fountains, their green copper roofs and their
decorative paving Were refreshing to my Architect’s eye. It was dull and overCast as we sailed out and we were sorry that our departing view should be
blocked out. While in Copenhagen we had taken a bus ride round the countryside, stopping ’off to see Hamlets castle at Kronberg; returning the road ran
parallel to the coastline along which we now sailed. We headed for a quiet
little harbour a mile or so short of Helsinborg, which we had noticed from
%he bus and Diane sailed in to tie astern to what might be called her first
cousin.
She was a clinker built Folkboat flying the Swedish flag and we were soon
compam’~ng notes. What the Spartan lost in beam the Folkboat lost in height
below the coach roof. In spite of her greater overall and waterline length
she did look less a seaboat than Diane, at least, so we thought. A friendly
S~vedish husband and wife and two young sons who had sailed ¯over from Helsingborg
for the day offered us a passage there. Hov~ever, as our visit to Sweden was to
be a flying one we took the ferry and in less than half an hour were through
the immigration and ashore in Sweden.
We headed for one of the f~v surviving buildings of the Helsingborg
f~ty-five exhibition- the restaurant. Between numerous courses of Smorgesbord
(the sole reason for our visit to Sweden) we were entertained by a cabaret in
this excellent cont~nporary restaurant. Leaving the gaiety and the blonde
Swedish girls we dashed for the last ferry and back on board Diane. It was a
fine night and time being precious we set sail for Limfiord. Under engine we
stole out~ of the quiet harbour and headed for the Svinbaden light vessel. The
grim Kronborg castle~ on the port hand looked even grimmer as it was momentarily
Spotlighted by a flashing light. On the starboard hand, however, the flow of
iight from the brea/c~ater was the cheerful restaurant we had so recently left.
Abeam of the light vessel we set our course v~hich would bring us into the ~ne
swept channel though we need not have worried about mine fields with Our four
foo~ draft and one ton iron keel.
[

until morning

get

At first" it was flunk v, hea ng

.one moment ind filling Our’ light canvas the next’ i Towards noon it freshened up

by even g

ere sailing fast c ose- ul d the Xalborg Bou t

light Vessel. We altered course for the cntrace to thc Limfiord whgse tricky
channel we h~d hoped to make before ni~fall. As th6 V~ind rose the short seas
stopped our progress and it was not until after dark that we passed the Bar
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lightship. As we approached the sectored li~t to the narrow sixty yard~
channel we lost our nerve and headed for the open sea to await da~n because
we had just got a nasty shock on touching bottom. The dawn came early and
we sailed in through the narrow channel to Hals where with the wind heading
! uswe lowered sail and went over to engine. The twenty odd miles to Aalborg
was ~hrough flatI marshland and after thirty six hours with alternation three
hour watches we w~re glad to tie up fora few hours sleep.
We were due that evening in Lemvig some sixty miles to the West,~ so
without showing much ~int~erest in our pleasant harbour we left at n0on,~I By
now, the~wind w~S due west, fresh and increasing, and the short steepwaves
eventually brought Diane to a standstill. By six o’ clock all progress ceased
so we went about and in a couple of hours were back in Aalborg. We sailed
into a yacht haven, perhaps not quite on the scale of Kiel, but the warmth of
~ ~h~iw~icome did much to offset our disappointment. Indeed our fears of the
west wind and the easterly set were confirmed by members who, there andthen,
let us know that on the morrow we would be weatherbound and that we should
participate in the start of thei~ seasons festivities. Next morning I rang
¯Martin Imrie, now arrived at Lemvlg and waiting to set out on the North Sea
passage home, to come and join us, and as we all sat down to dinner that’~
evening in the attractive club-house (part bridge house of a fifty year old
steamer), Martin walked in. Under the auspices of Anker Steenfeldt,
Commodore of the club, who that afternoon had shown John and I over the town,
we were wined and dined and made much of. All the weatherwise of the yacht~
club were pessimistic about our ability to make west for some daysi ....
forecasters held no promise of a wind shift and the longer it blew the gr~ate~
would be the adverse current. However, next morning with the help of Mr. L~ ~
Steenfeldt~an~ the harbour master, a tow was arranged. Behind a small diesel
coaster with a husband and wife crew, we set off plunging in the short sea
with waves breaking over the bow (wind force 6) and things became very wet
and unpleasant below. From time to time the coasters crew looked back from~
their comfortable wheel house and shook their heads. By mid afternoon w~~’’~
pulled into Logstor and tied up alongside our tow in the King Frederick II
canal. Like ourselves, they had sufficient for one day, and coming aboard~
Diane to drink a gin, the skipper shook his head sadly at the disarray.
:Next morning a North Sea trawler lay astern ar~ through an inte~re~er
we arranged a tow to Tybron - her Skipper first having a look at~ our ~pson
post. Usinga large tyre as a spring we set off, but at speed Diane’s stern
settled down and her stern wave rose alarmingly as we simply tore along.
Soon we were out into open water, Logstorbredning, perhaps some twelve miles
square and here we met the full force of the wind. The sea began to break
over us and the trawler too, and in spite of our efforts of the previous
evening, it simply spewed in through the deckhouse seams. As we anxiously
watched the stern wave we raced on, pumping at twenty minute intervals. We
took turns, one at the tiller and one at the pumps while one rested, it was
sheer misery whichever turn it was and after some four hours of this we
signalled the trawler that we had had enough. We were taken into Nykobing
Mors where we thanked the skipper and said good-bye. The kindly harbour
master took us in charge, put Diane (though wet below was none the worse), in
a good berth and all our gear - minus the life belt which had vanished - in
the local fire station to dry out. That night we were the first guests in a
newly opened and surprisingly inexpensive hotel.

~8

With the west wind still blov~ng and our time running out, for 1~rtin had
~e ~ack in his N[inistry on TUesday, things looked bad. After speaking ~o
the Met. people and a chat with the harbour master I rang up friend Steenfeidt
at Aalborg.
We decided to return aboard there. With storm sail set and an
overnight stop at Lostor we simply tore back to Aalborg. On the way, in a
Bnow~ and hail storm, Diane was blown flat while the sea poured over her. With
the Channel wandering here and there we were constantly gibing and more than
lost sight of the marks. Back in Aalborg yacht haven, ~. Steenfeldt and his
friends entertained us to immense lunch on his yacht after which he took me to
the shipping agents where all the details for our departure the following
evening were completed. We were to return to Leith with Diane as deck cargo
aboard the ancient tramp Bergenhaus. This was very sad but I cannot express
how grateful we all were to this Danish gentleman for all he had done for us.
With a comfortable cabin and three meals a day we had a lazy passage at
seven knots to Leith. The sun came out and the wind died down and U We i~ in
deck chairs we talked of how we might have motored across at five knots.
Docking at Leith on Monday evening Ns~tin made a pier head jump to try and
make the Lame - Btranraer boat t~t night. Early next morning in a most
expeditious manner, Diane was swung over the side and the mast stepped by the
Danish crew. Our plans of an early start were upset for it took several
hours and a guaranteed cheque as deposit before Diane was allowed to sail out
into the Forth. Once more, under the Forth bridge~ on a warm sunny late ~ay
evening, we were surprised to see the spring was much in advance of that in
Denmark. At midni~it, with the last of the flood we sailed up the Carron
river and in through the first lock ready for an early start. Our passage
~hrough the canal was uneventful; we were experienced now and needed no
assistance. Having cleared Customs we looked out inte the Clyde at Bowling
and at 0500 hours motored down the Clyde until abeam of Arran where we made
sail.
The wind freshened from the North North-West and we had a fast lively
sail but being ahead of our tide at the Mull and short of food we sailed into
Campbeltown. Towards midnight wc were again under Way and with the wind
becoming more northly made a good passage to Rathlin Sound which we reached at
sunrise. As we rounded the Foyle Buoy, the wind died and under engine and
against the last of the ebb, we motored up the Foyle to drop anchor on
Saturday, the twenty-sixth of May. Behind us was almost one thousand four
hundred miles of sailing and a wonderful experience. Ahead was the return to
humdrum @hings: a mountainous basket of neglected correspondence.
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Ship’ s Descrip~on:
L.OoA.,::

33’ 6"
25 ’ 2"
Beam:
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Jimmy Andrews
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Kitchen Cove (Dunmanus Bay), Baltimore, Kinsale,
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Crosshaven,

Dun Laoghaire.
Dis%aaces a~ times.~e shown opposite the Map at the end of the Lo~
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THE BIG IDEA
This year’s cruise originated in a remark made at last year’s R.N.I.Y.C.
Cruising Dinner, where the Skipper was awarded t he:;~r~’s~ng Cu]~ for his
cruise on the ’~aid of York’ to St. Kilda, With HerBer%~c~ady ~nd Denis
Harpur.
I~ was a merry e~er--~ng, bu~ Herbert, who nelther smokes nor drinks,
hadn’t his mind on what usually goes~on at Cruising Dinners (and the
R.N.I.Y.C. ’s Dinner is no exception). He was thinking of other things.
When Bob was at his merriest Herbert could contain himself no longer. ’~Vell
SkS.pper," he said, "and~vhere do we go next year?" Now Bob already had
several West Coast C~-~ises to his credit, and he had been with Herbert and
Denis on the ’Minx’ when Brendan ~guire took her to Copenhagen, and home
?~a the Kiel Canal. Herbert ha~been to’the Faroes with Brendanan~ had no
particular wish to return there, ~ud the cruise to St. Kilda pretty well
polished off ~h~ cruising groum.d at our doorstep. This is not denying that
there arc mary beautiful,~ spots on the West Coast of Scotland yet to be :
visited, but vdLth both i% ar.~ the Clyde visited, his thoughts turned to other
places. Without ~vinG thematter any real consideration the Skipper sai~
’~ound Ire]mr_d".
Up=n reflection, or rather upon being reminded of what he had said, Bob
realised this was more easily said than done. To undertake to sail round .....
Irel~! in a limited holiday time is sheer bravado. Like marriage, it is
not a.n enterprise to b& taken in hand inadvisedly or lightly, but discreetly,
advisedly, and above all scberly: But he has a streak of cussedness, and
ha-~ing said he would go round Ireland round Ireland he would try to go,
though not ~thout certain misgi~ings as the arrangements proceed2~ These
were not so Sd~nple, because the time factor involved changes of crew,~ and .
deciding in advance where the crews were to switch. Also, whether the course
was to be South about or North about.
Tn~ prevailing wind in July for the WestCoast of Ireland is South to
South West. This means fair winds for the South, W.est, and North West Coasts,
]e&~%ng c ln3~ the more ~hel~ered~East Ccast (?) in which to face a possible
headcr~ So the obvious choice was South about. But there was another
consideration~ that if the round trip could not be completed in three weeks,
th~r~ are mO..~
¯ ~ P!aces oh t!~eSou~h Coast at wnhich to leave a ship than there
are on tDis NOrthWeSt C0as~. With t~hi’s in mind itl was decided to go North
about~
~ .. : " ’ -:
.. . ...... - .... .

However~. ~hz~e weeks see~ed,:little enough time in which tO sail round
Ireland callin~.~in a~ the interesting’ places, and simply to sail round for
the scl~e of ha Vi~E done So, withollt seeing much of v:hat there is to be seen,
is ur~ttrac~i~s e;ccept as an endurance test, whereas we vmnted a holiday.
The plan then was to take the ~hip from Strangford to Londonderry a
Weekend or so before the commencement Of our holiday period on Saturday,
July 9th, and leave her there prior to under-taking the rest of the round
vo~age~ Tqqe first c/aange cf crew was to be made about Galway Bay~ and the
second somewhere in the South West corner, Glengariff for prefemence. By
good.:,, fd~--b~_~ things.. ,-... . worke~ out much tl~is"w~y
Bu~ let .~..beg!~ ,.~,...<:~,~.~.~,~
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THE START -OFF
~rne/Derry,

"~!’~.
~?

(Sat. Jun6/23r~/Sun. June 2~th)
Bob Arnold
Herbert McCready
" DrWilliam McCready )
Bill (Scotty) Aiken~ "

Skipper
Mate
Cr~w

’ Friday night, June 22nd~ saw us aboard at Audley Roads, Strangford, and
under way at II p.m. in a lovely moonlit night.
The weather forecast Was for light~ variable winds with mist clos’e to coast
- of which we should have taken greater heed.
Saturday was a pleasant enough day with a light to moderate Northerly
breeze which keptus beating steadily, making Larne about 6.30 p.m. at the turn
of the tide. It was decided to have a meal and turn in until ll p.m. when the
tide wouldbe with us up to and (we hoped) through Rathlin Sound.
i On leaving Lame Lough we were on the wind, which was light, but it was
more the tide which took us up through the night. In the morning the ’mist
close to coast’ was upon us.;i We"caught an occasional glimpse of the Antrim
Glens, but of Rathlin Island ~here was no sign. The first landmark of which we
Were sure was Torr Head whi~ Suddenly¯ loomed up.
The tide through Rathlin Sound was against us, and had several hours to
run. With the mist so thick, the drill would have been to drop the hook and
wait, not for the tide, but for the mist to clear. But the depth close inshore
being lO fathoms, falling quickly to 25/40 fathoms, we did not care to anchor,
and rather than put back into Red Bay it was decided to dodge from and to Torr
Head until the tide turned. This we did, and when the tide turned went ahead
through the mist. In the knowledge that unless the mist cleared we would be
unlikely to make Lough Foyle, let alone go up it, we stood fairly close to the
shore with a view to putting into Portrush Harbour.
Why is it that the Pref’~x Doctor creates in others a feeling of confidence
in matters other than materia medica? Apart from knowing that he had some
sailing experience the Skipper had no reason to believe that Dr Win. McCready
was a navigator. But he set about the charts so confidently, and with such a
professional air, that it seemed almost an impertinence to question his
calculations, which may have been perfectly good but for the tide which set us
in .between/the Darrickavaan Rock and the mainland. The Visibility was about a
qiarter of a mile when Scotty Aiken said to Herbert ’"Nhat are those rocks over
there?’" Said Herbert, "They’re not rocks, that’s a tide rip" ’%Vell, said
Scotty, ’!~they look mighty like rocks to me" We wern’t long in turning about
and getting outside them, and although it was a bit of a shock we did at least
know ~ere we were,
¯ The question was ’~aat do we do now?" We did not wish to miss the tide
through the Sound, to try to drop anchor and wait for the mist to clear was
unattractive, a repetition of %he immediate past experience was not relished,
and, of course, Herbert had to be back at work the next morning. What to do
was never decided, because our dilemma was brought to an end by a fresh breeze
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springing up at about 2 p.m. This cleared the mist and allowed us to lay
Lgugh Foyle under.ideal qo~ditions~ ~,- ~ i~ ........ ....
..>~t a gl0rious.sail it was fram Sheep-.,Island to the Foyle. The ’Maid’
~!Y: tore !past ,Ballintoy, the Giant’s Causeway, Port Ballintrae and
Dun!uoa Castle, leaving Portrush and the Skerries On the port bow in the
diatance,~ She was bev~tched that Sunday afte.rnoon as though, through having
been held back the previous day with a header, at night:.by lack of wind, and¯
in the~,morning by mist and misdeeds, she had taken wings to herself. Eie~ ~ ~
breeze was just the right strength, the sea the right size, the sky w~sbI~e,
the sea bluer and capped by white horses- in fact, sailing conditiOns:were ........
ideal. Being on the wind we had an illusion of speed of which not :even~d~he,-,.
’Maid’ is equal. A sail never to be forgotten, the like of which we did no# .....
experlence for the rest of the way round Ireland, although, in the words~ of~
Big:Bi!l Campbell, we had some "Mighty .fine sails". ..... ~ i
The wind freshened considerably, and by the time the Foyle was reached
we were glad of the shelter from the Nor’wester, which by then was blowing
hard.
It was a broad reach up the Foyle with very strong gusts. Culmore was
further than we thought (about 13 miles), and i1 was not until 8 p.m. that
the anchor was dropped and the Skipper went ashore to telephone for a car.
To anyone wishing to leave a ship in a safe anchorage on the North Coast
of Ireland, Culmore Bay behind Culmore Point is recommended. The anchorage
is well protec~ted, and there is a most obliging ferryman in attandance at the
Point who will keep his eye on things. The only objections are that it is a
long’ way up Lough Foyle and there is a good deal of oil from the naval vessels
stationed there.
THE , GEORGIAN’ PERIOD
Derry/Killybegs. (Sat. July 7th~Veds. J~y llth)

~L! ~

Bob Arnold
- Skipper
Herbert M~read[ - Mate
Denis Harpur
George 0’Neill ) - Crew

George O’Neill had certainly earned his share in the cruise. A business
associate of the Skipper’ s, he was induced to help with the fitting out by a
pr~nise of good times to come. Never a shirker, George nevertheless confcssed
to finding his introduction to sailing heavy work. His sole reward, ~rior to
joining the ship’s companyat Derry on Friday evening, July 6th, had beena
short sail in Strangfard from Whiterock to Audley’s Roads. Apart from this, ’
he had no experince of the sea whatever, other than in flying boats d~. the
war.

i ...’~
~In. ~c.snpany with Herbert .McCready and Denis Harpur, he was to join the IL>:.~

Skipper (airea on board) at Cu ore about 7 when it inten d iolg9
up on the tide to Moville and make an early start the following morning.
Herbert, alwA~vs.back~%o work.on time., is not. so punctilious in getting ~ away,
and as it was ~st 9 ;,n~ before all were aboard it~was decided to stow gear,
turn in early ~udI makes sharp getaway on the morning tide~

All slept well and 7.30 a.~ Saturd~y~ :July 7thj saw us under way - but
not for long. The wind, which for the first two hours was light and favourable, went dead ahead. We werei:~oing ii~.~le more than drift ~-n~ ~-~be:~ i:.
tide, withDenis: at~ the helm~. .......
~vhe~ the 8~i ’. ....
pper observed to the ship’s...-. ~~..c~m~any
in general~ that well ~erebein~ ’carrled 0n to Clare Beacon, and sugges.ted~to~. ~ i
Denis ’that he put-the"ship about. Now Denis had been very ill and .could be.
described as convalescent, so anything said about him here is more in sorrow
than in anger~ Denis is a. Snipe owner and, {¢~splte his Cruise on the ’Minx’
with Brendan Maguire~ i.and :his many sails on th@ ’Maid’, does not yet realise
that’<:a centreboar~ is~ one thing, and a fixed keel another. So far :as he was
concerned the whole of Lough Foyle Was before ~, land ~where there was plenty
of water the ’Maid’ co~fld surely go. He was abetted in this by Herbert, who
said that the Beacon was not on the edge of the sandbankwhich stretches
between the Clare and Saltpans Beacons. This is correct up to a point, but
it is a very fine point, because once beyond Clare Beacon and slightly South’
ard t0a deadline between it and Saltpans you’re ~’ on’. Herbert was far too
busy looking atthe chart of Inishtrahull Sound to pay attention to the wide
open space of Lough Foyle. Hadn’ t he and the Skipper been up the Lough only
a fortnight before, so why worry? Despite Denis’s confident look and Herbert’s
dismissal of the" Skipper’s fears, Bob timidly asserted himself and murmured
that We really should put about. A few minutes ¯later the ’Maid’ was wel~ and
truly on the sandbank. Then the flap started.
It was ll.30 a.m. and the tide had two more hours of ebb. The d~ywas
hurriedly put over the port side; Herbert and th~ lead followed. After
s bunding, the anchor and chain were lowered into ithe dinghy, taken well out~ to
port¯ and dropped, but we could not pull %he ’Maid’ off. Deeper water was found
o~ the s~arboard sid~ and the anchor dropped there, but all we succeeded in
doing was shifting the ’Maid’ into a pocket of deeper water. Even so she was
listing well over to the starboard side. The spinnaker boom was used as a
temporary prop to keep her upright until the main boom was unshipped. Then we
sat for 4 hours until 4 p. n~ when, with the assistance of the engine, the ’Maid’
was refloated and resumed course under sail for Moville. There, three quarters
of an hour later, we anchored so that Denis could go ashore for cigarettes.
5.30 p.m. saw us leaving Movllle, and 8 p.m. we were off Greencastle.
Our intention had been to put into Lough Swilly and spend the night off
Port Salon, but the enforced study of Lough Foyle meant that it would be dark
before we could make Port Salon. So it was decided to carry on through the
short night to make good the lost time,
Wewere On the wind, which was extremely light, and when Inishowen Head
came abeam~at ll p.m. the log was streamed and the course altered to 320 for
Inishtrahtull Sound. 2.45 a.m. Sunday, 8th July, saw Inishtrahull light abeam
tO i s~arboa%d. The wind was light and from the South East when at ¯3.30 a~m. the
course was set for inside Tory Sound. It was a miserable night. There was a
steady drizzle, and coming out of Inishtrahull Sound a confused swell was met.
At 8.30 a.m. the wind had gone round to WSW. It was very dull with low clouds,
and Horn¯ Head was abeam With the Horns standing ~ out prominentlY, rather like the
stumps of a goat;s horns. ° " . ......
..
. ~.
,.
H~re George made the first ’gaffe’ of the cruise. The S~pper had prepared
a ~al andwas on the point of throwing out the remainder of the tea when he
noticed that George’s cup was nearly empty and asked him whether he would like

some more. "Not yet" said George, whereupon the Skipper rent him asunder.’~.~’~’:
"Not yet", says he, "how~10ng do you.expect me to stand in a seawaywith’~ ~:L
this ruddy pot in my hand awaiting your pleasure?" From then on "Not yet"
became a byword~ .... .... .....
At 9 a.m. the wind had gone round to the Sou’west and freshened to
force 4. We were then in Tory Sound,~ and as there was a nasty jabble.~ the
st0rm~ or Nb.~3,1 Jib was~ s~t in place ~0f~the ge.no~. Conditions deteriorated
quickly, and at 10.50 a.m., when past Tory Island~and coming up to Bloody ~"
Foreland, ithe main was handed and the ship put a~out to~ run for Sheep Haven. "
~The conditions were such that the storm ~jib was als:o taken down~, but after
ten minutes this was reset. Even with this small sail ¯good speed was made
on a broad reach for Horn Head, .off which the s~a :was building up.
, ~i~!i~ ~

Taking shelter behind Inishbofin had been considered, but conditions
were so dirty that the Roadstead in Dunfanaghy Bay seemed the place to make
for. Rounding Horn Head the re~fed mainsail was hoisted at Duncap Head and
the log handed..It sho~ed 56 miles. By then it was blowing hard from the
South,¯ force 5 - 6, and¯at 4 p.m’ we were relieved when the hook was droppe~..~
in 2½ fathoms in "Dunfanaghy Bay. The Skipper was subsequently told by ’ ....
someone on shore that the ’Naid’ came in like a cat with t~vo dogs on her ~1~
According to the sailing directions the place to anchor in .the Roadstead
is off Catherine Island and Rocky Point. The only rocks we could see which
bore @ny semblance to Catherine Island and Rocky Point. were well .to the south
of where sh0Wn on the Chart.~ Something was amiss, but as we couldn’t see any
other rocks ’we dropped the hook near the southern end of Dunfanaghy Bay off ~
Carrickakista. Fortunately, when entering the Bay, the tide was p~etty well
out, otherwise we w0u~d" probably have ~one in too far. The tide here goes "
out a very long way, and it is this which misled us over Catherine ISland and
Rocky point, which are so silted, or sanded, up that they are now virtually
part Of the mainland, the sea barely reaching them at high tide¯.
¯
As the day wore on it blew stink, and we were all very thankful to be
where ~e Were and not well round Bloody Foreland, as so might easily have
been the case but for our going aground in the Foyle and the light airs up
to Tory Sound. It was blowing so hard off the land that therewas no
question of our going ashore; so we turned in pretty early and slept well
after the previous day and night sail.
Now a conscience can be a bad thing. In the morning the Skipper was
di.4turbed to see a gard~, or official of some sort, studying us through
glasses from the beach. He was later joined by another, and they began to
make signs. Being off an Eire port Bob thought that they wished to see the
ship’ s papers, which were in his Office safe, and he was thankful that the
conditions were such that they could neither get out to us nor we get in to
the’re. But ¯they did not go away, and were later joined by a civilian who
tried to~ communicate with us by semaphore, but without succ~ess, for the
simple reason that none of us knew semaphore. It was not long’before what
they~ were getting at became patent when a heavy swell set in and we were
literally surf riding. But for the very strong off-shore blow we would, in
all probability, have been carried in and gone agroun~. Not a plea~g
prosPect. With the tide out we did not like to risk pulling up to the

"~:~’~c~0r (which was.buoyed) for fear of being~ carried in on the surf, So.we
w~ted until the tide..was fairly well. in, and at about 6 p.m. lifted~:~he hook
andSmade for the northeriy side of the Bay under the storm jib dropping the
hook off Little Horn Head facing Catherine Island at the entance to Dunfanaghy
Harbour, which is also silted up.
........ And now the one and only ~ mutiny nearly brewe~ :)Denis was 6n.h0~day and
..... thought that anythin~ h~ ~ould,~ "he should see, for fear of not p assir~g: that
way again; so ~he wanted to go ashore.~ ¯with a’h@avy swell comingin, ~hd the
’ .$0PS of the waves blown off clean, by the off,shore wind, together with-a strong
uhderto*, the Skipper put his foot down and said"No". At times conditions eased
and Herbert ~was disposed to back Denis up, and then the Skipper weakened* But
when he: f0~d that neither could~more than barely swim he was adamant. And a
very good thing too because conditions worsened, so much so that it was decided
to set an anchor watch.
George had turned in early and was sound asleep when this was arranged*
Upon being awakened at 3 a.m. and told there was an anchor watch and it was his
turn to do an hour he was his usual cheerful self and said "O.K. Skipper". It
was Obvious that he didn’ t know what was in store for him, and great was his
relief When he found that all he had to do was to sit up and stay awake in his
berth for an hour, and not to slide down the chain in order to.. see that the
.. ~ anchor was well and truly embedded/ .....
, ~ At 6 a.m. conditions were much quieter. By 7.50 a.m. the wind had gone
comPletel~ and It was necessary to use the engine to get underway, ~ to have
it on and off before Horn Head was abeam. Here the log was streamed. The win~
~, which had.started off by being in the SW~ had by 10.20 a.m. become a light
Nor’westerly. There was still an appreciable swell, and the wind was cool. As
i the day wore on the wind strengthened to force 3, going .slowly..to the west, an~
at b p.mf. 0na beautiful sunny evening we had the pleasure of hearing Southerly
gales forecast for Rockall. ....
~, ~ Donegal from the sea looked its best, with Errigal in command f~ed by
Dooish on the right, and ~uckish in support in the rear. The colouringwas
exquisite and we could only marvel at, and be thankful for our good fortune in
viewing, the glorious countryside and wild coastline under such ideal conditions.
¯ George was now getting some reward for his Work in the Spring and the buffetings
of the past three days.
" "
~
An hour later the wind was’ lightening and by 8 p.m. had diedcompletely.
W±th~the ~forecast of a Southerly blow, and abou~t 20 miles to Killybegs, it v~as
:.~ decided to put the engine on rather than risk beihg caught out. From.Rathlin
o’Birne Island we motored under the shadow of the mighty Slieve League,. and at
il. 15 p.m. handed the log off Carrigan Head and altered course for St, John’s
Point, off which we laid the entrance to Killybegs Bay up past Rotten Island.
it was here that the cruise was nearly brought to a halt. Approaching
’Eillybegs Harbour with Denis at the helm, and the Skipper, Herbert and George
leaning on the boom, a fishing vessel put out. The Skipper enjoined Denis to
keep port to port, ~but as We approached each otherBob felt that we were rather
~ ¯close. Herbert"p0bh-po0hed the thought. When within ¯easy ~stanCe of the
fishing vessel Denis suddenly put the helm up and we were in da~ger 6f ramming
her. The Skipper roared, and the supine Herbert jumped into action. Denis had
dropped off and dreamt he was a moth attracted by the approaching masthead light.
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The ~anchor was dropped off Killybegs at 1.55 a.nu on Wednesday, July llth.
Following our arr±vai in the early ~ours no one stirred too soon, butwe were
up and about at 9 a.m. From what we could see of Killybegs the people there
had had a late night too because there w~s not a soul in sight. By 10.30 a,~
we were ashore where we were met by a CUstOms 0fficer who simply asked us how
we were doing and where we were going.
The town had come to life and we soon found ourselves in Rodgers Hotel,
where Bob telephoned his wife to let her know "~:here we were so that: she: could
bring Jim Andrews to join us on the following day in place of George, whose
seafaring days were over for the time being. On his first day he had been
aground for several hours, and then he had sailed through a miserable night
and misty morning to be faced witha strong blow and later stormbound in an
open anchorage for a day and a half. But the sail round Donegal from the
morning of the fourth to the early hours of the fifth day was such as many
who’ have sailed for years have yet to experience and enjoy. Bob had hoped
that we’ d have made Killary or even Galway while George was with us, but this
was perhaps too optimistic. The hold-up at Sheep Haven made it advisable to
effect the Change over at Killybegs, as unkind weather on the next stretch
could have resulted in our having to put into some inaccessible spot.
After taking a certain amount of refreshment at Rodgers Bar we boarded
the rail-car to Donegal town, and after lunching there sought to hire a car
for the afternopn. But we were out of luck until the young manageres~, of the
Hotel came to our rescue and volunteered to take us around in the Hotel’s car.
Miss Peggy Meehan was her name, and very nice toO. We went through Ardara to
Rossbeg, where we j!ooked at the magnificent cliffs across the Loughross BaysI
past which we had sailed the previous evening. We had tea at Frick’s Hotel,
Rossbeg, after which Peggy (as she was by now) brought us back to Killybegs,
where the fishing vessels were just coming in.
Jack McCleery, & brother of Tony McCleery the previous owner o’f the ’l:~id’
(who in his own mind is still the owner, so strong is his proprietary interest)
had told Bob ~to look up Herbert Swan, a brother-in-law of his, and the owner
of .i the fishing vessel, the ’Evening Star’. It was not long before the ’Evening
Star’ came in under the guidance of the owner, who brought her alongside the
quay in a most seamanlike manner. Upon introducing h’imself Bob was most
warmly received, and nothing would do Swan but that all four of us come up to
his house right away for baths and a meal. Bob is a married man too (although
at times one wouldn’t think so) and rather than put Yms. Swan to so much
trouble it was agreed to take the meal ordered at Rodgers Inn, for t~vo of us
to have a bath at the Hotel, and for the other two to bath at the Swans" where
we were ali to spend the evening. This we did, and a very happy time it was.
Swan is the very antithesis of what one would expectthe owner of a
fishing boat to be. Of moderate height and build~ fair haire&, pale
complexioned, quietly spoken, quick of movement, and with an almost elegan~
bearing, he has all the appearance of a city gent. An unusual and refreshing
tyro, and we all hope to meet him and his wife again.
~
It was m/dnight before we were aboard the ’Maid’.
The following morning we were busy putting water and petrol aboard~when
at about ll.30 a.nu Charlotte and Jimmy arrived.

On his way through the back premises of Rodgers Hotel in search of water
Bob had spotted a fine fresh salmon. Six good portions of this he bespoke for
lunch, which was first rage.
.:~

After lunch Charlotte and George left for home.

TBE ’JACOBEAN’ INTERLUDE - with mandolin.
Killybegs/@lengariff. (Thurs. 12th July/Sat. 21st July)
Bob Arnold
- Skipper
Herbert McCready -. Mate
Denis Harpur~
.- Crew
Jimmy Andrews
"

1

Jimmy Andrews had turned up "The Complete Yachtsman", very stylish with
white topped yachting cap, long cigarette holder, camera slung round neck,
reefer jacket, creased flannel bags, white shoes - and a mandolin. Jack
Buchanan to a T in "Jack’s the Tar". There had been some talk at the Border
about the musical instrument, but Charlotte thought that his resemblance to a
Customs Officer had helped him to get it through.
But appearances are deceptive. Jim wasn’t just out of a musical comedy
show, but had come direct from the Clyde ¯where he had had a pretty strenuous
time in his father’s ’Dragon’, including being towed each way from and to i
Cultra. So Jim was fit for anything in the way of sailing, though he had not
bargained for a combination of the Atlantic swell and the Skipper’s way of
feeding.
. :
At 3.45 p.m. the log was strBamed off Drumanoo Point and we were tramping
along on a broad reach in a moderate swell. At 5.15 p.m. the reef in the main
was shaken out and the Skipper thought fit to serve tea with raspberries, which
Charlotte had brought with cre~ Neve2 meagre in his portions, Bob presented
each of us with the best part of a pint. Herbert and Denis were more than
ready for theirs, but less would have done Jimmy, who was not ~taking too kindly
to the swell. However, he is very game and doubtless would have struggled
through but for what he saw below. Bob, in his haste to get at his portion,
had knocked over his bowl, and raspberries and cream were spilt over the stove.
Such niceties as he may have observed before the start of the cruise had been
shed en route, and it was the sight of him scraping and eating the raspberries
off the stove which finished Jimmy. He gravely and silently handed back the
greater part of his helping before getting rid of what he had had. Gone was
our. debonair lad - but not for long. He soon became accustomed to the ship’s
motion, in a matter of a few hours was his usual affable self, and remained a
constant joy to us all - except at rising time when he was disposed to take a
dim view of things in general, and of the Skipper’s sadistic way of ,waking him
in particular.
The wind, holding steadily from the South East, freshened at l0 p.m. It
really was most enjoyable sailing, bowling across Donegal Bay. Although the
visibility was fair we were so far off the land that the views did not compare
with those enjoyed coming round from Sheephaven to Killybegs. Our course was
set for the Stags or Stacks of Broadhaven at the southern tip ofo Donagal Bay,
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the highest of which is 306 ft. As we crossed ~he Bay not only the sea but
the helmsman became confused because, although trying to hold the compass
course, the ship was being steadily set down towards Downpatrick’ Head, a
promontory which from our angle had all the appearance of a ihuge quayside.
At 10.45 p.m. the course ordered was 285, against that set of 265, but the
helmsman had been edging the ship up so that a change of only l0 degrees was
necessary. The genoa was then set out on the spinnaker pole where it remained
until nearly midnight, when in a wind of force 4-5 it was taken down because
we were running too fast. As so often happens after reducing sail because of
too much wind, the wind died away, and at half an hour after midnight we were
creeping past the Stag Rocks, which in the moonless night looked grim. It
seemed afierce place altogether and we were now anxious to make Broadhaven,
which is tucked away behind Cashel Point at the head of Broadhaven Bay.
In order to clear Slugga Rocks at the western entrance to Broadhaven Bay
it is necessary to stand well into the Bay before turning towards the Haven.
The light on Cashel Point at the entrance to Broadhaven was first sighted
through a gap between the mainland and Kidd Island at the western tip of
Broadhaven Bay, whilst ahead the light on Eagle Island could occasionally be
seen on the far side of the headland forming the eastern side of the Bay. A
novel experience to be sighting two lights, one (for which we were making)
through a gap in rocks, and the other across land.
The wind had now ¯come UP again and we made Broadhaven in fine style.
The hook was dropped at 2.50 a.m. in about four fathoms in what seemed a very
narrow seaway. The sailing directions are to anchor off a white house, which
at that hour in the morning we could not see, and which indeed we failed
to locate in the morning. A good sail, about 60 miles between
approximately 4 p.m. and 3 a.m. Fast going by day, and exciting past the
Stags and into Broadhaven at might - and no engine,
After turning in so late we were slow in getting away the next morning,
and it was not until ll. 30 a.m., Friday, 13th July, that the anchor was up
and we were off under genoa only. Fifteen minutes later the log ~.Tas streamed
off Cashel Point,and Errishead steered for. The wind was still holding in
the South East at force 3 - 4, and at midday the second No. 2 genoa was set
out on the spinnaker boom. At 12.45 p.m. Errishead was cleared and the
course set for clearing Eagle Island. There was a slight sea, and it was a
beautiful sunny day.
At 2.30 p,m. the second No. 2 ~enoa was taken off and the main set with
one reef on course for Black Rock. The wind then showed signs of easing and
from ESE had backed to NE. The conditions were such that the Skipper painted
over some spots on the deck which needed covering, and Jimmy with his mandolin
provided a pleasing musical interlude. Denis caused the only discordant note
when, despite repeated warnings, he went for’ard and stepped right into the
wet paint.
At 5.30 p.m. the wind was dropping, and when the course was altered near
Black Rock forBlackS0dBay it had virtually died. To avoid another arrival
in the early hours Of the morning the engine was put on at 6 p.m. and from
then until Our arrival in Elly Bay at 9 p.m. we ’motor sailed’, except during
supper when the ~en~ne was put off. In Ell y Bay t~vo lads came alongside in a
curragh~ the first we had seen. A flimsy enough looking craft with a high
prow to ride the sea
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We were glad of an early night. As it was, after sailing about fifty one
miles we were orly some tw~elve miles further South, because all we had done
7zas to go round (in-so-far as One can go round a peninsula) ~ullet. It had
been our intention to make Ac~llbeg that night, but when the wind fell av~y
at Black Rock we thought it bett~er to call it a day.
We were up betimesl on Saturday, July !4th, and at 7.20 a.m. wexe bound
fo~ Killary Bay under dull conditions, with the hills tucked away in cloud.
Although light the wind was favourable and off Black Sod Buoy, where the log
was streamed, we were running with the genoa on the spinnaker boom. After an
hour of this the spinnaker was set, and we continued under these conditions
for the next two hours when, at ll a.m., with the wind freshening, the
spinnaker was handed and the No. 2 jib reset.
Here the Skipper, after his concentration on cooking, began to take a
d~layed interest in the navigation. Just as Bob disliked Herbert looking
into his pots, so Herbert resented Bob peering at the charts. But Bob had
his own source of information - an Esso map of Ireland which, to Herbert’s
disds~n, he reffrred to as the Esso ’chart’.
By noon it had become sunny, and although there was a long swell we had
no sea. It was lovely sailing under perfect conditions at a steady 6/7 knots,
the day ending with an exciting close reach into Killary Harbour. We had
passed Achillbeg Island and’ left Clare Island to starboard for¯ Caher Island,
where a course of 150 was laid to the entrance of Killary Bay, lea~g
Carrick ~cHugh, Frehill Island, Govern Island and Carrickman onl Our starboard
instead of having them well to port and coming in on the leading marks. A
most interesting little passage, the fun being a’dded to by squally conditions.
At 6.25 p.m. the hook was dropped well up Killary estuary after a day of
reaching, running, beating and drifting. The conditions in Killary estuary
were perfect, sunshine and moving cloud.
The dinghy was put overboard and we moved~ up with the boat impeller, or
’egg whisk’, towards Leenane where we had a splendid dinner at the Hotel. On
the way up a very short sea was met, and at times we looked like sinking in
about 4 ft of ¯water. So we made for the shore, pulled the dinghy up, and
walked the rest of¯the way.
At the Hotel Bob met friends of his, George Weir and his wife, who later
on kindly brought us in their car to the dinghy, into which we gently lowered
purselves°
The next day, Sunday July 15th, opened with a ’nice soft morning’,
fainlug but pleasant. The log remarks that jim was particularly happy about
the prospects of a good day, Like manya nautical term this remark cannot be
taken literally for what it re aliy means¯is that Jim was dispirited at the
change in the weather, particularly as we were bound for Aran Island.
Getting out of Killary was slow work, There was little wind, and such as
there was, was dead ahead. At~ lOll0 a.m., an hour after starting, the Skipper
ordered the engine on but as Herbert gave off, the engine was put off. For
the next hour the engine was on and off - on at the Skipper’s whim and off at
Hel~bert’s displeasure, At ll. 15 a.m. it was off for the rest of the day.
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The wind from the Nor’west was extremely gusty and uncertain, but when
streamihg the log upon leaving Kill~ry it was becoming more settled and
going round to the North. At 1 p.m., with Inisho~en abeam te~ starboard,
course was altered between Friar islan~~ and High Island for Slyne Herod. The
wind freshened and the genoawas takenldown.~ When Slyne Head Came abeam at
3.10 p.m. we were still running before a~nd estimated at force b. Anhbur
later both ~the wind and the sea were moderating. At 5 p.m. the visibility
was rather poor, and so it remained up to and past Eeragh Island at the
North West end of Aran Island where there was a considerable swell, At
7. p.m. lhe genoa was set and we had a most enjoyable sail along the southerly
coast of Aran Island. Although the cliffs were clearly visible the~conditions
did not allow for photograph2, which ~vas a pity as the colouring of~ %he
cliffs and the large areas covered with stones were worth recording, At 91~m.
the log was handed at the entrance to Killeany Bay where there were many
porpoises.
We were all particularly interested in a hooker built on the lines of a
curragh, i.e. with a high prow, which seemed to have a particularly fast
turn of speed. It was a real old timer and just about holding together. At
9.20 p.m. the hook was dropped in three fathoms inside the motor life boat
off Kilronan, It was settling into a misty night.
The morning of Monday, July 16th, was wet and the day not at all
promising, but we all went ashore at Kilronan, which seemed rather a
depressing place. However, as we were anxious to see the Island Bob asked
one of the locals whether a car was to be had. He was told there were
plenty of cars on the Island, which rather surprised us as there were none
about and there were no petrol pumps to be seen. But Bob and the local were
talking at cross purposes. The local was referring to side-cars’ The Hotel
or Licensed Guest House was uninviting, and as it was so wet it was decided
to make a few purchases and to return to the ship for lunch. This we did,
when the next~ passage was~ discussed.
We were all most anxious to see as much as possible of the extreme
South West corner of Ireland, so it was decided to make for Sm~wick Harbour
at the Northerly tip of the Dingle Peninsula. This would take us right
across the mouth of the Shannon, and as it would mean a night’S sailing it
was thought better to leave late that afternoon and arrive in th@ morning
than leave in the morning and make land in the dark hours. The course from
Aran Island to Smerwick Harbour was made to be 225, but not without s~ne
difficultybecause we h~d no chart covering the complete distance. In fact
Herbert had to work from three charts, and it is to his credit that despite
our having to beat for the first five hours we went straight into Smerwick
Harbour through what seemed, in the misty conditions, a relatively narrow
entrance. In fact we w~re so sure we were not on course that we coicld
hardly beiieve such a perfect landfall had been made.
The anchoi~ came up at 5.20 p.nu, and here Jimmy made the secondi’g~fe,
of the .cruise. The Sk~gper had done the washing-up and left the porridge
pot in %he cockpit to soak. As we were getting under way Jim Spotted this
and called to the Skipper "Bob, what about the porridge pot?" Said Bob,
’%Vhat about the so-and-so porridge pot, can’t yousee it needs cleaning?"
From then on~ if anyone saw a job that wanted doing they sang out ’%~%at about
the genoa pot?" ’~hat about the toppong-lift pot?!’, etc. etc. which all
added to the good natured fun on board. "What about the porridge pot", indeed"

The rain had stopped and the sun was trying to get through. The log was
streamed from Killeany and the course set for Smerwic~ Harbour, but as we
were on the wind it could not be laid. After an hour we stood by for tea and
thencom~lhum&d on the starboard tack. At 8 p.m. the masthead genoa was set.
There were many dolphins and porpoises gambolling roundl Us, and the whole
Scene ~vas~ one Of perfect peace when, with a lovely moon ahead, the masthead
genoa was handed &t lO p.m.
At ii~ p.m. the southeasterly freshened from about force 2 to force 3½.
With the moon ahead, complete with halo, and Loop Head Light on the port bow,
it was great sailing. By midnight the wind had crept up to about force 4,
and in the watch between 1 a.n~ and 2 a~m. we clocked 7 knots. The
phosphorescence was terrific- whole areas of sea lighting up as we disturbed
the marine life which gives rise to this. There were flashes in the sky, and
all in all it felt fine to be alive and sailing. At 3 a.m. Loop Head Light
was abeam, and it was starting to rain. At 3.30 a.n~ it became squally so
the genoa was handed. At 6 a.m. conditions were quieter with land on the
port bow; at 7 a.m. it was dull and damp with the hills shrouded in cloud;
at8 a.m. the wind had dropped away completely, visibility had become very
poor, and we were engulfed in a deluge of rain. But for the fact that we
were dead on course it would have been difficult enough to find the entrance
to Smerwick Harbour. As it was we put the engine on and motored in, dropi~ug
the hook in the anchorage shown on the chart which faces a pleasant looking
bungal~v with an attractive tropical garden. The residents, husband and wife
and two children, seemed most interested in our arrival and we would have
gone ashore, but after our all night sail we were ready to turn in, as it was
our intention to leave about 3 p.m. for Valentia, where we hoped to spend the
next day. Smerwick Harbour, by the way, is a most attractive place and well
worth a visit.
By 2 p.m. on TUesday, July 17th, it had cleared; in fact it was a love~
day with a good breeze which had gone from south east to south west and was
estimated at force 3-4. Accordingly, before getting under way one reef was
put in the main and the No. 3 jib set. The log was streamed at Carrigbrean
Poiht at the Weotern entrance to Smerwick Harbour. Our course lay through
Blasket Sound, at the southern end of which a nasty steep sea was met which
pretty Well stopped us, and as we were being set down on to Blasket Island
the engine was put on for a while in order to make same headway. Once through
the Sound conditions eased, the engine was put off, and the No. 2 genoa set in
place of No. 3, and the reef shaken out of the mainsail. The sun was very hot.
Coming into the entrance to Valentia the log was
wind the sails were taken off and we engined in under
sunset. It w&s lO p.m. and the Skipper prepared a hot
cooker which was ready to dish up, when with a gentle
a stop.

handed. As there was no
a beautiful orange
meal in the pressure
thud, the ’}~id’ came to

The ~I.C.C. ’s sailing directions for Valentia Harbour are very clear. They
say "Be careful of a gravel spit called the Foot extending l½ cables East North
East from Valentia ISland near Knightstown. This is marked by a small red b~,
but if the buoy is missing you should keep well over to ±he mainland or East
side before n~king for the anchorage". Nothing could be clearer, not even the
buoy which was there for all to see, but all the same we contrived to go aground
on the Foot ~th the impeccable Herbert at the helm.
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Herbert ~says he did not see the small red buoyI so he assume~ it was no~ ....
there’, because Herbert never misses anyt~g. IT he did see itl, thenI it~ ~J
looked black and not~ red, and in any C~s~~ seemed far too near Reenard Point
on the mainland to be the buoy marking the Foot. In fairness to Herbert from
the angle at which we came in the buoy certainly looked far nearer Reenard
Point than Knightstown Point from which the Foot runs out, and we were
unfortunate to go on because had we been only a little further out the spit
would have been cleared.
The Skipper had gone to particular pains to prepare supper and was
.
rather Put out at the thought of it being spoiled. He said ’~4erbert put her
on, let him get her off". And this Herbert largely did on his own, but not
without~ the Skipper doing a certain amount of crashing around, in the course
of wgiich he pinned Jimmy’s foot under the spinnaker boom, which had again
been used as a prop. No harm was done to the ’Ymid’, but it was mi~ght
before we had eaten, washed up, and were ready to turn in.
T~e next day, Wednesday July 18th, we had a perfectly delightful time.
We were in no hurry to get up and went ashore about ll a.m. when our first
call was at the ’Royal’ (the appearance of which we liked ve..~y much)I with a
view to booking lunch for four. But the proprietor, Norman Ross, does not
care for passing trade, and it was only when heheard we were sailing that
he opened up. Thereafter he did all he possibly could for us, laid on a
first class lunch, arranged for a car to take us round the island, and
provided a good evening meal, which was follo~ved by a session in the Bar.
For some reason the ’Royal’ does not qualify as a Hotel with the Irish
Tourist Association, but as a Guest House, We can strongly recommend it no
matter what it is called.
The panoramas from Valentia Island are magnificent. A place of special
interes~ on ~he Island is a Grotto on one of the heights. The entrance to
the cave is high and is fronte~ by a stone parapet behind which a fountain
plays. At the apex of the entrance to the cave (some 80 ft or ~o high.) 1~
a coloured statue of the ~adonna, and the arrangement of the natural and the
man-made is most attractively designed and carried out. The whol~ day was a
very pleasant interlude in our almost continuous sailing.
Thursday, July 19th, started poorly but ended well. At 7 a~m." the
anchor came up and we made for the Skelligs, which were reached about lO a.m.
The day was cold and grey with low cloud and poor visibility, We saw what we
could of the Skelligs and hung around hoping for the sun to break through,
but after a while we gave it up. As it was not feasible to land we made fbr
Scariff, which at midday was abeam, but low cloud hid the top although) by
now, the mist was lifting. At 1 p.m. the wind was lightening~ the visibility
had improved, and the sun at last came out. An hour later we had thirty
minutes flat calm with good hot sun. From then on it was veo~ pleasant quiet
sailing - apart from ~he Skipper’ s snores - until we reached C-arinish Island:
in Sneem Harbour where we dropped the hook in four fathoms ~it 7 p.m. in
lovely sunshine.
;,

What a joy to have made an anchorage at such a reasonable h0ub, and a~ij!
such a beautiful spot. Denis went off to Sneem itself~ llerbert and Jim.i.y~ ~
explored in the dingh2, while Bob shaved and" prepared a meal prier to
descending upon Parknasilla. Herbert took Bob to Par!mas-ila" in +.he dinghi~ i
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cum outboard, and it really was most delightful through the rocky i slets at
low tide. He returned at 10.30 p.m. to find Bob none the worse for wear, and
we all turned in about midnight enchanted by the beauty around us.
At about 5 a.m. the Skipper went on deck and was ~nthralled~ by: the lig.h, t
pastel shades which the mountains had as sumed~: in the early dawn, land at the
colours reflected in the mirror-like Surface of the water. Aware of Jimmy’ s
aversion to being awakened at any time, Bob hesitated to disturb him at such
an hour, but knowing Jimmy’s passion for colour photography the~ Skipper
thought that Jimmy’s soul would triumph over the ’Sandman’, But oh dear me,
no: Jimmy was not to be disturbed, he could not be bothered, etc. etc. so
that by the time he was awake the fairy-like pastel shades had almost
vanishedand it’,~was too late. Jimmy explained to B0b’~that, had he known
anything abour col0ur photography, he w0~ld have realised that these early
morning pastel shades could never be captured, and please not to wake him
again.
Of all the places we had seen, indeed of all we were to see, Sneem
Harbour is the most beautiful, and we are indebted to the Irish Cruising
Club ,,sailing directions for so strongly recommending it to cruising Yachtamen~
The previous evening Jimmy and Herbert had come upon a long cut through
rocks !on the north side of @arinish Island (shown on the chart) and the2 were-i/
so taken with it that in the morning Bob and Denis joined them in a second
visit, which was well worthwhile. We were sorry to leave Sneem bum there Was
a fair day’s sail before us tO Glengariff in Bantry Bay,~ where Denis and Jinm~
were leaving us on the morrow, and Sheamus Henderson and Chippy Chapman taking,
their places. ...... i: : :< ~’~i~’
After fun turning in our little anchorage behind @arinish I’sland we Were
under way under Main only by l0 a.m. on Friday, JulY 20th. At 10.20 a.nu the
log was streamed, and we were drifting along with the masthead genoa up when
Colonel Knowles came along in ’Bow-wow’ and cordially invited us t0 visit his
- Garinish - Island, at the same time enquiring whether we needed fresh
vegetables. We look forward to being at GarinisN Island again whenwe hope’
Colonel Knowles will renew his kind invitation, .but we really cou!d~not afford
the time, particularly as the wind Was SO l’ight and showed no sign of
freshening.
So flat was it that we were towing the dinghy complete with outboard in
anticipation of using it to explore the Bull’Hole, :which Jimmy was agogto
see. But this was not to be, for at ll.30 a.m. the wind freshened and the
engine (which had been on for the past houm) was put off, and the masthead
genoa replaced by the No. 2 igenoa. The dinghy was brought alongside, the
outboard taken on board, and the dinghy put om deck. Speaking in general ....
" ~:~
terms, towing a dinghy, particularly with outboard, at ,sea is not s6und
practice because if it does blow up quickly, as it did this day, ±he trouble i
getting it on board in a seaway is greater than any possible saving in labour
through not taking it aboard at the outset.
~
At 2 p.m. we had Dursey Sound abeam a-port, but we carried on in the hope
that by the time we reached the Bull conditions would have altered sufficiently
to grant Jimmy his heart’ s desire; There was some swell coming in with a few
white horses and, although low icloud covered the hills and-the ~visibility was
poor, the sun was shining. It was now blowing quite freshly (fOrce 4) from the
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Nor’west and we were greatly intrigued when a land bird - a rock-pip~%,~ ! ~
landed:in an exhausted condition on deck. It refused to take some crumbs,
b~t Jimmy Secured a good photograph. We had a passable view~ of the Bull and
spied the hole through it, also of the Cow. and when rounding Dursey Head,
all shrduded in mist, but with the sun shining, we: had a good view Of the
Calf and Heifer. The wind had now eased to force 3, the fog was lifting,
and it was becoming a beautiful clear sunny day.
At 5 p.m. the No. 2 jib (which had been doing good work for the past
two hours as a winger to its companion jib) was handed andl we turned in for
Bear Haven, whichwith the wind so favourable we decided to go through for
full measure. It was a near beat up inside Bear Island with No. 2 genoa onl~
and with the wind dropping. Once ~,.,hro,.~
...."~ B~,~ __,i’~l
..... the other No. 2 jib was
put up again as a winger, but the wlnd was now very li~h%. At 7.~0 p.m. the
masthead genoa was set and boomed out with the No. 2 genoa set. It was
really lovely sailing. Passing Roancarrig Island the v/_nd died for a while
and then came up again. At 9 p.n% it wo.~ necess0r~ to p’it the ~ngine on :off
Adrigole Harbour, where we Considered t~zcning in for tho night. We were!all
but there when the Skipper changed~ his mind and decicled to motor on. At ~ ~
lO p.m. there was an air, and so the engine was ~_1_ned off thd the log handed
off Crowdy Point. Now we enjoyed a simply perL’ect ho zr, beating in the
lightest of airs into @lengariff Harborer in the ~:~light, ~th the aid of an
Aldis Lamp which~ Herbert had kindly presented to the ship.
Jimmy c0ntributed to the day’s happy ending (it was also the finish-up
of his time on board) by playing the mandolin, and it was all most romantic.
i
Whilst we agree with what the sailing directions of the Irish Cruising
Club say about Glengariff Harbour, we all feel that Sneem is more attractive
to yachtsmen, partly no doubt because it is more sequestered. Be that as it
may, we had a lovely sunny peaceful day at Glengariff waiting for Charlotte
to arrive "w/th Sheamus and Chippy. The a~rangement was t~t they would come
to Eacles Hotel unless they heard to the contrary. ?~hen at valentia We knew
weiwerei almost sure to be in Glengariff onFriday or Saturday, July 20th/21st,
and ~o Bob had let them know that¯ they could expect to find us there°
It might do no harm to record here that the Skipper’s arrangements to
meet changes of crew irked Herbert. "H~;v can you tell when an~. where you
will be at such and such a time" he demsmde@_o. Bob sn~led aa~! said, ’~ell,
Herbert, I cannot tell~ but surely there~ is no h~r~ in n~l~in~ the arrangements
and hoping." Herbert grunte&, and left the Skipper with the impression that
he had little faith in their making the appointed place on ~imeo We felt.
sorry for Herbert ; it really is outrageous that a laud-lubber like the
Ski’pper can carry on at sea as though he were travelling by road, and get
away with it.
"
....¯ ~z’~
" " : gaffc ~ cf the~ Cruise.
¯ Before Denis leaves us we must rcl.~te " "~n~
Bob had wanted him to do something and Denis ha~. Vc~itq~l?- ~i~ "Skipper, I’m
on ~o~iday." Bob rose in wrath and "holidaze,52
"~.~.~" "~Xr_cl v;’_~t do you ~hink"
this is" he said, "a blasted luxury crud_~e ~-.Lih bh~ c.~mer/cook as your
attendant? Get on with it, my lade A holiday, 5.:~,.i.~cdl " ’~i~m on holiday"
be0ame .the iresponse to all requests and a~.e~, gr~atiy .%0 the gaiety:/0n .board.
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We were in no hurry ashore the next day, Saturday July 21st, and after
sauntering into Glengariff village we returned to Eccles Hotel and had a good
lunch. Charlotte did not turn up with Sheamus and Chippy until about 7 p.m.
It had been such a lovely day that they had taken their time coming down
through Killarney. We al 1 had an enjoyable dinner at Eccles Hotel. Then
Sheamus and Chippy came out to the ’~id’.

HAZY RECOLLECTIONS
Glengariff/Dun Laoghaire Sun. July22nd/Friday July 27th.
Bob Arnold
- Skipper
Herbert ~cCready
-~ Mate
\
Sheamus Henderson
’Chippy’ Chapman I - Crew
In the morning, Sunday July 22nd, the wind was light and from the North
when, at 8.45 a.m. we were under way under Main only for Dunmanus Bay and
waving farewell to the ex-members of the crew, who expected to reachBelfast
that day. The No. 2 genoa was set and the log Streamed off @arinish Island,
and at lO a.m. with scarcely any wind the masthead genoa was set.
Then we had a surprise visit - a motor-boat from Bantry Harbour with
someone in command to whom we were strangers. Upon enquiry he turned out to
be the redoubtable Paddy O’Keefe. Now our Skipper, although hospitable, is
what might be termed a fussy man when it comes to the ’l~aid’s’ topsides,
Although pleased to chit-chat with Paddy O’Keefe from a short distance he was
in no hurry to ask him aboard because he din’’t fancy the bumping andboring
that might take place if the wind freshened when Paddy was with us. But Paddy
is a determinedman and not easily deflected. He asked the Skipper v~hether he
could come aboard, and although the Skipper did his best to put him off Paddy
asserted himself and willy-nilly came on board. It was then ll a.m. and,
although an hour before the Skipper’s time for a snifter, he thought that
Paddy O’Keefe’s visit warranted a drink earlier than usual. To his disgust
Paddy doesn’t touch it. What Bob couldn’t understand was why anyone should
board someone else’s ship at that hour in the morning if it were not to raise
a bit of cheer. All that Paddy wanted was to give us helpful advise, which
was greatly appreciated.
From 11.25 a.m. until 1 p.m. it was a Case of engine c~and engine off.
At 1.30 the wind freshened and the No. 2 genoa was put UP in place of the
masthead genoa. Sheep’s Head was rounded at 3 p.m. under beautifulsailing
conditions - very clear and sunny. At 5.15 p.m. with thewind estimated at
force 4 the ~ 2 genoa was handed and a reef taken in the main. Althoughv~e
intended to anchor in Kitchen Cove it was rather early yet to call it a day~
so we ran up to Dunbeacon Harbour and then put about to return to Kitchen
Cove, with the No. 2 genoa set for beating. At 5,30 p.m. the log was handed a
and read 30 miles, and by 6 p.m. the hook was down in four fathoms in Kitchen
Cove. It was a lovely sunny evening with a good fresh breeze. After a meal
we went ashore and ran into two damsels whom we couldn’t quite place, but more
of them anon.
Another early night; and we made the most ofit by not risingtoo early
the next morning, Monday July 23rd.
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In a conversation the previous evening with the two ladies Bob had found
bespoke
onethey
for the
i.:!n
at fishing.
about !0 acre.,
they~passed
us
out~that
weremorr
on oi~r~
holiday
andwent
’ the morning
lobster
As ishis
wont, he
inca ~6tor boat going 0~ ~tha~lobster pots, and the Skipper was! not slow
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¯way’back,
&bout ll a.m°
a~lgngs!de
with
their
to~ let
them knowSure~
that ~nongh~
he was3 at
ex~ectingthem
toth~came
call¯ at
the: !~d’ of
York
:enabled only lobstec- a beauty Of some Seven poundS, Boo! }vaS drooling at
thel ~6Ught of a lobster lunch, but to the/conventi0~l .Herber,t denmmding a
lobst@r of a lady wAS ~n to piracy andre shrar~ f rgm/:theive~Lidea. : How
wasit to be cooked~ ~ ~oon, and so forth,-until the Sl~p~r!could feel
the lobster slipping out of his grasp° He turned on Herbert and told him
that as to date he had taken littie or no interest in the cooking, still
less in %he washing up~ heii’co~i~ now hold his i tongu~,,~and, would he please , ........
mind his:i09n% business. It i~:.iS peculiar how some gentl~en disassociate , ::
themselv@s in public from their caddish acquaintances~ yet in private a~e~:~
more than willing to share in the r~u-ioinso
.:~.
In an aside to Chippy, one of the ladies; Miss Noel Streatfield, the ~.~
well knovna auth6ress - remarked that the Skipper seemed to be &-masterful
man. Bob¯ expects to fcatul-e in hel- next book, complete w~th lobster. By .
the way, She wr_ites for children.
When the ladies, who had given us the pleasure of their c~mpany aboard,
left us We u~-anchored and vzere away by II. ~5 a.m~ for Baltimore under main
(one reef left in) and No. 2 genoa~ beao_ng our of Kitchen Cove and. dovn%
Dunmanus Bay in a thic~dsh mist with visibility of sometimes less bhan ¼
mile. The log was streamed at Owens Island. We rea!!X should not have gone
out, but oL-ce out w~ couldn’t see to get back. The Skipper didn’t care as
he was completely taken up with cooking the lobster which he had undertaken
to the ladies to do in a ht~uane manner. This he achieved, by shoving the
lobster’s head into a large pot of boiling sea water, which killed it at
once, ¯ The claws~ and tail were then fitted into the pot and the lobster ¯
cooked - as we: found out later - to a turn. That day Bob was kn~z~n as the
’~uman~ Killer, ....
At 2 p.n~ the reef ,~as shal~en out and between 2.45 :p.m. and 4~$5 p.n~
the engine was on an~ off in a thick fog with light variable wind: and a~. .....
confused sea. It was @~l~r].ng this time that Bob asked Chippy to peel
potatoes. Poor.old Chippy’ The Skipper @~n’t realise that he vzasn’t
feeling well a_n~,certainly not.!ike going chores. However, C~.pioy stuck to~
it, but later confessed that each potato seemed larger than the one before
~ntil the last one looked as big as a footb~l!o

At ~.~5 p.nu &’.westerly breeze, force 1-2 came up and the engine vras
put off. When the ~izzcn Head fog gun hvas heard abeam, the course was altered
for ,Cape :Clear Island in a thio.~¢ fog :vibh an unpleasant chop,~ The No. 9.
genoa was boomed out and at 6 p.m~ Cape Clear Island was spied ahea4 anti,we ::’.
gybed to go south of it. At 6. 45 :2,, n’~ Bream Point on the L southern tip:,of~:.I’~I’:~
Cape Clear Island ~,as abe~ and " ,o~0~ .... visible through the fog° At 7 p,m.
=
~.l~,=,=el
to 062 for Ba~t-;more~
There’was very little sea an~!~%~
course w&S ~ ~--~-~
c
._ _
vi~ibf.!i-[=j "~.s ira.proving. The log ;vas handed when Baltimore Harbour o~eied~
up and shorted 33 miles° At 8 p~.. the hook was 6m~opped in Baltimore Harbour
in three fathom~ between Wallace Buoy and the quay, with the sun trsrlng ,~o
get through. .....
’ .... ¯ ~,...-~
.... .
i:" ~, ~ ’ :’
And did Herbert enjoy the lob~:~ter, or &idn’t he,~ There was no.l~olding. .
back now, the cad’

In the morning we went ashore and spent the forenoon there. A pleasant
place, Baltimore, and one that we would like to revisit. V~hen preparing
lunch something struck the ship a sharp crack. The Skipper bounced above~ to¯
see who or what had done it but there was nothing to account for it.
Subsequently he learned that Baltimore is renowned for ’Albert’ the porpoise~?)
who is said to conduct strange vessels into the harbour and to see them out,
and whilst there to sport himself around giving them an occasional whack with
his tail. There is little doubt that is what he did to the ’Naid’s’ bottomS
the cheeky thing.
At 1.30 p.m. there was a fresh Sou’westerly breeze~ when we up-anchored
and were away with one reef in the main and No. 2 genoa set. The log was
streamed off Loo Buoy on a beautiful day - with the morale of the ship as
high as the sun in the heavens. At 2 p.m. the reef was shaken out and by
3 p.n~ we were thinking in terms of the spinnaker which was prepared for
putting up. It was barely up before it was taken down again because the
breeze which was now West-sou’west had freshened to force 3-~ ¯ An absolute
dead run; so the No. 2 genoa was taken down. At 7 p.m. we gybed round the
Old Head of Kinsale, and at 8 p.m. the log was handed off Bulman rock - it
showed 36 miles. By this time there was a fair blow and quite a sea running.
The approach to Charlesfort was most picturesque in the evening sunlight, and
coming into Kinsale Harbour was like entering a by-gone age. The hook was
dropped at 9 p.n~ in the anchorage, which was crowded with yachts. Another
lovely day’s sail with fair winds. How lucky we were.
The morning of Wednesday July 25th saw us ashore at Kinsale in buoyant
mood. What a delightful old-world town it is. Sheamus and Chippy were both
feeling fresher than married men should~ be when out and about without their
wives, and each in ~urn made up to a ship’s figurehead in the form of a
goddess in the grounds of Acton’s Hotel. What satisfaction they got out of
this we’ ll never know, but we were all more than satisfied with the lunch.
The potatoes in particular were something to be remembered - like balls of
flour. The Skipper, who was on a diet and not supposed to eat potatoes, ~t
Us all to shame, but he was food-minded that day because apart from sundry
mtores he bought a good sized leg of lamb which he threatened to roast in the
pressure cooker.
The wind was West-sou’west, about force 4, when at 3.15 p.m. we upped
with the anchor and left under No. 2 genoa only. At 4.30 p.m. (after beating
out under geno~ only) Bulman Rock Buoy was passed and the other No. 2 genoa
winged out. 6 p.nu saw us gybing round Daunt Rock Buoy at the approach to
Cork Harbour, and 40 minutes later we were off the Harbour Rock with the
Second No. 2 jib down and the main up. What fun we had during the next hour
beating into Crosshaven, which has a tricky enough approach for beating in
the face of the sun. Fortunately it was the top of the tide, and we thought
we were getting along well when we found ourselves in the n~ddle of moorings,
yachts at mooring and at anchor, and above all a race. Some excitement, you
may be sure, particularly when a dinghy with girls in it bore down upon us
seemingly in expectation of our getting out of their way - which we just
managed.
We were flying the R.N.I.Y.C. Burgee from the masthead, the Red Ensign
from the jackstaff, and the Tricolour from the crosstrees. A dinghy under
outboard put out and~ the person aboard told us to anchor above the other
moored vessels. This we did.
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Bythe time we had the main furled and the ship tidied up the.. Secretary
of the Royal ~unster Yacht C-iub Came alongside and ~indly extended to us. the
hospitality "o~’~his Club, Which We went ashore :t6 ViSit. Here Chippy
perfo~ed"t~i~l~s.t, but nbt the: least, ’ gaffe’ ~..th~;:~cru~se~, ’ The Secretary
had .st~qdii-~dS ~:~drink when Chip~idecide~"to go ~6m@wh~r@~ Befere leaving us
he t~eld~ ~ She a~ and said,~"Sheamus, watch my-~,’. Our~tl.Ooked
somewhat" ~nea,. b:ut nothing ~aunted Chippy repeat@~ his request’-t.6 Sheamus:,
sagin.g ",Sh~s,iid0"you mind watching my drink".’ Sheamus was at.~a-’]0SS"to
kno~"what t’o.-say, BUt Chippy went off oblivious of the fact that he was.:-n~.
still, on:the -’~":and~ .,. . his drink’wasin no danger of being knocked over, "
The Secretarybloke Wasn0t to~ know’this and could only surmise that Shippy
kept very strange company ~en"he took’ such pains to see that his drink
¯wasn’ t "knocked off".
Both Sheamus andChippy-are-extremely good company and .the cruise was:~
if possible, improving, even though Chippy was a greenhorn and sheamus a bit
rusty, at the game,"
When leaving Crosshaven at 7.45 a.m. we had in mind putting in for the
night to Dunmore East, at the entrance to Waterford Harbour. For lack of
v~’nd this was not to be. During the first four hours until midday we were
moving quietly in a light Sou’westerly air estimated, as force I. The log
was streamed off Roche’s Point Light at 9 a.m. when~.we watched with interest
a big French liner coming in and an Eire naval ves~eli.g~ng out. At
10.~5 a.m., with only 4 mileson the log, Pollock"Roc~ Buoy.-was abeam. .The
course was altered to 090. Fifteen minutes later th@ No. 2 .genOa was handed.
and the masthead genoa set. In the next hour we clocked four knots and at
noon the ’Irish Plane’ passed inside us on her way toCork..[ By 4 p.m. the
win~ was freshening slightly and coming more aft, so the genea was boomed
out. At 5 p.m. we were moving nicely in beautiful sunshine with the ship’s ..
company in the best of good for~
..~ ..... -:~ ’
At 5.30 p.m. the Skipper set to work on roasting the leg of mutton, the
smell of which set us all licking our lips. Unfortunately, the cylinder of
gas ran out, which meant te~rarily suspending ’operatiOn leg of mutton’
while the empty cylinder was replaced by the full cylinder carried up
for’~r~ ’ As taking out the old cylinder involved "shifting many stores and
as ~e f~l cylinder was sto~ed under the sails,."it~was~’a full hour before
the’ operation’ was resumed. Dinner was served’-a~’~about i9 p.m. Roast
mutton~..roast potatoea, roast, onions, cabbage ~d ~as ¯were Voted as
excellent, and together with .the sweet, mad’e~ sblid~f~dati6n.for all-night
sailing. At i0 p.m. with the wind in ’th~e."v~est;~S0u, v~est ~i1 @aS a dead run,
so the masthead genoa was" handed" ~d No. 2han~ed on, "bu~-~o%i~set. By midnight the wind had fallen away completely and the log registered 56 knots,
which, in sixteen hours was slow enough going’ ~""~t~ 2 a~m., Friday July 27th,
Coningbeg Light Vessel was abeam,, and with a slT~t~ air i[Trom i~he~ Soa~h West
the course was .altered to 070. T~ere was no wind’ an~asi. ~he ’~@~e.-was not
onwe had a peaceful night. But ate:6 a.m. w~th ’~e ~oningNeguLig~tVessel
41’.r.apidl.y overtaking us~ the engine had 1o go on. DO~in~the:next~~Our there
was still..n0 wind and we motored ~ome five k~ots WT~H ~fog :!ro~dI~ about. At
8. a.m. we were. in fog with a visibility of ahoY½ mi]@, :b~ut we held our
course and at 8.15 heard the Barrels Whistle Buoy~ ~o starboard, altered
course to where we thought it was, and came ~alongside .it at 8.20 a.m.
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We continued to hold our course, which at 9 a.m. v~ith the fog patchy, and
some wind, was altered to 055, leaving Tuskar Rock (which we did not see, but
heard) to starboard. At 9.30 a.m. the engine ~as put off and the No.
genoa
set. There was still some fog. At 9.35 a.m. the engine was on again with the
~wind about dead. At 10.50 a.m. the course was altered to 030 and the No, 2
genoa taken down. At ll a.m. the Blackwater Light Vessel was abeam to port
with a biggish yawl lying off it - presumably waiting for the fog to clear. By
~oon it had lifted completely, but there was little or no wind and we had to
continue under engine. At 1 p.m. Arklow Light Vessel was on the port beam,
and there was fog again. At 5 p.m. visibility was still bad, and when at
6.~5 p.m. the Codling Light Vessel was sighted in the distance the course was
@ltered to 320 to leave it to starboard. The fog was beginning to life and the
hill tops were at last appearing - the first land seen since the Saltee Island~
At the Codling Light Vessel the course was altered to 340 to take us over the
Banks to Dublin Bay and into Dun Laoghaire. At 7.50 p.m. the visibility was
very good with the hills quite clear but there were fog banks in the distance.
~At 9 p.m. the genoa was set and just drawing, but at 9.30 p.nu the v~ind had
gone away completely so the sails were taken down. The log, which registered
152 miles, was handed passing ~uglins Island and at 10.30 p.m. the hook was
dropped in Dun Laoghaire Harbour.
This was the only real passage under engine, and an uncomfortable one at
that with fog either pretty thick or in patches all the time. In fact, the
~passage from Coningbeg Light Vessel to the Codling Light Vessel - 76 miles was an uneasy progression mainly under engine from one fog signal to another,
and we were glad to be out of it.
The next morning, Saturday July 28th, we were up betimes and looking
forward to a pleasant stay in Dun laoghaire where Norman RoSs of the Royal,
Valentia, had given us an introduction to Sam Joy, Secreta~ of the National
YaCht Club. In addition, the Skipper was known to Mr Tom Hanan of the Royal
St. George, and Irish Cruising, Clubs, to whom he proposed to present himself.
Bob and Chippy were put ashore by Herbert, whom v~th Sheamus, was to clean
up the ship w nilst Bob and Chippy disported themselves in the Public Baths at
Dun Laoghaire, which are hereby recon~nended to visiting yachtsmen. Upon
leaving the baths Chippy did some shopping and Bob called at the Royal St’
George to see if Tom Hanan was there. He wasn’t. However, he was fortunate
in finding Sam Joy at the National Sailing Club, but as the Club were holding
their Regatta that afternoon Bob found no difficulty in getting away, though
not without a pressing invitation from Sam Joy to join in the evening’s
festivities. This Bob had every intention of doing as he, Sheamus and Chippy
had been looking forward to a spree in Dun Laoghaire.
All then was set for a good weekend, and as usual the Skipper’s arrangements were working oub according to plata Celia, Bob’s daughter, had turned
up by arrangement at Ross’ s Hotel with her regular male escort and it was
arranged for Herbert to return with them to Belfast the following day. Then
Bob’s conscience (the very thing that nearly got us into trouble at Dunfauaghy)
struck him~ He took Sheamus and" Chippy aside and said that as Herbert had been
with the ship all the way wouldn’t it be the decent thing to offer to forego
the weekend at Dun Laoghaire in order to let Herbert have the satisfaction of
completing the round voyage. Sheamus and Chippy both agreed, and as the
weather was so fair there seemed no reason why we should not be in Strangford
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on the following, Sunday, afternoon, which would gi~e Herbert an early night
befor~ being back at his work on time on ~onday- the guiding consideration
of the past few days.
Chippy went so far as to m~mur that it would be as well to have Herbert
with us on the last leg. The Skipper said nothing, but took a poor view of
Chippyascribing so different a reason for his decency. Herbert fairly
jumped at Bob’s magnanimous 0ffer, but the latte~’s virtuous feeling was
somewhat shaken by Chippy’ s barely concealed relief at the thought of
Herbert continOing with us. ~I~deed Bob began to wonder whether his~ offer
was as disinterested as he had led himself tO believe. Be that as it may,
we were all pleased at the thought of completing the cruise together.

D dn/Laoghaire/Strangford~ Sat. July 28th/Mon. July 30th
At 5.30 p.m. on Saturday, July 28th, the anchor was up and we were away
under the main and No. 2 genoa. It was dull but dry. What wind there was
was in the North, but at 6.30 it had died away and the engine was put on~ A
few minutes later there was some wind again so the engine was put off, and
the log streamed off Bailey Lighthouse. We had viewed some of the sailing
in the Nati0nal~ Yacht Club’s Regatta, and were delighted to See the ’Yainx of
~alham’ being sailed beautifully - presumably by her new ~vner, Paul Campbell.
All had had more than enough to eat at lunch and, with the exception of
Herbert, quite sufficient to drink, so at about 6.30 p.m. Bob turned in for
a while before making us an excellent supper at about 8.30 p.m. The conditions
were still very quiet withothe log only registering three miles in the past
hour and t~ven~y minutes, The ship ~as kept sailing, but with the wind in the
North east we were unable to hold the course ordered and were beating.
Since midday the previous day, Friday, the glass had been falling
steadily, which, together with the very calm conditions, made Sheamus think
that a storm was brewing. However, there was nothing in the midday shipping
forecast to worry us; our only concern was whether we would have to motor
most of the way to Strangford~
At ll p.m. the Skipper said he would take the watch until midnight and
would th~n like to turn in for the rest of the night as he would be up at
6 a.m. :to< make breakfast. At about ll.30 p.m. he did not care for the look
of. things. JThe wind had freshened and there¯ was a short sea with a glassy
surface like ~he left-over of a strong blow further off. The Skipper called
for; sail to,be shortened but Herbert demurred, and the matter rested - as did
Herbert, who had turned in. At midnight the weather forecast was not so hot.
From variable force 3 the wind was to go East by South to force 6 and then to
North force 6-7 with rain and moderate visibility,
Bob said we should return to Dun Laoghaire but received no encouragement;
Chippy; knowing little~ ~said nothing; Sheamus deferred to Herbert; Herbert
on principle, disagreedwith Bob. In such circumstances it is difficult for
a Skipper. He neither v2nts to appear too dogmatic nor too apprehensive,
¯ But he should have the courage of his c~vn convictions. Bob was really more

concerned about Herbert’s returning to’work on time than anything else. He
~ew tha~ if we turned then Herbert would be in good time to contact Celia in
~t~@ :in6i~n~ng, and in any case could return by train. At the same time his
experience was that shipping forecasts usually give timely warning, and we
~sht w~ll make Strangford without being’ too badly caught out. Again, the
ccndi±ions were peculiar and if caught out before making Strangford on Sunday
afternoon (we had up to 5 p.m. in which:to get in on the tide) it could mean
}lerber~i not being back to~ work on time’ on the Monday. No one likes turning
back, par{iCularly when the immediate Conditions don’t warrant it, and so the
Si~ipper took the easy way out by carrying on.
By 1 a,m. the v~ind had freshened to force 3-~ and there was more sea, so
the NO. 2 genoa was replaced by the No. 3, or storm jib, and a reef put into
the :~in. The log was only reading 20 knots, an average of 3 since being¯
streamed° We were then on the starboard tack with Rockabill to leeward, but
as we seemed to be making little or nothing of it we put about at 1.30 a.m. in
order to keep well off the shore. We stayed on the port tack until 3.~0 a.n~
~hen conditions were such that upon going on to the starboard tack it was
d~cided to set the trysai!.
:~
..7’.

<. It was then that Herbert had second thou~ts, and as Bob passed up the
tryE~ail said "Weli, Bob, do we go on or go back?". Three and a half hours
eariier ~the Skipper would have gone back. He now says he thought that the
olo-~ i~Ould peter out in a few hours, and that havi~ng come so far we might as
v,,cil so6 it .......
o~ough., But we feel it may have been his streak of cussedness
~’:hich promptedhim to carry on, just as it was Herbert’s obstinacy earlier
w>ich had restrained us from turning back. However, his decision was not
questioned. At 5 a.m. Sunday, July 29th, with the barometer down to 29.2, and
%h,~ ,~<ind estimated at force" 7, it was blov~ng hard. Herbert had had the sense
to %urn in for a spell, and when he came up at 6 a.m. Sheamus went below.
A:L%ho’agh ~lig~qt~ 1And could notbe seen because all around us was a dark squall.
~i~-e s~am were big and broken, and t~e wind almost dead ahead. It was two
hc~m~ s~nce we had gone on to the port tack immediately after settling the
tc~rs~il (~:~hich had taken 35 minutes), so at 6.30 a.m. it was decided to go on
[;~ the st~board tack for two hours and after that to have three hours on the
port tack~ the ide~ still being to keep off the land - wherever that was.
At about 7 a.~. the SkiFper went below to find Sheamus sitting wet and
m" serable on the lee berth, and not feeling too good. Now although Bob claims
to 0e m pupil of lluqThrey Barton (which claim Barton most emphatically rejects)
there is one lesso~ which through Humphrey’s kindness Bob had learned. This is
to lie down if one is really seas~ ck, and above all keep warm. Accordingly, he
Was not long in gettinS Sheamus to change from his wet clothes into pyjamas,
pullovers~ and long woollen stockings, and to turn in in a sleeping bag. With
this done the canves ’hold-in’ at the side of his berth was made secure and
ThO!~)~us ~as !efb feeling more comfortable with a towel and basin at hand in
ca~e of. need.
At aleut 8 acre. Cn..ppy~ who was cold and wet~ and also feeling pretty
r0%tcn, was accorded the~a~ ..... treatment as Sheamus. And there they both
-~ ...... =~s for the next eighteen hours~ and a pretty uncomfortable time it must
hive becn,~ It was bad enou~ cn deck, but below, with the s~p going up and
dcwn like an escalator, odd seas coming aboard; and with the knowledge<that
a~y~hi~g might happen,, even the uneasy sleep, or coma, they fell into was quite
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The Skipper would have hove to, but Herbert preferred to keep sailing
because, in the big seas he did not see h~7 we could be making any progress,
and if we hove to he was afraid of being set too near the land. So We
continued sailing, Bob and Herbert doing time about. None of us had had
anything to eat or drink since supper the previous evening at 8 p.m., and
nobody wanted anything.
j ~ o ?

At midday Bob said "Herbert, i am getting tired and can’t continue
sailing into these big seas for much longer. Although you’re a considerably
~ounger man you are sick and cannot carry on by yourself. So there is
nothing for it but to heave-to’!. Herbert agreed. We had gone on to the
starboard tack at about ll. 30 a.m. and hove~to on that tack at nidday, and
for the first time for eight hours had ¯some degree of comfort.
The midday shipping forecast gave the Wind in the Irish sea as being
force 7 with occasional gusts of up to force 9. Hove-to the ’~[aid’ seemed
to ride the waves and at the same time make steady progress. Herbert recalls
that during the nine hours we were hove-to the ’i~aid’ logged a steady three
knots which, considering how comfortable she was, is truly remarkable.
It subsequently transpired that Herbert’s reluctance to heave-to was due
to his never having done this before, and while he knew how well the ’~aid’
behaved when sailed he was unaware of what she might do when hove-to:and
considered the conditions unsuitable for experiments. As it was, w~e could
not havehove to correctly because Jack Workman, the owner of ’Cerea’, says
¯ th&t if properly balanced the BrittannyClass can be hove-to without continuing
~to sail. It turned out as well that we only hove-to in a sort of a way, and
with the jib pulled athwart andthe tiller set to leeward, the ’~aid’ behaved
like the little lady she is, and put us all at ease.
Even the ~rest straits can have their lighter side. Although things
looked grim with us hove-t0 in a continuous blast of wind of at least force 7,
with the horizon one large squall, seas estimated at about 12 feet high,
pretty Continuous rain, and not knowing just where we v~ere, something
occurred which greatly amused Bob.
Readers of unholy writ will recall that in "Strephon & Chloe" Dean Swift
tells ho~r "The nymph oppressed before, behind,
As ships are tossed by Waves and Wind,
Steals out her hand, by nature led,
And brings a vessel into bed."
Contrariwise, our ’!~aid’ was tossed by waves and wind and Chips
oppressed before, behind, but he, poor fellow, was cocooned in the sleepingbag and had nothing to hand. This was not funny, in fact Chippy thought his
need serious, it is one tl~ing to be in "peril on the sea"; quite another for
the suspense to be added to by being uncomfortable. When Bob next came bel~v
Chippy told him of his predicament. So the canvas ’Hold-in’ was undone,
Chiplr~ winkled out of his sleeping-bag, perched on the edge of his weather
berth, and Herbert told to pass down the baler, or ’pongo’ as it is called.
Chippy having contained himself for so long, the ’pc~go’ was pretty full
when Bob carefully, and with the skill born of much galley work in seaways,
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¯ hamd~d it through the hatchway for Herbert to empty. Then it happened. There
we Were - hoping that the terylene jib sheet hard up against the shroud would
h01d, that a cloth in .the trysail worn through by rubbing up against the back
stay wpu.ld not split, and wondering when there would be a little respite from
the continuously hard blG~ of the past twelve hours- and what did our
gentlemanly Herbert do, having emptied the contents of the ’pongo’, but
carefully and daintily rinse the ’pongo’ in the sea before putting it away.
ChipPY thinks this episode should be called "Always the gentleman".
:. Herbert was cold and wet but in surprisingly good form. He would not go
below because the sight of Sheamus and Chippy and the basin between them might
have set him off again. The Skipper was alright until he took some biscuits
spread v~th Bovril, which he promptly brought up. He then lay doyen for a
while in the passage berth without taking his Oilskins or gumboots off - an
unheard of thing on the ’Maid’.
About 2.30 p.m. Bob and Herbert speculated on where we were. From the
large confused seas Bob thought we might be approaching the Isle of Iv~n, but
Herbert ridiculed the idea. He said that in those seas and with the wind
dead ahead all we had done was to go backwards and forwards in the Irish Sea,
and that if there were a break in the clouds we would probably find ourselves
somewhere off’ Dublin.
¯ Then, Wonder of wonders, at about 5 p.m. the sun broke through the
impenetrable squall, and ahead were the heights above Carlingford Lough. We
could scarcely believe it possible. It was reckoned they were about 20 miles
a~ray, and Herbert thought that if we were to put about and remain hove-to on
~he port tack the ’i~L~id’ would make St, John’s Point in her own. It was
strange being in the cockpit with the ship hove-to and slowly making her way
in the terrific wind and high seas.
Sheamus was :now showing signs of life, indeed he had got up and shut the
forward hatch which cannot be secured and which had lifted when a sea had ¯come
aboard. He was undoubtedly feeling better and would have joined us in the
cockpit, but the Skipper told him that as he was warm and dry it would be a
service to us all, and not least to himself, to keep that way. So he went
back to his berth and worked out in his own sweet way how he would have dealt
vdth the situation from the outset. We later received his considered opinion,
fortified by books of reference, on what should have been done with a sea
anchor (had we had one). As this was some three weeks after, over an
extremely good lunch, it was rather late in the day, but should we be caught
out again in the same way, Which God forbid, Sheamus’ words of wisdom will
doubtless receive the attention they merit.
Chippy, the Belfast Manager of the ’Nor;rich Union’, had accepted a large
Fatal Accident Policy on the Skipper at a rather low rate, and any consolation
he had lying below was in the fact that if we all went, he, Cbippy, would be
playing a harp (he hoped) instead of facing the music at l~is Head Office.
The Skipper had no hope of getting in that ni~at, but with St. John’s
.Point slowly coming up Herbert saw there was a chance of getting back to his
work in time the next morning and was determined to get in.

i
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With the ship sailing herself Bob was bel~v standing in the galley
looking out through the lights atl the big seas when Herbert called for wat~er,
To Bob’s amusement this was not for drinking but for washing out his eyes
which had become encrusted in salt and were stinging.
seeing Herbert’s desire, nay enthusiasm, for getting into Strangford
that night, the Skipper asked him not to take any risks by trying to sail
the ship, and as we were so comfortable hove-to to let it rest at that. But
Herbert had to be back at his work, and he wad neither to hold nor to bind.
So about 9 p.n~ with the Skipper below, Herbert unlashed the tiller and
started sailing with the jib still aback. He explained later that he did
not think he could stick another night of it, and if we didn’t get in on the
flood that commenced about 1 a.m. it would have meant staying out until
midday the following day, when conditions might not be any better. Bob still
thought we should remain hove-to, doing two hours on the one tack and two
hours on the other as, unless some gear gave, on the ’Maid’s’ showing to date
we were unlikely to come to any harm.
But Herbert had had enough, and as he sailed the ’I~id’, with jib still
aback, she simply tore along. At l0 p.m. we had St. John’s Point abeam.
There we eased sheets and headed for the Whistling Buoy, but not without
considering putting into Ardglass. However, having got so far, and with a
fair wind to the Whistling Buoy and the tide to take us up the Strangford
Narrows, it was thought we had better finish the job. The ’Maid’ was not
built to go so fast as she went from St. John’s Point to the Whistling Buoy.
We were then in more sheltered waters, but the wind was blowing as hard as
ever, and she simply flew along. It was far too fast, but there was little
we could do about it. After the seas we had been through we were content to
speed along¯ in a seaway which ordinarily might have given us cause for’
concern.
’
i ¯

Alyhough onlyunder storm jib and trysail, these were too much for the
wind, and when we put about at the Whistling Buoy the spray came over us~ in
sheets. It was wild out there. Not much sea but the wind shrieking so that
the Buoy could scarcely be heard above it. It was quite hopeless to think
of beating up the Narrows in the dark under those conditions, and in any case
the sheets were so~ tied up with flapping when we put about that there was no
alternative but to take the jib down, start the engine, rake off the trysail,
and motor in. One can see Conway Ross, the doyen of the R,N.I.Y.C., raising
his eyebrows, waving his hands, and saying "oh, the engine again’. Where
would these modern cruising men be without their engines? Now, when ~I was
cruising, we went out and if we couldn’t get back we stayed out."
But getting into Strangford that night was not just a matter of putting
on the engine and motoring in. The wind was blowing straight down and out of
the Lough, and with the ’Maid’ s’ propellor at an angle from her port quarter
the jabble set up by the strong wind against the incoming tide made it very
difficult to keep the ship on course. When she went off there was nothing
for it but to wear her round in a circle until she was on course again, and
then try and hold her there.. Before reaching the Angus Rock the ’Maid’
described three such circles, which in the darkness and howling wind, and
with the ever-waiting Ballyquintin Point to hand, was disquieting.

At I a.m. the Angus Rock came ahead and we turned in to the green leading
light at Portaferry. At 1.50 a.m. the log was handed at Audley Road, but it
was so dark that we could not see our buoy. Bob was up for’ard and Herbert at
the helm. When Herbert saw it, Bob couldn’ t, and when Bob saw it, Herbert
didn’t. Instead of getting out the Aldis Lamp we kept having ’goes’ at it and
were playing around a full forty minutes before the buoy was picked up.
~1 ~J[

The log ~howed ll9 knots, which means that from the time the storm jib
was set and the reef put in the main at 1 a.m. on Sunday morning, we had
travelLled 99 miles in 24 hours, mostly in a head wind of force 7/9, and in ~hat
can only be described as big ugly seas. That the ’Maid’ in those conditions
shoul~i have sailed so far is remarkable, but what is even more astonishing is
that she not only covered the distance but made her way up.
Apart from sailing, the Skipper plays at poker. He knows no more about
poker than he does about sailing. But he has learned that given a poor hand
a good player will make far more of it than an indifferent player, and that
given a good hand an indifferent player will make less of it than a good player,
but that even the biggest duffer can’t go wrong if dealt the Ace, King, Queen,
Jack and Ten of a suit; and in the ’Maid of York’ that is what the Skipper
consid@rs he has.
It was 3.30 a.nu before Herbert had finished the deck work assisted by
Sheamus and Chippy. The Skipper prepared a good hot toddy for all except
Herbert, who didn’t want the smell of it on him when he returned to work, as he
did, at 8 o’ clock that morning.
The Land Rover had been left at Audley Roads in the care of ~om Henderson,
the ~ friendly land steward at Castle Ward, and ChipPy saw Herbert safely off at
about 4 a.nu Herbert got a parting shot as he went off by asking Chippy to
tell Bob that his arrangements nearly missed being on time this time and to let
it be a lesson to him not to make appointments when sailing. But Bob was
feelingr too relieved at being in to bother about anything except another toddy,
our~ last
meal,
feeling
which
we all
hadwe/were
before not
turning
in like
at 4 food.
a.m. Although it was 32 hours since

We were awake about 8 a.m. and after breakfast set about drying out and
cleaning up generally before going ashore to telephone. Bob’s daughter came
down to fetch us in the afternoon, and as he left the ship he observed "You
knows we thought we were pretty smart all the way down the west and along the
south coasts~ cocking a snook at the Atlantic and saying catch us if you can,
but what we had forgotten was his little brother, the Irish Sea, waiting for us
round the corner, though we’ ll always remember him now."
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GENERAL 001~!~I~1~
.It was a very happy c rt~ise, i All who t60k :~ felt pri#{leged to have
seen ~he beauties of the west coast~ ~0f: Ir~D~._.under. conditions of such good
visibility. Whil~-t w@ ~e~ To~te in not having to beat down the west
coast, we were on the wind a good deal but had favourable winds and sunny
weather where we most wanted them - from Valencia to D unmanus Bay. We had
more than our share of mist and fog, on the way up past~ Rathlin in tN~ n’orth,
out of Dunmanus Bay and round Mizzen Head and Cape Clear in the south west,
and from the Coningbeg Light Vessel to the Codling Light Vessel On the east
coa~," But taking the summer as a whole we could ~dly have picked a
better spell, and whereas last year there was little wind and too much engine,
this year there was plenty of wind and comparatively little engine. The
real stretch under engine was between the Coningbeg and’ge6_li-’n~--~Izk~rt~,~~as this was done in thick mist the passage was not without interest. E~en
with this it. is estimated that the engine was only used for about ten per ,
cent of the round trip - but it was invaluable.
During the cruise the Skipper did the cooking and He~ert most of the " ......
navigating; in the 24 days only ten meals were taken ashore - and we only
went aground twice’
An interesting little matter is that when lying in Culmore Bay the
’Maid’ was tide-ridden and the anchor chain scratched the bow fairly
extensively. The Skipper tried to remove the rust marks withVim and oth’e~ ......
cleaners, but without success. After the sail from Dublin to Strangford~the
stains had all gone, which is indicative off’he Scouring she had had f~sm
the wind and sea, because in the ordi~ way of sailing the sea does not
remove oil and stains, particularly rust stains.
Official confirmation of the forecasts and:gale warnings issued for the
Irish Sea area on the.28th and 29th July 1956 was obtained, and a copy of
this is appended, together with Chippy’s account of the cruise from Glengar~
to Strangford and Sheamus’ version of the stormy passage "from Dun Lao~re. .........
This Log is written in order to compete for(a)the Fau~cLu@r-Perpetual
Challenge Cup and (b) the Round Ir~land Cup, of the Irish Cruising Club, and
is humbly submitted to the judges.
.... ~,L ~, ~’~I " . "

¯ . ¯ ^

Forecasts and Gale Warnings issued by C.F,O. for the Irish Sea area
.....
on 28th and 29th ~uly~ 1956.

.H

28.7.56. at 0645 G.~LT,
Wind variable, force 1 to 3, gradually becoming ~V-N force 3 to ~.
Thundery rain and thunderstorms. Some fog patches but visibility otherwise
moderatc.
28,7.56 at 124o G.M.T.
Wind variable, mainly westerly, force 2 to 3. Rain at times.
Fog patches, otherwise moderate to poor visibility.
28.7.56 at 2300 G.N4T.
Wind variable, force 3, becoming southerly, force 5 orz6, and later
northerly, force 6 or 7. Periods of rain. Moderate visibility.

29.7.56 at 0645 G.N.T.
Gale warning.

There are warnings of ..... northerly gales in
Irish’ Sea and Shannon.

Forecast.

Wind NE’ly; force 5, increasing to gale, force 8,
then bearing N. to h~V. Rain at first, showers
later. Visibility moderate to good~

¯

29.7.56 at llQO G.l~.T,
Gale ¯warning. Warnings of ~V’ly gales are in operation for
..... Irish Sea . .... Gales will be severe in South
Irish ~S ea ..... ¯
Forecast.

~ind IW7 to N force 7 to gale force 8. Gales v~ill
be severe at first in south Irish Sea. Rain at
times. Moderate visibility.

29.7.56 at 2~00 G.l~T.
Gale warning.

There are warnings of gales in sea areas .....
Irish Sea .....

Forecast.

Wind NW, gale force 8, becoming west and decreasing
to force 5 or 6. Rain at first, showers later.
Visibility moderate becoming good.
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±~i~!’ s account of the passage from @lengariff to Strangford~

9o
Late one July afternoon, a charming and delightfully unhurried character
named Sheamus Henderson and myself reached Giengariff by car from Belfast. ~Te
were replacements for two members of the crew of the ’~viaid of York’, a
Brittany Class cruising yacht of eight tons that in the past fortnight had
sailed north from Belfast, followed the north coast of Ireland and sailed down
the west. She now lay at anchor in a small bay, and though a thing of beauty
undisputed, there seemed to be not much boat and rather a lot of sea.
The skipper and crew were ashore when we arrived and all had mahogany
faces that spoke eloquently of wind and sun, and breaths that spoke with equal
eloquence of two hours devotion to the wine of ~he country. We said goodbye
to the departing crew members, and I took one of them aside. ’~ere you sick
much?" I asked. "Once", he ansv~ered shortly, "but it was some raspberries and
cream."
The other one had been sick, but in his case it was due to flat beer.
The sea hadn’t seemed to bother them much.
The skipper ferried us out to the yacht and took the opportunity to point
out that to be leisurely disembowelled would be the fate of anyone "scuffing"
the paint or "fouling the topsides". It was a fetish of his, and when we saw
the gleaming paintwork and general orderliness, it was easily understandable.
On board, we met Herbert, the navigator. Herbert is one of those men who
spend their lives happily on small boats and uneasily ashore. It was difficult
at first to perceive the very real bond of affection be~veenhim and the
skipper because the latter directed a running fire of invective at Herbert.
When life palled a bit for Bob, he would think of some deficiency of Herbert’s,
or navigators in general, and put it into loud, expressive, blank verse.
So the cruise con~nenced for Sheamus and I and continued for Herbert and
the skipper.
We sailed out from Glengariff on July 22nd, fortified by one of Bob’s
superlative breakfasts. In Bantry Bay we were becalmed, but once out in the
Atlantic off Sheephead, we encountered the typical ocean rollers, and I was
relieved at not being sick. I inwardly blessed the skipper’s doctor v~fe who
had carefully briefed me on preventive measures, and provided some excellent
pills.
We s li~±nto Dunmanus Bay between menacing walls of black rock, and a
land and seascape unchanged since the days when the old Viking longboats came
questing round the headland.
Bob, from his magic pressure cooker, produced a dream of a meal, v~th
boiled bacon, carrots and potatoes. How good it was eaten piping hot from
metal bowls that one suspected had once been r~rt of an operation theatre
kit. The white capped waves danced past almost as carefree as the ’~aid’ and
her crew.
The anchorage that night was at Kitchen Cove, a cluster of quiet little
Irish cottages on the shore of the estuary - beautiful, breathtakingly
beautiful, as are all these forgotten Irish villages, a hint of sadness too
and a sense of decay and decline. But at Kitchen Cove, we met ~¢o charming
ladies, who gave us their sole morning’s harvest of the sea, a great fat
proud 8 lb. lobster. Thank you, dear ladies (one of them, Noel Streatfield,
the authoress) and how we enjoyed himafter Bob had, with his usual conquest
of the impossible, got a quart of lobster into a pint press~re cooker.

Out next day into the Atlantic again, and a misty menacing Atlantic. i~ ~
The twin explosions from the Mizzen Head and the swirling mists gave the
whole, picture, the atmospnerei,of a Bela Lugosl -Boris Karloff epic~-~}Jlyl
stomach was a~ !ittle querulous, and peeling pota.toes wa.s a sore t~s% o9~i~ ~
concentration, but in the end right~ triumphed and vrith a final grc~vl ~he
~ i~,
gastric section gave in quietly.
~
The day was always wet and mis~y, and by evening the seascape was dirt~7 .....
and uninviting, and we were glad to find the channeX into Baltimore. Later ~:~.~,~
it blew hard out in the Atlantic and made the cosy harbour of Balt~imore even ,:~
more desirable.
~i
On Tuesday, ,July 24th, we prowled round the strange little port, buying
in provisions and ,mot forgetting a glass~or two of Guinness. ,It was a fine
sunny blustery day, however, and we were anxious to be at sea agai’n. We were not disappointed either because we ran all that day before a strong west wind
anti,the bright sunlit waters and the ever-changing,, ever-impressive ,coast/.
~
lineprovided one of the classical "blue days at sea".
- ~ ~.
Throughout the day Sheamu~ and Herber~t had practised abstruse ~
,~ i~.
navigational problems. They had pored over th~ charts, ~t-tered about the ~.
deck taking readings with a hand compass and generally cas$~a~pall of~ i
~
mysterious efficiency over the yacht, but as the skipper remarked, no one
minded as long as they didn’.t scratch ,the paint or trea,d,~0D hi~ face.
A bit of a chop got up off the Old Head of Kinsale and just for a while
a hint of coldness ~and melancholy reminded us that it was off this headland
that the Lusitania went down. But we were not a v@ry solemn crew, and~Bgb
opened up the Bar and we drank a toast to a good day’s sailing as,we ,r~in
and sailed easily through the narrow gut, past the old Spanish Fort into
Kiiisale Harbour.
We didn’t go ashore that evening because it was late after we had picked
at the bit of supper Bob ’knocked’ up. It was fried bacon, sausage and egg, ~followed by apricots, coffee and brandy. The following morning was sunny,
:
and heat hung over the sheltered little harbour and induced a delightful
sense of lazy well-being. We provisioned and watered the ship, made peace
with the Customs and then zig-zagged through the few narrow streets. After a
few days afloat, one, s sealegs resented the too solid land so that a tendency
to roll skittishly was the result. A few lunch time drinks corrected the
roll and lunch at a hotel was taken quietly and in good order.
To sea again on a short leg toCork. It was another ’blue day’, and we
came in style into Crosshaven anchorage that evening. We came in when the
Club Regatta was at its peak and the waterway seemed filled with yachts in
full sail, motor launches and concrete posts. The ’}&aid of York’ picked her
way disdainfully through this crush and we dropped anchor above the Clubhouse
to form another splotch of colour in the gaudy picture. That night we were
welcomed at the yacht club by the hospitable club members and another
wonderful day came to a happy ending. We were now a crew who knew each other
and the varied personalities fitted together to form a good pattern. This
was to stand us well at a later date. On board a small craft you either hate!
your ship mate or like him - there are no half tones.

At 06.45 hours the following morning the hook came grudgingly on to the
deck to be in~nediately cleaned and stQwed away by the skipper whilst Sheamus
and Herbert worked the ’~.iaid’ gently through the moored craft and out to sea.
It was going to be another fine day with our ever faithful westerly billovclng
out the genoa. At breakfast, the skipper came in for a few carefully chosen
words of rebuke from Herbert when it v~s discovered that we had run out of
bread, but nothing marred that glorious day’s sailing and that night Bob
heaped fires of remorse upon Herbert’s head by serving roast leg of lamb,
roast potatoes, onions and hearts of celery, followed by creamed rice and
apricots and steaming hot coffee. Herbert ate this collation piously and said
that he was prepared to overlook the sad lack of bread.
After dinner, the wind dropped and Sheamus and I on the first watch had
lost ground when Herbert and Bob relieved us. I remember that night well and
particularly the slowly heaving waveless sea mirroring a crescent moon and the
ever present l Coningbeg Light. That morning was misty and cold and we soon ran
into f ogbanks.
~
All that day we relied on navigation and our motor, for the cold fog hung
about the ’~id’ and her decks and riggings were dripping with condensation.
Herbert and Sheamus checked and crosschecked the courses so that we ran from
the Coningbeg Lightship to the Tuskar Rock and on to the ~klow Lightship
picking up each bearing with accuracy to reach good visibility and Dun Laoghaire
Harbour that eyeing.
"Chippy", said Herbert, as the ’l:~id’ swung safely at her mooring in the
Harbour, "You have had every sort of weather except a good blow".
"I’m the sort of modest chap that can get along well v~ithout one~ of
those", I answered. This sort of loose talk should never be uttered until
journey’ s end. ....
There’s nothing to equal the fine ecstasy of stretching oneself in a bath
of warm fresh water after a few days at sea, and Bob and I occupied cubicles
in the Public Bathhouse at Dun Laoghaire and thoroughly enjoyed ourselves.
Toug~ Rabelaisian con~nents passed from cubicle to cubicle and were of course
for the free benefit and use of the attendants and other bathers.
We wined, dined and generally disported ourselves ~n fine fettle, for we
were in good fornu After all, we l~h had a most enjoyable cruise and if it
was nearly over, there~ were memories and photographs to keep, and we Were
returning to the bosom of our families with some of the old dog ithat Ulysses
used to put on when he returned periodically to Penelope.
At 17.50 hours we pulled up the anchor, crept out of Dun Laoghaire
Harbour withl Scarcely wind to fill the sails, It took us over t~vo hours to
clear Howth Head. The sea was heaving like treacle and it was more tide flow
that took us out than wind. Off Ho~h Head we set a course Of 30 degr6es and
now it was to be the last leg home. Watches were organised and I went on from’
23.00 hours to mi~h~ight with the Skipper. I was supremely happy. I~h~d loved
the trip, and had again found that happy sense of camaraderie witl~ r.~ylship
mates that I had known from time torte during the War, and I vcAs 10oking ~~’
forward
to resuming the happy if uneventful
chronicle of family and business
.
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The sky was leaden and a cool north westerly sprang up as I began watch,
but the sea seemed unrelated to the wind force and angry dancing waves filled
the .seascape which suddenly became unfriendly. ..... . ..’~
The light glowed. &osily in the small cabin and I saw the faces of ,
Sheamus and Herbert frozen in concentration. Presently they heard what they
were, listening for, It was the midnight weather forecast ~for Saturday, July
28th, This forecast was the first hint of the trouble that lay ahead.
’~ind of force ? from the northwest." This phrase is all I remember, but.:::
it sums up the position nicely enough, and it was to prove deadly accurate.
A council of war was helS~ To sail on or turn back? These were the
simple alternatives, but each course was fraught with some risk, and it
seemed reasonable to keep going. In any case I had perfect confidence in
the ability of Bob, Herbert and Sheamus and I never lost this faith.
It was dark now, save for the light of Rockabill, seen fitfully when
the ’Maid~’ climbed a wave. The darkness was somehc~v savage and menacing.
Waves ~ame suddenly out of a ¯black void and the roar of the foaming crests
was formidable. It’s worse at n~.ght when you can’ t see them, Chippy",
reassured Herbert. My private opinion was that when I should see them I
should like them even less, and this proved to be true.
And now came the first torments of seasickness. I’m a specialist in
seasickness and a leading expert in airsickness. I’ve been sick in the
Atlantic, Indian Ocean~ Red Sea and ~[editerranean. I’ve been sick with
abandon in the North Sea and once flying over the Sahara was sick in my hat
whilst standing behind the pilot of~a Beaufighter. So I know all about the~ ~
condition and get irritated when people.call it ’mal-de-mer’, Mal-de-mer -~
sounds graceful and seasickness is not graceful. You don’t look graceful
withyour stomach trying to leap out through your mouth. Everybody vomited
from time to ~ime and I recall the.old world chivalry of Herbert who, after a
bout, wotuld ~lpe his mouth, beg one’s pardon and then shuffle off forward to
make some halyard secure. Will Rogers’ famous advice to the seasick came
forcibly to mind, "Get under ~ tree", he counselled.
It was at this stage that the skipper tied me like a stray dof to the
rail. He fixed a life line to me, and I crouched on the counter happy in the
knowledge that I shouldn’t be snatched out of the boat. This was but one of
the simple acts of the skipper that showed l~is concern for his crew.
We were still v~thin dangerous nearness to Rockabill since we were
trying to keep our course of 30 degr~e~ and it was @ecided to sail on
alternate tacks of two hours ho~ing that our course would then keep us off
the land, but v~ould not hopelessT_y lose us. It was somewhere about then I
think that the storm jib and trys~±l were hoisted, and no mean feat it was
in that awful confusion of v~.’.nd an~ waves. ~ly sole duty was to crouoh on the
counter pumping and helping each time the hated cry of ’Lee Ho’ sounded.
When da%vn came after the longest night I have ever known, it showed
what wind of up to force 8 can ~o to the Irish Sea. A wild confusion
of-~
,
.
"
sliding mountains of vra~e_~ alternated with great chasms that were¯ wave : ....
troughs. Using the.45 foot mast cf the ’Maid of York’ as a measure we ....
computed the waves to be up to 12 feet high. There were no signs of land,

only driving warm raim and blown foam from.wave crests and sea in violent ~
commotion all around us. Excited sea birds kept us company trailing like the .
tail of a kite in our wake. The four of us huddled in our yellow oilskins
with heads, as the poet Henley said, ’bloody but unbowed’.
Sheamus went down below to change some kit early on Sunday morning, We
did not know for some time that he was suddenly prostrated with seasiOkness
in the violently pitching cabin and was lying wet through on a bunk. Bob and
Herbert continued to sail the ’~id’ whilst I crouched forlornly at the pump
astonished that a yacht could ride so magnificently through a storm of such
violence. She would climb a huge wave and at the crest a blather Of foam
would come aboard and some water would race aft along the decks but it never
had time to empty through the scuppers for the stern of the ’N~id’ seemed to
be engulfed as she paused before sliding once more into another valley of sea.
In those moments when I saw these things, I realised how men achieve
something like affection for sailing craft. That beautiful yacht handled
skilfully by Bob and Herbert sailed on almost unscathed. Four or five turns
at the pump between each wave crest was sufficient to clear the bilges.
Sometime on the Sunday morning (time meant nothing to me) I was told by
Bob to go below as I might be needed for relief as the day wore on. I went
without demur for I was cold and completely soaked. Below, h~vever, I was to
suffer the worst bout of seasickness in my varied experience. I lay helpless,
half in and half out of my oilskins. It was then that Bob came to my help
and somehow pulled off my wet outer clothes, rolled me on to a bunk, threw
piles of dry clothes on top, and tied me firmly in with ropes. All this in
a cabin that seemed possessed of devils.
From then on all events seemed blurred and indistinct to me. I believed
at that time that we should never reach land, and though that seemed a bad
prospect, yet in good company much may be endured.
I remember Herbert andBob working to ’Heave-to’ and some measure of
comfort when this was done. I remember the end of a long, long Sunday
afternoon when the wireless told of no let-up in the rind force and of the
disappointment we felt at that news. I remember the Announcer reading that a
square rigged sailing ship was sinking in the Channel and that hundreds of
snell vessels were in distress. I remember Bob’s constant role as a sort of
Florence Nightingale in oilskins and Herbert’s protest when Nurse spilled the
’slops’ from the baler into the cockpit. Herbert punctiliously washed the
baler which was the equivalent of dressing for dinner in the jungle since
Herbert and the baler were under a perpetual waterfall.
That evening Herbert suddenly cried out that he lind identified Slieve
Donard through a break in the clouds, and hope surged for at least we knew
where we were, as before that our only address had been C/o The Irish Sea.
Herbert at this stage not unreasonably called for fresh water to clean the
crusts of salt from his eyes for he could see a chance of getting in to
Strangford Lough that night. Herbert resembled at this time a study of
Benjamin Franklin covered with icicles and lost somewhere in North West
Passage. Bob was growinghourly more like Ernest Hemingway.

These two characters between then brought the ’5~Lid of York’ into
Strangford Lough to anchor at 2..30 .a~nu in Aud!ey Roads. To do this~ they
had sailed her without sleep, food, :, ~drink or dry~ clothing for thirty hcurL~
and the passage in the dark into the entrance of Strangford Lough must ~ave
been difficult ehoughl
I rowed Herbert ashore~ ~nl the wee sma’_h°urs for he was deterS.ned to
be at work that morning. .:
"Thank.s a.:10t, Herbert" I said, as I chopped up the still turbulent
waters with the oars. "You and the Skipper somehow got us safely thi-ou~
when the betting seemed heavily against~:it."
"It was difficult enoughJ’ he :naplied. !’The skipper rarely occupies
; ~i
himself with sailing the ’Maid’ but on this occasion he took more ~chan his ....
fair share and so here we are. "
This was a long and very eloquent outburst for Herbert and testified to
the extent Of the ordeal and the reliance and respect that these two shc~ed
for each other.
Back on the boat I stared into the disorderof the cabin. Sheamus and
the skipper were asleep, amongst it all, and suddenly it seemed terribZy
good to be alive and the bunk into which I was to crawl was the moztdesirable
placein the world. Tomorrow the humdrum world again, but this moment u:as a
moment to savour - it was the moment to recall with gratitude the ’Maid cf
York’ and her crew.
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Sheamus’ ~mpressions of the sail from Dun Laoghaire toot_c .....~__~-~ .....
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Zt was a mild muggy afternoon at about ~- o’ clock when some semblance of
co-ordinated acti~-ity took place aboard th~ ’~..{aid’. No One really felt’ \[ery
energetic after a prolonged session of Guinness and Stea/cs; ho’~r Herby fel"; .....
was anyone’s guess as usual but I’m sure the rest like myself felt mor~ -’_ike
a good browse in a o~mforta~ielquiet Corner in order to do ¯fill justice to
Dublin’s renc~-med ...... br~w, It ~asn’t what you would Call a .quick ge~,~-mva~ She
harbour seemed very~; deserted, most craft being¯ well out in Dublin Bay racing,
in
the light
bree~.e
inopen
the safe
the
massive
and;pnly
a few
sn~:lI
boats
with kidsofon
board
werebreakvratcrs.
endeavouring to race
’ confines
Around 5 p.~-/.everything being reasonably as it should be, the ’l,,’~id:
quietly slid out:~af the ha~bour and headed directly across the bay tc~vards ....
the north east Howth Head and Lambay island. Progress was very slow and I
suppose it took the most part of a couple of hours to clear ourselves out cC ~ i.~:
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the Bay past Hov~h Head, as the little breeze w¢’d had tended to die completely
out. However, when we had cleared the headland we ~did manage to pick up a
better breeze and we started at last t0forge comfortably ahead.
As the evening wore on I thought back about my previous evening’s
prediction that everything indicated a blow, and there we were twenty four
hours later and hardly enough wind to push us along. H~vever, in trying to
sort out this gross error of judgment I studied the evening sky, and to the
west where the sun should have been setting there was only a depressing murk
which did not look so good. But to the north, where there was some broken sky,
tinges of red and orange made a faint semblance of a sunset and I thought
"This looks alright but it’s in the wrong place." With such an oddity of sky
I said to myself "Not much to be gleaned here", and switched my thoughts to
other things.
Around 8 p.m. it was my spel£ at the tiller and by this time we were
heading up North past thesouthern shore of Lambay Island. We were now on a
compass course to clear ourselves of Lambay Island before setting the final
course for Strangford Loughwhich would take place shortly. As was always my
lot the skipper had decided that ’chop time’ was overdue and in a twinkling of
any eye produced a delighful brimming cup of quivering scrambled eggs, which
was greedily demolished, and so back to steering the ’Maid’ on her predetermined course as laid down rigidly by Herby. But as time wore on this
course could not be held as, slowly but Steadily, the breeze movedround from
the North West and into the North East, and after an hour of this we had moved
round ~ith it. However, by this time we had cleared Lambay Island and were
able to alter course on to, we hoped, our final compass course to set us down
at the mouth of Strangford Lough some hours later.
By now’, Somewhere around i0 p.m., we were jaunting along nicely with a
fair breeze, warm balmy air, and everything Set for a good sail home. H~vever
as the night wore on there was a gradual build up of the sea, and by midnight
it had become quite choppy; but as Bob remarked on one of his occasional sniffs
at the good night air, "Bit of a sea, but funny no real weight in the wind."
Around about this time, being midnight, a shipping forecast was picked up which
indicated that the weather was going to deteriorate, v~th galewarnings for
most parts of the British Isles but peculiarly enough for the Irish Sea only
stiff breezes up to force 6 and 7 were predicted. I did not hear exactly what
the forecast was and I think there was a little doubt as to what exactly was
said which would be of interest to Us. I think a light argument ensued between
Bob and He#oy, but this blew over much more quickly than the v~nd.
For the next while I could almost hear Bob thinking what was the best
course to take, if conditions did really deteriorate; so quite naturally a
little confab took places in the confines of the cockpit.- I myself had been
watching rather monotonously for the past hour two lights which I was informed
were the Rockabill and Shanes lights, and during t~s hour although we appeared
to be galloping along we didnot appear to be making appreciable headway as
these two lights for long enough did not alter position much. This puzzled me
and I am afraid to say still does; however, my opinion was forming that if we
sat where we ~ere most of:the night bouncing up and doYm off theRockabill light
we really could find a healthier spot in which to bounce up and down. Bob was
slightly inclined to return to Dun Laoghaire and get a bit of comfort, which was
a tempting thought; Herby was as usual inclined the reverse and considered that
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we should continue as was proper on our set course. ~y impression was to
head for the open sea and shorten sail at once, for tw~o reasons - one safety
and the other selfish, the second reason being prompted by my own curiosity
only. With a very limited~knowledge of cruising, I had readabout, ~heard
about, all sorts of blows (ref. wind only) and I really was curious enough to
want to get out in one and find out all about thisbusiness - and so I did~
Conditicns worsening, Herby very reluctantly concurred and I suppose
thinking that now he would have all the damned wcrk to do, set to to take a
reef in. During this proceeding I took over the tiller not kn~ving what way
exactly the ’Iviid’ was going:to behave during the process of being stripped.:
We were sailing onlywith oul" ordinary working jib and I felt the only course
to take was keep her sailingand head her up into anyparticular comber which
might come along. I was ~te comfortably wedged at the¯ tiller and I could
see Herby busying himself:up rotund the mast doing what:had to be done under
trying conditions. Frequently, he would have to hang on when the ’~&~id’
reeled over the crest of a foamy-top and lurched do~ the other side. The
job being completed, back Herby came, I’m st~’e the worse for wear, but n’er
a curse did he let out although I’m sure it was hovcrning near. Ivisterful
self control it was~
As the night progressed so the ~nd increased in strength and conditions
became more uncorfortablc as the ’l(aid’ was sailing too hard into the seas.
So in the early hours of the morning it seemed advisable to shorten sail
again. Once again Herby had to struggle into action to take d~vn the
mainsail and put onthe storm gear, -:hich was a slow and tro=~blesome job
under the cond±tion~ ! gave h~m ~ hand:wherever I could but wasn’t much
help not kne~ng the gear very v<:el!~ However~ eventually the storm gear was
put on and much later an effort was m~de to heave the ’}~aid’ to so as to
reduce her spee@o Dut v&th ~"~%~
~ tiller d~’m on the lseside, the ’1,1id’ really:
did not stop hez valiant antics but still pl0ughed on into the seas. Thfs
rampaging cn into bke ~ss made movement .>n board v61T~ uncomfortable asone
had to hold on continuouslyto a.u~hing v~thin reach, although conditions
¯ were not too bad if
com~.o..~aoly
..... ~ and securely wed~od
,~
in the cockpit.
.
Having been up all m~ca-~ !iRe the rest something about 7 a.m. stupidly
induced me to go into the csfoin. I suppose I felt ~,bit cold, wet and weary,
and I wanted to get out of %ice whistling wind; zo i strucgled inside. But
the discomfort of being fl~c arovmd in the cabin knocked me properly groggy
fora bit. Bob~ seeing mc ~:~ot locking in the pi~!< of condition, decided that
I would be much better strapped~/.n a bunk for a bit~ so he very Valiantly
under
~~’ : ~ and any wet clothes and
.... damned trying:con¢liticns pu!ie& cff my o .....-~_~.~
bundled me into his buu-k ~’~ ~chore& me in tishtly, and I really felt for a
while : sr_ug a:nd..comforC,~.ble,
:- . :, .: .. -’..;
" " a~,f]’.~sba~ _in ~ ....
On ~..y bac.r,~n
~}..~ bank reaillF v~a~’~ nice change frombeing
b~nped-around.~ ~d ~ ~£~ abh.e tO _v.~lax :.n4 get a ~it. Of energy back. Things
~ ]......
The ’ldaid’
.... seemed to be behaving
~0 :far..seemed. ~o~"be tUz..cin
.
:..
.....,c
.
S out r.-.ett~
well under ~he condit:kons:, a:i.l as’Long a.z bet gear held uo to the strain.if
.did Seem that she would not. qOm%..%o .=;~ch harm~ v!i~iCh was o. very comforting .
¯ Conclusion: Kowc~rer~ 7. d~.d not. ~e:~.llK relm~ n the ..~ut in .feeling which one
¯som~time.s gets in co~m~ir~ed spiee.s.-:.in::b~.hmpy conditions, and m:,,~ inner .urge told
me. to get up e~g ~et o~i: J.n <;he fres~"air &gain.~ Btvb it wasn’ t. all so easy.
.... "~.. Sometime during Stun@a3; n’~orn.’ng the ’fo~ard hatch decided to open of its own

accord,. but knowing that our punt was securely anchored upside dovzn above the
hatch I thought that if a heavy sea did come over the bows of the ’}Mid’ no
great gush of Water could really get in. But a certain quantity did splash in
over the hatch’s shallow combing and the intermittent sound of running water
f:0rced me to get up and investigate. It seemed an extremely easy operation
~en lying on my back, but in actual fact this simple job required considerable
exertion. I did not want to undo the bunk’s antiroll flap as I knew I would
land on the cabin floor, so I scrambled out of the upper end, and staggered up
f0~vard holding on to anything firm like dear life; having got to the hatch I
was only able to fumble with it with one hand while my other one tried to keep
myself steady. The hatch refused to locate its firm position with a flick of
the wrist as I had anticipated and it took me juggling for quite a few wretched
minutes before it eventually went into place. With relief I staggered back to
coutinue my enforced bunk location, but before retiring I took a squizz at the
outside world, only being able to see a few yards of seas continuously piling
up and falling away. Really quite awe inspiring when viewed at close quarters
from such a low position as I was in. I scrambled back into the warmth of
Bob’s bunk again.
My inmate Chippy, who was in the opposite bunk, could have been having his
Sunday afternoon’s siesta, for not a stir came from bel~ind his canvas screen.
Having wedged himself tightly in he seemed quite content to stay put. As the
hours dragged on rather monotonously v~th little to relieve them, the general
melee of sound expected under these conditions drew my attention; we were
buffeting our way into the seas and quite naturally at short intervals we would
slap into the crest of a comber, and the sound was as if we had been hit with a
padded sledge. However my attention was attracted to a very similar sound but
it was a much harder bang than the seas and I puzzled for long enough as to what
it couldbe. It wasn’t until many hours later that the reason for the banging
was found, it being only the unlashed stem of the anchor slapping up and down on
the deck. Outside on deck the sound more than probably was nearly inaudible,
but inside, the enclosed space seemed to amplify it. Another very familiar
sound approximately every five minutes came from Bob with ’~Vork the pump, Herb’"
However, whoever did the pumping got it wheezing and it really was quite amazing
to hear it sucking air after about fifteen strokes at the most, which would be
half a bucket at the most. Actually Bob’s linen was at the bottom of this
pumping, but that is too long a technical story here.
Sometime late Sunday afternoon, Herby, who had remained continuously in the
cockpit for I’m sure near on 20 hours, reported sighting land to the northwest,
which eventually proved to be the Mourne ~ountains. This really was the best
news of the day and I confidently felt that as the evening wore on, slowly but
st~ely we would head into quieter waters in the lee of the land. But this really
took longer than was anticipated. St. John’s Point Light came up gradually, and
certainly when this was passed a bit more comfort was felt. As calculation made
the flood tide into Strangford commence at ll p.m. approximately it seemed we
would make it comfortably; none relished another night in the open. By midnight
the entrance to Strangford was being negotiated with a strong offshore breeze
blowing and storm gear still up, and really this was most admirably executed
under very unfavourable conditions. Herby’s efforts of making up to our moorings
under sail (which seems to be the cruisers’ accepted ’modus operandi’) was by
ill luck thwarted, as the jib sheets got thoroughly knotted up and unmanoeuv~eable,
and it was really only with extreme reluctance that the valiant little petrol
engine was again called on to do its bit. So came to an end a most memorable and
exhilarating trip.
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Remarks
Handed log at Duncap Hd. 56 miles.

15.00

Dropped hook in 2½ fathoms in
Dunfanaghy Bay.

Nonda,yT 9th July 1956.

At Anchor - Did not go ashore.

Tuesday, i0 th July 1956.
07.5O

None

Under way - under engine.

08.15

Engine off - on again 08.30 off 08.55.

O8.5O

S~7. i

Log
Streamed

Horn Head abeam.

09.00

30.36

10.20

30.36

2½

}lasthead genoa up. On std, tack
heading for Inishdooey.
Appreciable swell.

4½

C’ool wind.

Engine off.

12.00

~V. 1-2

30.36

14.20

WNWo 3

30.4O

16.30

VRmV. 3

30.4O

18.00

W. 2-3

30.43

31

Beautiful sunny evening.
Southerly gales forecast for
Rookall.

19. O0

Wo 2-3

30.4

36

Still lovely weather - although
wind lightening slightly

30.45

37

No wind. Engine on.

20. i0

16
Aran L. House abeam.

22. I0

Passing through Sound of Rathlin
0’Birne.

22.30

Engine spluttered - onto std~ tank.

23.15

Log handed off CarriganHd.

23.30

116

30.45

Course altered for St. Johns Pt.

7
- \ _.

Course Cours~
Hour Ordered Sail~i!~/i~-1~;ind

Log
Barometer Readin~:"

.... Remarks

Altered course to 060 for Rottei.
Is. Lit.
- 02° 00

30.45

Dropped hook in Killybegs Harbzur,

3o. io

funchor up - off down Ki!lybegs
channel. }.{ain- i reef, No. 2
genoa~ 5::galls. into Pt. Petrol
Tank. stdo full.

[fh~r s da,y. 12th July. 1956.
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16~ 30 265
¯ 17.:15 265
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3-5

0

Log streamed off Dmn~anoo .Pt,~
Reef shaken out.
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30.15
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3o. 16 ~
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15

20. O0 265
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30. lO
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30. i0
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30. I0

36
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22. ~-5 285
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275 SSE’; ~,
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V~rind freshening - ~ery enjoyablc
sailing. , (

Wind constant - helmsm_%n and se~
slightly confused.
Genoa set out on Spk. poleo
Course altcred as coming in tdc
close to headlands.

2~5 SEo 3

42

, v) ¯ . ..... ;

23= 45

S. k-

Genoa taken dovm - r~z~J_ng too.. "
fast.

~Lr=_day~ 13th July 1956.

COo 3o
O:Lo 15

.

5pc
sE. ~-5

5O

Inside Stag Rocks .- ~ ~
dropped nearly deed for 20 mts~

53

Altered course for Broa@haven Lt.¯
[ h
Handed log,
¯. ....
Dropped hook off [~rcsSluaven about -~-mile up from !ig+hthouse :
in 6 fathom-~,’o ....

]r~2
Course Course
Hour Ordered Sailed Wind

Log
Barometer Readin~
Anchorup

SE. 3-4

29.99

0

12.00

’Genoa ~y~I11’’~’’

Log steamed off Broadhaven
lighthouse - steering for Erris
Head.
2nd Noo 2 Genoa set out on
spinnaker boom - (winged).
Gybedround Erris Hd. for clearing
Eagle Is. Beautiful sunny ~ay,
slight sea.

12.45

SE. 4

29.99

14. 30

ESE. 3

29.99

13

2nd No. 2 taken off - N a in (1 reef)
set. Setting course 230 for Black
Rock.

16.00

ESE. 2-3

29.99

21

Reef shaken out. No. 2 Jib hoisted.

16.30

NE. 2

29.98

22½

Slight sea - plenty of sun.
Skipper painting decks - Jimmy
providing musical interlude.

17.30

ENE. 1-2

27

Wind dropping.

29.97

5

17.45

Altered course for Black Sod Bay -~
just near Black Rock. Wind dying.
New Champion plug put in aft
cylinder.

17.50

Engine on so as to be abed before
Ii.00 p.m. Motor sailing.

20.25

E.I2

~9~

Engine off for supper. Past Black
Sod Buoy. Log handeS~ Engine had
just been put on to std~ tank as
it was spluttering.
Dropped hook in 3 fathoms in Elly
Bay.

21. lO

Saturday, 14th July 1~6.
Anchor up - dull though dry
morning. Hills mostly hidden in
cloud.

07.20

08.20

ENE. 2

09.10

NE. 2

30.00

0

Log streamed off Black Sod Buoy.
Runningwith genoa on spinna~<er
boom.
Skipper said put up spinnaker,
and it was put up. Jib handeS.

Hour

C our s e
Ordered

Course
S ailed Wind

01. i0

140

140 ~INE. 2-5

12. O0

140

135

ENE. 2-3

"13.00

135

135

i$.oo
15. O0

230

Log
Baromet @~- Reading

Remarks

13

Handed spinnaker. No. 2 Jib
hoisted.

30.00

18

Long swell - no sea - sunny.

ENE.

30.00

25

Lovely sailing - good breeze but
not much sea.

ENE. 3

30. O1

31

Good sun.

NE3. 2-4

3O.OO

37

16.25

46

18.00

Close reach into Killary Estuary squally.
Dropped hook well~ihlp lK~ila2y .........
Estuary after reaching, running,
beating and drifting etc. up in
the sun.
Splendid dinner at Hotel.

$,una~y, iS th July 1956. ¯
09.10

Variable

29.95

Raining but pleasant. Jim
particularly happy about the
prospects of a good day.

10.50

Engine onI- little or no v~nd dead ahead. (Full main emd No.2
Genoa).

II.50

NWN.

Engine off4 Herbert giving off v~nd extremely gusty and uncertain.

12.15

NNW.

LeavingKillary, log streamed.

250

15.03

NW.

29.95

12

13.30

III¯

Altered course to 250. Inishbofin
abeanu
Genoa d~vn. Altered course between
High Is. and Friar Is. for Slyne fld.

i~.00

N. 4

29.94

18

15.10

N. 4

29.90

25

Slyne Hd. abeam - still raining.

16.00

250

N. 3-4

29.95

3O

Wind and sea moderating.

17.00

150

N. 3

29.95

37

Visibility rather poor.

150

N. 3

29.92

43

18.00

150

C oL~2se

Hour
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Course
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Log
Reading

Remarks
L ~. / .................
- .........

.............. Li

18.30

19.00

29.91

19.15

48

Passing Eeragh Is. lighthouse.
Some swell with us.

48

Genoa up.

5O
Log handed enteringKilleany Bay porpoises gambolling all round us.

21.00

21. 20

Hook dropped in 3 fathoms plus
inside motor lifeboat - misty

N. 0-I

night.

monday~ 16th July 1956.
Up anchor - rain had stopped and
sun trying to get through.

WSW. 2

17.2O

Log streamed passing Killeany Buoy.
Set course for SmerwickHr. but on
v~nd and coul~ no tlayit.

225

Hove-to for tea.

18.30

Let draw on starboard tack.

18.35

225

200 WSW. i

29.90

19.00

225

2OO WSW. i

29.90

19.55 225

205 WSW. 1

29.90

No. 2 Jib handed and masthead
genoa set. Dolphins (Porpoises?)
gambolling round us.

21.00

225

190

S. I

29.90

Very peaceful and quiet.

22.00

225

140

SSE. i

29.90

9½

Handed masthead genoa, set No. 2
Jib and came about. Moon ahead.

23.00

230 230 SE. 2

29.90

13

Moon still ahead and nearer,
complete v~th halo.

19

Loop Head light on port bow good sailing.

2~

Wind freshening slightly.

23.59 230

230 SE. 3

5

Close hauled starboard tack.
Split pin repaired on port side
runner.

Tuesday, 17th July 1956.
01.00 230 230 BE. 3-~

29.95

Course
Hour Ordered
02. 00 230

03.00

Course " ’
Sailed
Win_._~d
230

....... . .. ~._~_i~Log.. "~.3i:i’A~...
Barometer Readin~
Remarks

SSE. 3’4

29.85 31

Averaged 7 knots this watch.
Phosphorescence terrific. Whole
areas of sea lighting up as we
disturb a shoal of fishes. Flashes
in sky. Clouding up. ............ "-~,’~

SSE. 3

29.81

Loop Hd. lighthouse abeam. Rain
starting.

36

03.30

Squally -"genoa handed.

O4. 15

42

Quieter - genoa still handed.

45

Still quiet - v~th no jib she is
quite hard on the helm.

05.00

230

23o ss .

06.00

230

230 SExE½E. 1-2.

29.80 49

Land sighted on port bow - twenty
minutes ago. Dead on course.
No. 2 genoa set.

O7.OO

230

230 SE. 2

29.79

Dull and damp. Hills mostly
shrouded in cloud.

230

230 SE. 0-2

29.8O 57

Wind dropped away completely,
visibility became very poor, and
we were engulfed in a deluge of
rain. Engine started~ Log handed.

53

10.00

SE. 0

29.80

Dropped hook in Smerwick Harbour still raining.

14.45

SW. 3-4

29.80

Anchorup. l~iin v~th 1 reef and
No. 3 Jib. Lovely day - good
breeze - log streamed at
CarrigbreanPoint, entrance to
Smerwick Harbour.

17.45

WSW.

29.00 14

Very steep sea~t southern end of
Blasket Sound,~engine started in
order to make some headway Scuppers confirmed to be inadequate.

-18.30

Engine off. No. 2 genoa set in
place of No. 3. Reef shaken out very hot sun.

22.00

Log handed coming in through
entrance to Valentia. Beautiful
purple sunset.

22. i0

Engine on, sails off - no wind.

22.20

28

Aground on the Foot.

Course Course
i~our Ordered Sailed Wind

Log
Barometer Readin~

Remarks

.......... Dropped h0ok Off’~ghYcst~’~T, in
3 fathoms.

22.50

Ashore.

Wednesday. 18th July 1956.

Thursday, 19th July 1956.
NEN. var.

07.00

Up anchor for Skelligs. After
plug changed.

30. 20

O7.2O

0

07°30

4

08.00 252

252 NvV. 3-4

08°25

220

220 ¥~N~V. 3-~

09~00

220

220 ~VNW. 2-3

7

09.45 120

!0.00

120

120

No 2-3

II. 00

120

120

N. 2-3

12.00

105

105

13.CO

Passing Cron~vell Pt. lighthouses
Beating straight out of mouth on
std. tack.
Poor visibility. On compass course
for BeenacryPt. Some z~ell~

30. 13

30.12

Log streamed inside Valentia
Harbour.

Course altered for Skelligs.

ll

Cold and grey with poor -~sibility~
Sea mod. Gannets about.

15

Altered course for Scariff rcurd
Skelligs Rocks. Very low clonl a:J&
poor visibility.

17
23

Altered course to 105.

~V. 2

28

Scariff abeam, top hidden in Ic~
cloud - sun trying to break t!uot~ho

105/~@ NW. 2

34

T~ind lightening - visibility
improving slightly. Sun oo~&ng
out at last.

30.15

14o00

066

066 ]VNW. 1

30.15

36

Ilalf hour flat calm - good hot sc~

15°00

060

060 NNE. O-1

30.16

38½

Very pleasant. Crew discuss bc~T.,<, skipper sleeps. Quiet, apzrt fr’::
snores.

060 NNE. i-2

30.16

41

Wind variable, but very p!easa~ b
sailing. Seems very balanced ~C+b
~s~in and No. 2 Jib.

16.00 060

107
Course Course
Hour Ordered Sailed Win___~d
17. O0 ¯

Log
Barome~,er Reading Ld~ ....
30.13

44

Ren~rks_ .......

.

Dropped hook in 4 fathoms at
Garinish Is. Beautiful spot lovely sunshine.

"Friday, 20th July 1956.
L

lO. O0

Up anchor - out under main only,
after having fun ~n: %~ in
narrow creek.

10.20

0

10. 45

Log streamed - genoa (masthead) up being spoken to by Col. Knowles in
TBow V~ow’.
}1~sthead genoa down - engine on.

ih

ll. 00

1

ll. 30

Wind freshening - engine off dinghy withoutboerdbrough% on
board - masthead genoa on.

12.00

Y~asthead genoa off, No. 2 on.

WNW. 2-3

13.00
I~.00

NW. 4

120

8½

3o.18

264

1~30

15.00

3o.22

120’

NW. 3

Dursey Sound abeam. Some swell
coming in, v~th a few white horses.
Lc~ cloud covering all hills poor visibility, but sun shining.

3O. 2O

17

Altered course to 204 after taking
off main. Land bird (rock pipit ?)
landed on board.

30.20

20

Round Dursey Hd., all shrouded in
mist, but sun shining.

15.30

_16.00

No. 2 reacher put out as winger to
No. 2 on pole. Fog lifting.
120

O72

120

NW. 3

30.22

24

Beautiful clear sunny day.

25

Turned on to 072.
Turned in for Bear Haven - took
d~¢n No. 2 reacher.

18. O0

A near beat up inside Bear Island
v~th No. 2 genoa only. Wind
dropping - about 2 knots.

lOB
HotT

Co~rse
Ordered

C ourse
Sailed

Wind

Log
Barometer .jRea~n~ :i .... ¯

No. 2 reacher up again as v~nger v~nd very light.

~9, oo ,,
19,40

NW. 2-3

30.25

39

}iasthead genoa boomed out. No. 2
Jib set. Lovely sailing.
Passing Roancarrig Is. - v~nd dead
for a v~hile then up again.

20.15
21.00

Remarks.

N. 1

30.24

43

Engine on - off Adrigole Harbour.
Engine off.

21.55
22.00

50

Log handed 50 off Cr~vdy Point.

22.53

Anchored, after beating into
glengariff Harbour in the twilight.

Saturday, 21st July 1956.

2 gallons petrol put into std~
tank - both full up.
Denis Harpur and Jim Andrews
replaced by Sheamus and Chips.

s~maay, 22nd July 1956.
o8.45

N. i

09,00

N. 1

Under way -main only - waved
farev~ell to departing crew.

3O. 4O
o

No. 2 genoa up. Log streamed off
garinish Is.
Masthead genoa up.

I0o00
II. 00

Nil

Paddy 0’Keefe came alongside and
on board. Veryhelpful.

ii.25

Nil

Engine on.

I1.55

}$~. 1-2

Engine off.

12.45

Nil

Engine on.

12o57

N~V. 1-2

Engine off.
Wind freshening - masthead genoa
d~vn - No. 2 up.

13.30
15.O0

NW. 3-4

3 0.4o

19

Round Sheeps Hd~ - some seabreeze freshening - beautiful
sunshine, very clear.

109
Course Course
Hour Ordered Sailed
15.15 ’

Wind

:,
Log
BarOmeter Reading .....
21

~V. 4

No. 2 genoa down - 1 reef taken
in main.

16.00

Passing Kitchen Cove - going on up
Dunmanus Bay for cruise around.

17.00

Put about tp return toKitchen
Cove - No. 2 genoa up for bea%ing.
Eeg" handed. ’.

17.30
18. O0

: .....~ ’-¢ .....

30.43
Cove - godd fresh,breeze an~ts~n.
Ch&~n ~ eases~ ~opped up.
winches oiled.

Sheet
,

MondayT 2~rd July~ 1956.

11.45

Anchor up. i~in (I reef left in)
plus No. 2 genoa. Beating out of
Kitchen Cove and down Dunmanus Bay
in very poor visibility sometimes less than ¼ mile mlstly.

30.50

12.00

0

Log streamed as ~ven Is.
disappeared in fog.

14. 15

Reef out.

I~45

Engine on.

15.35

Engine off.

W. 1-2

16. i0

16. ~5 ll2

Engine on - fog thick as ever ~ind variable - sea confused.
2O

Engine off - Nizzen Hd. Fog gun
heard abeam. Course altered for
Cape Clear Is. - thick fog unpleasant chop - No. 2 genoa.
boomed out.

28

Cape Clear Is. ahead. @ybed to
go S. of it.

3O

Bream Pt. abeam- just visible
throu~ fog.

19. O0

31

Altered course to 062 for
Baltimore - very little sea.

19.30

33

Log handed when Baltimore Harbour
opened up - visibility improving.

W. 1-2

30.50

18.10

18.45

W. 2

30.48

ii0
Course Course

Hour

Ordered Sailed

Wind

Barometer

Log
Readij ng

Remarks

:._£L ..............

Dropped hook in Baltimoe Harbour
between ~Jallace Buoy and quay.
3 fathoms. Sun trying to get
through.

20.00

Tue s daF, 2&th July 1956.
Anchor up. }:~in with one reef and
No. 2 genoa.

30.61

15. 0 "

¯

Reef shaken out.

14,. oo
15. oo o88

Log streamed. Passing Loo Buoy.~
Beautiful day. LLorale high.

Spinnaker prepa~dL:f/oriput~ing up.
No. 2 genoa down.

088 WSW. 3

15.30

wsw. 3-4

17.15

WxS. 3-4/:"

30.66

2o

No. 2 genoa down - dead run.

19. lo

W. 3-4

3o. 61

31

Gybed rotund 01d Head of lqinsale.

36

Log handed off Bulman Rk.

No. 2 genoa up - spinnaker taken
off as breeze freshening.

20.00

Hook dropped in Kinsa!e Harbour
in 4 fathoms. Harbour very
crowded v~th yachts.

21o00

Wednesday,

25th July 1956.
30.66

!5.15
16.30

WSW. &

Anchor up. No. 2 genoa only.
Brilliant. Crew too full for words.
Passing Bulman Rk. Buoy after
beating out under genoa only.

17o O0

No. 2 reacher winged out.

18.00

Gybed round Daunt Rock Buoy.

18.~0

Off Harbour Rk. No. 2 reacher
down, main up.

19.4O

Dropped hook in Crosshaven above
moore& boats, after beating up..
through moorings and dinghy races,
in 4 fathoms.
k~. . ’

iii
Course Course
Hour Ordered Sailed

Wind

Log
Barometer Reading

Remarks

....... j....&/

Thursday, 26th July,

i

1956.
¯ 30.50

07.45

2 genoa.

i

Anchor up. L~in and No.
Dull morning.

o

Log streamed off Roche Pt. Lighthouse. Watching big French Liner
come in and Eire Navy go out.

o

"o9.00 o-1

30.50

I0.45 090
ii. O0

09O

O9O

SW. i

30.50

4

Pollock Rock Buoy abeam. Course
altered to 090.

SW. I

30.50

5

No. 2 genoa d~vn. Masthead up.

9

’Irish Plane’ passing inside us
on way to Cork.

12. O0
~V. 1-2

30.50

13½

’Glengariff’ passing close to std.

SW. I-2

30.50

19

Spot check put us 6° off course.
Course altered to 083.

15.00 082

082

SW. 1-2

30.50

2~

.16.00 082

082

SW. 1-2

30.50

29

YZind coming more aft. Genoa
boomed out.

17.00 080

080

SW. 3

30.45

34

Beautiful sunshine. Morale high.

17.30
Z

Operation leg of iamb beans.
Sea cook in full :fgrce.
Bottle of gas exhausted- operation
temporarily suspended.

19. oo

SWxS. 1-2

20. O0

SWxW. 1-2

Operation resumed. ~uch colder
no%v.

wsw. o-1

22.00

30.30

54

Masthead genoa taken down. No. 2
marked on but left on deck as dead
rl/n.

23.50

55½

Flatters.

56

Coningbeg Light Vessel abeam.
An air from S~V. Course altered
to 070.

61

Coningbeg L/V rapidly overtaking

Friday, 27th July. 1956.
02.00

n80

080 SW.

0,I

06.001

O7O

O7O

0

30.26

i±2
Course

CoL~se

Hour

Ordered

Sailed

o7. OO

O7O

O7O

O8.00

O7O

O7O

Wind

Log
Barometer ReadinK

..:: ~::._ _.i ......

60

Some fog round aboutl ::;:~

71½

Fog. Visibility ~1 mile

08.15

72

Barrels v~histle buoy heard to std.
Course altered to 160.

08.2O

73
77

Alongside Barrels Buoy.

79{

Engine off. No.2 genoa up. Still
some fog.

09.05

O55

o9.30

O55

30.10

Remarks

SW. i

09.35

io. 5o

Altered course to 055. Fog patchy.
Some wind.

Engine on again - v~nd about dead.
Course altered to 030. No.2 genoa down.

!Io 00

O3O
O3O

O3O

81
30.05 87

ii. II

O3O

O3O

30.O4 88½

Blackmvater L/V abeam (port).
Big ya~vl anchored off ito

12. o5

030

030

30.04

94

Fog lifted completely at 11.50.
No murk~

13.00

030

030

30.02

99½

Ark!ow L/V on pt. beam. Still
foggy. Std. tank empty. Engine
stopped - restarted on pt. tank.

15.00

o3o

O3O

30.00 ii0

17. O0

o3o

03O

29.95

18.45

32O

19. oo

320

123

Visibility still bad, at best
z mile. ~ galls° to std. tank.

32O

132½

Codling L/V sighted in distance
and course altered to 320. Left
to std. FOg lifting.

320

134

¯ 19.30

19.5o

21.00

}let Constantine Line Freighter
’Elwood’ (?) coming out through
same passage. Hill tops at last
appearing - first land since
Saltees.
340

139

NE. 1

29.80 146

Course altered to 340. Visibility
good ~ith hills quite clear, but
some fog banks.
No. 2 genoa up and just drav~ing.
No wind - sails do~vn.

21.30
22.00

Still foggy°

152

Log handed while passing ~uglins Is.

113
Course Course
Hour Ordered Sailed Wind
22.30

:

Log
Barometer Reading :..

’J ....
R~marks ......... ". .......
....

29.16

Anchor dropped in Kingstovm Harbour.

29.875

Anchor up. Rather dull but dry.
l~uin plus ~o. 2 genoa.

Saturday, 28th July 1956.
17.50

Flatters - Engine on.
030

N. 1

29.47

0

20.00

030

050 N. O-1

29.47

3

21.00

030

O7O NE. 1-2

29.46

6½

Some v~nd - engine off. Log
streamed off Bailey Lt. House.

%Tind backing slowly.
. _ z .

22.00

030

llO ENE. 2

29.40

i1½

23.00

020

010 NE. 2A3

29.40

15

" 23.59

020

OlO HE. 2-3

29.36

19½

Some short sea. V[.F./cast W.3
E.5/6. N. 6-7. Rain. Mod. vis.

Sunday, 2~th Julyl9~6.
Ol. O0 020

340 HE. 3-4

29.32 20

22

01.30

L~in i reef - No. 2 genoa off,
No. 3 on. Breeze and sea
fre she ning.
Put about.

03.40

¥$ent about - trysail going on.

04.15

Trysail set. Port tack. Storm jib.

04.40

NNE. 5

o5.0o

NNE. 6

32
29.2

B lowing.

34

06.30

280 NW. 5

42

Onto std.

08.30

040 NNW. 6

52

Onto pt.

61

Onto std~

63

Hove-to std.

ll.15

NW. 6-7

12.00

N~V. 6-7

15.00

NW. 6-7

29.40

29.50

Hove-to port. Oarlingford Mts.
ahead before going about.
Confused seas.

i14
Hour
19. O0

Course
Ordered

Course
Sailed

03o

Log
Barometer Readin~
29.50

Remarks ........ =::z.

_:.~ .....

St. John’s Pt. sighted ahead..
Small coaster going South dead sl~v.

21. O0

Started sailing boat, v~th jib
still aba6k-’i6aringiiongj "

22.00

St. John’s Pt. abeam.

23.45

Round ]Yhistling Buoy.

23.50

About. Seas much smaller - buK
wind too much for sail up - spray
flying.

~londay, 30th July 1956.

oo.o5

About, but jib sheets got so tied
up v~th the flapping that had to
take jib off. Then started engine
and took off trysail as it was no
use beating a course in the dark.
Very hard to steer, as v~nd b!o~ng
head off.

01.00

Angus Rock ~head. Turned onto ....
Green leading light at Portafer<r.

oi.5o

Log handed 119. At St. Audley’s
Roads, but could not see buoy.

02,30

Picked up buoy.

i15

Date

23/24/6/56
7/7
lO/7
12/7
13/v
~7
15/7
16/7
17/7
19/7

247
23/7
~/7
25/7
26/7
28/7

From

To

Strangford

Culmore Pt.

Culmore Pt.

Dunfanaghy

Dunfanaghy

Distance
Sailed
(Sea
}~les)

Time
Ta/cen

(~ou~s)

Average
Speed

45

3

86

31½

2~

Killybegs

54

18

3

Killybegs

Broadhaven

57

ii

5

Broadhaven

Eily Bay

50

IO

5

Elly Bay

Eilleany Est.

50

ii

Killeany Est.

Kilronan

53

12

62

16

4

Kilronan

¯Smerwick Hr.

135

Smerwick Hr.

Valentia

28

8

Valentia

Sneem Hr.

44

lO

34
4½

Sneem

@lengariff

52

13

4

@lengariff

Kitchen Cove

32

9

Kitchen Cove

Baltimore

34

8

4

Baltimore

Kinsale

38

7½

5

Kinsale

Crosshaven

2O

Cros shaven

Kingstown

158

39

Kingstown

Strangfor&

125

33

i, 078

286{

4{

As the log was often streamed, and h’~zled, some way from
the anchorages, the distances shown are only approximate.

4

3.76

ii6

by J.R. V~orkman.

BEPJv~DIAN SLOOP

Thames Tonnage

8

L.W.L.

25.25 ’

L. O.A.

33~5’

Bes~n

8.2’

Draft

5.25’

Sail Aa~ea

475 sq. ft.

Auxiliary 8 h’p~

Stuart Turner

Designed by

J~ Laurent Giles R.D°!~, M.!.N.A.
Built by

Hugh ~icLean & Sons Ltd.
Gourock

!9’~8
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CEARA.
WEST COAST OF SCOTLAND CRUISE 1956.
FRO~.

TI]v[E

TO

TIl~

20.50.

Audleys Roads

21.35.

5

Audleys Roads

04. 20

Carnlough

17.15

52

Carnlough

o9.55

Crinnan

2O.4£

72

Crinnan

lO. 20

Erraid

21.15

32

Erraid

ll. 35

2O. O5

Tre shni sh

07.45

Treshnish
Dunvegan

21.30

72

Dunvegan

15.35

Harmetray

20.45

20

Harmetray

06.30

St. Kilda

23.45

58

St. Kilda

07.30

Obbe

00.25

53

Obbe

~addy

21. O0

Naddy

17.20
II. 30

Skiport

z9.45

13
20

Skiport

I0. O5

Castlebay

20.45

33

Castlebay

i0. O0

Coll

21.45

Coll

I1.35

Moidart

z7.5o

~5
26

Moidart

ll. 35

Tobermory

17. oo

24

Tobermory

lO. 5O

Oban

15.5o

24

Oban

09.~0

Ardinamer

12.20

Ardinamer

I0. I0

Carsaig

14. O0

14

Oarsaig

05.45

Carnlougja

21. O0

67

Carnlough

ll. O0

Cultra

16.15

25

Cultra

O6.15

Ringhaddy

1A. O0

Z~3

Ringhaddy

DISTANCE

¯ 7

726

ll8
"CEARA ’
¥~ST COAST OF SCOTLanD CRUISE 1956.

FRIDAY
JULY, 6th

For once most of the gear was on aboard,, consequently there
was still a" little freeboard as we rowed off to Ceara lying at
Ringhaddy, Strangford Lough. The crew consisted of Jock Workman,
Bill Haslett, James Grogono and J.R. Workman skipper.
We dropped lhe moorings at 2020 and beatslowly d~n against
the flood tide to Audleys Roads where we came to at 2135. Before
turning in, the dinghy was hoisted aboard and all made ready for
an early start.in the morning.

SATURDAY
JULY, 7th

SUNDAY
JULY, 8th

There wasn’t much light when wc arose at 0330 and after a cup
of tea, left at 0420 under engine. There was still a llttle ebb
as we glided down the narrows, arriving at the bar only to find
a complete lack of wind in the channel - This accompanied by low
visibility and fog patches persisted until we approached ~[uck
Island where a.very light breeze filled in from the S.E. so
knocking off the engine we set spinnaker. Progress was painfully
sl~v and it wa~ 1715 before we reached Carniou~], Bill and Grog
towing us in as the engine hadgone on strike~ The entrance is
very narr~v and as it was dead low water we grounded for a moment
on the bar. T~is was the first time we had~used the little
harbour and we found it very much better than Larne as a jumping
off ground for the West Coast°
The glass wis falling and the wind now moderate had backed to
the S.E. We took our departure at 0955 settiDg the main and No.2
when clear of the entrance. Personal life lines were donnedby
the watch on deck, a procedure which has become standard practice
on Ceara, when conditions look like deteriorating. The sea was
somewhat confused at first owing to the south going tide which
had still about’ an hour to go. With the v~nd in this direction
Gigha and Small Isles anchorages were out, Tayvallich was
considered but turned down owing to the distance up and do,;m
Lough Swen so we finally decided on Crinan Harbour. Wind and sea
continued to increase as the depression overtook us and we were
soon running at our maximum speed. By the time we had reached
the )~acCormaig Isles it was obvious that reefing would be a waste
of time so handing the main we set the trysail instead. It was
rather surprising to find how the sea followed us right up the
Sound of Jura. Admittedly it was blowing hard as even v~th the
~nd over the quarter we were carl~ingmore than enough sail and
would have changed to the No. 3 had it not been for the short
distance still remaining to Crinan. It was with some relief that
we turned the corner and put the hook d~vn at 2045. The kedge
was run out as a precaution in case the v~nd should fly round to
the N.W. and put us too near the S.E. shore. Our average speed
through the water from Carnlough to Crinan was 6.9 knots and the
distance covered 72 miles.

ll9
I~DNDAY
JULY. 9th

The¯ ship rolled continuously during the night and as the
weather conditions were still not good we decided to spend the
day at anchor. After a late combined breakfast and,lunch we
occupied ourselves drying out the ship and gear, working on the
engine and doing the hundred and one jobs which are always
available in a small vessel.
t

TUESDAY

~A !ovely morning with light S.W. v~ind, got under way at 1020
JULY, lOth with main and genoa intending to pass north through Pladda Sound
then tunl west along the south toast of Mull. The tide was still
ebbing as we passed through %he Dorus Mor and as C0irebbreacain
looked peaceful we decided to take a short cut and go out through
the Gulf. The engine was immediately started and the genoa ....
dropped as the wind had come right ahead and we felt it essential
to get through before the tide started to flood out.i A hurried
stow was made of all loose gear but this proved unnecessary as
there was scarcely a ripple as we passed through. The sailing
directions say there is a period of slack water of from 15 minutes
to 1 hour, this we are inclined to doubt as it seemed to change
instantaneously when we got to the middle. Looking back some 30
minutes later we could clearly discern the line of white breakers
stretching almost from shore to shore. The giant was again
getting into his stride. A nice ~:esterly breeze met us as we
left the Gulf and the engine vrhich had not been performing too
well was switched off and the genoa set. The whole day was spent
beating westward along the coast until we came at last to the
passage inside the Torranan Rocks, here the cruise mig~t have
terminated somewhat abruptly as Jock who was taking cross bearings,
suddenly pronounded oum" Position as being plum over Bogha nan
Ramfhear (dries 4 feet). Instantaneous action seemed essential
so the helm was put up and gybing round we endeavoured to retrace
our tracks from the area. With only a mile or t~vo to go the wind
died and we were compelled to call once again on the engine. The
infernal machine all but let us dc~nq in the narrow channel to
Earraid where the tide was pouring out against us, not one of the
best positions to be in with that 8’ rock at the entrance only a
short distance astern. Fortunately there was just sufficient
power to push us through and we came to in the lovely clear pool
at 2115. The dinghy was Soon over the side and~ the boys made for
the shore to feast their eyes on one of those magnificent sunsets
for which the West Coast is justly famous.
¥~EDNESDAY
JULY, llth

Another perfect day with light southerly winds. Weighed at
1135 and motored out then setting main and No.2 we sailed quietly
to Z~rtyr’s Bay, taking photographs from the dinghy on the way.
Hordes of sightseers were on the jetty awaiting to re-embark on
}~acBrayne’s King George V so after much bathing we had lunch in
the cockpit and went ashore to see the Cathedral and get stores.
We were off again at 1530 under main and spinnaker making about
3 knots. At Staffa the boys went~ ashore whilst the Skipper
gilled around under the main~ Much lusty singing accompanied
their visit to Fingal’s Cave where Grog climbed almost to the

120
roof at the back of the cave in an endeavour to find a way out to
the top aboutwhich he had apparently read, presumably in a novel.
After this little expedition we squared a~vay once more and in a
short time arrived at the Treshnish Isles where we anchored between
the reef and Sgeir nan Caisteal. There is little room here and
consequently only the minimum amount of chain can be used. ~kt l~v
water the shelter is good but if the wind should come in from S.E.
the place wouldbe most uncomfortable at high tide. During the
afternoon the sky had become Overcast and it looked as though~ve .....
might be in for a change. Dinner was again late, between 9 and 10
and it was getting dark by the time we pulled back on board after
a quick run ashore on Lunga.
THURSDAY
A nasty so
morning,
the wind
had backed
thebefore
S.E. and
was got
tending
JULY, 12th to freshen
we decided
to clear
out at to
0745
things
too
difficult. Our intention had been to cross to Bara but this seemed
unv~ise under prevailing conditions so we went north at about 6 to 7
knots under main and No. 2. It was too early to anchor at Canna
which we had abea~n at 1250 so we continued north changing to genoa
as the wind lightened. Lunch was accompanied by quantities of
piping hot pancakes now one of Jock’s specialities. Off Dunvegan
Head the wind vanished and we had to call on the engine, Our calls
were somewhat in vain as it took the engineer almost an hour before
the first cough was heard. It was 2130 before the anchor went down
off Dunvegan Castle the distance covered being 72 miles.
FRIDAY
JULY. 13th

SATURDAY
JULY, 14th

The boys went ashore to see the Castle but found it not open to
the public until the afternoon so we motored up to the pier near
the village and tied up alongside. After obtaining stores and
having lunch we set Off at 1535 under engine the wind being very
light and dead ahead. About half-way down the Loch the breeze
freshened and we were glad to switch off the motor and after a few
tacks lay across the Little ~nch arriving at Vaccacy Anchorage in
the Hermetray group at 20&8. Up to this point St. Kilda had been
talked about in a very off hand way but n~v, poised as we were on
the springboard, we had to make up our minds. This did not take
very long, and it was agreed that if the glass still remained
steady and the weather looked good we would make an early start on
the morrow.
The alarm went off at 0530 and as the glass was steady we weighed
at 0630 and beat UP towards Harris against a light N.E. Entering
the sound the wind got lighter so we pushed on the engine. A lot
has been written about the dangers of this sound but provided the
weather is clear and there is sufficient wind there would not appear
to be any great difficulty in making the passage. Once past the Red
Rock Beacon we knocked off the motor and proceeded slowly on our way.
It was slow, not till 1220 did we haveShillay Island abeam and
streamed the log. 42 miles to go.
The winds were mainly from the north, light and variable,
necessitating much sheet trimming. St. Kilda showed up for the first
time at about 1600 when the log was only reading 9. Jock between

spells of cooking took many bearings as well as vertical sextant
angles on Boreray so that we always knew pretty w~ll~v~here we
were at any given time. There were fog patches round the base
of the islands and at one place in the log it reads "St. Kilda
becoming enshrouded in cloud . ..... help:"
By 1900 there was still only 20½ on the clock, not quite half
way, at this rate it would be 0030 before we were in° Latcr the
breeze freshened slightly and although we could not always lay
the course, progress in the general direction was better.
Darkness was falling as we approached the Islands but we were
fortunate to get a lift which enabled us to lay up through the
passage between Levenish and Dln~ Island and into Village Bay
without breaking tack. This group of islands is quite unlike
anything else round our coasts. The jagged outlin~ of Dun Island
and the Stacks being more like something one expects to see in a
Walt Disney Production ratber than the pleasant scenery to which
one has become accustomed on th~ ~Jest Coast of Scotland.
To arrive at these uninhabited islands at night is a somewhat
eerie experience and it was in no way lessened by Jock on the
foredeck announcing that he saw something which looked like a
light ashore. We picked our way sl~vly into the Bay being guided
by the noise of the surf breaking on the beach and the constant
application of the lead. The shore seemed no distance av;ay v~nen
we at last got 5 fathoms and let go at 2345. Jock was ri~ut,
there was a light ashore apparently in a room of the derelict
manse and silhouetted against it on the head and shoulders of a
man’ We did a rapid stow clipping on the No. 2 in place of the
genoa and leaving all ready for a quick ge~avray should this
become necessary during the night. Then going bel~v we lit the
Tilley lamp and as we drank a hot cup of coffec speculated on
the mysterious figure sshore, wondering if v~ shot~Id find some
half crazed shipwrecked mariner in the mcrningo
SUNDAY
JULY, 15th

The alarm had been set for 0530 but Bill who had been doing a
voluntary anchor watch due perhaps to the somev~.a~, e_~aggeraoed
tales he had been hearing of the place vzcl’z: u~ s~t 0500. There
were 5 or 6 tents ashore, someone plavful!y s aggested Girl
@uides’ so very different to those fi~entz of the imagination
which, only a few hours earlier bad occupied utur thoughts°
Actually they turned out to be ornithologists of which the Island
has had quite a spate this s~nnmer~ The ~hip had rolled
the rest of the crew
incessantly during the night despite ,~,nls
~"
slept pretty well. ~tfter a quick ~up of tea we xct the pram over
the side and proceeded ashore. There ".,’~s one -ather heart
stopping incident as we approached the jetty. U~iih only a few
yards to go we descended v.ith a ~n~p on a large boulder,
fortunately we were neither capsized nor stov~ in~ but we marked
the position well so that the performance should noi~ be repeated
on the way off. The boys climbed "so Look-out Gap be~v~en
Conachair 1392’ and 0isivai 966~ and had a ~arvellous view of
Boreray and the Stacks also the thousands of FuT-~-~rs soaring
above the precipice which drops almost verticcl!y 539’ inbo the
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sea. I~leanwhile the skipper rowed about the bay keeping an eye on
the ship, and only going ashore, when the others returned, to
have a chat ~ith three of the campers who had n~v appeared, and
get some water at the little stream. The bird watchers had arrived
about i0 days previously having come out by fishing boat. Back
aboard we were not long getting the dinghy on deck and were off by
0730. We had not gone far before we had to resort to the motor
for a few minutes as we got becalmed in the lea of the cliffs and
to make matters worse there was a heavy backwash which produced
plenty of vertical movement with an almost complete absence of the
horizontal variety.
If St. Kilda is wierd Boreray is fantastic. ~/e l~roceeded closehauled on the starboard tack to the west~vard of the t~vo outlying
Stacks Lee and Armin, 539’ and 622’ rising sheer out of the sea.
Boreray which is no less than 1240’ high was unfortunately partially
hidden by cloud. It is said that these three together represent the
largest breeding ground for Gannets in the world, a statement one
can readily believe as there is scarcely standing room for the
Gannets on either of the Stacks and from a short distance one gets
the impression that they are snow-capped, while overhead the sky
seemed darkened by hundreds of these magnificent birds gliding
majestically to and fro.
Once clear of the group cameras which had been working overtime
since dawn were stowed, the ship put about onto the port tack and
breakfast consumed. It was another day of light airs and for a
time Barra Sound rather than Harris was contemplated as the v~lnd
had come ahead, later however it let us up and we were able to lay
the course. The log read 24 at 1800 but no one worried much as we
had had a beautiful day of sunshine and those on deck were still
stripped to the waist. By 2040 the v~ind had vanished and rather
than stay out all night we decided to run the engine for the
ramaining 5 miles to Pabbay. Visibility was very good and we could
still make out the outline of the S . Kilda group as we entered the
sound of Pabbay at 2220~ Here a breeze came through dead ahead and
as we were in the cockpit doing full justice to a rather special ......
dinner prepared by Bill~ we dropped the sails rather than disorganize the proceedings by starting to beat. About halfway through
the meal the skipper’s appetite suddenly vanished as he realised how
difficult it was going to be to pick up Red Rock Beacon against the
black background of Harris. It might be mentioned here that there
are no navigation lights in the sound so tu’lless there is some daylight it is sheer madness to attempt the passage.
Jock managed with the aid of the handbearing compass to pinpoint
our position pretty acc~u~ately, there being still just sufficient
light to see some of the hill tops rand one or tyro of the islands to
seaward and with Bill and Grog on the foredeck complete with
binoculars we proceeded into the growing darkness. At last the Red
Rock Beacon sh~ved up right ahead and a moment later we swung onto
the new course tc take us inside Sgeir Voulinish. The tide ~/as now
flowing strong out of the sotu~d, probably about 3 knots, and we had
just reached a point some 50 yards upstres~n from the beacon when,
without warning the motor cut dead. There was a dash for the
halyards and the sails were up before we lost way. Fortunately the
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wind was nc~v fresh and being off the land we were able to close
reach along the coast and in a short time picked up the next
Beacon off Sgeir Voulinish. Our destination was to have been
0bbe (Leverburgh) but as it was now almost pitch black we thought
it advisable to refrain from further rock dodging and so af:ter .:~..: .
passing close to the dim outline of the upturned vazeck to port
we let go at 0025 just short of the Obbe Beacon in 6 fathoms,
log reading 53.
’
. :
We arose som~vhat late to find another perfect morning and
after "lunch had a look at the engine, only to find no petrol in
the tank’, small wonder that it stopped so suddenly last night.
A few minutes under power brought us round the reef to the
Obhe pier where we tied up. The sun was blazing dovnq as the
boys went ashore for water and stores. They had a long walk to
.¥e cast off
the village, and returned feeling quite exhausted. ~I
at 1720 and with a fresh breeze off the land were soon clear of
the sound, unfortunately it then fell light and we drifted
slowly south with spinnaker set. About this time we were passed
by a helicopter which "landed at Rodel, presumably officials
making arrangements for the Queen’s visit in a few weeks time.
we got to ~addy in time for the boys to bathe before dinner,
coming.to by the steamer pier alongside Sursum 12 TH, the first
yacht we had seen since leaving Crinan. After dinner visits
were exchanged and we eventually got to bed about midnight.
TUESDAY
JULY, 17th

WEDNESDAY
JULY, 18th

J:

IMaddy is not a very pleasant place and we were quite glad to
leave at ll30 after the usual shopping expedition ashore.
Outside we had some difficulty keeping the spinnaker full as
there was not much wind and quite a jump Of sea. Our objective
was Skiport where we eventually arrived after a slow sail down
past Benbecula entering the Little Kettle pool through the
northerly passage. Before anchoring we sailed to the ¥1izard
Pool where we found a yawl of some 8 to l0 tons lying behind
Wizard Island, then back again to the Kettle Pool where we let
go at 1945. After dinner the boys went ashore for a climbing
expedition arriving back at dusk.
Weighed at 1005 and proceeded again under spinnaker to Castle
Bay, Barra. The sun w~s even hotter than before and as usual
lunch was in the cockpit. On arrival off the Sound of Barra we
decided to have a quick look at Big Harbour~ Eriska, where part
of the film ’~niskey Galore" was filmed. As the entrance is
narrow and studded with l~ocks we started the motor and paying
strict attention to the instructions in the Clyde Cruising Club
Handbook had no difficulty in avoiding the dangers.
As we approached Castle Bay we noticed 8 cruising yachts
coming up from the eas~ard~ they appeared to be either racing
or cruising in company. Vie rather expected that they would
follow us into Castle Bay but only two Arrived the remainder we
think must have gone into Vatersay Bay. We anchored at 2045 and

after enquiring about dinner ashore decided that a meal aboard
would be much more attractive.
THURSDAY
JULYI 19th

The alarm was set for 0630 with the hope that we might get
away by 0900 after shopping, but as usual these things take longer
than expected and it was lO00 before we left the anchorage with a
nice fresh northerly breeze, bright sun and blue sky. We had at
last fitted the tracks for the new genoa sheet leads and these
were n~,v working well as we sped close hauled on Port tack in the
general direction of Ardnamurchan. We had no very clearcut ~lan
of our destination, but by the afternoon it 16oked as thorpe
could not quite make the mainland before dark. So altering course
we made for Coll. A chance enquiry as to the course to clear the
Cairns of Coll showed up a compass deviation of about l¼ points.
Fortunately the weather was clear and all was well. The trouble
was traced to a biscuit tin sitting on the bridge deck some 18"
from the binnacle, a point which might be noted by those who like
feeding on deck.
The N.E. anchorage at Arinagour is very narrow and there are
one or two stones to be avoided. A patch on the N.E. side appears
to be rather further out than shown on the sketch plan. The sun
was just setting as we entered making it quite impossible to look
in the direction we wished to go, however, we eventually put the
hookdown in amazingly clear water alongside Widgeon which is now
owned we believe by the local Doctor. Time 2145 distance covered
45 miles.

FRIDAY
JULYt 20th

Yet another perfect day so after buying two 3 lb. lobsters from
a local fisherman we weighed at 1135. There was a nice fresh
breeze at first giving us about 5 knots as we beat towards Ardnamurchan. The crew were stripped for sunbathing, a practice which
had become standard during the past week. Unfortunately we could
not lie the point and as the wind dropped progress became very
slow. Off Sana Bay it came tba’ough again and we were able to lay
along the North shore of the peninsula. We made all possible
speed as we were anxious to arrive at the entrance to ~oidart a
little before high water. Outside we handed the genoa and set the
No. 2 to reduce speed and give a better all round view. The buoy
on Bogha ~Iore had vanished and so had all the perches except the
one on Eilean Raonul which serves no useful purpose as it wpul:d~e
impossible to miss this island. Moidart should not be attempted
unless under favourable cond/tions as it is quite difficult to
locate the numerous rocks. We took the north passage being hard
on the wind for about 2 cables then bearing away sharply to
starboard we dropped the main and reduced speed still further.
With two hands on the foredeck we picked our way as carefully as
possible to Sgeir-na-Claidheamn about halfway up the Loch. The
remainder is plain sailing and we came to in a most charming spot
off the jetty on Eilean Bhona at about 1800. The shores surrounding this Loch are thickly wooded, quite a change of scenery for us
as we had not seen a tree since leaving Dunvegan just a week ago.
We boiled the two lobsters, then set off to explore the interesting
old ruin of TioramCastle and the n~N empty Dorlin House, then a
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bathe by the Castle and a leisurely row back to the ship for a
rather late dinner of lobster salad etc.

SACreDly
JULYt 21st

Weighed at 1135, ~nd light N.W. proceeded slowly dovna Loch
assisted by engine. It was almost low water and. as we neared
the entrance, rocks ~appeared in all idirections, So confusing did
it become that we were compelled to stop for a moment in order
to try and establish our positiQn~ There would appear to be one
or two>more patches than those shown on the sketch plan.
we had ~a beautiful sail back to Ardnam~archan, lunch consisting
of lobster cocktail being served whil~ off the lighthouse then
gybing round ~e ran: up past Rud~a nan Gall to ¯anchor in Tobermory
at 1760, just in ¯time to collect our mail at the post-office
before it shut. Back aboard for a rather special wash¯ and brush
up before returning ashore for dinner at the Western Isles.
!.’ / i ~j

SUNDAY
JULY. 22nd

It looked fresh at first¯ so we started at 1050 under mai~ an~ k’~2[~
No.2, Jock with palm and needle was busy serving the genoa which
had unfortunazely got slightly torn on the crosstrees. It was
ready to set when the rind lightened shortly after passing
Lismore Lig~it. On arrival at 0ban we saw the Duncrue (J,C.McNedl)
off the Great Western, ran close by but as no one appeared, we
hardened our sheets and with lee rail well down sped to the
Brandystone. Time 1550. The Duncrue followed us over and after
visiting each other and~ seeing all his complex equipment we
prooeeded to the Station HOtel for dinner and ba~hs. The ]~,laidens
of Oban w~re mildly amused by th@ immature beards of our manly
young marlners.

MONDAY
JULY~ 23rd

A taxi had been laid¯¯ on for 0845 so ~mith two hands ashore
shopping and twvo clearing up and making ready, we were off at
0940 as a tide had to be caught at Cuan. The wind about S.%7.
was fresh as we made long and short boards dc~’~n the sound of
Kerrera. Rain light at first, becoming heavier as we approached
E:,sdale. On entering Cuan it was obvious that that there had
been a slight miscalculation of the tide. It had already started ::~-~
to flow North and this tagether with the wind now dead ahead made
things a bit difficult. The engine was started and by running at
full throttle we just managed to burst the tide to the Cleit rock.
Once there we bore away and ~-~ith freshening breeze scraped through
before, it was too late. it was practically dead ic~’z water as we
entered Ardinamir, passing through the seaweed with only a few
inches to spare we dropped anchor at 1220. We had intended to go
on to the Cra0bh] anohorage later, but the rain continued to pour
down so’we decided to call it a day and stay where we were°
After lunch we visited the farm (Irene }/~cLachlan) then walked
across the island :o the post office at Cullipool.

TUESDAY

Under way at Ijl0. It was bright at first but became dull
later with slighz rain, the wind being light S~W. :We beat down
to the Dorus i~ior where the tide was starting to turn’ against us
and from there on to Charsaig, progress was extremely slow and it
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was after 1400 before we got the hook down. As Grog had been
feeling a bit off colour, we shipped him ashore with Bill to see
if they could find a Doctor. Luckily there was one on holiday
at Charsaig and on examination he announced to two young medical
students who were with him that "Heer ye hay a pairfect exampill
of urrticarria":’’ - It must have been those lobsters, poor
Grog now covered with great red weals did not mind acting as a
sort of show piece, but was nevertheless very glad to accept
some pills from the Doctor and get back on board to bed without
further ado.
The weather was now deteriorating and it was obvious that a
depression was on the way so as a precaution we ran out the small
kedge before turning in.
WEDNESDAY
JULY, 2~th

Blowing hard from the S.W. with rain at times, definitely not
the sort of day to start off for home,more especially v~ith Grog
in bed and Jock also feeling a bit queer.
Bill after going ashore for milk and more pills did a great
job of bandaging the outer ends of the crosstrees so as to avoid
any further trouble from chafe. Lying as we were just inside the
point of Eilean Traighe and rolling uncomfortably we decided to
move further in~ The kedge was first retrieved and then we
endeavoured to get the anchor, easier said than done, we must
have dragged a little and in so doing had picked up most of the
weed in Charsaig. Jock and Bill on the winch found it quite
impossible to raise the anchor above water, and as the weed
stretched ri~t aft we dare not put the engine ahead lest we foul
the propellor A nice kettle of fish, as we were now drifting
down on the reef running from the north arm of the bay.
Fortunately enough weed was got off just in time to enable us to
put the engine ahead and reanchor in a somevrhat better position.

THURSDAY
.J~Y~ 26th

Up at 0400 except Grog~ Weather was very nasty but the wind
had westered so we decided to make a start. Tucked in a reef and
with the No. 2 weighed at 0545. There was still quite a sea as we
made across to Jura, coming about on the starboard tack when close
inshore. Visibility was very restricted and with heavy rain
squalls coming down off the hills we were definitely overcanvassed.
Small Isles was, however~ close at hand so we agreed to slip in
there, reduce sail and have some breakfast. A couple of tacks
brought us through between Dohmhain and Gabhar and we let go off
the pier at 0930~ After breakfast the weather was brighter as
were our spirits so setting the trysail and No.2 we were off again
at 1035. Just outside the No. 2 was handed as a tear started to
develop near the head. Actually we were much happier with No. 3,
the squalls being very heavy off Islay.
As we left the !and the wind tended to ease and we were agreeably
surprised to find the sea outside not so bad as had been expected.
With the centre of depression now past the weather changed and the
north channel became a perfect picture with great cumulus clouds
¯ throwing their indigo shadows on a brilliant blue sea flecked with
sparklin~ white horses.
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1400 saw the mended No. 2 reset, at 1615 the reefed main
replaced the i±rysail an~.~..l~lQ, we]shogk.out..~the reef. By the
time we reached Carnlough the wind had allbut vanished as we
crept::into the harbour at 2055 log 67.
FRIDAY
JULY. 27th

SATURDAY
JULY. 28th
SUNDAY
JULY~ 29th

Dull day with light rain and fog. A primitive dredger in the
channel together with a puffer trying to get in’made our exit at
ll00 somewhat difficult, however, we squeezed out and as there
was a complete lack of v~nd we were compelled to resort to’the
engine. Grog up for the first time for some days enabled Jock
and Bill to do a much needed tidy up. A light easterly came
through as we reached V~aitehead and it was not long beforewe
dropped the hook off Cultra at 1650.
Day off at R.N.I.Y.C. Regatta. Sl~pper back aboard at 2000,
remainder about 0200 Sunday morning after Dance at Yacht Club.
A most uncomfortable right, scarcely able to stay in our bunks
as ship rolled incessantly, wind across tide. Had intended to
start about 0900 but as glass was falling decided to clear i0ut
v~thout delay. Weighed at 0610 under main and No. 2, boYs
returned to their bunks. ~in& I~WI increasing steadily. Very
steep sea in Donaghadee soun& caused by ebb. Off Donaghadee
0755. Very dirty looking to v~n~vard, sea and "~in& still
increasing. Steering becoming difficult, running too fast,
called all hands off Skulmartin, laid her to and handedmain,
set trysail and proceeded. Sea smaller after North Rock, but
blowing harded so changed to No.3 in preparation for stiff beat
up Strangford Lough. Arrived off Bar lllO, much too soon, tide
still ebbing, could make no headway so started motor. }~anaged
to gain a few yards on each leg, had difficulty in keeping
propellor submerged on port tack. Stopped enginewhen off
Audleys Roads. Once clear of the narrows we met the full force
of’the gale. The Loughwas white, and v~th eveIwwave top
streaking aft the helmsman was completely blinded by stinging
spray.
It ~as with some relief we picked up our moorings, and with
all hands on the buoy rope, brought it home shortly after 1400~
The anemometer at the Belfast Harbourwas at this time registering
gusts of up to 50 m.p.h. A mere zephyr as compared ~ith the great¯
gale the R.0.R.C. boys were having in ~he Channel Race.

... , .

And so ended another cruise. A blow at the beginning and two
at the end otherwise the most perfect ~eather we have ever
experienced on the West Coast of Scotland°
¯ 7. !r
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Log of ANN GAIL, ST. ~,L&LO to DUIZviORE EAST 1956.
by Ken Cooke.
Crew:

Skipper and owner, P.H. Greer, ~laurice O’Connor, St. John Hennessy
and Ken Cooke.

l~urice O’Connoz and I joined "Ann Gall" in the St. ~alo basin on the 21st
July after a pleasant journey from Dublin .ria London by air. Spirits were
high for the sun had at last condescended to shine (making the St’ I~ialo local
beaches, with their rows of gaily striped bathing tents, look Very gay). The
pilot of the BEA plane, on hearing that we were ’sailing types’ had been good
enough to contact the ivlet, office at Dinard Airport who gave a forecast for
fair weather with force 4 winds in the area. The only cause for some anxiety
was the non-appearance of St. John Hennessy, who ha@ been on holiday in Spain
since i’Ann Gail’ s" arrival in France. We went into St. I L~lo town with the
skipper for stores and found no sign of "Singe" on our return. The dinghy a Heron, of which more anon, - was brought on deck and stowed and things made
generally ready for sea, for it was intended to go through the sea lock on
the morning tide which would mean a 5 a.m. start. Still no sign of "Singe"
after we had returned from an excellent meal in the to~vn. So it was decided
that we Would sail with the available crew and leave a message for "Singe" to
joinus at the Ile de Bre hat, a comfortable day’s sail away. None of us had
been there before. Plans thus settled, we went to bed to be roused in the
early hours by "Singe’ s" arrival on board. His tardiness was due, he said,
to a lady on a train. That we could believe. This lady had had a heart
attack. With Singe around we could believe that too. His interest in the
case he inferred was a medical one. Were we to believe that as well?
However, we were glad to see him.
We were astir early and passed through the sea lock with a couple of French
frigates and other smaller craft. We sailed away to the westward with a good
fair breeze after clearing the approaches to La Rance with the aid of Haslers
excellent pilot book. So we bid farewell to delightfulSt. Malo. The
facilities in the yacht basin which is quite close to one of the entrances to
the town (old St. Malo is a walled city) are excellent. A wooden gangway
extends across the entire end of the basin just above water level. At
intervals along the gangway, at the water’s edge a number of holes are
provided, through which are passed hauling lines, retained by wooden toggles
fixed to the upper ends. The lower ends of the line are made fast to mooring
chains. To moor, one simply lifts a couple of toggles and hauls on the lines
until the mooring chains can be passed on board. A number of mooring buoys
are also provided for warps. One is requested to moor stern to shore but no
objection is raised if, for privacy, one moors bow on.
We all enjoyed the sailing off the French Coast which in the Cap Frehel region
is rocky but most attractive. The sky became overcast and interest centred
mainly on the manoeuvres of one of the French frigates we had seen earlier and
Singes experiences in Spain. Later the sun returned enabling Singe, who did
the lions share of the navigation most ably throughout the trip, to get a sun
sight. I a fellow Rantzen fan, also took a sight a little later and also a
lesson in astro navigation from Singe. Positions plotted from the two sights
and other data were within l¼ miles of each other which was thought most
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satisfactory. ~laurice was busy sailing and cine filming. The skipper cooked
an excellent lthuch. The standard of the meals On "Ann Gall" is very high and
a swinging gas stove complete with oven allows the skipper full rein to
indulge his outstanding culinary accomplishments. Piloting again vrith Haslers
aT~ we made for an anchorage off the southern shore of the Ile de Brehat close
to Le Kerpont channel. As the breeze was falling away and a foul tide begin- ~
ning to run strongly, the motor was started and we were soon at the anchorage
where, before dr0pping anchor, we did a little surveying with the aid ofi the
echo sounder to select a suitable spot with sufficient depth at low water, for
the range in these parts is some 30 ft. at springs. :Th~ echo sounder, a
"Leadsman" is installed for trials and the transducer unit which passes signal
~ulses into the sea water and thence to the bottom, is not yet permanently in
positioh in the hull, but fixed to the end of a stout pole which can be lashed
vertically to a stanchion post when required with the transducer in the water"’~
and pointing vertically d~.vnwards. A luminous pointer provides constant
indication of the depth of water below the transducer. The sounder was fccnd
to be of value on occasions when selecting an anchorage or entering a strange
Imrbour.
.,
We were just anchoring when thee skipper recognised COHOE II v~th Adlard Coles
and his wife aboard approaching from Le Kerpont channel. "See you ashore if
you’re staying here" we hailed and Adlard Coles waved assent and rounde~ up
to anchor a little way off.
The sun was shining still and we decided to reconnoitre a little before going
ashore. The Heron being light was soon launched and a Seagull outboard motor,
cunningly stowed alongside "Ann Gail’ s" main engine, was taken up and soon
busy ~pushing the" Heron with all four of us, into various little coves with
pleasant beaches~ and clear water which were to be seen bet~veen large rock
format’iOns. Finally we landed near vfnat appeared to be the main landing
S~age used by the passenger boats to the mainland and went for a walk, finding
what Seemed to be the highest point on this small island~ The narrow rock
bounded channel (Le Kerpont), through which we were to pass on the morrow, lay
in a westerly direction. The island seems to be popular with French holiday
makers and there are no motor vehicles. Returning later to the landing stage,
we found Adlard Coles who joined us for a drink, followed by a meal at a local
ih0tei. The evening was most enjoyable and interesting. ~J~. Coles said that
Le Kerpont channel was not difficult to negotiate if one passed through on a
fair tide near high water. We returned on board after tc~’ring l~r. Coles to
his yacht. (Undoubtedly outboard motors can be useful).
M0nday, 23rd July dawned grey and rather cold. The Heron which had been
afloat all night had a good deal of water¯ in her and on being brought on board
h~as found to have been damaged by a stone, presumably when beaching. V~e
weighed anchor and were away under motor t~vards the Kerpont channel through
which the tide was already running strongly. We proceeded cautiously, keeping
a sharp lookout. The strength of the tide was such that a perch v~th a conical
top mark was vibrating violently emitting a loud cracking noise which carried
a considerable distance. With Le Kerpont astern, w~ passed through the }~ioisie
Passage going westward (Hasler again). There was a little wind now from the
W.N,W. so we made sail. Away to starboard a small French fisherman made a
colourful sight under ochre coloured sails -a gaff main and a very small jiblike a handkerchief torn in half set at the end of what seemed a prodigiously
long bowsprit. The wind freshened and the sun, so very welcome again, shone
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brilliantly. We had an exhilirating beat, tacking towards Les Heaux, and were
all ready to eat the lunch which the skipper cooked~
With Sept Iles to port the wind fell away and we motored to clear Les Triagoz,
then shaping course for Primel - another new anchorage for us. Being oh even
keel, the opportunity was taken to repair the Heron, patching her with heavy
canvas, Bostik and copper tacks which had thoughtfully been included in the
bo’ suns store. The Heron was generally excellent as a yacht tender, being very
l~t, ~seaworthy and roomy but the resin bonded ply bottom proved rather
vulnerable during beaching.
The i~let at Primel is very pretty but open to the North. After another brief
surve~r with the echo sounder, we were soon at anchor and ashore and the Heron
carried above h~ water level. We made for a hotel which we had spotted from
the anchorage and were soon enjoying an excellent meal. The other visitors in
the diningroom were interested to hear of our trip and made the evening into a
pleasant o~e for us. The sunset was wonderful and everybody watched for a
time. We walked back to the sli~vay in the twilight where the Heron was soon
launched° So aboard "#n~n Gall" again and to bed.
An early start in the grey morning and we motored out of Primel in Visibility
of about 200 yards, heading in a northerly direction with the intention of
visiting the Scilly Isles. The v~nd was light and variable and we motored
dtu-ing the mor~ming with visibility ranging from one mile dc~~n to 50 yards.
About 5 a.m. on Wednesday morning we decided in view of the poor visibility to
alter our destination to Newlyn as the Scil ly’s were not the sort of place to
make %n bad visibility. We arrived at Newlyn without incident. Our stay,
h~@ever, was short as the fog had cleared. We cleared Customs, took on Stores,
fuel and water, breakfasted and left Newlyn in bright sunshine at lO a.n~
heading westwards in the wake of some motor fishing vessels who had left Newlyn
earlier. Off Lands End, a northerly breeze favoured us and we made sail, were
able to set the Terylene mizzen staysail. We were an object of interest to a
low flying naval aircraft vJhich passed quite near at little more than mast head
height. With the Scillys in sight and yacht away to starboard on a practically
parallel course, we were idled along by a fitful and capricious air. A few
miles OfT Hughtown the motor was started and we motored via the southern al~roach
and anchored in the small "harbour, approximately on a line between the lifeboat
slip and the end of the stone jetty and about half way between the two.
On going ashore we noticed a fine able looking Belgian cutter "Djinn" at anchor
a little closer in. After refreshment and a walk ashore we returned to find
that a small French yacht had been towed in arid had anchored over towards the
lifeboat slip. We decided that she was probably the yacht we had seen earlier.
The follov~ing morning brought a visit from Group Captain Burling who resides on
the Esland and who offered any assistance we might require during our stay.
After breakfast, all hands cleaned ship for invitations had gone out to the
Belgian and French yahcts to have a drink and see "Ann Gail".
The visitors came in folding canvas dinghies two of them were slab sided affairs
but the third (Djinn had two dinghies) which appeared very stable seated three
and was very well finished. The visitorswere shown "iknn Gail’ s" equipment and
were very impressed. On hearing that Djinn had been in America and had some
kmerican fi-ctings our skipper went aboard with her owner. Among features of
interest ~vas a translucent fibreglasS reinforced polyester resin hatch top.
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This had seen about 5 seasons use but had remained far more translucent than
similar material available to the building trade in Europe. The wooden Sides
of the hatch cover it was noticed seemed very light, only about ~" thick in
contrast to the rest of the robust gear. Djinn also had an ice box and
apparently the value of a yahct in the American m~rket was redcued considerably unless equipped with an ice box, and also by European standards~, large
ventilators. .... ..... i ....
The_,L~elgian yahct was spotlessly clean. THe French yacht was less V~el’l 7
appointed b~t was r~ther interesting in that she belonged %0 ~ sort of ....
nautical school. Apparently a place in her crew could be won by gaining a
certain number of points in various dinghy racing events in France.
After our visitors had left St~. John went aloft in the Be’sun’s chair to
retrieve a halyard and repair one of the deck floodlights mounted below the
lower spreaders and which were to prove such~ a boon later. After lunch
skipper and cr~v went ashore for hot baths, a walk and a meal. It was
decided that we should leave for Dunmore East so we repaired aboard and set
sail, heading for the Northern passage. It was quite dusk by the time we
were clear and the leading marks, therefore, were rather difficult to see.
This is not a passage to attempt in approaching darkness.
We got clear and took our departure. The wind again was fitful and variable
with the result that we motored uneventfully for most of the way to Dunmore
East which was reached at about 1.30 a.m. on Saturday 28th July. We went in
cautiously in the dark, echo sounder working, and ~ve finally came alongside a
motor cruiser whose young cr6~v assisted us with warps and after~vards invited
us on board for a welcome cup of tea. The people at Dunmore~ East are most
kind and helpful. It was pointed out to us that on entering the harbour we
must have narrowly missed a sort of live lobster compound which has black
sides and is low on the water without rod pole or perch - a snare for
strangers,
We leftDunmore East after memorable hospitality on Sunday afternoon with a
fresh Southerly breeze which sent us bowling merrily up towards the Sa!tees.
The motor cruiser came to the Hook with friends to wave us good-bye. The
breeze veered a little and lightened and the blue nylon spinnaker was set
(for the first time on the voyage) and also the mizzen staysail. We So
continued passing a three masted schooner on a Westerly ~ourse inshore from
us about ¼ mile distant. Th~ sky became overcast/and Once more the breeze
deserted us. Spinnaker and staysail were lowered and mainland mizzen boom
hauled amidships as we motored tov~ards the channel bet~een the Saltees. Some
considerable alterations in course were necessary to bring the clearing marks
on the correct bearing, but all went well and in passing ~ve noted what
appeared to be an airstrip on the Qreater S&Itee% in course of construction.
With the Saltees astern Tuskar i~,vas soon on our starboard bow. The drizzle
stopped but it remained dull aS we pushed on passing ve.~y close to the various
buoys and outside the Blac~vater bank, finally shaping course for the Arklow
Bank Lightvessel. The skipper and St. John retired at i0 a.m. due to come on
duty at 2 a.nu Darkness fell and we motored on through a calm sea. As we
passed to the Westward of the Arklov~ Bank LV~. at 1.40 Sunday 29th July and
shaped course for the Wicklow ihead, a breeze came up from the North East and
we were soon bowling along under main mizzen and genoa.

The wind had been steadily increasing in strength and with the Arklow Light
close to the North of us it was decided to call the watch below to help
shorten sail for Ann Gail was gur~va!e under and the wind still increasing.
The skipper was already stirring and by the time all were on deck it was
blowing very hard indeed. The deck floodlights were turned on (bless them)/
and with their aid we took off the genoa and main. A small storm jib
(91 sq. ft.) which had been made after our experience in the gales of
September 1953 was hawked on and hoisted. "Ann Gall" had been sheering about
a good deal and it was found that the log line had fouled the prop.
The wind now about force 8 had come up from calm in 20 minutes, so the skipper
had a few words with the Coastguard at Holyhead on the Radio and was informed
that a gale warning had just been issued forecasting a Force 8 Northerly gale.
After a brief appreciation of the position it was decided that the most
prudent course would be to rettm’n to Dunmore East as to attempt to make any
port on the East coast would be hazardous, further once round the Tuskar if :
we could get inshore it was thought that the seas would be more moderate so
we turned and ran before the gale under bare poles.
In view of the nG~~ extremely difficult conditions we decided that we should
keep in Radio contact and so we told the Holyhead Coastguard our intentions
and were now informed that the gale warning had been altered to Force 9/10.
We left the Radio on and we heard the "}~oyana" episode at first hand. It
appears that 14 Life-Boats were at sea and complete pandemonium reigned on
the Ether.
We passed the Blac~vater Light Vessel going south this time and to port we
could discern the lights of a steam vessel runningbefore the gale on a
parallel course to ourselves at about thesame speed.
About dav~ we reckoned we were off the Tuskar, but without our log this was
uncertain. The radio, however, once more proved its worth for we were able
to get a roug~.D.F, bearing on the Tuskar Radio beacon. Accuracywas of
course impossible d~e to the violent motion. As there is 180° ambiguity on
such D.F. bearings the question then arose was the Tuskar ahead or astern on
the bearing ~otained. We could see nothing in the blinding spray and it
would obviously be very dangerous to go to the Westward until we v~re clear
of the Tuskar. We therefore continued South watching the D.F. bearing change
until we were in no doubt that we had cleared the rock, Whereupon we changed
to a Westerly oourse.
The wind had backed to the Northwest and so we set the storm jib and the
mizzen, unfortunately having to beat instead of reach as we hoped, so we ran
the engine at a tick over to give us a bit more speed. Beating in these very
difficult conditions made everything very wet and we found it necessary to
keep the pump going. Wekept in Radio contact with the Blacbvater Light
Vessel, later with the Tuskar and Coningbeg Light Vessels andbeat on under
jib, mi:zzen and engine.
In going about ~e found it best not to let the jib fly, but rather.¯ ease one
sheet as the 0ther was winched home, We noticed that the luff of the jib was
sagging somewhat from the stay and presumed that the lashings of some of the
piston hanks had parted. This proved to be the case except in several
instances the actual metal of the hank had failed.

Ann Gails mizzen is of much heavier cloth than the main and often when racing
we have.wishedlfor a lighter ~ail, but we were glad of the heavier canvas on
this occasion. The preparation of hot drinks proved a real problem after the
swinging trayhadbecome unshipped andthe bearings damaged due to a’member
of the crew beingthrownagainst it, but the skippermanaged to~improviseand
hot drinks, chocolate, .sweets and sandwiches were served from time totime,~
The fuel tanks~whichare filled from the afterdeck required replenishing. "
The skipper and~One of the crew, therefore, coaxed the con~nts Of seme .~
jerrlcans’ intothe tanks .... It can be imagined~that-the operatiDn Was.not
without its difficulties andthe skipper~:~vas heard ~oremark, ’Just thinkwe
have t0Work for nearly fifty weeks of the lyear to have the pleasure:of~ doing
this sort of thing".
, ......... ’
We were keeping a look out for the COningbegLight Vessel to.whom we had been
speaking on the .R.T, as.we calculatedthat we should bein her vicinity.
They, however, could not see us, nor we them.
~.
The weather v~as Clearing a little, but we could have only been about a mile
from the Light Vessel when she was sighted and we tacked quite close. She
hoisted a signal when we were Westward of her, but our motion was too violent
to use glasses, so we did not get her message. Apparently about this time..~
the receiving end of our:Radio had refused to function after getting a knock
and presumably the Hight Vessel had been calling us v~thout getting a reply.
Examination of our set did not reveal any loose connection and further
attempt at repair was impossible.
Alongside we tldle~ up, got into our.driest clothes, moored "Ann Gail"and
once again enjoyed the wonderful hospitality of Dunmore. We were given a
very welcome hot meal, and a car was organised to take us to our homes in
Dublin, very tired~ but otherv~se none the worse for our adventures and quite
convinced that we had been with a first class boat and first class skipper.

CRUISE OF "ANN GAIL" : HGWTH TO ST. iv~LO, JULY 1956.
By Dermot Luke.
Length o/all 42’ - 6"

Bermudian Yawl.

" W.L. 30’ - 0"
Beam~ 9’ --0"

Wheel Steering.

Crew on outward passage :

Austin Skipper, 35 :B.H.P.
2/1 reduction.
P.H. @reer (owner), Dermot Luke, Stj John Hennessy,
Ross Courtney and J.F. Brown~

Weare.readytoadmit that the Longshore Knowallsv~ere more than somewhat
correct in their prognostications about our getting the daylights beaten out
of us when we left Howth on the evening of June 29th v~th the intention of
sailing direct to Brest, (ioe. round the bend) v~th glass reading 29.8 and
falling fast.
Wind was almost due south, fresh to strong and having, at N. Burford Buoy,
waved farewell ~o "Shielmirtin", whohad come out from Dun Laoghaire to wish

us bon voyage, we held an average course of 160°C,’ under all plain sail.
At 0715, 30th June, having beaten all night towards the British coast, we
altered course to 245°C. log reading 50 miles. Wind freshened all morning
andwe gradually reducedsail until we were down to No. 2 Jib and I~zzen by
1400hours. Seas were rising with the wind and by the evening, with poor
weather forecast, wind force 6 to 7, it was decided to shelter at Rosslare
for the night. Anchored in Rosslare Roads 20,00 hrs. 30th June in a comfortable lee in companywith some half dozen Steamdrifters, also in for shelter.
The opportunity was taken to reduce the moisture content of personal attire
and the calor gas cooker and stove were soon going full blast.
1st July, 1~20 hrs. having waited in vain for conditions to improve we got
under way under No. 3 Jib and Mizzen, wind force 7 W.S.W. l~aving Tuskar
rock to starboard we spoke to the lightkeeper by semaphore and later by R.T.
and discovered him to be an ex keeper of Baily Light. He was very interested
in our cruise and kept in touch with us by R.T. from time to time until we
passed out of his range.
Heavy conditions of wind and sea, with the small sail we were able to carry,
made this part of the trip a hectic affair, with comfort at a premium.
During the night of ist/2nd July, quite a number of sail changes were made as
conditions altered and at 1645 2nd, log reading 123 from Tuskar we altered
course to close the Longships, in light of a forecast of an approaching
depressionwithwind backing to S. to S.E.
~ ::~:~
It was debated whether we should put into Penzance or carry on for Ushantand
Brest. The deciding factor was a radio link call to the ~et. Officer at
Plymouth via Lands EndRadio (Plimstock 2226) who assured us that whilst the
wind would back with the depression it would not go East of South and would
begin to veer again about mid-night. He assured us too that the strength
would be much less than recently, not more than force 4. The decision to
continue to Brest was taken on this Forecast, but in fact although his wind
directions proved to be correct, the Force was much stronger and at 0730 on
2nd July, log reading 187 we had free sheets on a course of 170° compass our
Speedometer reading 9 to lO knots with all plain sail set.
The original intention was that the outgoing crew would take Ann~ Gail to
Brest where the skipper would be joined by his family who would spend a
fortnight’s holidayexploring the Rade de Brest. In view, however, of the
continuous series of adverse weather reports it was decided to make a first
call at some Nth. Brittany port rather than risk the hazards of the passage
between Ushant and the mainland inheavy and verythickweather. Another
factor influencing this decision was an impression gained by the navigating
staff that the patent log was reading low, by reason of our high speed and
the heavy seas. We decided to head for L’Ab~rvrache. Tuesday, July 3rd
about 1430 hrs. we came insight of the fog bank which concealed the Brittany
coast. We were looking for the Ile Vierge light (alleged to b~ 246 ft. high,
the highest lighthouse in the world) but in the thick fog over the coast we
could identify nothing.
We altered¯ course to eastwards and had our first taste of a following ~ind.
This isan extremely dangerous bit of coast and we could not risk standing
too close in, in trying to identify our landfall and consequently we had

travelled a considerable distance to the eastward before we spoke to a French
fisherman who gave us voluble instructions that we were now some 20!Kilometres to the Eastward of Ile Vierge. By the time we had worked backto
windwards%hat distance, the fog had cleared and we made the little town of
L’Abervrache, ~-ia a very tricky channel, in bright sunshine, dropping our
hook alongside the fishing fleet at 21oo hours.
In our eagernass~ to get ~shore for the meal which had been kindly ordered
for us by the crew of Tern IV (~ner Lord Baldv~in) which’was there at anchor
and in the mistaken belief we were as strong as we ought to have been, we
managed to lower the Heron, ~vh±ch we had brought to use as a dinghy% on to
11 it
one of the guard rails which punched quite a ncat hole about ~ diameter
in her plywood bottom. To repair this damage involved a couple of hands in
some fast and sticky work, but eventually about 10.30 p.m. ~e landed on the
quay, which, with its attendant buildings vTas rocking (or appeared to be)
gently from side to side.
After having~ enjoyed a truly sumptious repast, we returned hilariously to
the quay, which had by this time added a further t~vist to its earlier
undulations. (we reco~nend Nuit: St. george) to find (or not to find) our
dinghy missing. Part of its painter re~ined tied to a ring in the jetty,
this showed signs of ha~ng been chewed by a propellor, but fortunately the
tender from Tern IV returned to the quay and offered to put us aboard Ann
@ail. They later consented to lend us their dinghy to make a search for our
~S@~Heron, which we eventually found about 3 a.m. on the opposite side of
the Creek about lO feet above water level, undamaged. In this connection
the aldis lamp worked from one of Ann gails 12V. batteries loaded into the
:dinghy, proved an invaluable adjunct~
4th "July, went by bus t0 Brest to spy out the land~ It was found to be a
;: veryl interesting port and busy French naval base, but was deemed to be quite
unsuitable far the family holiday envisaged.
5th July, 0700 breakfast, 0800 weighed anchor and motored down the estuary
under barep01es, wind S.W. force 8 or over. This was in accordance with the
weather Forecast. We carried a list to starboard of about 15° to 20° due to
windage on the mast and rigging alone and encountered some fishermen returning
from sea who shouted to us ’:tres mauvais temps". Visibility was practically
nil and being unable to ~make out the leading marks we returned up the estuary
and under engine and worked far ~up above the t~vn of L’Abervrache dropping .
anchor, in the upper reaches, where we found COHOE IT (owner Adlard Coles)
lying snugly.
’
Here~we spent the rest~ of the day exploring in the Heron under outboard and
cha~%ing with Y~c. & ~rs. Coles who came aboard for an appetiser before lunch.
At 1900 hours we weighed anchor again, visibility having improved and made
for the mouth of the estuary where we fo~u~d a very confused sea of great
size~and a Force 6/7 westerly wind. It had been our intention, if we had
g~t out in the m0rning, to make for Treauier, but as we ha~ lost 12 hours it
was now our iatention to sail non-stop %o St. },{alo. The wind being almost
dead astern we set the spinnaker (loose footed after the bo0m had broken)
and mizzen and ran to the eastward at about 9 knots for t~velve hours in a
heavy quartering sea. As the forenoon advanced, the wind abated and the sun
commenced to shine strongly until by mid-day we were in a flat calm and being

slowly shrivelled. So much so that all hands went overboard for a swim, which
was most enjoyable and refreshing. In view of the run of the tide and the
fact that it was necessary to reach St. 1~alo by a certain time in order to
catchthe lock-gate open, we resorted to the engine and used the spare time in
~ving out the canvas.
At about 1630 hours we entered the lock at St. Iv~lo and tied up with our bow
to the wharf at 1700 hrs.
It was unanimously agreed thatthe bright warm sunshine of the last day had
amply colapensated for any hardship endured during the earlier part of the trip
and all hands reported themselves as feeling very fit and well, having enjoyed
themselves thoroughly throughout.

CRUISE OF SOUTHERN CROSS 1956.
by W. Beglev.
Skipper:
Crew:

W. Begley.

Owner: John Ryan.

Sean Butler and Paddy Collins.

Having paryaken of a good dinner in the National Yacht Club on Thursday
evening, the 9th August, we went aboard at 11.30 with a few friends who
inspected the boat, we started the engine and set off at midnight to the
farewell shouts of the said friends from the Coal HarbourQuay. It was a fine
ni~nt and quite warm but very dark. We headed out for the HarbourlKouth of
Dun Laoghaire en passage for Dunmore East with no wind to help us along.
Picked up a nice breeze in Scotsman’s Bay and hoisted the main and headed for
the ~uglins Light with the tide under us to help us on our way. We left the
~[uglins to starboard at 12.30 a.m., and John Ryan took over at 2 a.m., off
Bray Head, steering on WicklowHeadwith all the crew still around, owing to
the excitement of getting away and the "few jars" consumed before leaving, we
wore not tired.
The Skipper was the only person to have had a "deep water" passage
previously so there was a great feeling of jubilation at having started. We
took spells at the tiller until about 6 a.m. when the Skipper and SeanButler
retired to bunk, being shaken out unceremor~ouslyby the Bell on the Horse 2hoe Shoal off V~icklow Head at about 8 a.m., fining about two yards off the
Poztside of the boat. Dashed up on deck to find John laughing his head off
aud saying "l~ow did you like your alarm clock?" Paddy Collins prepared
~akLast which was very welcome; there is nothing like a night passage to
zive ai~edge to your appetite.
It was a lovely sunny morning as we set course for the Arklow L.V. which
ve ;ickcC up at midday and set our course for the Blachvater L.V. in light
variable winds. We now had our large jib and cruising main on which we had
hoisted last night°
It was one of the really lovely sunny days, of this variable summer and
we took full advantage of it, lying round the deck in various stages of
un<~ess~ running the engine against the tide in the flat calms and sailing
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when there was enough wind. Paddy spent most of the day fishing
for mackerel with a spinner without any luck. ~Ve motored nicely
past the Blackwater and passed¯ the time of day with the men
aboard, duly admiring the gorgeous display Of washing which was
hung out to dry. Picking up the south-going ebb we set" course
for the Tuskar, the beauty of this course is that all the~ sand
backs etc. are left to starboard and can cause no trouble" We :
had tea at 5.30 and picked up a nice s.w. breeze and fairly
romped along and fetched the Tuskar at 6.30¯p.m. in a strong
breeze with the tide strong under us. John took over the tiller
and I took over the fishing line and much to Paddy’s disgust
hooked a fish first cast. Paddy took over and caught two more
which replenished his ego’
%V~s listening to Radio Eireann and picked up a gale warhing
for S.W. of S. We handed the large jib and set a storm jib; I
consfdered the cruising main a sufficient reef so we carried on
under this rig beating in a strong S.W.~ for the Barrels.
Decidod to go through the Saltee Sound instead of rounding
the Cohingbeg L.V. as we should get a certain amount of lee from
the larger Saltee.
We were safely through the Soundwith the help of the engine
by/9 p.m. and still beating for Hook Head in strong driving rain,
heavy seas and near gale force head winds with a strong flood
tide against us, then began our real battle v~lth the elements.
It was a tough battle with the Hook race, which¯ is no place to be
happy, with wind and tide against you. The Skipper had taken the
tiller at 9 p.m., ~o try and get the extra littlebit out of each
tack. How many times we attempted to get past the Hook I really
cannot say but eventually we managed by leaving the jib aback and
motoring nearly dead into th~ eye of the wind. We got about two
miles to weather and came about and whether it was due to an
optical illusion or the storm, the Hook seemed to~ be sailing away
from Us’ However, we sailed up to the weather of the Hook; John
swears ho could read over the Lighthouse: keeper’ s shoulder the
page of the Look he was reading: At last the red light on Dunmore
turned white as we chugged up the Suir under motor, and, worn out
with our battle, we arrived alongside the "Messenger" at 2.20 a.m.
...... We ¯made fast in this most comfortable harbour and were asked
aboard "Messenger" to "splice the ~ain Brace" which we thankfully
accepted~ The ~arty finished about 4 a.m: There were six or
seven boats in from Dun Laoghaire so we had a most enjoyable and
hectic week sheltering from gale warnings instead of sailing on to
new waters. We made many new friends and were entertained by the
Commcdore and ~rs. Nevins in their lovely house overlooking the
Harbour and every evening we found our "Haven": However, all good
things come to an end. So on Sunday 18th August we set sail at ll
a.m., with Arandcra to race back to Dun Laoghaire. This was to be
serious sailing, as Paddy Collins had gone back to Dublin. We had,
as before, Bill Begley, (myself) as Skipper v~ith Sean Butler on one
watch and John Ryan and Eoin Ryan on the other. As John, Eoin and
Sean wanted to qualify for the I.C.C. we had arranged two-hour
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watches, each man taking the tiller for hourly spells. Arandora pulled away
from us at the start and we set course for Hook Head in a long easy rolling
sea under Genoa and Cruising Main in a nice S.W. breeze. We had the Hook
abeam to Port at 11o45 a.m. and easedsheets for Saltee Sound which we passed
through at 2.30 p.m. with Arandora about a mile ahead. Eoin was at the tiller
when we had a sumptious lunch at 3 p.m. cooked by the Slcipper whom.unfortunately
the crew had found could cook and was stuck with the job for the rest of the
trip° Our lunch was oxtail soup, cQld tongue, potatoes and tomatoes with coffee
to follow. John Ryan was at the helm when we sighted the Tuskar at 3.~5 p.m.
We had that nasty lookingBlack Rock abeam on the Starboard hand at 3.55 p.m.
and Carnsore Point to Port at 4.15 p.m. We rounded close-in:and with Sean
Butler steering we headed N.E. leaving Tuskar away on the Starboard at ~.40 l~m.
and then ran into a flat calm, we were still off the Tuskar at 6 p.m. when we
had a heavy shower. We eventually picked up a light breeze and rapidly overhauled Arandora and got to within 100 yards when we noted she was getting
nowhere on the Blackwater Bank so headed out for the No. 3 Can Buoy which we
rounded at 7 p.m. leaving llrandora far astern. We had a sparkling N.~V. breeze
when John took over at Cahore at 9 p.m. Eoin picked up the Arklow L.V. at
lO p.m. in a nice westerly breeze. I came on watch at ll p.m. with a light N.W.
with the tide easing under us. Sean took over at midnight in a sparkling breeze
with Arandora about 2 miles astern. John took the helm at 1 a.m. with nearly
calm and the tide turned, but against us and we had difficulty in maintaining
steerage way. Eoin took over at 2 a.m. with Arandora overhauling us off Arklow.
When I came on at 3 a.m. Arandora was about lO yards ahead and to weather’
We were both slowly making against the tide and Arandora went away off to
leeward. We picked up the Wicklow Head light and with the turn of the tide we
left the Horseshoe to Port. Sean handed over to John in a flat calm off Wicklow
at 5 a.m.
John was lucky, he picked up a nice N.W. so hardened sheets and
started heading for Bray Head which was just visible in the awakening dawn.
Eoin at the helm at 6 a.m. off the Moulditch in a strong N.W. I came up at
7 a.m. and Eoin handed me the tiller in a grand, strong, sailing breeze, tacked
up to Bray Head for calmer waters. Came about and sighted Arandora coming in
from seaward for Dalkey Sound. As we neared the Muglins we saw that Arandora
was tacking through the Sound in light airs so stood out through the }/luglins
where the breeze seemed stronger. We had a strong wind and a beat to Dun
Laoghaire which we entered at 9.8 a.m. eighteen minutes after Arandora which
was an exceedingly good finish to a race of over 100 miles.
Lifted our moorings in the Coal Harbour at 9.20 a.m. after a very pleasant
trip.
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THREE MEN IN A BOAT.
The Cruise of the "Evora"l August 19~6.
(as told by the Passenger)
The "Evora" as is generally known is a 6½-ton Bermudan
rigged Yawl designed by Mr. John Kearney, built by Skinners of
Baltimore and rebuilt by Gray of Dun Laoghaire.
The Skipper was Dermot Barnes, the Crew Aiden Brindley
(The Brinner) and ¯the Passenger Eddie Montgomery. Not that it
mattered much what~ position we held, because we all had to do the
same work¯ - ~ that the Skipper did all the navigating and
the Crew never cooked breakfast.
We spent three days at Dunmore East getting up steam. The
Captain decided that there was Something wrong with the engine
so he and a mechanic took it to bits. While this was going on
we cruised in and out of the Haven to get out of the wind.
Sunday 5th August was the big day and casting off¯ from Dunmore
East at l&.OO hours we left the Hook abeam at l&.30. The¯ sun
was shining, the Wind was force 3 from East by South, the log
was streamed, the compass set on a course of 170° and "Evora"
under main, No.1 Jib and Mizen was making about 6 knots, w~ch
speed remalned almost constant over the following 2~ hours. By
20.00 the log read 33,¯ and the wind had risen to force 5 and
moved due E.
Monday 6th August.
Sometime in the early hours the Captain and Crew were asleep
and the Passenger was on the watch when he saw a bright light on
the horizon. It was a great source of comfort to him because
it was directly on his course and he was able to steer by it and
take his eyes off the black so-and-so of a compass. Eventually
it became obvious that either he would have to change course or
have a collision and not knowing whether to go under or over the
THING he called the Captain, The Captain came on deck and said
he was seeing ghosts. The THING was some class of a ship, it
was blazing with lights, was surrounded with barrels and appeared
to be riding at anchor. The Captain decided it was a cablelaying ship so we gave it a wide berth and the Captainwent back
to bed. The passenger didn’t understand why so small a boat
should be laying Cables on the morning of Bank Holiday Monday
50 miles from nowhere to nowhere and was inclined to the belief
that it was a house of refreshment for local fishing fleets.
By l~.15 we
reading l&5, the
East. We passed
confused sea.

were abeam of the Longships Lighthouse, the log
wind still force 5 having backed to the North
outside the Longships in a rather large
The Captain was rather proud that we had hit the
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Longships "bang-on" and was inclined to think it was due to his
good navigation, ~ ...... .!i ..............
The original intention was to continue South to Ushant but
for a number of apparently good and sufficient reasons the plans
were alt’ered and. we decided to make the passageto Fowey, borrow
somecharts from the Captaints relation andproceed either to~.
St. Malo or Cherbourg.
~
ASout dusk we came up to The Manacles and passed outside the
marker buoy. The Crew was afraidwe might not treat them with
proper respect so spent quite a: time-enlarging On the nt~nberof
good ships that had contributed~to~ its descriPtion.as the
"Graveyard of Ships". It was then decided to make for Falmouth
and have a night’s sleep, seeing as how we were on our holliers.
The anchorage at Falmouth is somehwat difficult to find
whenapproached for the first time in the dark but we came in
under engine and eventually dropped the hook in somewhat deep
water off the town itself as the clock struck midnight. There
was a slight panic whe~rsomeone made the suggestion that the
ship was riding up with’the~t, ide andwas liable to-~each:itself
at any moment. Thank goodness it wasn’t true! ....
Tuesday 7th August. "
~ -:~.
¯ Crew ompl:ained.that :he ouldn’Zt sleep because ~the porpoises
were banging into the boat ailnight and.rocking it. If se, it
was the only occasion on the cruise when the Crew couldn’t Sleep.
8.00 we weighed anchor and left under engine ina flat .calm
and slight fog. After an hour we were able to cut the motor
and proceed:under sail. The wind was light and the sun came
out strong and this was the only lazy morning we had at sea. We
lay on deck and we fished for mackerel and thought how lucky we
were to be ~ruising ....
2.00we arrived ~t Fowey and dropped anchor off the Royal
Fowey Yacht Club. The Customs came: on board andwere most
helpful and then took the Captain ashore whilethe Crew and the
Passenger cleaned up the ship~ The Harbour Master said we
were blocking the Channel:and world have to move, andihaving
charged us 2/3 parking fees, dep<~rted, We went ashore and
enjoyed the amenities of the Club, which is all and has allthat
a Club is and should have. We then learned that the Captain’s
relation was out in the bay with one of his vessels so we killed
time round thetown and as it became obvious that we would have
to spend the night at Fowey, we moved the ship to a new anchorage.
rLater the Captain’s relation returned sowe borrowed his charts,
reduced his stock of Scotch and prepared for an early start in
the morning.

Wednesday 8th August, (Just to show we did keep a log:)

.

10. O0

Start delayed owing to fog. Left Fowey under engine wind nil -visibility half mile. Streamed ,.log. Plotted
direct course to Cherbourg.

10.45~-,

Visibility 5 miles. Proceeded
Log A,
Engine off.
under main, genoa i jib and mizen.

11.40

Log 6. Engine started. W~d ni2.

12.30

Log 9-~. Engine off. Wind force 3.
sail. Visibility 5 miles.

13.50

Log 16¼. Wind force &.
South 1 mile.

17.20

Log 3&. Engine started.

18.30

Log 39. Engine off~

22.55

Log &9. Engine started.

Proceeded under

Eddystone Lighthouse due

Midnight. Lost the light of Start Point Lighthouse.
}

Thursd%y ~th August.
2. 5

Log 64. Engine off for the last time -Wind increases
from the S.E.

&’ig.

Log 73~. ’- Close hauled and moving well.

6.15,
’,

¯[<¯

i

i~.r

Log 81½. And in the cold grey dawn we decided to take
a f~0nthe Beme Loop and find out exactly where the
wind, the engine and the tides have brought us. The
PasSenger wasordered to get bearings on 3or & different stations and reportfindings.~ So bearings were
taken on Start Point, St. Catherines, Corblere and the
Casquets and the Roches Douvres. ~. The Captain retired
below and havingdone a considerable amount of navigating said’the bearings Werewrong~and must be taken
again. (Probably the Crew’s fault for not keeping
the-b0ati’steady0nit8 course). So the bearingswere
taken again and are the samel
Again th:e Captain’
retired below and having gone into consultation with
himself, informed us that we were inthe middle of
Dorsetshire. He could have been right, but if so they
had a wetter summer than we had. In any event he was
wrong, because shortly afterwardsthe Crew identified
thet~ly Collection of rocks known as the Casquets~
Our course.wasNorth of the CaSquetsbut owing’to our
failure to’:nmkesuffiolent allowance for t~e strength
: of the Zid&s(in the neighbourhood Of the Charmel ’

6.]5.
(contd)

Islands we h~d been carriedbelow the Casquets and as
the weather forecast was bad we d&cided to alter course
and make for St. Peter Pc~t (Guernsey). The wind
freshened considerably and a broad reach brought us
through rather rough seas and at

12.00

we arrived st the channel to St. Peter Port. The
entrance i~ well marked and did .not present much
difficulty, speci~lly if you have a book like the
Yachtsman’s Pilot.
In this part of the world the
tides are more important than the wind and we were
lucky in carrying a tide with us. We had the feeling
that we were lucky to be approaching our first time in
daylight.

~~
.....
:~

Your man with the megaphone on the end of the pier
directed us to park the vessel to the west of the
yellow marking buoy but as there was no room up at the
front, we parked behind.
In due course the Customs
arrived and departed -. ~ nice helpful youth with the
minimum of formality - not even gold braid. Bothhe
and the boatman assured us that we were quite safe
where we were and that we wouldn’t dry out. This was
important, as the tide drops AO feet and we had hit
the springs. So we tidied the cabin and decided we’d
have a few hours shut-eye to make up for last night.
How long we slept I don’t know, but first there was a
gentle bump as the keel touched bottSm, then a spac@
of time, then a lurch and the bo~t lay right over on
her side on the sand. If you can’t imagine the con,
sequences, words won’t help. When’the tide rose, we
moved the boat and we kept on moving it day and night
for the next two days. Wherever w@ put it was the
wrong place, and if it wasn’t the wrong place wewere
bashed to bits by other craft° To describe St. Peter
Port as an uncomfortable anchorage is being kind to it.

Friday iOth~August.
~ A storm blew u~ so we stayed put in St. Peters Port.
There’s not much to see or do at Guernsey except to ~go shopping
at Boots, go to have a bathe or to see Frances .or the lady with
,~the twin diesels.
We were disappointed with the two Yacht
Clubs but spent a jolly .evening at %he Sports Club, after which
the Captain demonstratedthe carrying capacity of the ship’s
pram.
Maybe while we have a free day a word might be said about
the food on board ship. It was bad and scarce. The Crew
dascribed the conditions aptly when he called it a Hell Ship.
We usually had breakfast and if it hadn’t been for Auntie"~
marmalade we co~Idnlt b~ve eaten the mouldy bread. At times
the eggs were ~ such short supply that we were limited to

three each+and the rashers were cut so thick and were so bigthat
we were rationed with two each. The orange or grape fruit juice
also ran short and we were restricted to ½ pint each per day although we had to admit that ½ pint on an empty stomach works
wonders, Anything did for lunch - a scrap of smoked salmon, a ’~
half dozen tins of sardines, uncooked tomatoes, tinned soup. The
only thing that never looked like running short was the butter i
the allowance¯being ½ lb. ¯per person per day. The evening meal¯
was usually cooked. It generally tasted good as anythingwill
tast~ good to starving men, But the quantity was hopelessly
inadequate. Only one chop each, or 1 lb. of fillet steak per
head~ ~nd when ¯there was chisken therewas only one between three.
We bad’to fill up with Vegetables, which being cheap were in
reasonably gdod Supply.
As a treat we sometimes finished with
frui~
salad
and
cream.
r~
Satdrday llth August.
Still blc~ing, but we were getting tired of this joint so
decided to get out on t h~’~evening tid~ unless there was a gale
warning. We planned to steal round the Cap de Hague to Cher~
bourg, but without the tide it just couldnlt be done. Unfort~nat¯ely the tide wouldnot turn till dark and so
22.00 Weighed anchor and clearing the harbour mouth: made out
into the darkness. Out in the channel it looked dirty
and smelt dirty and soon it sounded dirty. It
sounded like water breaking over half covered rocks, so
the Captain did some quick navigating and decided that
there was nothing there but a wall of water. Our old
friend the tide. We were on a broad reach, wind fresh
from the South East and "Evora" hit the mountain of
boiling water and went upstairs.
Na~-~gation now became very difficult as we had to clear
number of hazards befd~e we could enter the Alderney
Race. We were surrounded w~th lighthouses but owing
to the size of the sea they were only visible now and
again. The wind was drivlng uS at maximum speed 6-7
knots and the tide was pushing us somewhere or other,
more or less, in the same direction at a further ~
knots. The Captain set the course and retired to
sleep and the Crew took the helm. The Passenger
pondered on his+past slns and determined to turn over
a new leaf if he was Spare~. An hour went by and the
Crew called the Captain and pointed out that there
were some ugly looking rocks in th~ way, and he was
¯ running short of water, and was it all right to COntinue. More navigating -charts, lighthnuses, b~arings, log, reckoning (I don’t like the word "deqd"),
! reeds, and common s~Ae and it then became apparent
~ that we had trav~in a little over an ~

hour and were leaving Alderney to starboard. So we lee-ho and
The Crew w~s sO shattered that
waved goodbye to the Casquets.
,
i~ ~i
he retired to sleep.
S~."~,y,
¯
L2t.h August.
. .......
t [ ’:
:" . :."The .Captain and the Passenger .took the boat through ithell
Ald~rney Race on what was left of the tide giving the Cap de~-’
Hague.a wide berth, When the tide tttrned it~wa-s impossible,to
,Beat against the East wind so we headed Nort~ East to ~he open
sea and morning found ~s some miles due north of Cap de Hague.
From:there we tacked .in to tha coast, and found flatter seas and
nosed our Way up the coast t~ Cherbourg. There is no trquble
along the coast if you keep out about ~ mile off shore.
Cherbourg can’t be missed. It has a two mile long breakwater
running parallel with the shore with an entrance at each end.
Inside the breakwater is a vast lake and inside that again, the
harbour. The harbour itself is vast and we entered it at lO.O0.
Inside it was calm, sunny and almost deserted and-we had t’0 nose
roundto find the harbour for the Yachts - (We firot dropped
anchor in a charming ha rbour - avant pert - but were moved on as
it. Was strictly reserved for vessels of war). The proper
-~;’a~chorage. is an inside harbour almost due south of the maim
entrance, access being up a Channel with high piers on ei-ther
side. The boats are moored by dropping an anchor from the bow
~ and attaching a stern rope to the quay (or to anything else.
handy such as the Customs launch:)... It was a lovely morning,
so up wen~, the yellow flag and everything; else went on deck to
dry, The Customs eventually were sufficiently .annoyed with the
yelloW" flag to come along and tell us to take it down. Possibly
~it’is ba& manners to fly a yellow flag on a Sunday, but they
wSul~It ~ome on board and couldntt aare less what we had with
us, .~A ’.~at-Boat" can apparently do no wrong.
The Captain promised us a meal in the very best hotel, but
H~ving walked the ’entire town he decided that there wasn’t
a~hing good enough for his brave, companions sowe had a meal
On .the boat as ~a’. ’speci~al treat.
¯

i

-u ~ It blew up that night but we were very sn~g.

~onday
l~t~
Aught.
i- ’
< ; ¯ i , :
At Cherbourg. The Crew and the Passenger ( and the Captain)
had Shore leavei ~’ It rained in the morning and the sun shone in
the afternoon.
It was a wet night.
Tuesday !4th. August..
-". : Replenished the iboat with duty free spirits¯ and cigarettes
f~m~the Ship’s Chsndler~ on the qusyside... Bribeda small boy
t~ aSoeng the n~st to re-reeve~the burgee halyard and having
stowed everyt~.ing so~ that it woul~ ~’t shift if the boat turned

upside down we were ready to see if we could make¯ a direct¯ passage
to the Lizard.
Weighed anchor and left harbour under engine.

ll,l~
12,15

¯

Cleared breakwater (west entrance)and stlreamed log.
Wind N,W. x W. Force 4-5. Large rolling sea. Carrying main Sail with one reef and No.1 Jib. Course 350.
Tide setting us to the East.

.

Log 5~. Course 3~0. Cherbourg due South. Weather
forecast is W.S.W. winds rising to force 6’

1.15

Log 28½. Course :had improved to 330. we were pointing
as high as we could and were taking a fair amount of
punishment from the heavy seas.
20.15

Log ~3½. Course was ¯back t0 360. Reef shaken out.

iO.&5

Log 53½, ~d heading for Portland Bill. Itwas then a
question of going into Portland (or Weymouth) for the
night, or going about and carrying onfor the night,
The Captain decided on the latter course.

Midnight

Log 59. Course West, which was held during thenight.

Wednesday l~th August. ~
8.00 j /Log 85½, Went about. Course 320.
8.30

Log 87. Pointing badly so changed No.1 Jib for the
Genoa Jib.

11.25

Log I00. Wind force A½. Landfall to N.W. identified
as neighbourh00d of Brixham. Decided if possible to
make for Salcombe.

i~.00 1

Log llA. No chance of clearing Start Point so altered
course fer Dartmouth which we entered about one hour
! la~er and!dropped anchor bn the East side ofthe estuary.
CustomsOff±cer was Vice-Commodore of Yacht Club, which
seeme~an excellent arrangement. In fact the Customs
launch came?out into the bay and escorted us to our
anchorage. Cleanedup and wentashore for a meal.
Visited theYacht Club and had a much needed wash (with
HOT waterl). Captain contacted an old friend who
showed us round the town, introduced us to all thebest
people and dined with us at the Dartmouth Arms Hotel.
.~t was:nic~ to see food again. We turned in earl~as
we had to rise early to get the lide roundStart Point
hoping for a direct run to Penzance.
o

Thursd%T i6th August.
Passenge~ called Captain at 6.30 and we weighed anchor and
cleared the harbour an hour later and set a southerly course .to
Start Point, ~iving it a clearance of 2-3 miles° The wind was
We~t but tended to back to the South. We took several tacka
to round’Prawle iPoint and beat up to Bolt Head and then (12.OO)
~ltered course direct for the Lizard. Wind increased in force
and backed South, heading ms off, eventually forcing us to pass
the Eddystone Lighthouse about one mile to the North.
The wind continued to increase in force and we were beating
¯ into mountainous seas under most unpleasant conditions. The
weather forecast" promised further increase in wind from S.W.,
scattered showers and fog patchcs. For once they were right
but they could have omitted the fog because We couldntt see the
fog for the rain. When the rain did ease up we were well and
tf~Y in the fog with’ a visibility of about ~ mile.
18.00 we calculated we should be running in towards the,
coast in the neighbourhood of Fowey and decided to put in there
for the night so altered course due North getting immediate
relief from a freer wind.
Within 20 minutes a large R.W.Y.S.
buoy appeared about 2 cables length off the bows and not being
’immediately able to identify it or know what danger it ~as
covering, the Captain gybed the ship all standing and hove to.
(The only person not standing was the Passenger who was sitting
below doing a bit of illicit navigation onhis own). Reeds
identified the buoy¯ as covering the Udder Rock two miles east
of Fowey, so we nosed our way through the fog under Jib and
mizen and ent&red Fowey before dark and dropped a hook in the
same spot we left last week.
~e Were sufficiently tired not to want to go ashore so.
cooked a meal on the bo~t- and :tUrned in early,
Friday 17th August.
..... A.bright sunny day, so everything went oh deck to be dried
-out. We had a broken back-stay (the result of~:~e gybe) so
the Captain went off to organise some repairs, ~nd "while ashore
he made contact with his relation and organised a really good
l~nch for himself and the Crew. There was no advantage in
hurrying because there was very little wind ( and what there
~’~w~s was from the wrong quarter) and we had’to wait for the
afternoon tide. Visibility was poor all day.
¯ 16.OO
i 17.OO

17.25

We weighed anchor from Fowey.
Streamed log off the Cannus Buoy. Wind S.S.W.
Course 230.
Engine started. Log 2. Fog closing in.

18.00

’Position Gwines Rock BUoy: Off Dodman Point. Log 6.
Weather ~orecast gele warnings Plymouth area. The
¯ optiona were either to chance going on and.’make Falmouth
(St~Ma~=~s~) or go ¯back to Fowey, and in view of the
visibility and the direction of the wind the Captain
wisely chose the. safer alternative and we put abou~ and
returned to Fowey. This was one of the times when the
navigation was perfect and steering a blind course by
the compass, 20.00 dropped anchor again in Fowey. As
we entered the harbour the storm signal was raised on
the cliffs. It was miduight bef0re it blew up and
then it blew stinko. Even in the shelter of the
harbour we spent most of the ~ight dragging our anchor.
(Luckily we only cracked into one yacht and didntt do
much damage).

Saturday 18th August.
Still blowing and there was no indication as to when the
Journey could be continued, so the Passenger, who had urgent
business to attend to in Dublin, was put ashore to find hls way
back over the week-end by train and plane.
The rest of the story is told by the Crew.

Saturday 18th August~
-".] With much re rot we said goodbye to Eddie who is pleased
t07cal! hlmself "The Passenger". By the amount of work he did,
the other mamb~rs certainly do not agree that this is an apt
description of himseif.
Her~ _t~ crpw takes over.
F.~iday night.
Yt blew force 8 all night, and today there is not much sign
of.it abaiting, it is raining and the storm cones on the headla~d a’re still~ flying. We dragged anchor a considerable
distance during the night and struck the yacht next ¯alongside,
result a broken rail. We have decided to stay and grant our~
selves shore leave for the day.
..
i

Sunda.7 19th August,
9.30

Endeavoured to weigh anchor, but as a result of Friday
nightls dragging had fowled a moorings. We raised
from’ the bottom of Fowey Harbour an assortment D~ .
chains, ropes, extra large shackles etc.
Having
disentangled this mess we left under Genoa Jib,.
and Mizen. Wind west and heavy sea running after
recent gales, a Dead Beat Force A to 5.

ll.15.

Log 5. Abeam C~ines Rock. Wind freshening. We beat
on during the day taking long tacks¯ out to sea ~d:i
back to the coast.¯ Force 5 to 5~.
Off Plymouth~ 7 miles out to sea, our last jib halyard
carried away at 15 oic so decided to ~ into St.Mawes.

16.30.

Dropped anchor in St. Mawes.
The crew has been forced to the conclusion that there
are easier¯ tasks than getting 17½ stone to the top of
the mast. However, after a considerable amount of
un-repeatable language this was achieved, and we got
the two jib halyard re-reevedo . The heavy Seas had
chafed some of the slides off the main sail. These
were replaced, and all was ready for sea again.
We
granted ourselves¯ a little shore leave for dirnder.
St. Mawes is a fine town with many good hotels, We
met two friends from Dublin, got all the news and
quite a pleasant party was had by all.

OO Hours Arrived on board and so to bunks.
Monday 2Oth August.
IO O’c

Weighed anchor. Conditions much as yesterday.
Wind west~ force 4, sea gone down a bit, but rather
large "sea still _~mning.

ll o’c

Manacles Buoy abeam°

14.30
?

Took long tack out to sea.

Our tack brought us under the L~’zard Head, but con-’
siderably to the north. There was cause for Panic
Stations, as Just as we were going about The Lizard:
let off a Maroon over our heads’. ’There was a dive to
check the charb but we could see nothing wrong~ About
l½ minutes later another Maroon, went off.
So,
"Discretion is the 2otter P:a~rt of Valour.!’ ~e eased
~heets and took off with all possible speed to sea.
Later that evening we were listening to the news~:iand
learned that at 14.30 the Lizard lifeboat was called
out to tow i~ a raft that was l? miles out to sea.
So we congratulated ourselves on our navigation and
had a small drink each.
~
~tered Mounts Bay.
Wind lightened to 3, gtill west°

18.30.

Wind force 2o ...............
Decided to make for Newlyn.

19.30.

X Buoy abeam at entrance to Pen:zan.ce B’ay.

20.30.: ’

Tied
on to Fishing Boat. Newlyn.
.

i

.Tues~y 21st August,
Went ashore for stores, petrol etc..
Cast off.
Wind west, force 2. As we were anxious to carry, our
tide to the Longships, .set course inside the Runn~l ’stone Bu~ and inside the Longships light.
The ground is very foul inside the Runnelstor~ .and as
wind was against tide there was quite a’,tide rip for a
mile or so, but it saves a considerable amount even
if a bit uncomfortable.
11.45.

Longships abeam.
Streamed log.
Wind veered ~o south :force 2.
Course 3°. Genoa jib, main, mizen.

13.25.

Log 8. Changed genoa Jib for spinnak#r. ..........

14.25.

Log 13. South force. 4.

’i

15.25.

Log 19,

Wind south, freshened to 5.

¯ ~

15, 5.
16. 5.

Log 21.

South force 5½, ispinnaker of f$ genoa Jib on.

17.45.

Log 32½.
genoa jib¯ for No.l

Log 26½.

Force 5 to 5½.
,
Wind freshening. in: the gusts,¯’. i.so change
J !

18.00.

Weather forecast, gale warning:Fastnet from South
West, force 8, possibly reaching 9 in some areas.
Lunday S.E. 6 to 7. Irish Sea:S.E. 5 to 6. We are
not very enthusiastic about this.

18.45.

Lgg 38. Wind S.E., "force .5 gusting Lup to 6.
Looking back over Lands End we can see great black
clouds that most certainly indic:ate a storm gathering.
Ahead i% is brighter, and weather appears much better.

=

19.45.
., ~
,

¯ ’"

Log 43½.
: *

23.45." ’~’~:Log67~I ¯
¯ . ~f .{ ~.

~ :,
."

Log 55 .
:

~ind east 5 to¯ 5½.

.

Wind.east 5 to 5½". .. :,.’ ......... ’ ’
Wind east 5 to 5½.
¯

1

" "

.

" ’. ’

¯

" ....

24.~0, ..... 2. Weather forecast same, but we ate beginning~to breathe
a bit more freely as st9r~ appears to-have moved aft
of us.
1.45.

Log 77. Wind slightly N. of E. Force 5.

Log 88. Wind slightly N. of E. Force 5.

5.45.

Log 9/4." Wind force 5 has moved to a more northerly
direction so we ere satisfied that we have missed the
worst of it.
Log 102. Wind northerly force /4. course 3.30.
": L~[~ll2. Picked up the Tuskar. The wind being now
north we do not fancy working up the Irish Sea against
it, so altered course to take us between the Conningmore and the Greater Saltee to Dunmore East.

I1./45.

Wind dropped, engine on.

16.00.

Arrived Dunmore East in the Emerald Isle and tied on
to Fishing Boa~.

Thursday 22n~ Au~st.
Cast off Dunmore East.
Hook abeam. Here I had a great stroke~ of luck." (’Asr
you have been told before what the food was like on
board.) I caught four mackerel, so ~t least I* was
assured we would not be starved before Dun Laoghaire.
We went the Passage between the Greater and Lesser
Saltee.
The~ day was nice, wind about force 2 to 3, south west.
The forecast was not too good so we felt that this
was a bit too good to last.
Main genos Jib and mizen.
12.30.

Wind freshening ~ to 5.

15.00.

Black Rocks buoy abeam.
Still freshening, change
genoa Jib for No.l.
"
Carnsore P0int.
Drop No.l Jib.

Still freshening over 6 in the gusts.

17.00.

It has now got very dark and is commencing to blow v~ry
hard south west. Off Rosslare Harbour. We have to
take in two reefs in the main. We set course to t~ke
us between the Banks and it is still freshening.

18.00.

Force8, we ~re surging a lot and hard to control. Sea
is coming up. Drop mizen and put on foresail. She
’is easier to control.
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¯ I9.30.

60IC.

It has blown itself out,
Shake out reefs in main.
Change foresail for genoa jib and hoist mizen.
The rest of the journey up ~as uneventful. We went
;through the Rusk Channel and at 12.30 we brohght the
Horseshoe Buoy off Wicklow Head abeam.
Here the tide unfortunately had turned against us
making progress rather slow as there is a strong tide
~~- ~
at this point.
Bore off slightly to ~llow ~ibernia~ to enter

La oghaire.
6.15.

Picked up moorings, Dun Laoghaire.

TO THEWEST COAST OF SCOTLAND
IN "MINX 0F~’
by R.P.Campbell

"Minx of Malha~’is a P~N.S.A. 24 ft. O/D hull by Laurent
@iles v~th a high aspect-ratio sloop rig and 1 ½ hp Stuart Turner
auxiliary. L0A 32 ft. Beam 7,4 ft. Draft about 6 ft.
She is,
therefore, not quite as long or as wide as a Dublin Bay 21 footer,
but because of her freeboard is very roon~ for her size.
To :start our summer cruise we had arranged to race "~ZEL"
to ebau, leavi~ig Dun Laoire at 20.30 on June 29th. Miz~’s crew
was: Ken Armstrong (to Oban), h~ wife Lisl (from 0ban), Noel
Browne (to L.EWve) , and Peter Eitchell and myself all the way.
We left our mooring at 20.50 expecting "Euphanzel" to follow
soon after. The wind was S.W.4; it increased and backed somewhat
during the next 20 hours.
We set our spinnaker in the Harbour
and can-ied it~ all~ night.
ByO3.00 on Saturday our speed was 7 knots which was steadily
maintained to the Sth.Rockewhere we handed spinnaker at 08.15.
After gybing, a small foresail was set whiskered to port. This
was a splendid run, but unfortunately the motion ruined our
appetites; I believe Noel managed an apple for breakfast an~
lunch and I Well remember the negative smiles with which all
suggestions of food v~er~ received.
By noon our speed reached
7 knots again, hour a~ter hoEr, till at 1 6.1 5 v~hen some 4 miles
E of Torcor Pt. we decided to reef for a very black cloud~
The roller reefing worked well with the boom off and no topping
lift; this leads from the backstay and so can on~ be used
close-hauled, the win~ ~id inbrease to 7and went S;E. so we
just went on rolling ~iil!on~ 160 sq. ft. of mainsail was
showing. Then v~ handed~ the boomed-out foresail, gybed, and
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headed for the shelter of Kintyre, the Mull being abeam at 18.00.
We were now reaching at 6 knots in relatively smooth though wind
lashed water and all hands enjoyed slight nourishment. We
entered Gigha Sd. in search of shelter, but both anchorages looked
very exposed to the S.E. ; West L, Tarbert would have suited well,
but having no chazt of it I decided to ca1~v on, rathe~ a disappointment.
To simplify pilotage v~e steered for Skervule Lt. and from it,
at 23o15, set course for Ruadh ~Sgeir Lt.
At midnight Ken and I relieved the others.
Ken decided to
put on his dry shoes and was genuinely vexed when he stepped into
4 inches of water in the cockpit.’
This profoundly impressed Noel
and Peter.
Running up the Sound of Jura in howling blackness was
too nerve-racking so we soon hove to and kept the Skervule light in
sight.
By 03.00 dawn was showing andthe wired easing, so we
resumed our course. Peter and Noel got full sail on at 04.30, the
wind being by then E.3 to 2.
We passed through Scarba Sd. and off
Seil Id. restored appetites did full justice to a large breakfast.
At 10.00 we picked up one of the 4 R.H.Y.C. moorings off the
Esplanade at Oban.
Customs was none too smooth; the Officer said he had never
cleared a yacht before.
Ashore, we were impressed by the R.H.Y.C.
new self-serve bar. Later we were joined for tea by a party of
Ken’s friends, one of whom then drove him back to Glasgow.
On Monday morning the Gt.W. Hotel sewing-machine did a little
job on our spinnaker.
At noon Lisl arrived and much shopping and
stowing went on during the afternoon, which was rainy. We were
visited by Dr.R.JoCarr, owner of "Aeolian", a beautiful R.Clark
yawl, and an occasional shil~nate of Minx’s first owner, Capt.J.
Illin&~vorth.
Still no sign of "Euphanzel" and at 1 9.30, the
rain having stopped, we left for the Sound of Mull, wind S.4After Lismore the wind died away and we motored through Camus
Redire anchorage and on to L.Aline.
Tuesday, 3rd July. A tack out into the Sound followed by a
reach took us to Tobermory in 2½ hours.
We lay to a W.I.Y.C.
mooring and the log records a large lunch. Lisl could never
complain that her cooking wasn’t appreciated; Peter always made
up for any lack of capacity on Noel’s part. We ’phoned Miss
Horsma~ (part owner of "Sinloo of Arklo,~’ ) that we wer~ coming
and’ sailed across to her mooring at Drimin. (You have to
s~ackle your chain Onto her buoy). After a most enjoyable
afternoon with Miss Horsman we left Drimin at 1 9..30 and the
suuqzner breeze lasted just long enough to bring us round to L.
Drumb~y in L.Sunart.
Peter was so impressed by the romantic
scenery that he departed for a bracken-covered island with his
sleeping bag and the cbckpit cover.
Wednesday.
Peter discovered in the foscle in a rath~ v~
sleeping bag.
The rain had stopped, however, and we had a
splendid sail to Canna, spinnaker most of the way, arriving
1 5.@5.
By evening there Were five yachts in this fine natural
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harbour.

;

We woke on Thursday to find the wind W.N.W, 6 and heavy
continuous rain.
During the day we went walking on the hills
in full oilies .... No bread or food of any sort was to be bought
on Camna. Lisl and I spent the evening aboard "Aeolian" and
borrowed some large scale Charts.
On Friday, 6th, being short of bread, we headed back for
Mallaig, a spinnaker run of 5 hours. We tied alongside and
after filling our tanks and b~ing provisions had a fine reach ;~
up the Sound of Sleat. We soon realised -re would miss the tide,
but when.we reached the narrows of K21e Rhea, the wind freshened
and crame aft, so we set the spir~aaker and hea~ed into it at 7
knots; we stood still once or twice but never lost ground and
got l through to L.Alsh in ¼ hr., having had some very good
practice at gybing. Arriving at F~yle Akin at 20.25., we
entered the pool under power and accepted the offer of a fishing
boat’s mooring; ferry steamers moor in this little natural
harbour at night and occupy most of the available space.
~e left at 11.10 on Saturday, bound for L.Ewe, and in N.W.
airs sailed across the mouth of I~Carron.
At 14.00 we were
becalmed in Cow Id. Sound, rather narrow and rocky, and the ~
engine awkwardlff misbehaving=
The breeze revived for a time,
but eventually we located the engine trouble and motored most
of the way to L.Torridon, where we s~ichored in L.Creagh at
21.55. Peter and Noel obtained petrol and milk at a farm, but
found the nearest pub was 30 miles away’
Lisle re-sewed some
seams in the mainsail where = the thread had chafed.
Sunday, 8th July. Peter and Noel started the engine and
weighed anchor at 05.25, motoring north in light drizzle.
Later
we had a gusty E.S.E. wind round Ruadh Re and up through the boom
of large cylindrical buoys to the head of L.Ewe where we anchored
at 1 4.10 in 1 ½ fms. L~W., S. of the wooded Inverewe peninsula.
Steady rain set in and in it Lisl a~d I later inspected Inverewe
@ardens with the curator Dr.Cowan, v,~th whom we spent the evening,
having been joined by Peter.
Aboard 23.15, wind S. 5, pressure
falling~ ~
~
o

monday. Woken by snubbing at 05.00.
To windwaz~ with
ongine, dropped second Danforth anchor on rope and veered to 20
fins.chain; b~ck to bunks but no more sleep. By 07..00 there
were frequent force 8 gusts and Minx was sheering about and heeling
over, but not dragging.
As a precaution ~ laboriously bent
storm jib and trysail. ; It was afterwards suggested that our
antics were caused by bei~ig moored just where the~ stream from the
river sweeps out from the Bay~ It was a most unpleasant
morning. At 11.00 the strong gusts were slightly less frequent
and by 13.00 it had eased considerably. After lunch we got our
well buried anchors and moved to the recommended berth at the west
side of the loch. ~’"
, ~

u
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Tuesday, 10th. Noel caught an early ’bus as, unfortunately,
he had to leave us here to get home on Thursdsy.
At 09.50 we
left and had a fine reach up the loch and a beat to Ruadh Re, but
no more wind ~,~rth speaking of after that. Under engine we
eventually went through Rona Sound and anchored at 21,35 in
Acarsaid Nor, a most romantic solitary place.
Wednesday, 11 th, was another sunny day and we weighed at
06.10, but the gentle breeze was S,E. so ~e did not reach Kyle of
Lochalsh tiil 12.35 :Then ~e tie~:t:6 th~~ steamer pier (not
recommended), Lisl and Peter q~ckly bought food and petrol and
at 13.10 we motored away through Eyle Rhea.
In Sleat Sd. we
got a S.4 breeze and had a most enjoyable beat to Ma]laig where
we tied to a ferry]aunch at 19.45.
It seems this berth should
usually be available at night, which makes Mallaig a most convenient
place to get water and provisions.
We left Nallaig at 10.45 on Thursday, a close reach in a
freshening breeze for Ardnamurchan Pt., approaching which we rolled
down some reef° We had intended going west of Mull, but thinking
it might be getting dirty ~e beat in to Tobermory instead.
By the
time we got there -- 1 8.45 -- the wind had dropped again.
Donald
McClean, just going out in his boat, went ba~k to open his Garage
and put our battery on charge.
Another Western Isles Y.C. member,
B~bby McCleod, ov~uqer of the Mishnish Hotel, Accepted our invitation
to drinks and proved very entertaining company.
I had no trouble with the crew about sailing on Friday, 13th,
our only bad luck being lack of w~Lud, so that with much use of the
engine and a fair tide, we took 5 hours to get down the Sound of
~ull and chose Pulldoran for the night, anchoring in this enchanting
spot at 1 8.55.
After supper we went for a long walk along the
shores of Clachan Sound.
On Saturday we left at I 0.00 and made for Jura Sd.
It was an
overcast day with light Nly breezes and rain at times and we
carried our spinnaker for 1 5 hours till ~ .00 on Sunday, When we
were some 3 miles N.E. of Fair Head.
The log reads: ’~Sudden drop
and change of wind, all aback and mixed up. Down spinnaker.
Genoa set. Breeze E. 4. Course 155." By 03.00 we were hard
pressed with a large beam sea, so handed genoa and continued under
mainsail only. We were not accustomed to sleeping with so much
motion and by breakfast ~ime needed to prop our eyes open, so
decided toput into Audley Roads.
At 12.45, ms we hardened sheets
round the B~r Pladdy "Buoy, the mainsail started coming down the
mast! The headboard had come apart, due to wire lashings on the
top Slide cutting through the ]uff rope. We carried on to
Ringhaddy (genoa and engine) put the sail ashore to dry and turned
in~ ~fter supper Lisl and Peter succeeded in getting the main
halliar~ by patiently fishing for it with a wire grapnel on the
burgee halliard. Then Peter and I di~ a job o~ the head of the
sail while ~isl re-stitched some batten pockets.
On Monday, 16th, there was a breeze about E. by S. 5 to 6.
We left with a reef and small foresail.
We reached the Bar at the
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height of the ebb and, by going inside¯ Patrick’s Rocks, met no
more than the usdKI lop.
To seaward the seas were breaking, but
not very large.
The wind dropped and we set full sail and had a
close reach all day, mostly with visibility under a mile. We
passed inside Lambay at 23.00 and half way to Howth were becalmed,
with a flood tide just starting. After creeping past the Bailey
we got a nice S.E. breeze and v:ere on our mooring in Dun Laoire at
03.45 on Tuesday morning.
We learnt a lot about sailing the Ninx during this cruise and
were very please~ ~ylth her behaviour at sea.
The C~yde Cruising
Club bo6k was, of course, our constant guide on the ~Test coast,
w’hich is ileal for this sort of leisurely cruising, ~ith a choice
of anchorages every night.
S~
Dat___~e

Pas sage

June 29th to
July I st

Dun Laoire - Oban

Ju~ 2nd

Distance
Sea miles

Sailing Time
Hrs. Mins.

37. 10

Oban - L.Aline

2O3
13

3rd
4th
6th

L.Aline - L.Drambuy

2O

L. Dramb~ - C anna

34

Canna - Eyle Akin

7th

F%vle Akin - L.Creagh

42
26

5’ 15
5.45.
8. 35
I0. $5

8th

L.Creagh -Poolewe

31

9. 05

3.00

I Oth

Poolewe - Acarsaid Mor

36

11. 45

11 th

Acarsaid Mor - Mallaig

38

13,00

1 2th

Mallaig - Tobermory

33

8.00
¯

13th

Tobermory - Pulldoran

25

7. 20

I ~th/1 5th

Pulldoran - Ringhaddy

139

28. 30

16th/17th

Ringhaddy - Dun Laoire

74

17. 55

"DAVILLAUN’I : WHITSUNDAY WEEK-END, 19~6:
by R~ L. Berrid~e.
"DAV!LLAUN" 9-Ton AuX Bmdn Sloop
Sat. ~hy ~.9th:

Crew9

Self, Cicely and Sally Berridge, Johnny
and Nancy Minchin.

A love].y day with light variable winds and cloudless sky.
A pile of gear and bedd~qg still had to be put on board, so that
it was not till i~00 that we were able to drop the mooring and
motor down Cashel Day while we l~nched and cow, plated stowing and
made some adjustments to the rigging.
By 1515 we were pretty
shipshape and able to nmke sail and lay close-hauled to weather
Sto l<acdara’s Island with a light S~ly breeze.
: - ..... We soon had the big mast-head Genoa set and could just make
¯ t6 windward of the ~amackan Rocks, passing very close to the swirl
on the sunken Tonyeal Rocks on the way. We idled along on course
all afternoon enjoying the sun and the view of the coast and
mountains° We were bound for Kilronan on Lran and it soon became
apparent that we were not going to get there till very late. At
1915 we started the engine and made better progress with the sails
still just drawing.
Finally anchored near theLifeboat at
Ki~ronan at 2100 and soon were ashore for a walk before dark. We
, had a grand stand view of a fight in the village which went on for
some time until broken up by the Guards.
The midnight forecast gave Force 4 South for the next day, so
we slept well mn anticipation cf a quick passage back.
Sunday May_ 20th:
The early foreea,st was for Force & to 5 South, and the day
was already c].oude@ over with rain imminent. We were ashore for
9 o~ciock >~ss~ wh~re our attention was distracted by the ever
increasing whine of <:.he wind° We had .~tended to go alongside
fo< water, but decided to get underway as soon as possible as the
visibility ~Jas alrc’,~dy beginning to close down.
: ....
By iii0 we were away and running dom~ to the bar as we stowed
anchor and chain~ complicated by the dinghy on the foredeck.
Wind was already Fence 5 and incr6asing as we set the single reefed
mainsail at the bar and laid course for Golam Head°
"DAVILLAUN"
has two ve~, d:~,ep reefs in preference to the more no~nal three
shallower ones~ it is r~re that the second is required. Her
working staysail can also be reefed and gives an intermediate
between f~]_ neadsail and storm j~o
The water was smooth under the lee of Aran and we were soon
making 7 !~nots with the wind just fo~ard of the beam. The sea
increased as we cleared the shelter of the island but the boat kept
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going well: and dry,and Golam Head was abeam by 1235. It was
heavily overcast and turning to rain. We decided to take the
Inner Passage inside Eagle Island and the Namsckan Rocks so as to
be able to gain what shelter we could from the outer rocks and
also to have Kilkieran B under our lee if the Visibility should
shut right down.
we hardened in the sheets and were able to lay our course with
the win dForce 6 and the sea lumpy.
"DAVILLAUN" going like blazes
and thinking nothing of it. The visibility just kept up and we
could tick off rock after rock as we passed them, each one marked
by grand breakers. At 1340 we were abreast St. MacdaraTs Sound,
and with the tide high and still flooding we bore away and ran
through it. A nasty sea in the narrows, one piling up and nearly
climbing over the stern.
However, we were soon through and holding up to windward to clear Lebros Rocks on which it was hard to
pick out the breakers. When well past we bore away for Inishlacken almost before the wind. It was clear that the second reef
would soon be required, but with the wind behind us and shelter
near at hand we h~ on. Gybed off Inishlackan and ran into
Cashel B. anchoring off the Glinsk shore for lunch at 1A~5. Three
hours from Aran Bar to Inishnee, an average of 7 knots. Wind and
rain increased, and we ran up the bay in the evening under staysail
picking up moorings at 1800. A grand sail, and probably one of
the best short passages "DAVILLAUN" will make for a long time. A
strong crew.

GUISE OF ’~ANDRA" by J.M. PARK.
.. ’

Dublin Bay 2~ footer, Joint owners Brigadier J.S.
McCombe and Mungo Park, to Cornwall from lOth to
2~th June.

We were fortunate in having excellent sailing weather for all
but three days on this trip, and these were spent in the comparative iomfort of Dartmouth and Salcombe.
The passage from Rosslare to Penzance was made by Mungo Park,
Skipper, with Norman Wilkinson of Howth and Nevile Greated of
Wexford on board, and started in light airs from Rosslare. After
four hours ~a force three to four breeze carried us, with spinnaker,
to the Long Ships in twenty-six hours from Rosslare. Off the
Long Ships visibility closed in and we had to shorten sail and had
an exciting final two hours getting to Penzance, where we missed
the tide and had to put into Newlyn alongside some French trawlers.
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I do not recommend Newlyn for yachtsmen, for although the
Authorities were courteous we had some rough handling and damage
from fishing craft.
~.
Our itinerary for ten days took us to Helford; where Mrs.
Wilkinson and Mrs. Park joined the party. We found an excellent
small hotel (The Trewince), and we learnt how to breed eleven
varieties of oyster’.
On to Salcombe and Dartmouth where we had an over-abundance
of hospitality; then back to Fowey, Falmouth and Penzance, where
the local yachtsmen are the epitome of kindness.
We sailed hbme on the wind, force two, only making Youghal
in thirty-six hours, and after a brief stay in ~unmore East
returned in total calm and blazing s~un up the Irish. coast to Howth.
The main impression received was of the superb cruising ground
of South-West England, which is J_n fact so good that the whole way
there appeared to be little or no interest in racing whatsoever,
and yet everyone had some sort of a~ week-end cruising craft.
One of the ladies, Mrs. Wilkinson, returne~d to complete the
trip 4o Howth, and greatly improved the cuisine, which had
previously been dealt with by the Skipper.
On the way up the coast we deposited Nevile Greated in. :his
naEive county by a rather hair-raising Commando operation.

"GALCADOR" - Cl%yton Love
This seems as good a time as a~y other to begin the transcription of "Galcador’s Log.
Except that the temperature is
,
+ be in Scull or :Skerries, with the rain
touching seventy, we m~Eh~
between prolonged bursts of sunshine being swept before a gale
of almost hurricane force, marketed this morning in short oilskins,
shorts and bare feet, ploughing through streets of white mud, that
on the Island of Ibiza has a clinging quality all of its own, a
sort of cloying affection for allitcsouches and a distinct
reluctance to leave its loved ones, -~ery touching indeed, but an
affection that the crew of "~alcador" does not really appreciate.
We left you last year with our tail tied up to the pub of the
Club in Palma and we re-joined the little ship in July, that is
to say, Billy ~urphv an~ myself did, with her masts in once more.
The new main is a ve~" fine ~ob and has improved her sailing
qualities quite a lot, :but I was very disappointed with the rigging
and general outfitting, it was sloppy and inaccurate, in spite of
the diagrams that I had drawn and left with the yard and the hand
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I had on board during the winter months.
The promise of correction that came with each Manana that
roller, Ted each Manana .J,Tith notl~ing done, finally decided me to refuse
to OoK. the account and to up anchor and array to the Island of
Ibiza 70 miles west of Palma, having first put the hand ashore.
Arrived there we employed t~io men and set to to re-rig the whole
job and generally to re-fit and re-furbish.
Our first experience of the Island was a pleasant one, we had
a record passage from Palma, under engine, not a breath of wind,
not a ripple on the sea as smooth as glass; The log records that
we left Palma at 0500 in the morning watch, with the wind light ar~
from the south east, the sun came up and the wind went down before
we had cleared the Muellet of Palma and, with the barometer reading
30.5 and the thermometer reading 79 (in the cabin), we proceeded at
1400 r.p.mo on our course of 245.
At 0600 we hove to, to speak to a boat fishing for langouste
and, after spirited bargaining, purchased 2. The other half of the
watch was called out of his bunk to photograph the proceedings and
I think he appreciated the eating of the langouste which we
subsequently cooked, much more than he did the photographing of
them, in fact, I seem to recollect that he did a little more
photogral~ing than was necessary a~t the time, but there was
nothing but the sea arotu~d us.
It was quite interesting to watch the catching process, in
the c Zz~stal clear water, a long tubular netting stretched down to
the bottom and was clearly visible for 20 or 30 fathoms, as were
here and there in it the reddish brovna coloured fish that it had
trapped and from which 4 men were busily engaged disentangling them,
as they came on deck and sto~ed them in the well of their boat.
The chart at this point shows de~ths of from 28 to 33 fathoms
of water.
The log from here until 1333 hours is a blank, except
for the recorded passage of time and distance, when we brought the
Tagmago li~ht on the east coast of the Island abeam, a chart
measured distance of 57 miles from Palma and 47 from Figuera, our
last fi~ from the Island o_~ Mallorca, ~hich confirmed our estimate
of between 6¼ and 6½~
S~o~]y after Tagemago we had a treat. We ran smack~J~uto
the ocean race from Barcelona around the Balleares and little by
little we saw the entire fleet, beating up the east coast of Ibiza.
One love1~T old time gaffe rigged schooner was visible standing
right into the shore that fronts St.Eulalia, which is roughly the
centre of a bay formed by Punta Ariba to the north and Cabo Llibrell
to the south, a pez~_~ectly kept ketch of the 7e-ton class. She
passed across our bo~s close enough to see her every detail, which
included a very decorative mixed crew" the rest of the fleet,
varying in size, was visibl@ at all angles and they were accompanied
by a Spmuish war vessel.
We discovered later that such a vessel
always accompanies the race.
We could hardly avoid the thought
that "poor, S~ain could afford this luxury for its sailing men and

contrast it v’ith the custom or lack of the custom in another land.
The t~;-o little islets north and south Llado ~;ere now
visible and bigger islets to the south dominated by Dado Grande
on which there is a tower and a light were quite prominent.
The entrance to the harbour of Ibiza, the capital of the island
of Ibiza, is between the latter and the lighthouse of Botafoch
on the mainland.
We rounded this, foll~ved by the Correo - mail boat to you and, once inside, began to take a look round for a place to berth.
In the northern corner of the harbour we could see a couple of
yachts tied stern to the quay that zeached out from the little
Yacht Club, where we eventually found a resting place.
It was
here we met one of the finest characters it has been nIY good
fortune to become a friend of, Pepe, a caulker by profession, a
gentleman by any standard, and a solid friend, the unoflicial
Harbour Master and Mayor of Ibiaz~
Billy Murphy it was who quickly christened him Ruby and to
those who are lucky enough to have known Ruby Robinson in our
waters and who maw be lucky enough to know Pepe of these waters
you vrill find that they have a lot of sterling qualities in
common.
Pepe it ~,,~as who helped us to hire two hands to help
vrith the re-rigging and re-furbishing of "Galcador" and eventually to hire a new hand and to get over the little snags of
officialdom in the port.
The dignified, but self-confident manner in ~hich he dealt
~rith the latter marked him, a simple caulker, as a man of no
little consequence in this part of the world.
We finally left
"Galcador" in his hands, as v re had both to return to Ireland,
Billy for the rest of the season, and myself temporarily before
re-joining her, ~Thich I subsequently did on August 10th.
!~ :~,’as pleasantly surprised to find that in my absence the
new hand had done a remarkable amount of work and that
"Galcador" was again looking her old self.
We spent a pleasant couple of days in Ibiza and sailed for
Barce.&ona on Monday, August 13th, this time accompanied by fan
Vickery, another member of last year’s crew.
During our short stay in Ibiza ",~,-e madm solid friends with
the cr~:I of Jenny ~ren that lay next to us, three South Africans
-~Jho had bought her in the Channel Islands and ~,~ere taking her to
Capeto~,vn by way of Suez.
The log says ~re left Ibiza after ’~vatering" and ~’oiling"
~ at 1600 hours ~,,ith a light ~rrind from E.N.E~ we motored the ten
’miles to Tagomago and dressed her in her full suit at 1820, the
wind had now ~orked around from east to south and with a quiet
sea and a nice steady force 4 v,~’e bc~’.rled along before it up the
eastern corner of the Island, by midnight ~e had covered 30
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miles and the wind had gone about s.s.e.
The sea was still
behaving itself, the wind was stea~y a little Stronger and, with
the b~ometer at 29/99, we looked all set for a really lovely sail
to Barcelona.
&t 0800 on the morning of August 1 4th the wind had died
away and we were not making enough way to turn the log, but by
IO o’clock it had come into the east again and, by altering a
few degrees off course we were able to sail pretty.
It
strengthened to around 5 and we were really enjoying ourselves,
with the sea still pleasa~ut and the sun and the barometer giving
promise of grand weather to come.
At 1120 hours the log records our estimated D.R.position
40.32.20 and 2.0.10.
At 1300 our time I found with the sextant
that we were in a number of places at once, but the subsequent
reduction to a mean gave us a rough of 40.39 N.and 1.59.E.
This put us about an hour and a half west of our true course, but
we were enjoying the sailing.
~aortly afterwards we saw a number of what our Mariners
described as "Pescadores Barquos Grande" or something like that
a_uyway, which apparently means "big fishing boats", a description
that would identify them as boats from Tarragona.
We got our
first land sight at 1415, the log says, but could not identify it
at the distance off, subsequently when we closed the angle at
1520 we were able to reckon ourselves about 15 miles south west
of Barcelona, with the day closing in on us. Further sailing
with a free wind would continue to put us west of our destination,
so the canvas ~,as hauled down and the ~ngine strated up.
hours later the log was handed at 1920, reading 145, and in just
another ho~u- we ~Tere enjoying the hospitality of the Real Club
Nautico de:BarcelQna. The Club here is in a different category
to the Club Nautico, at which "Galcador" wintered, the latter
while a private Club is run on commercial lines, but the
Barcelona Club is more akin to those we are used to here at
home, the literal tra1%slation simply means The Royal Yacht Club
of Barcelona, but it offers to the resident and visiting yachtsman
eve:D~ conceiv.able facility; situated near the extremity of Muelle
Darsena d~ San Beltran, it is completely protected from all sorts
of "feathers The seaward end of this muelle is T shaped, the top
of the T is a liner terminal and the Club landing stages are on
the land-~az-d side of the T.
The Club is a substantial stone and
concrete building with a sun balcony surrounding it; immediately
inside this there are gracefully built and tastefully decorated
rooms; behind these there are splendid locker rooms, with excellent
hot ~ cold sho~ers, for both sexes, at one side of the Club is
a vez5~ a_mple enclosed car park and on the other facilities for
hauling ulo smallez" boats for washing sails and cleaning gear, and
for all sorts of minor repairs.
The Club itself positively
exudes the air of rest and quiet.
It is fronted by a series
of floating pontoons, fully lighted all through the night and
~th light plugs for bringing the light aboa_~d if desired, also
water is led in the same manner ~vi~h a series of taps, so that
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fresh water is alv~ays available by "simply attaching your hose to a tap a
few feet from the stern of each yacht.
Mooring is provided by means of
buoyed fixed moorings off the pontoons, so that when you arrive you pick
up your allmcated buoy and back astern to tie up within gangwa~V distance
of the wooden wharf, with a constant supply of sun and within a I/6d. taxi
ride of the most fascinating of Cities, what could one ask more?
I assure anyone contemplating a visit that the only black mark against
Barcelona and its wonderful Club is the ever present danger of a severe
attack of harbour fever.
Nevertheless, while waiting for the new crew I
managed to shake off the lethargy one night.
After an excellent dinner, accompanied by some superb Barcelonian wine,
equal to, if not better than the best French Burgundz, and at two bob a
bottle, our marinero found himself routed out of bed a fe~: minutes before
midnight (some of~y Irish cruising friends will reco~lise this technique)
and before the new day had begun, we were refunding Dique del Este and
headed north along what remains of the .qpe_~lish coast between Barcelona and
Port Bou on the French border.
We didn’t ~sally mean to go farther than
A~enys de Mar or certainly Blanes, but the w-ind came fair and free from
about E.S.E. holding an estimated steady 4 to 5, so that by 10 o’clock
we had fetched up Blanes.
The sea was smooth and the wind was coming further into the snuth,
v~th the sun, the day was glorious, the breakfast of melon grapes, coffee
and some of the wine we had brouFj~t from Carracoles ~ras consumed. "Galcado~’
was hove to and we took a bath in,the Mediterranean, all of which added up
to continuing north.
The sea grew stronger and with it the wind, which continued to blow
a steady 5 throughout the rest of the day, pushing itself further into the
west, so that it came at us in a steady stream off the ~land until ~rre rounded
Cabo Creus and hauled sheets a little for Port Vendres over the Spanish
border and into France.
! do not recollect ~.rhere I v:ent off watch during this short passage
towards the end of our epic voyage and I cannot find any record of it in
the log, in fact the Io~ does not record anything of it at all.
I do
know that Jesus ~ontez (that;s his name) pronounaed "Hayzus Montays) ~v
Spanish sailor called me vrith a cup of tea to tell me it was 8 o’clock
on Sunday morning, the hour I had tc!d him to call me, so that lan and
n~rself could r~ke .an early start to drive through France to Le Havre, so
that he could return home and .I could get back for a fev~~ more days of
business.
Anyhow, as ~ve v:ere still in Barcelona and there is no record
in the log,, I ~can only conclude that the recipe for a delightful sail is
a dinner at the fabulous Carracoles and plenty of Castel de Ribes before
turning in and.if you must blaine a~yone blame my host and hostess.
I collected my ne~:: crev: at T~ Bourget Airport ~nd, after a leisurely
and interesting :drive through France, we re.-joined "@alcador" in Barcelona.
I had left instructions for a compete engine overhaul before n~ previous
departure and expected that v:ithin" 24 hours of our return v:e would be
ready to take off, but yet another multiplication of Spanish mananas
decided othez~vise. Frustrating in the extreme to begin ~,~ith, but as the
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fever grows so does the temperature drop and Barcelona has everything to
offer as a recuperative centre.
A pul’sing living town which wraps itself around you immediately you
taste of it, the very approaches to it by land and by sea are as if it
handed [ou an apertif that sets your blood tingling and you are eager to
approach the feast; and what a feast each day, indeed each hour e f the day
a new course is spread before you. Its great arteries the Avenue Generalissimo Franco and Jose Antonio that bisect the city from the South Western
to the North Eastern side are tree-lined and interrupted by central fountains.
The centre of each has from for three to four lines of traffic moving in
each direction. The centre is in turn divided from the side walks by paved
insets with periodic camps of gaily coloured chairs and sun umbrellas that
serve you wines, beers, cocktails or coffee throughout the day and well into
the night; and between these paved insets and the pavement proper is yet
another roadway for slow moving treffico The pavements in turn are lined
with shops that must be amongst the finest in the world. These two great
avenues are, in turn, bisected by such magnificent teeming streets as the
Paseo de Gracia and the Calle Balmes.
And what of the Ramblas,beginning at the Plaza Cataluna around which
the traffic swirls constantly looking like a giant Catherine Wheel at night,
and. carries its own teeming seething checkby jowl mass of pedestrians, cars,
scooters and trams right through to the Columbus monument on the sea front
where yon can see the exact replica of his Santa Maria that was lost on a
Christmas day in the West Indies. For two peseta you can visit her and
having done so come ashore and bring your conception of your own cruising
into the same dinghy degree as the Avenue Jose Antonio brings the legend
of O~Connel! St.,.
All around the Ramblas the old city spreads preserving its Catalonianism
in no uncertain fashion and providing wonder and enjoyment at every turn.
I know Irm supposed to be writing a log, but who really cares at what
time we changed a headsail some~:here between the thirty-ninth and fortieth
parallel, or found ourselves in three or four different spots at the one
time with the aid of a sextant°
We really must shake off his harbour fever and get on our way south.
A moment, however, spare us; we:ll take you cruising shortly and sure the
purists don~t have to come if they donlt like it.
To the fountains then, a five minute drive from the "Club" to the
Plaza de Espana~ whose very magnificence is itself dwarfed by the quite
incomprehensible spectacle of these fountains pouring their ever changing
pattern :of thousands of tons of water from the pure white of the Swan Lake
to the ~,lazing red :of a Mediterranean sunset through such a multitude of
variegated colour that is impossible to conceive" even after you have seen
it. And so the wonder grows that this could have been and is the conception
and consumaticn of one man.
The Log: For those readers who are interested in more bald facts with
more direct relation to craising than ’dreams: and ’cruises’ on foot and in
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car around great cities let me take you back to the Island of Ibiza from
whence to Barcelona we have already taken you on a leket~hy c~%ulse!.
It opens, August 13th, we have left our berth at the little Yacht Club
and are tied up alongside r~hite Lady", an old friend from last year~ We
are faking water through a hose led over her decks and are being suitably
erf0ertainedby her owner the while.
¯ ~ ~ter!the inevitable delays of an afternoon departure it says that we
cast off at 1600 hours and motored to Tagomago~ there is an inset which i
reads - Tagomago - G.E. (3) WR. 15sees.: In spite of the afternoon departure
we beat the dead line because we came up to Tagomago while there was still
daylight having, as the log records, conned the ship the thirteen miles to
this little island off the coast of Ibiza.
i

The log says Tagomago abeam 1(.15 Bar.29/9~ Tom (in cabin) 7&. 1620 Log
streamed; estimated 1½ miles off carrying main, mizzen and snumll racing
staysail. Wind E.S.E. 1700. Course (C) 9 degrees, Bar. Tom. no Change.
Windc0ming more southerly and freshening Log ~.
There is also an entry in the ’Remarks Column’ which says that some
sextant practice is being indulged. First a distance sight on the Lighthouse then a ’position’ which eventually put us 39.03 N and 1.38 E, but not
until we had been in quite a few other places first, in spite of a kind sun
a reasonable smooth sea and plenty of ’land angle’ being available for our
target practice; which all goes to show you.
18.00 Course do. Wind S.S.E. fresh estimated about 5, sea - slight
s~ell - inclined to roll. We are nearly running. 2000. Maintaining
course, wind lighter coming right behind us Log 13, have dropped reaching
staysail contemplating spinnaker, but decided that as darkness is upon us
and with a erew of three this is no toy for the night watches.
There is no change in Conditions from 1800 hours until I take over the
midnight watch from Ian. 2AOO. Wind S.S.E., force &, Bar. no change, Log
30, maintaining course now with less tendency to gybe.
I am relieved by
~Hayzus’ at O&O0 (Aug. iAth).(Must ende~vour correct this habit of offering
me som@ of his Own personal latomic fluid’ instead of a Cup of tea, poteen
would bluSh at the sight of it). Nothing of note during my watch, a lovely
clear night with a friendly star to steer by and conditions otherwise
unchanged. The next four hours is a ditto.
O800~~ Log 62, wind N.E~ close reaching to maintain our course using
workin~ staysail, looo course 358, nearest we can sail to plotted course,
Log 84~ sailing conditions ideal except for inability to maintaindesired
course, bu~i/n~o special hurry so decide to enjoy the sail. i120 estimated’D.R. &O, 33~ 20. N. 2. O. i0. E. In brackets there appears the odd
no~@!(s~l@ase excuse it’s s lazy day’).
Middgy some more sextant practice in readiness for the ’real midday’.
1300 est~ted distance off nearest land point 41m., course 358, wind
about ~o Sextant again says we are in a lot of places at the one time.
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Ian says after finishing our sums about two o’clock that at one o’clock our
time we were at twelve o’clock sun time in an observed position (sounds nice)
of 40.39 N. and 1.59 E. About the same time ’Hayzus’ saw the fishing boats
and I cannot help feeling that ’Hayzus’ put more faith in his ’sight’ than
he.did in ours.
l&OO, Log 105, other details ditto. IA15, Landfall not distinguishable.
1500, Land appears to be either Tarragona or Cabo Salou, a very prominent
headland, most likely the latter bearing 300 degrees to Port.
For the rest there is nothing worthy of note and as you have already
read of our arrival in Barcelona we will finish here.
We left Barcelona again after a very happy stay of many days on Sept.
14th bound for Palma Mallorca at 1740 hours, course 178 (C) wind - none Bar 29.98. Tem. (in cabin) 82 (phew). Our canvas sunshade had been down
all afternoon while we stowed for seaand the dinghy which fits over the
cabin-top did the rest, but shortly after we cleared the harbour we cooled
off to a pleasant 74.
The log was streamed as we cleared the light on the end of the outer
mole at exactly 1800 hours. There was no sea but quite a swell and we
rolled a good deal under engine until shortly before ten o’clock when we
began to get a light breeze on our starboard quarter. We put the main
mizzen and the big reaching staysail on her, which steadied us up very much.
By midnight the wind had increased to a steady & and we bowled along through
the night. The swell had died down and we were enjoying some really nice
sailing. The Palma steamer passed us shortly before midnight,the Log says
2330. Again at 0002 on the morning of Sept. 15th another large vessel
crossed us going east and we were overtaken shortly afterwards by a smaller
ship on a south easterly coast. As the night wore on into the morning
we sighted three more steamers going east and west.
This is a ’busy spot obviously and calls for good lights and a smart
look-out, but ours was a glorious night a brilliant moon in a cloudless
star spangled sky, and a friendly one to steer by.
The log with the exception of the passing steamers says nothing in
column after column except to record the re~dings to indicate that we were
maintaining course without any difficulty. That the wind varied from 3 to
4 and that ~at midday on Sept. 15th we had logged 78 miles, under sail.
We continued to hold the wind fair and abeam but very light so that the
log goes on to record a miserable progress of a few miles each hour but we
were enjoying really delightful weather and the pleasantest of sailing. We
are in no hurry~ our only appointment being with the "Caronia" on the morning
of the 17th, at Palma.
The "C~ronia" is an old friend and since she began her world cruising
in the post war years we have already met her in Bantry Bay and off Dun
Laoghaire Harbour and wehad agreed with her skipper, who is a close and
good friend of many of "Galcador’s" crew and of all of those on board this
time, to try and bring off the hat trick at Palma which, I am delighted to
say,we subsequently did.
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At 1~30 we saw the land and quickly identified the island of Dragonera
of the North West corner of Mallorca with our log reading 84½, slow progress
only six and a half in two and a half. We were now about fifteen miles from
the entrance to the Sound between the main island of Mallorca and Dragonera.
I had never been through this before nor had our mariners, but a close study
of the p~lot showed it to be reasonable, enough and, as the day was still
fairly young, I decided to continue sailing.
At 19OO we had covered 99 sea miles and I estimated that another nine
would bring us up to the entrance to the Sound but that was to be a long
nine miles for as we approached the land the wind came down off the Northern
Mountain range of Mallorca and we had to throw half a dozen tacks to fetch
up to it, and all this time it was lightening and getting dark but we had no
engine.
Our nice new overhaul was excellent except that when we pressed
the starter button the main fuel supply pipe poured the gas oil out of a
broken joiut into the bilges instead of into the injectors.
So at 2200
hours we ~ere still a mile off the entrance to the Sound and it was now
quite dark, and the decision to go through or to go around had to be taken.
It was one thing to go through a narrow Sound less than a half mile
wide with an engine in daylight and another to try and sail through with a
headwind that might well die out altogether when you got in there in the
dark. However~ for better or for worse I decided to go through.
We could now see into it and it was quite smooth inside which, though
it indicated a flat calm, also provided us with a safe anchorage until the
wind came again if necessary.
There are of course no tides of any consequence in this part of the world.
We had reached within a half mile of the inside corner of Dragonera and
just put about to come up for the main shore before going in on the next
tack when a fishing boat came up astern of us making for Palma. We hailed
him and he dragged us through.
Shortly after we came up for Figuera the land winds disappeared and
the calm turned into a good fresh South Westerly. We were off the Club
pier at Palms round about 1.30. on the morning of the 16th of September,
nineteen and a half hours from Barcelona, a long time for this run but we
h;~! had some lovely sailing and enjoyed glorious weather. There were a
number~ 0f big yachts on the near end of the dock which obscured the spot I
was looking for but we stole up under the jib and saw,to our great pleasure,
that "G~!cador’ s" old spot was vacant~ so rounding her up we dropped the
anchor and:with the dinghy alre~dy away took a warp ashore to warp her in
and ti’e Net on; up to the pub once more. A little more than twenty-four
hours later we kept our tryst with the "Caronia".
This we like to think of as rather a record in its own way - little
"Galcador" of twenty odd tons meeting up for the third time with "Oaronia"
of thirty thousand odd tons~ in the space of six years) boarding and being
boarded in turn in Glengari’iff, Dun Laoghaire and Palma.

The same sixpenny exercise book continues to do duty as a log book-on
board "Galcador". It has been reinforced this year by a new jotter as the
old one has been worn out, used up~ toro, up,or thrown out.
The jotter
usually contains all sorts of advance information such as ’anticipated’
lights and their characteristics, estimated times of arrival at ’fix’ points
etc., also rough workings and finally, when conditions are fairish, information is written into it for later transcription to the log o,~hen they are
hectic it is scribbled upon° When they are worse it is scrawled upon and
when they get worse than that it is thrown away with everything else. For
a period this year, for the exact opposite reason to ’worse than that’,
neither it or it’s "master log" were used at all~
However, for those who have nct been to the Balearics and especially
Mallorca, in the absence of a complete log record we can if they so wish
make a Cooks Tour.
Mallorca is a vei~ bea~biful island and can be circumnavigated under
ideal cruising conditions either in a series of day or night hops by
conning from harbour to harbour. Usually at this time of year the wind
spends a few days at a time blowing.from the direction in which it starts,
so that if you start out with a westerly or a south westerly you can be
reasonably sure of fetching up around the eastern and north eastern side
with a fai~~ wind and fetching back to Palma on the south western side with
The days are fine, warm and sunny, lethargy is the extra
a fair wind°
hand.
With this mitigation pleaded may we be forgiven for not having a
voyage log record of something that is not really a voyage at all but a
serious of indiscriminate periodic hops, punctuated by swims and recollected
only in a vivid memory of delightful cruising days around an Island about
which ’The Mediterranean Pilot’ says - "There are no outlying dangers and
theisland, as are the few inlets off it, is steep too"; so the navigational
instruction is - come on soldiers pack your kits and let’s go.
Is!a de Cabrera is situated about twenty-eight miles S.S.E. of Palma
and Cabo Blanco which forms the south eastern extremity of Palma Bay is just
about half way° The island is a military station and permission must be
obtained from the ~Lilitary Authorities to visit it, but the pleasure of
spending a night in its safest of safe harbours and a day swimming and
lazing in its crystal clear waters amongst the many coves that form part
of the harbour is well worth the trouble° The island itself has nothing
worth while to offer but it would be a pity not to take it in on your way
around Mallorca.
We leave it for Cabo Salinas on our way to Puerto Colom, ’some twenty" four.miles away, between the Islands of Redonda and Conejera, and by taking
a line to bring you about a mile off Salinas you clear the ./’ouT_ ground
between" this and the last of the islands off Cabrera - Horadada Island - on
which there is a light, After leaving Cabo Salinas the next light is
Puerto Colom and we have to write this off on our way to Cabo Manacor, which
shelters the lovely little harbour of Puerto Cristo. This we think is one
of the loveliest little harbours of Mallorca. It is relatively ~bourist
ridden, also of course it is within a stones throw of Manacor and the famous
caves that house the grottos of world fame,
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Another day and a night and we are :off to Pollensa. we haven’t been
covering much water. Sixty miles have used:up forty-six hours but we are
having fun and the only log entry (in the jotter) that I can find seems to
j~dicate :that some economically minded member Of the crew has estimated the
cost of food and drirJ< for the forty-six hours, including some entertainment
for visitors at 23/- for seven meals for an average of five people per meal,
one and three quarter.bottles of brandy @ ~/6d. each and nearly one bottle
of gin at 4/3d., with a footnote to say that he’s getting off at the next
stop :permanent’.
We carried a slashing breeze to Cabo Pera and rounded it two and a
quarter hours after leaving Puerto Cristo. From here the land-mass of
IJ~norca is clearly seen to the east of us and a decision is taken to cut out
Pollensa and go straight across the Bay of Alcudia to Formentor, anchor for
~he night and have dinner in the hotel.
This is a magnificent hotel, noted as amongst the worlds greatest and
it is surrounded by some of the most glorious scenerY. Nature has indeed
been prolific in her f~vours around here.
With Formentera light behind we are on the north coast of Mallorca which
runs in practically a straight line to the Island of Dragonera on the north
westerly tip of the island, and is ranged along by the great northern mountain range that protects Mallorca from the cold north winds and gives it so
much of its wonderful climate. Nature continues its bounty all along this
coast~
The wind was light and not very favourable so we motored and sightseed
to Soller. This must be one of the most unique natural harbours in the
world° From the air it looks like an enclosed bowl. The entrance to it
is between Puuta de !a Creu and Cap Gros and inside are two moles and a
cuay fronting the town. I swear you could stay there for the rest of your
ilfc tied up with a piece of thread.
A few miles ±nland is the town of Soller connected to the port by a
quaint railway that provides you with open carriages and winds its way from
along the sea front through the back gardens and yards of the dwellings
that co~ect the port with the town, and if you have the energy or the
desire to reach out your hand you could pick yourself a basket of fruit as
ycu go on your way.
The coast from Soller to Dragonera is nothing like as handsome as the
one we have just !eft behind, but as you come into the Sound between the
island and the mainland a new kind of beauty unfolds, rather of the character
of ~oaring-water Bay on our own south west coast.
Here is situated the
port of Andraitm, another very safe harbour where you can lay securely afloat
the year round~ It is a verj lovely harbour but densely yacht populated.
Frankly too ’discoveredI for my taste, and so back to Palma.
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It is Saturday September 22rod, yesterday we discovered that our leaking fuel pipe of some time back had managed to inject some of its surplus
into the ~namo and we have now got it back, cleaned out and in working
order. After a long and leisurly lunch we set to to stow for sea.
Until this morning our nearest neighbour has been a splendid motor
:sailor "Vagabond~a", Dutch built for an American owner who lives on board
with his wife all the time and has already made three Atlantic crossings in
her. They left us yesterday for their ’Cooks’ of the island, and we now
have instead the ketch "Kentra" seventy odd tons Fyfe built, graceful lines
and fast looking as a greyhound.
I have just learned from her owner that
she changes hands in a few days and he doesn’t seem at all happy about it.
When I tell him in reply to his query that the activity on board
"Galcador" means we are going to sea, he hazards the guess that we will do
a lot of motoring. Pity it wasn’t even nearly true. Before we were many
hours at sea that night we got enough wind to do us for all time.
The Log says September 22nd, 1810 gangway aboard, stern lines gone,
anchor away, main mizzen and big reaching staysail set, wind light about
E.S.E. ~.n we cleared the buoy at the end of the mole we encountered a
long oily swell and it was a very heavy evening. I confess that up to now
I hadn’t thought of looking at the barometer. We’d had an excellent week
and familiarity with good weather had obviously bred contempt. I looked
and checked back to our last reading which was now three days old, not much
help, she had dropped quite a bit but I couldn’t say whether it hadbeen
gradual or whether it had all happened in a few hours.
We had only 70 miles to go. We had a fair wind from the east which
we Could nearly certainly depend upon to say there or thereabouts, a~d I
thought of "Kentra’s" skipper’s words about doing a lot of motoring a ll~of
which encouraged me to a little wishful thinking, so we bore on. We ha~
a bright moon and a clear starlit sky, too clear, and it began to bear
upon me that this was fast becoming a windy sky but nothing yet to indicate
anything more than strong wind.
We came up with Figuera shortly after 9 o’clock, the ~.o~ (Abstract)
1900 - course (C) 232, wind E.S.E. light, disto 2~, smooth sea big swell.
2000- course - ditto -wind ditto - sea and swell ditto,dist2~. 21~emrse
ditto - wind E.S.E. freshened a little -dist, 8½. 2120 - course 2~3
(altered for Tagomag0 with Figuera clear abeam, wind E.S.E. freshened to
about 4, dist. 9¼. 2200 - course ditto, wind E.S.E., estimate about 5 now,
decide to take the mainsail and big reaching staysail down and substitute
with trisail and working staysail. Swell has moderated but sea is getting
up, dist. 13½. 2300 - sailing course, wind E., inclined to go north of
east, sea still increasing dist. 19. 2400 - sailing course, wind now gone
well north of east, rough sea and swell- dist. 25½.
Before we came up with Figuera the sun sinking in the west had silhoueted Ibiza. It: was quite unique to watch the islands seventy milesX.
away appearing in relief, and it brought back the memory of our first sight
of the Balleares a little more than a year ago when we saw them silhoueted
in like manner but then by the rising sun in the east.
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¯ -. ’In these latitudes the evening merges into night almost imPerceptibly
ands.on !such s night as this it seems as if the"short twilight’ is buZ .a
theatre :curtain drawn slowly across the sky to shut out the red gold sunset
at the end of an act, to be drawn gently back again to reveal the beginning
of the next scene, a brilliant moon set like a major jewel in a clus.ter of
brilliants..~ In :retrospect it is. difficult to think of :this night a’Sother
than one of the ¯most u~plea’sant iin the annals of ,’Galcador", but it was:"still
possible to look aft ~as she; rose and fell to the following sea and to be ’
fascinated by the colour picture, painted by the moon and its attendant stabs
The necklaced lights of P~ima Bay pinpointed by the flashes of Blanco,
~
Figuera, Toro and Dragonera made a worthy back-drop for a truly magnificent!
piece of scenery.
We know the purists and some navigational teachers will tell ~ou that
such fancies have no place in the log but who can deny himself the pleasure
of them extant or the memory of them when they have long pa¯ssed.
Between L.~dnight and one o’clock we chalked up six. This was fast sailing for the little ship under shortened canvas and we were driving: very hard
before a wind estimated to have increased to six and which was still be¯cking
north of east, a bad omen in itself; forty miles to Ibiza, thirty back to
Palma. To run on before what now promised to become a moderate gale or
hammer back into it for 20 miles to the shelter of the Mallorcan coast
became the question of the moment; emphasised when we parted the top mast
stay. We recovered it to find that the screw had sheared off inside the
IbottleV. It was replaced wibh an entirely new one and the next hour was
spent by Hayzus and Bryan double wire stopping every bottle screw in use.
The decision has already been taken to carry on and "The Log" had now
become scribbles in the j’otter. It wastwo o’clock before we had finished
this job and all the time the wind increased and the sea got worse. There
was no doubt that we were¯ now running before a moderate gale of force seven
:Despite this by four o’clock
if not more, so we took the mizzen off her.
the
Tagomago light,bearing on
we had covered fifty miles and could now See
this
wild motion.
our course, if you could call it a course in
The sky had now become a mass of:racing clouds behind which when they
crossed it the moon shone bright witha translucent light that seemed to ~end
added fiercenes6 to ~he seas~ which were now following us in what appeared, i
in the half light of night turn~g into day;to be a mountainous procession
of savagely broken water.
By five o’clock the advancing day had blotted
out the light but the island of Ibiza was showing clear ahead and the log
showed 6½ for the previous hour. This brought the added anxietythat we
were approaching a lee shore in what now had become a whole gale and, frankly,
I was getting a little worried, because we had now to alter and run down for
Ibiza dead befOre the wind a few miles off shore. Of course, at the worse,
we could continue before it right through the channel between Espalmador and
Ibiza and get shelter on the western side of the island, if everything held.
We had the added consolation of knowing that all our rigging wasnew, but we
had had a tough night and the short crew had taken a fair hammering.
I decided to let her as far inshore as seemed prudent to get some
shelter from Tagomago but so as tobe sure’to clear Punta St. Eulalia. Every
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quarter of an hour now seemed to b ring an increase in the wind and as we
rounded Santa Eulalia it was blowing a full gale. (This was afterwards confirmed when we reached the harbour of Ibiza).
We passed between the
islands rather like the Sovereigns, called Islotes Llada and the land and
oame~up for the lighthouse on the end of the point at the eastern side of the
entrance to the harbour and as we approached it~ as if in a last desperate
effort to destroy "Galcador’:, two of the biggest seas I have ever seen from
her deck bore down upon us in rapid succession. Bryan and Hayzus were in
the cockpit with me, the do!rs to the main cabin had Seen long since closed
and the hatch on the after cabin battened down. Three very anxious pairs
of eyes watched. I wasn’t afraid of the first one I know ’Galcador", but
would she have recovered from its savage assault in time to deal with the
second one. Afterwards three minds disclosed to one another that they were
with but a single thought and we estimated these two to have been not less
than twenty-five feet.
We rounded the lighthouse to find a harbour Jampacked with yachts and fishing craft.
Ibiza is a very sheltered harbour but not a very popular one and today
it was a boil of water.
We sailed her up towards the quay that abuts the
road, dropped the hook and let her swing to stern on easing the cable until
we were close enough to get the gan~4ay ashore. There was no room anywhere
else, the rest of the harbour quays were jampacked with trading schooners,
fishing boats and yachts, ranging from "Zaca" the American schooner yacht of
a couplu of hundred tons to a little ketch,smaller than ourselves~ which had
come from America the previous year and was now on her way back. In our
own section we were surrounded with fishing boats and with constant a~rivals
all through the day there wasn’t room for a dinghy by evening and we were
all moored stern to.
After the chaos below decks had been repaired, which included rescuing
the stove that had been fired from its fastenings, we had breakfast and
turned in. Before we awoke a real storm was blowing and when we looked
out in the early afternoon the last of the fishing boats to arriv.~ was
limping ~_to the harbour, swept from stem to stern of everything cn her deck
that wasn’t fastened to it.
The stonu blew up to near hurricane force on Sunday night. On Monday
it abated a little and blew up aga_~m. By Tueslay morning it had become
more respect&bleo A strong gale - they were calling it now in Ibiza - but
it. was Wednesday mornin~ before a single boat left the harbour. The first
to go a heavily laden schooner for Palma and one by one the throb of the
fishing boats’ diesels gave notice of their departure for their home ports
of Valencia, Villayosa, Alicante etc. The storm was over, the wind and
the rain had gone~ You could float a needle on the still waters.
The town Of ibiza~which is the capital of the islands, is not the most
difficult place in the world to rough it for a couple, of days and now, with
the tourist population thinned out to a negligible few- in spite of its
imported settlers - who drape themselves along its main bo~llevard coffeeing
and aperitif~g - it obtraded its true character so completely different
to its neighbouring island seventy miles to the east as to give the
impression that they might also have been peoples of a different hemisphere.
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Of course we, were fortunate to enjoy the patronage of Peppi which assured us
entrY to the ’home’ an honour which, if you spend any time in Spain, becomes
something to be very conscious of.
The town is an interesting one, built
up from the sea front.
It rises gradually in a series of housed terraces :
to the very old town which in turn climbs but much more steeply to the hill
thet is crested by a castle and a cathedral and, despite the sporadic evidence of the tourist advance of modernity, the primitive aspect and character
is pronounced.
The trading schooners still use sail as the ~rincipal mode oz’ propulsion. Though they are all equipped now with diesels to push them along at
around eight to ten knots it is used sparingly and only as an alternative
to natures fuel. The presence of the odd truck when they are being loaded
only helps to emphasise the preponderance of the two-wheeled horse cart as
the principal mode of transportation for goods from and to the hinterland
to and from the dockside. There is no mechanical or container labour
problem here. The lighter cargo is passed aboard by hand or on a wooden
shute. The heavier is lifted by the hand-operated winch and yardarm of
the schooners themselves.
The market can have changed little over the years and while here and
there throughout the town some very modern shops are making their appearance they do not yet hide anything of its fine old character. Food and
wine are excellent, plentiful and very reasonable. There are some buses
and taxis of a very ancient vintage.
The crew of ,’Galcador" is unanimous that it is a pity that the primitive
will inevitably be submerged through the years by the ’progressive’.
~ We open the log again on Monday, September 24th, at 1610 hours, our
gangway is aboard as is our big fisherman that served us well throughout
the stormy early part of this week. We have slipped our singled stern line
and hauled out to our anchor. There is no wind in the harbour but a
promise of a nice breeze outside. 1630 - Dado Grande abeam, steering 186
for the passage between Espalmador and Negras - wind S.S.W. 1730, have
cleared the passage and altered to 270 for Cabo Nao on the mainland, carrying full sail, estimate force ~ - smooth sea no swell very pleasant sailing.
18OO - course 270 - wind S.W., 4 - dist (from Negras) 2. 19OO - maintaining course, smooth sea no swell, wind lightened to about 3, dist. 6¼. From
h~r~ until eleven o’clock the log is a blank except for recorded distance.
in the interval a pleasant dinner preceded by appertif and washed down
with wine has been enjoyed. The moon lights our way and behind us in the
south east Mars burns brightly golden in the star flecked sky. The crew is
Ispread’ around the deck enjoying the beamtiful night in an outside
temperature of 72; Hayzus at the wheel, Trudel and Bryan reading under the
cross-tree deck lights, the skipper enjoying to the full his Havanah, his
Fundador and Mancini in Rome singing Trovatore. Why can’t it always be
like this,
2300 - still n~intaining course, wind has freshened a little to about
g, it is inclined to go more west. We log’d 5 in the last hour and have
now covered 21.
2~OO - maintaining course but now close reaching as wind
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is tending more into the west all the time, smooth sea no swell, dist.2o~ wind between four and five now.
I went off at midnight reluctant to leave such a glorious night and
such pleasant sailing, when I came on again the log shows the students have
oeen at wov.k and it says - 0030, maintaining course, wind still about &,
0100 maintaining course,
dist. 28½ - estimated position 0.51.E, 38.A7 N.
practically close hauled -wind westering more in the last hour, dist . 29~.
3
0200 -maintaining course close hauled. Have substituted working jib for
reaching staysail, without waking skipper to get his consent, hope he
doesn’t mind (sez you - remind me to give that boy a stripe).
0300 - just
holding course as wind is still tending more to the west stronger but very
steady with smooth sea. Picked up Nao and Antonio lights quarter of an
ho:ur ago, seem to be a little too far north of the former but decide to carry
on as hardly worth calling skipper for the sake of an hour (another stripe).
C3&5 - called skipper as per instructions with tea and brandy - the latter
without instructions - (remind me to get a new and longer sleeve for that
boy).
OAO0 - wind now gripping us on course - lay her off three points shels sailing nicely but we are going to be a few miles north of Nao. Wind
freshening with the coming sun, quite common in these parts, reckon about
five now and we’re bowling along across a smooth sea dist. &~½. Decide to
measure distance off from Nao with sextant. The Mathematician is on watch
with me and sheVs doing nothing else anyhow. We make it about fi~’e off ~c
weTve lost a couple of miles somewhere, anyhow thereTs a lot of ’em in the
sea so maybe nobody but ourselves will miss ’em and, as wetve told you~
’.
we’re not fussy - our main objective is havin’ fun. A routine fix on Nao
and Antonio before the light swallows the lights and we’re on our way.
The heat of the coming sun is now making itself felt on our backs and
very shortly he comes rising out of the eastern horizon. A golden tip of
blazing fire, up, up, up, he comes fast and steady as if some great
practiced hand was p mmhing a blazing ball clean through the blue sea to send
it, with an invisible.flick, half ways up into the sky.
It is a moment
not a second of which should be missed. The grey colourless da~,~n is swept
aside, the fading moon and stars linger on as if they too are waiting to
see the grandeur of the new born day. You tunn to look over the stern
instinctively you hold the wheel in your hand your little ship runs up in
the wind, but you are powerless. You are alone, there is no ship, there is
~o you, There is only the awe inspiring spectacle of God presiding over
the birth of the new day. The beautiful blue barpet of the sea :is spread
out into infinity. The day star spreads its own red gold carpet across it.
The sun is up in its full glory as if man were kneeling and offering up this
golden jewel flecked chalice in thanksgiving to his Creator for yet anothsr
day in which to live.
We are now, of course, flapping around in the wind like a duck frightened off.the road by a speeding car, so we give "Galcador" a little attention
and she’s headed for Nao once more.
We fetched up to ¯abOut four .~_ies
;north of Nao and threw about to round it on the one tack and bring us into
the Bay formed by it and Cabo Morayra to the southward.
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We were bound for Altea, now about twenty miles south west of us but it
was our intention when we left Ibiza the evening before to sail as close to
as possible along this coast, and that was the reason for the hour chosen for
departure so that we might come up with the coast at dawn and so have a full
day in: which to inspect it.
As we rounded the Cape and stood in to the
Bay "Galcador" must have been a proud little ship boring her way into the
~,ind under full sail Whir% last year, she limped on her way to the Balleares
a~ong this same coast crippled and deprived of her spars and canvas.
There is no log now. It is more like a Sunday sail. The wind is
ahead of us but steady. The sea is smooth under the land and the day is fine
but then we understand that it is never otherwise here. I have since
inspected the meteorological records for thiJ section; the average yearly
temperature over thirty-five years is 72 and the rainfall 65 hours per annum,
so what was a murmur is now an established fact. The murmur might have
had something to say to our being here so close inshore. You:d never know.
To anybody who l~qows the geography of Spain the province of Alicante
needs no introduction, but its lush intensely cultivated countryside has to
b,e seen to be comprehended. Mile after uninterrupted mile of acres and
acres of grapes, oranges, nuts, barley, oats, wheat, rye, potatoes, rice
etc,~ cover the lendo The coast here, however, gives no hint of this; it
is mostly low lying with great stretches cf beautiful sandy beaches punctuate& here and there by rocky stretches and divided into bays by prominent
high head~_ands that are~ without exception, steep.
¯ Hav’ng rou~nded Cabo Morayra we went deep into the bay of that name and
:~o:~ tD.e ±’irst time since we left Ibiza we used the engine for half an hour
p ...... us around ifach and into the bay of tltea, and then again sailed
leisurely into Calpe.
This is a picturesque harbour tucked inside the
point and about a mi].e.from the town of the same nqme. From here to Altea
inside Point Albir~a bold headland on the south side of the bay, the shore
!’z~.e must have few equals for sheer beauty and Altea itself, the harbour of
which we entered about five o’clock, is a veritable gem, There is no
written record of our arrival but the picture that ~folded as ~e rounded
tbc end of the mole will remain forever with us as a classic example of
~:ab’.~re at her most bounteous.
The sardine fleet was preparing for a night ls fishing as we arrived and
we were directed to a berth to lay starboard side to for the first time
s:~nce ~.,~e entered the Mediterranean. :We were in need of gas cAD_ a~ we hadn":~
:?~.Zlsd up since we left Barcelona a few weeks eariier~ Haysus~ who knows
" hi,~ Esoana~ was ashore almost before we had made fast and making arrangements
£o:..~ a s-~pply from the p~mp that lay a few feet ahead of ~s,and ev-erything
was laid-on 2or deliver~g when it was suddenly discovered that as it was five
thi:rcy pen,, it ~^,,as too late and oh.; that magic word manana~
Manana came~
course, Ln du~ course but it war; Saturday - Fiesta - ’no posible gas oil
b oy~ (not possible to get gas oil today to you). O.Ko Domingo (Sunday) no
posib!e Fiesta - O.Ko Luues -no posible Fiesta todo proximo semana. All
::<~:::b week is Fiesta° Looks like we’re ~going to be here for the winter.
~..~n is very nob]_e and volunteers at once to rough it~ but negotiations at
~:ncther level are now entered into.
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First the Aduana will give us enough to take us to Alicante. Next,on
production of the passports, the Commandant del Puerto will give us one
hundred litres and, having accepted both %hese offers, the man in charge of
the pump decides he might as well fill us up, so we’re all ready to go with
The Harbour Fever had
no excuse left but the disease wns now virulent.
struck.
~
But let us go back to "last night for a little while. We were not without
friends in Altea. Senor Siedel, proprietor of the Hotel Sol y Mar, became not
only our ho~% but our G.P.&.F. and later that night repaired to shore to his
hostelry across the harbour to partake of his excellent victuals and refreshments. Before leaving "Ga!cador", however, we were to enjoy yet another
panorama to rival the morning glory.
The sun in its majesty passed slowly into the west, the purple mountains
its cloak with the red roofed white houses for a hem, while a crescent of sand
peeped from beneath like great golden slippers and then for a moment, an all
too brief moment, it seemed to light the great mountain range into a blaze of
purples, greens and reds. Night h~d come and the silver moon took over the
watch. We spent two happy nights and .~ day in Altea but we are going back.
We sailed from A2tea on Sunday morning at a quarter to ten, again no log.
We virtually scraped our side along the shore from Albir to Escaleta and inside
the Island of BenCdorme,passed Vi!lojoyosa and on for C,J}o de las Huertas.
How different to last year when we crept along here under er "ine in the
opposit3 ¯direction. We roundec Huertas in the early afterno~n and were entering the ~rbour of iLlicante a little more than an hour later.
Shortly after rounding Huertas we ran into a shoal of the largest dirty
brown jelly fish I have ever seen~
For fully two miles "Galcador’s" forefoot clove into them and rolled them off her sides as if they were the sea
itself, mhgy seemed to stretch on all sides of us as far as one could see.
Theru is no wat~.r for "Galcador" at the Club here so we lay at the other
side of *he harbour in front of the naval station. Alicante is a big city
much different to anything we had seen since leaving Palms. The~ climate is
delightful and the Moorish Ilrican influence is felt here. It is a city of
grace and beau by with a verz~ tranquil air, but as we left it the following
day there was little 5ime to really see more than the sea front.
"Galcador" had now to retrace her steps back to Barcelona,approx~ately
2~0 miles north again and time was running cat. Our leisure was "~b an end
and a target had to be reached. Such cruising as we have been indulging in
cal!s for a thorough overhaul and Barcelona had been chosen foi" this purpose
for many reasons° Vinai’oz in latitude 40.28 and about 108 miles away was
chosen to split the joui~ey at leaving about another 130 miles to Barcelona.
This ~s Oeeu accomplished in fair weather and fair wi~uds without incident
worth i. ~oring in 72 hours and the little wanderer now lies ~bern to to the
Club awaiting her turn foi~ the slip on the other side of the harbour.
¯ Little more rema~us to be said° Ou9 total mileage this year is modest in
relation to last and comparatively without incident with, perhaps, one notable
and unpleasant exception. But we are a little bit fonder of a stout little
ship that has shown the flag~ the only one we met in our Wanderings 2,000
miles from home and has~ in turn, worn the burgees of the Cruising Club, the
Royal M~nster: the Cobh Sailing Club and this year the I,D.R.A0, while adding
another 810 miles to her not altogether uneventful career.
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ROCK DODGING ON THE NORTH AND ~%T COAST, 1956.
by Wallace Clark
"As soon as you buy a boat, sheTs for sale", Tony McCleery
once remarked to me; and there’s a lot in it. The virtues of the
other man’s boat often appear So outstanding, while it is only in
your own that those little snags and shortcomings which exist in
any design become familiar.
Be that as it may, I sold "Caru" in
December ’55, to Ray Clarke of Derry, and bought ’Wild Lone ll"
from Mervyu Henry. "Caru", 5 ton McGruer Bermudan sloop, gave
four seasons of excellent service, and a tremendous amount of fun
in the aggregate, and never once failed to do all that was asked
of her in thoroughly lady-like fashion.
She now joins the newly formed Lough Swilly Yacht Club and is
normally based at Fahan.
It adds tremendously to the interest of sailing to change now
and then.
’q~ild Lone ii", now named "Wild Goose" is a iO ton
shoal draft Bermudan yawl 25’6" x 28’0" x 9~&’’ x &’lO".
Maurice
Griffiths design, built by King 1936. Parsons prawn 10/24 Petrol
Engine. She spent the winter at the Cutts about Coleraine on the
Bann, afloat in fresh water where a number of motorboats regularly
lay up. There it is harder to ensure good ventilation and a boat
suffers much more from frost; than at the nearest alternative,
Portstewart which is within spitting distance of the open Atlantic,
but it is most convenient.
She was pulled up at Portstewart at the beginning of March and
a new doghouse added under the competent supervision of Dan
McClelland, master joiner, who though normally engaged on house
work, comes from a fisherman family and has an excellent eye and
J~:ig~.e~, for a boat job.
Launched 7 a,m~ Saturday 14th April~ mast stepped 7 miles away
at Coleraine Quay, the nearest crane, at midday, and so to moorings
at Portrush.
Friday 28th April, sailed at 8 p.m,, for the first week-end
cruise of the season, spending the night at Greencastle, and Saturnight alongside Culdaff pier.
During May and June~ had a number of week-end cruises several
times to Culdaff~ twice to Rathlin Island, once to Trawbreaga Bay
and once to Gigha off Kintyre.
During this time ’Wild Goose"
taught me a bit about using two masts and ono or two minor changes
were made to her gear and accommodation plus a list of a mile long
of othe~ for next winter.
One or two j_ucidents stand out, particularly crossing Trawbreaga Bar on Sunday morning, 3rd June° We had gone into the Bay
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on the flood the p~evio~s evening in flat calm conditions~ not a
roll on the sea or a sign of surf on the beach~ HoW. slack next
morning, was about 10 a~.mo but as everything seemed calm, sunny and
windless, we thought little of being about an hour late in getting:
under way so only reached the bar about ll a.m. when a considerable
ebb was already rtu~ning, perhaps three to four knots in the narrows
of the channel~
As we c±~ared the narrows~ the bar presented a
horrid and quite unempected sight~ masses of surf leaping into the
air all over the place in the cha~u%el~ which is about 150 yds.
wide, with precious few gaps anywhere~ and heavy and continuous
surf breaking on the rocks to the S, and on Lag spit which guards
the bar on the N~
At the first heave the dinghy, which I had
foolishly omitted to put on deck; capsized. We turned, under
engine but fou~_d the ebb stream now too strong to allow us to reenter with the drag of the capsized dinghy astern, so short of
abandoning it~ all we could do was turn once more and i’,z~j our luck.
We passed through three successive combing waves, the breaking face
of which appeared about 4 fto high and over which the ’qgild Goose"
rose easily and quite uncheci<ed ~’-"
~_ng cn!y a s’olash
on board
,
forward~ The ~-lay ahead %.hen looked clear an@ I had just remarked
to Davy Lee beside me that I thought we were safely through, when
the daddy of them all got up, incredibly short just ahead of us.
We must ha+e been just about on the shallowest part of the bar
(about I0-ii ft~ of water at that state of the tide) as I spoke
and what looked like an ordinarg swell approaching suddenly piled
up as the ground shoaled ~.~nder it~ The breaking face was, I
estimated, 6-8 ft. high as it bore down on us and all the comparatively level water on which we momentarily lay ahead of it,
seemed creamed to white ......
~o~ uh; just the sort of thing one sees
between suc.¢essive small breakers near the shore cn a beach. I
suppose the top four feet of the wave came unchecked over the bow
~nd swept clean over us aft~ The force was sufficient to catch
the sliding hatch,which was open where it overhangs the front of
the doghouse by about nine ~ches, and tearing it clean out of
its slides. ..........
.~.~. the whole hatch into the cockpit°
Davy Lee,
standing grasping the mizzen rigging was hit on the chest by
heavy waS er but man~ged to hold ¢n~ The whole boat w~s thrown
bodily back :-hree or four feet as if on her haunches and the tiller
plucked clean cut of my hands as she meted rapidly astern. However,
since we must have met the wave absolu~e!y square; she showed no
tendancy to broach or slew either way and as the good old Parsons
Prawn kept chuggi~g quietly away~ slowly gather headwaTA~ borne
along by the strong ebb~ we were Ln a few mJmutes clear of the
danger area°
There was almost no wind and we had no sail set throughout
the incident° I doubt if it would have helped in ~y way.
The best ad~zice, as a res~It of this staz"[.l.hug experience,to
those about to cross bars in: such conditions is ~ndoub’bed!y (with
But it is interesting to,
due anoiogies to ~h% P}mch) .--DCN"To
]
.
spectt_aoe.
,- :,
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If the engine had swamped or otherwise failed at the last big
wave I think we would still have beena]lflght as the momentum of
bhe ebb would probably have carried us through clear of the danger
area before the next breaker had time to arrive. This is borne
out by the fact that just before the big wave hit us both dinghy
~.af.uters had broken but immediately after getting through we were
a o±e to turn back in complete safety and pick it up as the tide
bore it out of the breaking water.
You may well ask why the hatch was open and the answer is that
we-had a landsman on board who had gone into the cabin for shelter
so I had left it open to maintain communication and avoid alarming
him.
If the engine had failed earlier the best chance of bringing
her through woulhj I think, have been to veer a kedge over the
stern on just enough rope to make it drudge over the bottom which
is clean sand. This would have kept her stern into the ebb tide
which runs at an average of 2-3 knots and her bow into the breakers,
to give steerage way and let her drag slowly out.
The kedge would
need of course to have been previously prepared, lashed in the right
spot and require smart handling, plus a sharp knife handy.
I may say the engine never did unexpectedly fail throughout the
season but it is definitely unhealthy to depend on it to the extent
to which we did that morning.
An hour earlier and probably two hours later the bar would have
been flatter. I have since discovered that it is the first hour of
the ebb which is worst at Trawbreaga, not the tbird and fourth as
one might expect.
The early season plan had been to take ’Wild Goose" to France,
which requires a minimum of three weeks but various shore complications prevented this and the almost equally attractive alternative of a two week run down West came to the fore instead.
The crew was quite an assortment. Michael Ross of R.N.I.Y.C.
was on board throughout, Paddy McCorkell of Derry came for the first
four days when his place was %aken by Harry Woodhead, Bishop of
Malin, (unfrocked for the voyage); the Tony McCleerys junior and
senior, later joined for a few days.
The general idea was to keep going fairly hard as far as the
Roundstone - Aran I. area, spend a few days day sailing thereabouts and then come home, seeing as n~nny of the islands as
possible while en route both ways.
The weather was about average, West Coast, rather more bad
than good but on the whole interfered with our plans remarkably
little and gave us some excellentsailing.
I believe three bad
days to one good in summer is the local rule.
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Slipped from Portrush about i0 p.m. Friday 29th June, wind S.
W. force 5 and had a fine reach N.W. to Malin Head. About 6 a.m.
next day a fierce squall blew out of the Swilly, gusting probably
to Force 7 and made us roll down a lot of mainsail. It would
have been most unpleasant round the Bloody Foreland and we were all
very tired so put into Portnablagh for breakfast and a rest about
ll a.m, The centre of a depression passed very close to us during
the day and there was a curious forecast of "winds between S.E. and
No Force 2-7". The strong S. wind showed no signs of dropping S°
in the afternoon we shifted further up the bay to Downies and after
a tough job getting properly tied up in the short unpleasant lop
the wind was hurling at the pier, spent a comfortable night alongside. Off at 7 next morning v~ith a f&ir S.E. wind which blew us
rapidly round to the Bloody Foreland; there the wind kindly backed
No as we altered course S.S.E., dropped to about force 3 and the
sun came out,; so did the rum and a good time was had by all; though
the navigator had a few worried minutes dodging the Ballyconnell
breakers which are unmarked and lie right on the course S. about
!~ mile off Gola Island. One of them threw up a growling mass of
foam Out of the calm blue sea about 200 yds. outside as we passed.
The navigator did his best to look as if that was just where, when
and what he had expected but I doubt if the crew were really
convince d.
We ploughed on S.S.W. on course for Erris Head and everything
looked as if we would be luc~F and get round first time what can
often be the main bugbear when working S~ along the W. coast; but
at 19:30 the forecast was "backing W. and increasing to Force 7 by
morning"° We might just have made Broadhaven before it blew up,
then again we might not~ the wind might increase earlier than
expected and the prospect of being locse hauled for a not altogether
easy landfall in the dark in Force 7, with the big swell which was
running, was not inviting.
On the other hand it might never blow
up at all; the weather, as Claude Worth remarks, is much given to
bluffing and can apparently bluff the Met~ men just as much as me
or you.
The clouds thicken, the glass drops, the wind starts to rise
and then a few hours later everything brightens up again and you
are congratulating yourself on not having sought shelter unnecessarily.
What would you do, chum? We turned tail and ran for Killybegs. :Looking back~ I know we were right but at the time it was
quite a diffic~i~ decision.
:It is c~:~ious how mar~¥ decisions big and small go to make up
the story of a cruise - quite a number seem difficult at the time
and even liable to make or mar the whole venture; yet looking back
on them in perspective the individual ones donlt seem to have made
all that difference; you generally make up on tomorrows swings
what you lose on today’s roundabouts, always provided the crew is
ready to take the good chances when they come.
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At that time with the weather thoroughly unsettled and not a
great deal of time to spare, it seemed most disappointing to have
to throw away 40 or 50 miles of hard enared Westing and run into
large deep Donegal Bay which is not all that well provided with
satisfactory yacht ~harbours. In fact we had three or four of the
best days of the cruise in there and saw lots of worthwhile people
and .p!a c,~ s.
To return to the narrative, ve~T soon after we had turned
E.S.E. the wind backed NOW.; so we had the unusual experience of
sailing 80 r Z~les or so on three sides of a square in the course
of a day with the wind almost dead aft ~iI the way.
It was
quite dark by the time we were approaching Fillybegs; the penalty
for failing to pick up the leading lights as you run Eo is to risk
ending up on dirty looking reefs off St, John’s Point, The job
was complicated by a big dance ashore which meant large numbers of
zars moving on the switch-back roads, so that their lights often
looked like flashing red or white nsvigstiona! ones. There also
seemed to be odd patches of fog or mist about, force 5 wind and
jumbled sea~ so it was quite a relief to slip in past Rotten I.
abbut i a,:mo~ in calm water once more and let go the hook off the
town ~ie~~ ~ few minutes later.
Monday July 2nd a big and smart M,F.V,.~ the "Morana" kindly
wirelessed back a report of wind and sea conditions in the offing.
We got ’sis R.To easily on our Berne-Loop trawler band. But in
spite of his encouraging remarks found it too tough going to closehaul for Erlis Head and ran- off East once more for Mullaghmore.
We spent an excellent evening here With Jerry and Joan Eccles of
Moneygold Lodge.
Jerry’s si~ter Jan is Secretary of the Portrush
Yacht Club and there was a lot of talk about.
Tuesday 3rd, sailed to Inishmurray against a light W. wind
and had an interesting 2 or 3 hours ashore in hot sun. Fascinating Christian relics which I Will not digresson here, but an ugly
air of careless abandomment in the row of houses, now all empty
along the S. shore.
The island was finally evacuated about six
years ago; in every house is an untidy litter of mouldering pictures,
furniture~ books, uattresses rand other chattels, many of which must
have been in good condition when lefto
It is said that stilling
poteen v~s the main industry and highly lucrative~ so that perhaps
there were a number of unwilling ew~cuees’
Rea01~ed R0sses Point, Sligo Harbour at 7 p.m~ for dinner
ashore and the first crew change. With Harry Woodhead and minus
Paddy we sailed again at 7 a,,m. Wednesday, and plugged solidly W.
all day: :-~:"f~-- in a flat clam and unceasing rain, Downpatrick
Head: though only 115 ft. in height sticks in my memory as one of
the most imoressive of Irish promontories~ Curiously enough the
2,000 fro cliff-like slopes of S!ieve League on the No side of
Donegal Bay about AO miles N~ away do not look anything out of the
or¢Id_na,ry f’-om close to~
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Down, trick’s pitch black cliffs drop sheer into deep water
and looked most impressive as we motored closei under them; their
formation makes long narrow ledges on the face, on which hundreds
of guillemots were standing dressed as neatly as guardsmen on
parade.
As we reached Erris Head it blew up from the N. and we had an
exhilerating run S. through Eagle I. Sound, jumbled and tide riven
as usual, just reaching Frenchport as it grew dark.
We beat out next morning and reached S. on a pleasant W. wind.
In Inis~hkea Sound met another yacht - quite an event in the W. She
turned out to be "Harrier" of the R.C.C. sailed by Dr. John Ives,
and in the course of a shouted conversation we discovered that we
were acquainted on paper at least. They had intended to reach
Frenchport the previous evening but had been overtaken by darkness
and spent an uncomfortable night inside Inishkea. It was disappointing that we just failed to coincide.
We rounded Achill Head agai~ in a mighty jumble of swell and
tide and ran into Keen Bay hoping to see some of the shark fishing
in progress, but were about three days too late. The Bay was
quite deserted, with only one or two upturned curraghs on the beach
and no inhabited houses in sight.
On again, through Carrickmore Sound, to Keel where we entered
a non-existent harbour. It really has no right to be there at
all, appearing on neither charts nor Pilot, but is quite a useful
place to know: recently enlarged to help the shark fishing (see a
note at the end).
After lunch and a chat to ex Gern~n Army sergeant Hans Ott,
who runs a shark fishing business, we motored out, made sail in
the lee of Inishgallon and reached away for Inishturk, 15 miles S.
It Was as fine a sail as one could ask for, wholesail breeze,
bouncing Seam swell, the sea flushed with white horses and gleaming in bright ~un, the superb silhouettes of the Mayo and Connemara mountains for a background, and an unknown island for destination.
Turk is perhaps the most isolated of the islands which are
still inhabited; comparatively large in area, it is steep and rocky
and only supports 15 families. We sailed into the tiny boat
harbour at the head of the Bay and had one or two anxious moments
when a loose screw jammed the mainsail in its track just when it
was wanted down in a hurry. After a walk ashore spent a comfortable night in the Bay on the E. side.
Next day we made an early mor~ug visit to what sounded like
an interesting character, a man spending four weeks alone on Cahir
I. He turned out to be a young Dubliner and whatever his mission
was did not disclose it, but showed us round his kingdom which
contains a number of religous relics and seemed glad of some company.
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Reached Inishbofin for lunch~ intending a two hour stop but
met so many old fri~nds from my two previous visits that it proved
quite impossible to leave that d~y.
Bofin is quite prosperous by is!and standards. I have never
visited a small community (about 60 families) with such a
collection of Tcharacters,, ali strongly individual but united in
tm~ir spontane(rTs friendliness and.hospitality to us as visitors.
TSq[~ire’ O’Halloran, the pilot~ i~ateen Cloherty; who steered us
in to the quay through 20 ft. Beala Clsssillaun~ which is only
about 6 ft. wider between the rocks than "Wild Goose", the first
yacht we were told ever to have passed through and gone alongside
the quay. Mrs. 0’Day, who runs an excellent hotel and seems to
have a soft spot for yachtsmen.
Sandy Baird, a cosmopolitan who
came for the week-end s n~mber of years ago a~d has wisely stayed
there ever since,~
’SkipperT Prenderg@st; Michael Schofield,
d::~scendant of one of the Garrison Cromwell abandoned on the island
300 years ago, who knows where the stormy petrels nest on High
Island. Patrick Concannon] real life hero of the greet gale
described in "Rain on the Wind" and last.., but by no means least,
Father O:Malley who entertained us with refreshment of all kinds
and a great deal of interesting conversation therewith. You
should go and meet theme,
Next day Saturday~ off once more bo~id to Roundstone. After
a careful looksee decided to go through Joycg~ Sound Pass inside
Slyne.
The wind was light but there was rather much swell for
the job. You need to be careful not to take the neaz~oy Blind
Sound for Joyces. A careful bearing from Carrickarone W. (338°
True) astern is the best check°
It is not an easy place.
Perhaps we were on our mettle, because just beside it lies the
Cla~k Rock. Was some shady forbear of mine drowned there, or
how the devil did it even get such a name?
Colonel Berridge had very kindly written me a letter containing a great amount of information for the rockstmevm and interesting ci~ea E. of Slyne, which he Imuows very thoroughly.
The next
few days passed very pleasantly and in slightly more leisurely
style than the passage down. We had a full week without rain,
which helped enormously. Visited Ca~hel Cashla~ @nd Kilkieran,
passed through Beal~i Dangan which was quite exciting stemming
abouT, four knots of tide through the narrow piers of the swing
bridge, and had a delightful day sail~ to Kilronan, Aran, in
company with "Dav’li!laun", Col~ Berridge’s fine 9-tonner. We had
five on board, having been joined by the Tony McCl_~rys of
S trang~ford~ junior and senior.
(~ Wegi~esday Tony, Mike and I made s chilly 6 a.m. start
from GoL~m Harbour and watched a smoky red, beautiful but rather
om~nous~ ~mrise as we ran out the narrow entrance, and E. past
St. Macdars~s i~ to Roundstone~ There we had second breakfast
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about i0 a.m. and Tony i, to our great regret, had to leave for the
long drive home ~o: Ringhaddy.
~
We rounded Slyne ~nd anchored in Bofin Harbour once more about
7 p.m. Next day it blew h<~rd from S. and S.E., which would have
meant a rough sea at the herbour mouth but a fine run once underway.
We pnt off~
~sailing~ influencedneedless to say by the Bofin hospitality, and duly paid for such a :waste: of a breeze by a lot of windward slogging later.
¯ We sailed at 5.30 a.m. Friday, four days for 200 odd miles to
Port r~shj the wind having eased to Force 5 or so, and ran through
Inishshark~ Sound and straight on past Achill to stop just before
lunch at Inishglora. This low’lying island, about two miles off
shore opposite Blacksod should be an I.C.C. Mecca, fQr on it lived
St. Brendan, the Navdgator, who sailed his curragh to America and
a lot of other places. You can see his bed with a stone bracket
Just above, which looks just as if it was designed for a handbearing compass. Stormy Petrels now very fittingly nest in the
walls of his tiny cell and in great numbers of the island.
In
one spot a coat would have covered four nests hidden among
boulders and the parents seemed quiteunafraid and in no hurry to
I eave.
A party of fishermen were temporarily living on the island
and with great generosity, which I can only describe as typical,
insisted on presenting us with a pair of lobsters.
We had thought o~ landing on Eagle I, but although Inishglora
was calm, Eagle Was qnite unapproachable, such a swell ran round
it, so we puahed on ~n~ :hove-to for supper in the entrance to
Broadhaven b6fore setting out on the 1OO mile leg to windward to
the Bloody Foreland. In winds of Force 4-5 this took 3~ hours and
we reached Tory Island about 9 a.m. on Sunday morning having split
our mainsail in the dark, close under the cliffs of Aranmore four
hours earlier. The evolution of furling the bits was illuminated
in rather unpleasant fashion by the harsh rays of the powerful
lighthouse above us, and each revolution showed up in turn the
jagged rocky pinnacles at the base of the cliffs close to windward.
With a foul tide and under jib and mtizzen only it seemed to take
an age to work clear past Aranmore and its outlying dangers.
.: L~:. ..... .~:_

I have a number of very good friends on Tory whom I had not
seen for a couple of years and the welcome was in proportion to
the length of time: since "Caru’e" last visit.
The day ended
with a very.enjoyable dance in the schoolhouse, raised on the spur
of the moment in our honour. Dawn was breaking as this ended and
we sailed straightaway at ~a.m. to windward once more, for Portrush.
Arrived there after a brief stop at Malin Head for petrol at about
8 p.m. It had been a most successful and enjoyable cruise,
largely m~de soby Mike Rossls hard work and bon comaradie, not to
mention Harry Woodhead whose ability to speak Irish in particular
endeared him to a lot of those whom we met and added greatly to the
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amount we heard and learned. Old Tonyls great navigational skill
was a blessing while he w~s with us and his q~ietly spoken words
of advice to keep to port as we cleared the Beala Dangan narrows
may well have saved us from shipwreck.
The next week-end, 27th’ July, was spent in a:visit to Colonsay
Island sailing Friday night, back Monday morning, in perfect light
.... sunny weather. We circumnavigated Islay in the course of the outward and return journeys and spent some time~om Sunday evening
anchored inside 0rsay Island at Portrahaven. This is a place
worth knowing if you feel like trying a .new route N. and seeing
the W. side of Islay on the way. You can tuck away, out :of the
tide and swell close off the town, but thetide rip outside known
as the Rhinns of Islay, 8 knots rate at springs., is not to be
trifled with in doubtful weather. The Clyde CruiSing Club does
not mention Portrahaven which indicates how well off the beaten
track it is.
That was the last long trip of the season which ended with
week-end pottering based at various, places from Sheephaven Bay to
Carnlough; October provided some excellent open water sailing
weather and two Saturday nights that month were spent at Illancarragh Bay on the E. side of Rathlin, combined with two very’good
evenings in McQuaigs Bar on the island.
’~ild Goose~Is’’ last voyage of the year was ~ migratory flight
south on October 28th under engine, 20 miles inland to Kilrea on
the River Bann, where she lies at present. Her owner is still
scratching his head hard over .the problem of cf~nstructlng a slip to
get her out and this partly, accounts for why his log is so late,
and thereby adds to the manifold trials of the Hon. Edltor~
To conclude (from the flyleaf of a book on Gigha).
i’The Wish of the Wise:

z

A sea to sail over, a boat to sail in, an island to sail to
and the wish never to leave it.
i.
[

WEST COAST
The job of writing yachtman’s directions for theW. coast will
have to’be tackled one of these days. It is unlikely that any one
person will accumulate sufficient knowledge to supply full material
formore than a few ports; and other parts
will have to be joint
¯
efforts, as it takes a good number of VmSl%ts ,to really know a place.
The following information is supplied tentatively, and I hope
that anyone having corrections or add~’tions will write to the
Commodore, or the writer so that the information can be noted.
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Eagle Island Sound.
A reliable local man told me that the tide here always runs N.
during daylight hours, but eases down in Strength and runs S. at
times.&g ~ight. This seems tei be,a parallel to the Sound of Harris.
It is certainly a :very swell-ridden spot.~ A light-keeper told me
that in 2½ years he only landed 0nce st the steps (which lie at S.
E. side of island near a large outlying lump of rock) and every
other time was swung out of the boat by the crane.
It would be
most interesting to get these reports confirmed.
Frenchport

!

Was told correct anchorage is on S. side as the holding is
best there, though I have twice¯ spent a comfortable night on the
N. side opposite conspic, white ho. The shelter even in strong
cnshore winds appears excellent. Entrance is somewhat obstructed
with lobster pots..
Inishturk.
Good anchorage in bay on E. side. Pretty boat harbour at S.
W. apex of this. Pier face is veryrough and dries alongside;
about 2ft. L.W.S. in outer part of harbour, with a hole containing
5 ft. off the pier end but this is too small for most yachts to
lie in~ 15 families; no shops.
Inishmurr%y.
Best landing at Clashymore Harbour open to S., at S.W. corner.
Bottom is said to be foul so buoy your anchor. Boat slip proretted by sn~ull sea wall at E. end of S. shore. Now uninhabited.
Inishbofin, Co. Galwa,y.
_ Excellent natural harbour; enter on leading marks which are
large whitewashed stone pillars. Anchor near mailboat moorings.
The deep water is limited in area. Nob on Glassillaun I. in line
with ho. on skyline behind marks E.W. line of centre.¯ Left hand
end of chapel in line with house on skyline 056° Mag. marks E.
limit. Right hand end of conspic, wh. cottage w. 3 chimneys, in
line with left hand end grey house on skyline is about right line
to lie on.
Pier dries about 2 ft. alongside and all ’the pond’ inside
Glassilla~ is shoal, say 2 ft. L.W.S., soft mud. Enter at about
half flood by ’Beala Glassillaun’ (Glassillaun Pass), about 20 ft.
wide between the island and a rock nob to S.W. with some run of
tide. : Exciting but quite clear. Near H.W. you can pass between
the pier and Glassillaun which is wider.
Population :60 families. ~Small general shop, pub and good
hotel. Mailboat regularly to Cleggan.
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Keel, Achill I.
S~ll harbour, providing useful shelter 3cables N. of InishL
ghlloon; @Uter part has A ft. L.W.S. and is subject to swell.
Inner part 2"3 ft. L.W.S. Petrol and groceries nearby. Beware of
wires atthche~ to salmon nets near the mouth.

’!SETANTA’S" CRUISE by F. CUDMORE.
"Setanta’s" cruise was planned this year to start on Sunday
3rd June with Belle Isle as its objective but things began to go
wrong long before the start. As e~rly as Easter Cashel Riordan,
the first mate, thought he would have to call off. Then about the
middle of May, Alden MacSweeny discovered he could not come but by
that time Cashel’s problems were solved so he was O.K. and we went
ahead with our plans till fivedays before our start when I came
under doctors orders and only got begrudging permission to go late
on the~Saturdsy afternoon. This left the usual last minute
provisioning a very rushed affair.
The crew that finally foregathered, on a wet Sunday morning,
in the Royal Munster Yacht Club consisted of Cashel Riordan, Tom
O’Byrne, Frank Cagney, a newcomer to "Setanta’s" crew and myself.
We had hoped to get away about midday but the weather was getting
worse, So we lunched at the club. During the afternoon we phoned
P.oches P0int and theyreported ’qgind Force 7 Southerly, big sea".
We all turned in early in the hope of better things tomorrow.
We turned out early on Monday morning (&th June) and got under
~y at 09.00 although the wind was then moderate W. - N. the barometer was low so we set the trisail and working headsail. Shortly
cf’ter cleating Roches Point the wind began to freshen and by midday
was a full fore@ 6 so we handed ’the headsail but continued 06 our
coui~se’for another three-quarters of an hour. By then it was
blowi.ng really hard.
"Setan~a" was being pressed even under trisail alone and the sea, now that we were outside the "line of the
heads" was rapidly getting up so we gybed and altered course to
reach in for Ballycotton, where we tied up to the pier at about
15~0. Two days of our holidays gone and we had got just 12
miles to leeward. ..... :
Tuesday 5th June." The 07.45 forecast for Fastnet was wind
West Force 7 backing S.W. A hand ~eached out from under a blanket
turned off the wireless and the crew settled in for a few hours
more sleep.
The next forecast was a little better so we left
Bal!ycotton under trisail and headsail, at 15.OO hours. The wind
was about force 5 W.S.W. and moderating. The sea was also going
down and it looked as if we were going to have a nice passage.
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Alas for our hopes, the 17.58 forecast wrecked them. Fastnet Force
8 South. ~Ithough the wind was now light and the sea calm there
was no hesitation about Our next move; up helm and square away for
Helvick. l~Te were too lazy to put the mainsail on her but we seb
the spinnaker and later started the engine. We just beat that
£0rce 8 as the first vicious squall 0f wind and rain hit us about
~idnight shortly after we had handed all sail in Dungarvan Bay.
Finally tied up alongside a trawler about Oi.00 Wednesday. Three
day~ gone and about 30 miles to leeward. We are beginning to
wonder whSre @~e will fetch up at this rate.
Hu[

~

Got up ~ate this¯ m0rnihg to" find it blowing a gale from the
West. We spent the day pottering about on board and on shore
including a s~roll to the ~’!0cal" from where we phoned our’ homes to
let our folks know that we were safe and sound. During the: afterncon we met Reville Farrell and his wife when they were doing some
work on th’eir yacht which they keep at Helvick. During the day
the wind s lo~ly hs~Ted to N.N.W. but blew as hard as ever, sending
quite a sea into thc little harbour whose opening faces North.
We .did not listen to any weather forecast on Thursday morning
it was Still blowing so hard from the~.W, that there could be no -:
going t0 :sea that day. After breakfast we filled our water tank
and then walked ~nto Ring where some of the crew were able to
practide :their Irish.
There was a bit of excit~T~nt during the afternoon when the
Lifeboat was called ou~ to look for a small boat which was reported
missing° However, it was rather a false alarm as the boat was
wisely sheite;~ing ~nc~er the land till the wind dropped enough for
her to come uu D~ingS~an Bay.
The Farrells came outJduring the evening very kindly bringing
us fresh supplies of me~t, bread etc. which could not be obtain@d
in Helvick. We had a v@ry pleasant party on their yacht and then
transferred to "Setanta" for supper which consisted mainly of prawns
which one of the local fishermen had given us earlier in the day.
i-

Or. Friday morning we were very dispirited; fi~e days of the
cruise gone and two of the crewhad t0 be back on the following
Thursday week~ Although it was’still blowing fairly hard from N.W.
the forecast was S.W. force &/5 so we decided to leave after lunch
f~r the Scillieso
We lefZ He!vick at 16.30 under trisiil as there was still a
strong NoW. Breeze and sailed a point and a half West of our course
in 4~ie<~ 0f] t~e SoW. i ore~ast. At midnight the wind was still N.W.
so we altered course to S. We were r011ing a lot as there was a
hea%V swell ]and we were now undercanvased but we~ decided to carry
o~q Zhrlough t h~ night as we were. By OA.OO on S~turday (gth June) !
t_,~e wind hod gone ~,~t~ the N. kforecast S.Wo) and was very light ’:.
but th~ere was still a big "left over" swell running. At 06.30~’
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we had practically lost steerage way so we started the engine. When
the watch beiow came on deck at 08.00 we handed the trisail and set
the mainsail for the first time since leaving Crosshaven. The wind
had gone completely now so we altered course to S~E as we reckoned
that with a S.N. wind we ould almost log the Islands. At the noon
change of watch we had the excuse, if wanted to toast a ve.~ light
but fair (N~E)breeze as we altered course again to S.S.E. for Round
Island. ~ 13.00 the Wind had improved to about force 3 so we
stopped the engine. The sea had gone down a lot and the s~ was
shining so all the crew remained on deck to enjoy the kind of sailing we dream about but so seldom get. The wind improved a bit
more so that we were now loging nearly 7 knots. At about 18.30
Round Island Lighthouse appeared, in keeping with these perfect
conditions, right ahead of us.
We wanted to get to Hughtown to-night and as it was H.W.
Scillies at 17.35 we ~ad to sail round the Islands to St. Marys
Sound. If we entered by New Grimsby We could not cross the
Tresco ~Flats and there would not be enough water in Crow Sound by
the time we reached it. As a reward for having to take the long
way around we were able to watoh a wonderful sunset while sailing,
in calm water, down the east coast of the Islands. We cuohored
in Hughtown at 22.10; the anchor was hardly down when the dinghy
was overboardand some members of the crew on their way ashore. They
wasted their efforts as local closing time was 22.00 but passed
sarcastic remarks about badly Judged times of arrival when back on
boamd.
On Sunday, after Mass, breakfast etc. we took a busmans
holiday, a trip to Tresco, Sompson etc. on one of the local motor
boats. The weather was now lovely and we were very tempted to
get further South but in view of the short time left to us, a
maximum ten days, definitely decided not to chance going beyond
Ushant but left the decision about going only further than the
Scillies till next day.
Monday was another beautiful day and as the weather looked
settled we decided to leave that evening for L’Abervrach. The log
does not record what we did for the day but it was 20.30 before we
got under way with a grand N.W. % W. breeze. This held till the
@a~ly hours of Tuesday morning when it started to haul’and lighten
forcing us to steer West of our course (S.E. -S½S) to avoid a gybeo
By 09.00 the wind was very light and visibility down to about a
mile. This did not worry us as we were about 20 miles from the
nearest land and we expected the mist to Clear away as the day
warmed up. It was still fairly hazy at 13.OO estimated visibility
4/5 miles, and we started to worry about our position which we
estimated at 7/8 miles from Ushant (Stiff Light) and heading for
the maze of rocks between it and the mainland. The only bearing
we co~d get on the Beme Loop, with any accuracy, was Creach Point.
While this was fairly clos@ to our D.R. position it did not give us
a definite fix sO we carried on till about l&.OO when we sighted
Stiff Point lighthouse and a bearing of this crossed with a wire-
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less bearing on Creach<Po~mt fixed our position at 5 miles N.E.~N.
of Stiff Point, Afher gybing and altering course for the Pc~sal
Buoy we ~drank the usual toast tG the :landfall; not a very good one
as we were about 15 miles west of our correct course. The day
was now lovely and warm ~nd visibility improved as the afternoon
wore on so we had a.very pleasant easy sail, helped by a fav0urable
tide, to L’Abervrach where we anchored at 18.00 hours.
: its> ~ %

After a quick stow and tidy up we went ashore for a meal.
Coming back about 23.00 one of the crew had a most unfortunate
accident. In the dark he walked over the edge of the slip and fell
14 ft. I thought he would be unconscious, and was very relieved to
find him standing, on one<foot, when we got down to him. When we
got him back to the top of the slip again our problem was to find
a doctor as none of the crew speak much French and to make matters
worse the whole village was asleep. /~t~r a long time we got One
and luckily he had a knowledze of English.
It did not take him
long to :decide that our friend was a hospital case and he very
quickly and efficiently arranged him immediate transport to Brest,
where the injury was at once X-Rayed to disclose a broken heel.
The log!~ was put in plaster to enable him to fly back to Dublin
which he did on the Friday.
~
, :

.

We were now short crewed and had only four days to get back
to Crosshaven, a passage of about 240 miles, so we planned to
start at 09.00 the fQllowing mornJ~qg, Saturday 16th June. Alas
for our plans th~ f-irst weather forecast that morning was preceaed
by a warning of northerly gales. It was an anxious and uncomfortable .day. The tide runs very strongly through the anchorage so
"Setanta" was she~ring all over the place. We discussed laying
out a second anchor but thought it tQo risky a job to tackle :in our
light plywood dinghy, however the C.,:Q(R. was Well dug in and did
not budge.
On Sunday~mon~ing itwas still blowing fairly hard from about
N.W.’and whenwe went ashore for Mass, at 08.00 we could see a
very heavy sea Outside so it was obvious we could not leave for
some hours y~t. By mid-day the wind was letting up: a little and
then the B.B.C. forecaster got mor~ cheerful, S.W. force 5/6 so
preparations were made to leave as soon as condition allowed.
Eventually we got under way at 21.OO hours. The wind was then
moderating N.W. ~ W. but in. View of the weather forecast and light
crew, only set the trisail and working headsail, outside there was
still a big :swell running. ~
Our course was N.W.~ N½N. but the best we could do was N.
After a couple of hours the wind started to back so by O~.00 hours
on Monday 18th June we were able to lay our course. It remained
light but the forecasts were still S.W. force 5/6 so we held on to
the trisail and used the engine a lot. Conditions remained the
same all that day except the swell was going down all the time and
the forecasters added fog. By 19.00 hours our D.R. position was
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about 7 miles S. of th~ Wolf Rock but fog had now reduced visibility
to under a mile so there could be no visual check. About this time
we heard the sirens of a couple of ships but did not see them. For
the next three hourswe neither saw nor heard a ship or fog signal
till ue picked up the Runnelstone Buoy at 22.00 hours, We must have
been well to the E. of our D.R. position at 19.00. The fog was
still quite thick and we did not see the light on the buoy until we
were within a cable (f it. Off the Longships, about an hour later
the fogwas lifting and so were the crews hopes of getting home on
time.
Tuesday 19th June, 00.30 hours. Everything looked fine,about
130 miles to go, course N.W. ~N½N. and the last weather forecast So
Wo force 4/5, instead the wind hung in the West, light to moderate
and then began to veer and lighten so that by mid-day we were
backed off to N.~ W. At this tage. we decided it was time to put
the mainsail on her if we wanted to get an~rwhere at all as it
looked as if the forecasters were all wrong in both force and
direction. The rest of the day the wind remained light and variable so "Setanta" made slow progress An directions varying from
No to W.N.W. The midnight forecast was Westerly winds but as the
import~st thing now was to make sure the crew would be i~ Corkby
the following night we carried on with Helvick or Dunmore East as
our ob j ective.
Wednesday, 2Oth June~ Our position at Ol.OO hours was about
37 miles S~W of Dunmore East and our course now N~E. In tho end
we made our landfall to the East of the Conningbeg Lightship; the
first thing we identified~ in the morning haze were the Saltees.
As sood as we were sure of our position we tacked and began what
looked ilike being a slow beat even to Dunmore East but at last our
luck changed. The wind died altoge%hsr for a short while and then
came out of the N.W. force 5~6 so that we could’just lay for Mine
Head. This grand breeze lasted all day enabling us to lay right
along the coast to Church Bay where:we again tacked at about 23.00
hours~
We had our second bit of luck here when the pilot boat
cm~e near us and offered to report us to one of our homes with the
rest~lt %hat Tomls wife was waiting to drive us home when we got
ashore at the Roya.1 Munster at 2~.00 hours.
So ended the most frustrating, cruise I have ever head. Doubts
abOOt~ crew and skipper, before the start, the bad weather and
f~ually the unfortunate accident.~ The only thing that went right
all the time was "Setanta" herself.
It washer first cruise
s~uce her rig was altered to Bermudian Sloop and I was delighted
~d.:oh her, especially the ease of handling when we were short
cre~,ed.
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EXTRACTS FROM "N~RA’S" LOG~ 19~6.
"Namhara" is an Eight Metre Cruiser Racer built in 1955 by
Alfred ~lne at Ardmaliesh to designs by James McGruer. Forty
feet over all, with 8.9 feet beam on a waterline of 27.2 feet.
T:an tons Thames measurement, 6.75 tons displacement. During her
second year afloat "Namhara" showed her ability to make fast comforta~01e passages with a crew of four. The crews on board during
the cruises covered by these notes Were:
Rothesay to Dun Laoghaire - Peter Odlum, Terry Roche, Dicky Coe,
Jimmy Miller.
Dun Laoghaire to Tobermory: Peter Odlum, Dicky Coe, Fergus McKinley
and Jimmy Miller.
At Tobermory Dicky Coe left the ship and Terry Roche joined
again for the remainder of the cruise.
We were lucky with our weather and h~d more than ~ur share of
fair weather during the otherwise distressing Summer of 1956.

In North Easterly winds the anchorage off the pier in Lamlash
Bay is exposed and uncomfortable; accordingly, the dawn of Sunday,
the 15th of .August, saw "Namh~ra" anchored off the conspicuous farm.
house on Holy Island in six fathoms. The Clyde Cruising Club
Directions give the best spot to anchor as "in four fathoms off a
stone erection on the beach well inshore". We failed to identify
any such mark, as much due to the failing light when we anchored,
as to our own stupidity.
"Namhara" had been taking part in the Clyde Fortnight at
Rothesay and the fresh North Easterly breeze that had made a few
nights of the second week uncomfortable for those living on board
their boats in the anchorage off the "Baths" showed signs of continuing on Saturday, the l&th.
As a result, we decided to drop
down to Lamlash that afternoon and find somewhere to anchor that
would give us a good night’s rest before the passage to Dun
Laoghaire.
As we left Rothesay piers under our small mainsail to make a
leg out into the Bay before we sent about to lay clear of Bogany
po~t, we passed close to"Mariella" whose genial owner wa.ved and
wished us luck on our passage.
The wind was tending to moderate, and we wore our oilskins,
as much to protect us from a light mist, as from flying spray.
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As we tacked for Bogany Point, we saw Billy~ Mooney in the Dragon
"Hurricane" and Jimmy Mooney in "Nirvana" heading for the Kyles,
and we presumed, hoping for more sheltered water at the start of
their trip to Dun Laoghaire by sailing down Kilbrannan Sound.
At 17olO Bogany Point was abeam, and the breeze lightened con,
siderably as showers of rain passed over. After two weeks in a
Dragon, Terry Roche was voted the most suitable member of the crew
to steer in these unpleasant cdnditions, and the rest of us went
below and had our tea:
At 18.&5 Garoch Head was abeam, and the Log was streamed,
having been set at zero. The wind was still light variable, but
the weather h~d improved to such an extent that the entire crew
came on deck and took an interest in the proceedings - not that
they had wasted their time down below where all the stores had
been properly stowed and stocks for "ready use" placed in the galley.
At about this time there was speculation as to whether this variable
wind was the prelude to a complete change in the weather. The
tops of Arran’s mountains were shrouded in mist, which poured down
the glens and hung heavily on the brows of the lower hills. The
barometer remained steady (1002.5). We need no~ have worried,
however, as at 19.00 hours the breeze filled in again from the old
quarter, enabling us to broad reach for Lantlash and anchor, as
mentioned before, just before darkness fell. We n~de ourselves a
wonderful meal, surveyed the hight through a haze of cigar smoke,
noted that we remained to the inch where we had dropped our anchor,
and learned with pleasure that the tides served us best if we
cleared Lamlash at 8.00 so the alarm clock was set for 7.00 and
fell into a contended sleep.
The log notes that Sunday, the !5th August at 7.50 the anchor
was up, we had had breakfast and that small mainsail and jib were
set in N x E wind light to moderate.
The barometer had not
altered (1002.5).
08.10.

Holy Island light was abeam, the log was streamed, reading i~ and the sea was slight, Course 200° (M).

09.00~:.: The wind was moderate to fresh N x E and we had logged
6~ knots in 50 minutes.
The barometer remained steady, while the wind ~_ucreased to
fresh and at the same time tended to veer more easterly. For the
next 7 hours "Namhara" ran before the fresh breeze with dry decks
and a sun tiD~ing to break through the haze. Big thunder clouds
had built up over the Ayrshire coast. For a time the breeze
lightened as the Irish coast was approached, and in the haze ahead
we thought we saw the Flying Dutchman. " It was, in fact,"Se& Bear"
on passage to Dun Laoghaire. who had been proceeding on her lawful
occasiols with an Tautomatic pilot’in charge of the helm. Some
electrical/ fault had developed which had caused the helm to go to
port and stay there, and the effect of this mischievous trick on
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a square sail and raffee tan best~be imagined. We passed close by
and saw the crew of two calmlytrying to disentangle the resultant
"Birdts Nest" cheerily waving and inferring that they would be
waiting for us in Dun Laoghaire. The wind continued light and we
were fortunate to have a ~crvellous sunset in Dundrum Bay.
As we
sailed in light airs with small mainsail and Terrylene genoa, "Sea
Bear" came churning up astern and through our lee with diesel
running and the erring pilot relieved of his responsibilities.
The breeze freshened to force &, and remained N.E., which
made our course from South Rock to Rock~bill almost a dead run
(210°).. As darkness fell the wind freshened again and ~isibility
became moderate tending to.decrease. At 23.00 the watch was
changed~ the barometer was still steady and the log was reading
six knots hour by hour. The night was very dark. We passed
what was taken to Be "Sea Bear" under reduced canvas on a freshening breeze we tore through the night in a flurry of blinding phosphorescenceo The breaking wave tops to weather appearing as
ghostly lights and the bow wave blinding to lee ~de steering an
eerie and exhilarating experience.
At &.O0 the wind started to drop away and had lightened considerably by 5.00 when it became apparent that fog was going to
reduce visibility still further.
At this time we had seen nothing to enable us to fix our
position since St. John’s Point. .The log read 138½ miles and,
allowing for the helmsman’s tendency to "make weather" at night on
a dead run~ course was alteredto 2&O° to bring us in on the Baily.
As fog increased, wind fell;away light so the engine was started
at 6.20. The Baily was abeam on this course at 7.25;and as we
entered the Bay midway between the Baily and N. Burford, the fog
lifted and we had~breakfast and stowed sails as we motored to Dun
Laoghaire to pass the East Pier Light at 8.6. - 23 hours 58 minutes
from Lamlash~ an average speed of more than 6½ knots.
we had made a fast comfortable passage in a vessel designed to
do just that~ and during the trip I could not help but wonder at
the progress of the Dragons we had last seen in Rothesay Bay. The
weather we had encountered at first would have produced too much
wind and sea for a Dragon~ while in the latter stages of our trip,
lack of wind and bad visibi!ity would be equally unsuitable for
their passage.
Recently Billy Moomey told me he had done no cruising of ’~i.
recent years as he had no suitable boat - there you have it, the
distinction between passage making and cruising which is largely
a state of mind.
~
¯:
¯ 9 .

It had long been an ambition of mine to take part in the Races
held in Oban and Tobermory which comprise the West Highland week.
These Regattas are organised by the Royal Highland Yacht Club, the
Western Isles Yacht Club and the Oban Sailing Club.
We thought it was possible to take part in the Howth Regatta,
the first day of the Howth week-end, and then to sail to Crinan
outside the Mull of Kintyre in time to take part in a Race from
Crinan to Ob~n on the following Tuesday.
These facts are mentioned, as they will explain our restless
urge to proceed North, when common sense would suggest that the
speed of our journey was hardly necessary.
Entertainment by kind friends on Saturday night after the
Regatta did not make it easier to be on deck at 7.00 on Sunday
morning, the 5th August. The colourless entries of the log do
not }~rovide the full picture but read:07.20. Punt on deck.
07.30.. Cleared harbour under engine. Anchor stowed.
07.~0.

The mainsail was lashed under the lee of Ireland’s Eye.
Course was set to Rockabill in a N.E. wind, force 2 to 3.
An hour later we had Lambay harbour abeam to starboard
and Cable Roche to port.

Contrary to my usual passage making practice we were carrying
our full mainsail; this was in an effort to dry it. The Regatta
the previous day had been marred by a blinding rainstorm andall
yachts had finished with soaked canvas. To match our large mainsail we set our large Terrylene Genoa and with this rig were
making well up the coast on the starboard tack at about 5 knots.
At 10.15 we tacked to clear Patrick Island off Skerries, and
at lO.&O, with Rockabill abeam the log was streamed reading zero.
The course when again on the starboard tack was N 30° E and the
wind had freshened to force 5. A small jib had been set, but we
were throwing water about as we threshed to windward. About this
time a petrol leak developed which filled the cabin with a sickening smell, before its source was discovered. This ruined our
elevenses, as we regarded it prudent not to light the stove for a
while. By l&.OO the wind had veered to allow a course of
N.35o E. enabling the north-end of Dundalk Bay to be clesred without tacking ....
At 15.30 with 35 miles on the log "Namhara" was put about on
the port tack.
At this time the position was off the entrance
to Carlingford Lough and the port tack was held until the pillar
buoy was abeam to starboard distant 2 cables.
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16.00

The log records a clear blue sky, wind force 4, excellent
drying conditions. Wet jibs and spinnaker littered the
deck.

18.00

Annalong was abeam. We had been broken off the course
now N.30° E. Sky was clear, glass steady and the wind
had eased to force 3. Progress was excellent and the log
was reading 48 miles. Im average of just under 6 knots.
All day we had sailed on this lee shore with a nasty steep
lump of se& as the wind freshened. At this time the sea
was going down and despite the lightening breeze our speed
increased.

19. O0

"Namhara" was again put about on the port tack, having
sailed 17½ nJ_les on the starbcerd tack. We had gone deep
into Dundrum Bay, and as we Went round Newcastle Harbour
was on our port beam 2 miles distant. Wind had eased to
force 2/3 while thunder clouds had built up over the
Mourne mountains.

20.00

Making N 70° E. on the port tack, St. John’s port abeam.
Calculated that three hours of the flood tide are still
to run, so set course for /rdglass to purchase petrol as
the wind has fallen light.

20.20

Log reads 61.
sail.

22.40

Cleared Ardglass under power, light northly wind; heavy
dew. The strong north-going ebb tide carried us, as we
cleazed South Rock well to port on port tack.

24.00

Tacked, enabling us to lie. Donaghadee on the starboard
tack.

.: . ,j’ir:’ ,< :’

At anchor in Ardglass bent on small main-

The breeze freshened again from N x E and tide produces
lumpysea in these parts.

CO.30

Overtaking steamer, warned off by showing torch on mainsail.

1.30

Shutmartin L.V. abeam two miles off still holding a
strong tide°

2.30

Approaching Donaghadee Sound.
The engine had been started to make sure of getting the
tide through the Sound and also to maintain our speed in
the conditions of lumpy head sea and drying breeze.
Once through the Sound, course was sent for Blackhead
which was brought abeam three hours later. The tidal
stream was by now running hard to the South, and the wind
had increased again to force 4 N.E. Despite the contrary
tide and wind it was decided to set a course for Sanda
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Island instead of holding to the irish coast. By 8.00 the
wind had died away again, the sun was breakingthrough the
hame, but despite the assistance of the engine we were loaing ground and were being carried southward on the strong
tide.
At times when the breeze inrreased, we could hold our course
over the ground, but as it appeared that the sun was killing the
wind and a breathless calm was promised entailing much motoring if
we were to pass north of the Mull of Kintyre. We decided to turn
back to Carnlough and wait the north-going stream.
Never having entered Carnlough before, it was good to have on
board two of the crew who had. From the approach, it appears a
most improbable proposition, but with the aid of the Irish Cruising
Club’s excellent instructions no trouble was experiencedafter we
had negotiated the narrow entrance, part blocked by dredging
operations~ Once inside I apologised to all concerned about my
frequaDtly expressed doubts as we approached, and had to agree that
even if it was e little on the tight side it was very comfortable,
and an excellent place to obtain supplies of fuel, water and food.
I wish we could have stayed longer, but at 15.OO we decided it was
time to clear away. When making the crossing of the channel the
timeto leave is half-tide. This allows three hours to cross the
channel, then you can pick up the ebb or flood to suit passing
north of the Mull.
Accordingly, we set course for Garron Point N 10° F, ~Off the
point the breeze headed and freshened to force 5 North. Squalls
of wind down off the land. The small mainsail and small genoa
were being carried. Log streamed reading 138miles. As we drew
clear of the land, the sea increased with the wind, and after forty
minutes it was becoming obvious that we would be unable to carry on.
The genoa was handed, and small mainsail double-reefed.
The barometer had remained steady all day and showed no sign
of movement. The sky was clear with a very hard horizonto wind-"
ward. Rather than return to the Irish coast it was debided to
square away for Sanda Sound. Small jibwas set and a most invigorating sail ensued broad reaching at more thansevenkno~s. Under
these conditions we ran very comfortably and it was a great relief
to sail a point free after being on the wind all the way from Howth.
17.30o

Glenamt~It Bay, being set strongly through Sanda Sound.
Slightly more than 2Omiles from Carnlough at average of
2/3 knots. The reef was shaken out of the main, but
the small jib was still carried.
We carried such tide as there was till off Campbeltown,
hauled our wind and could make good N 30° E on the port
tack. Making goo8 six knots in a grand smooth sea.
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What a relief it was after the hurly burly of our channel
crossing but a few hours previously: A perfect evening,
a perfect breeze and Arran looking its very best in the
evening light as we beat to windward up KiSbrannan Sound,
was some compensation for the knowledge that we had missed~
the Race to Oban due to start from Crinan next morning.
We had not decided to square way for Sanda Sound lightly
since the Crinan Canal would add one day to our time on
passage.
21.00.

"Namhara" was put about just off the Carrodale buoy and
on course N 15° E. lay up along the East shore of Kintyre
making 5½ knots in the force 3 to 4 breeze. The breeze
continued to fade away until at 23.00 the engine was
started up 2 miles S.E. of Skipness.

The engine was running fine, but it was soon discovered that
the bilge was full of hot salt water.T Soon it was discovered
that the weld on the brass silencer had split. Course was set
for East Loch Tarbert. Occasional use of the bilge pump kept the
ship from resembling a Turkish Bath. We groped our way to the
entrance of East Loch Tarbert through the moonless night when all
but lights on shore had been extinguished.
Being comparative Strangers in these parts, we abandoned our
efforts toenter and anchored off the shore in four fathoms to
await day light. Anchor watch was set until first light showed
that we had by good fortune chosen the recommended spot to drop
our anchor. Early we entered the harbour and tied up alongside ....
some fishing vessels, dismantled and refitted our silencer, and
set off for Ardrishaig. We had had an exceptionally solitary
trip, as we had seen no ship, fishingvessel or yacht since the
steamer that had nearly run us down off the Skulmartin.
As we approached Ardrishaig a fine hatch was heading south
tunder power flying the German Ensign, a strange flag in these
waters. At 3.15. "Namnara" entered the sea lock and motored on
up to the sixth Lock where Customst formalities were completed,
a~d having stowed our Q flag away, headed through the Canal to
Crinan. All went well till we approached Cairnban when the light
drizzle settled down to steady rain - real wet rain. This
brought a particularly vicious brand of midge. We were nearly
devoured by the brutes, but survived, bitten and bleeding, to tie
up in Crinan Basin, at 7.30 on Tuesday, the 7th August. The rain
had stopped, but as we turned on the cabin lights the wretched
Midgets invaded us again and were not a bit deterred by fog
produced by a variety of smokers’ efforts.
There was no hurry to be gone on Wednesday morning, as the
tide didnot suit through the Dorus Mor until nearly ll o’clock.
The enforced delay gave us time to look around. I had been to
Crinan from Du~’Laoghaire once before in the motor yacht "Medusa"
but the weather had deteriorated and I had never managed to,leave
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the Basin before time dictated a turn for home.
Now we were greeted by a fine sunny day with a light N. wind.
We met the other inhabitants of the Basin, some like ourselves,
waiting to be locked out; others just returned from their cruise.
i~nong the latter, we were forkmate enough to meet Mr. Clephane and
his wife. Mr. Clephane, a prominent member of the Royal Northumberland Yacht Club, was responsible for producing an elaborate guide
to coast and harbour, of the East coast of England. We visited
each other’s ships and passed a pleasant time in discussing what
all sailors discuss when they meet - ships and the sea.
It was a great moment for all of us on board when the great
gate of the Sea Lock creaked jerkily open and we headed for the
enchanted cruising grot~nd, of ~hich we had heard so much and knew
so little.
Under power, we headed through the Dorus Mor borne northward
on a swirling tide, passed the famed and fearful Coirebhreagain
looking so innocent at the first quarter flood on a fine day.
Course was set to Pladda light through Scarba Sound having
passed between P_is an Tru and Ris an Vic Faden. This course
seemed more sound than the passage between Craignish and Ris an Vic
Faden which involved avoiding the unmarked Hutcheson rock.
Past Pladda the mainsail and small genoa was set as the light
breeze increased slightly and the swirling tide carried "Namhara"
north. On the starboard tack we passed two miles clear of Easedale Island. Once clear of Insh Island, course was set for
Kererra Sound on the port tack. We headed for Rudha Seanach
travelling much faster than we had calculated. With Mull over
the stern and’Lismore standing clearly visible 5 miles to the north
on our port beam, the Firth of Lorne presented an expanse of
unruffled water - the breeze had died away. The motor was started,
sails were brought on deck to dry in the sun whichwas warmer than
we had experienced so far on this trip. The cruising mainsail was
lowered, fo%ded and the racing sail bent on the spars in its place.
Just on four o’clock we motored slowly up Kerrera Sound to anohor
off the Brandy Stone in seven fathoms° Here we were in company
with some local yachts, "Fulmar" from the Clyde, and Guy Goodbody’s
"MacNab" from Inverness.
Incidentl~, the neophyle feels secure when anchored close to
CommanderMowat’s "Fulmar" - for those who do not know, the Commander has edited the famous "Blue Book" of the Clyde Cruising Club.
Not long after the anchor was down, the Club launch of the
Royal Highland Yacht Club was alongside with invitations to a Cocktail Party in Oban. Here we were made feel at home in~nediately;
we were welcomed by Commodore Cannon McKenzie~ who i_~ sailing in
these parts.
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Thursday, 9th August.
The following day the Oban Sailing Club were favoured by
splendid w3ather. The breeze was very light,, but it never died
away completely. When we crossed the starting line off the Oban
Times Pier, we broad reached through the North Entrance~ leaving
the Maiden Island to starboard, then squared away for our~first
mark, a buoy marking a wreck deep in Lochnell Bay. With spinneker
just drawing, we sailed past Ganavan Bay, making over the ground
against the ebb tide. All went well until wewere passing the
mouth of Loch Etive, when we were set so strongly off course that
we had to gybe to lay our mark. Once round this mark we set our
course for a mark under Lismore, a beat to windward in the lightest
of breezes, under a cloudless sky and a bright blue Lynne of Lorne
under our lee. The breeze did not increase as we reached the
North Entrance up Kerrera Sound back to Oban to get the winning gun.
Prizes were presented in no uncertain fashion at a dance in the
Western Hotel, and it was very late before we were put back on
board by the Club launch.
Friday, iOth August. was dull and windless, threatening rain, as
the Racing Fleet was started in the races to Tobermory. Ne set
our course for Lismore, but were soon turning circles in the windless Firth of Lorne. The smaller yachts which had started later
were catching up the larger boats, as the calm persisted. We made
no effort to resist the ebb tide, so arrived off the Mull shore
well South of Duart Point, but the flood tide we sought came to our
aid and swept us up to Duart D~tle where we were rewarded with a
light following breeze which gradually freshened as we progressed
up Mull Sound. We were soon tearing up the Sound with all sails
drawing. Off Salen Bay rain started again and a general greyness
closed down over the hills. The dark waters of the Sound were
blown into a flurry of white, as we approached Calve Island.
Under the lee of the Island we dropped the spinnaker, hoisted the
genoa, broad reached madly toward Tobermory. Visibility was poor,
but we discovered the flag ship marking the finishing line where
a damp Race Official came on deck, fired a gun and dived below
again, as he gave us a wave. The main was lowered, lashed to the
boom, the dripping jib lashed down on deck and all hands below.
The heat of the primus and dry clothes soon restored our morale.
We had made a meal and all decided to turn in early, when invitations were put on board to attend a Dance ashore to receive our
pri~e, the approximate tim@ to be 12,30, yes 00°30 for the fastidious! Courage was needed to dress in damp oilskins, la6nch the
dinghy and row to the dim lights of the shore. We bad anchored
in 12 fathoms, 150 yards from the steamer pier below the Western
Isles Hotel, yet the rain veiled the shore. Once ashore we soon
forgot our ideas of early to bed, and it was not until the early
hours of the following day that we rejoined our ship, having
cautiously contribed that the McClean cup did not join the Spanish
Treasure on the floor of Tobermory Bay. There could be many a
slip between the Cup and the Ship.
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Saturday was bright and breezy; Regatta Day inTobermory. The
town was decked with flags to greet the Queen, the Bay full of boats
of all shapes and sizes. Very sensibly our Race was started at 12
midday over a ten mile course, which we completed in an hour and a
half in the splendid sailing breeze. We were delight’ed to finish
first, but win second pri~e~ the Cup going to "Panther", in whose
hom~ waters the race took place. The early finish to the Sailing
Races gave us all an opportunity to watch the swimming races, punt
races, and outboard races, which we enjoyed enormously. Friends
of the previous night visited us on board; we visited other ships
and never managed to set foot ashore in time to take part in the
open air dancing on the Pier which the Regatta Programme stated
hopefully would start "at 9.30 p.m. approximately".
Indeed the
last of the dancers had long gone home before we regained "Namhara"
having had dinner on "Etain", an evening party on "Torlundy" and
having drained the Cup many times in "Panther’ s" spacious but
crowded saloon. Dick Coe, who had sailed with us from Dun
Laoghaire had departed on the evening steemer to Oban on his way
home.
Sunday morning dawned clear and bright with the wind swung .....
round to the N.W. force & in Sound of Mull, as the three of us in
"Namhara’! cleared Tobermory with great regret and headed back to
Oban to pick up Terry Roche who was joining the ship for a weekTs
cruise.
Cloud started to form, as we were off the entrance to Loch
Aline at 12.20. We passed through the narrow entrance and
proceeded up the Loch to anchor for lunch. The fresh breeze
caused white lace-like streaks of froth om the face of the dark
waters of Loch Alinej dark trees covered the steep hills~ on
either hand the sound of tumbling water could be heard over all
other sounds, as we cruised quietly up to drop our anchor. A
delightful Loch to find shelter in almost any conditions. The
depths of the recommended anchorages are reasonable and the l holding ground excellent.
In the l~te! afternoon we set sail for Oban. The breeze had
lightened and the sky had cleared again. We had a grand sail
from krdtorish past Barony point to Lismore and the North entrance
to Kerrera Sound’. In the nerrows we were hailed and astonished
t~ise~: Terry Roche signalling his arrival.
,,Namhara" was soon at
anchor off the 0ban "Times Pier "and over dinner ashore we caught up
with the news from the home front.
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DUNMORE EAST TO THE SCILLIES : -by Miss D.French.
i

Crew:

Daphne French, Cecil Miller, Ted Srgythe

Our cruise was planned to start on June Ist but bad weather
held us up until the lOth when we got under way at 10.45, wind
light variable, Bar 30.3.
It was not a flying start but at least the sun shone and we
were sailing.
Hook in sight all day, finally obscured by light fog at 18.15.
Monday 0400.

Flat clam, started engine at 05.40 with some
difficulty. Went below and came up in haste
shortly after to be sick.

06.50.

Main lowered to repair small tear at head-board.
Good needlework by Ted under roly poly conditions.

07.00

Stopped engine.
Wind W. light, course S. x W.

15.20.

Wind W. force 5, seas building ap with every
appearance of more wind so decided to take a co~,l$
of rolls; motion much more comfortable.
Cecil’s back had been troubling h/m Off and on and
was now much worse. Kept him in his bunk with
some difficulty.

22.00

Picked up Bishop light. Decided to p1~ in to St.
Maryts. The channel is not lit, so took a bearimg
on the Bishop and hove to. The light was almost
immediately obscured by fog, but it remained clear
to seaward. Kept watches as there was a good deal
of shipping moving in the vicinity.

05.00

Under way.

O9.00

Anchored in line with pier and Lifeboat house in
one fathom.

.

Wez~ ashore, Cecil examined by Doctor who said he
must rest up for several days.
Bt. Mary’s is uncomfortable in westerly winds when there is a
most uncomfortable roll. The Only deep-waterberth alongside the
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Quay is taken’by~he’Bcillonla~’daily and her attendant cargo barges.
This means constant shifting or else moving further in and taking
the ground.
We found excellent food st s reasonable price in the pier
care, the climb to Star Castle is worth the effort as there is a
superb view of the Islands from the grounds. We also explored
Trsoco’s famour gardens; there is a curious figure-head of a monk
in the Valhalla of figure-heads. We spent some good evenings
in the Mermaid Tavern and the Atlantic, with George, the sad eyed
barman.
When Cecil was better, gales and fog kept us in port and we
did not get away until the 20th June. Brittany had to be abandoned as time was running short.
The only other visiting yacht beside ’Dare’ was a fine ketch,
the "Sea Pie" en route for France.
2Oth June :

06.45

Away under engine through Penninis Sound bound for
Penzance,
Stopped engine, wind S.W. light.

°

Wolf Rock abeam, visibility poor.
13.30

Runnelston~ Bury abeam, shore blanketed by fog nosed our way into Mounts Bay when fog suddenly
lifted, entered Penzance Basin in bright sunshine
15.15.
"Vandra" from Dun Laoghaire arrived the same evening.
Cecil’ s beck giving him trouble again, ordered
massage by the Doctor.
Ted end self had a look at Newlyn and Mousehole and
were charmed by the latter.

23rd June

Departed from Penzance under engine, no wind but
forecast gave N.E. 2-3.

1.20. ~

Stopped engine, wind N. light.

15.30.

Longships abeam, wind N. moderate.
Wind continued northerly with frequent calms, we
hailed a French trawler at 18.35 on Sunday 2Ath to
check our position 65 miles due N x W from the
Longships. Becalmed all day Monday, from 11.30.,
sighted an aircraft circling round apparently
searching for something.

2O3
14.30.

Ted sighted Ireland.

22.30.

Picked up Hook on port bow.

25th June
11.45. , Picked up moorings in Dunmore East.

"SINLOO OF ARKL~A" - JULY 6th - AUG:. 20th.
COPENHAGAN - SOUTH F~ST SWEDEN- GOTA CANAL SOUTH WEST NORWAY - BERGEN.
by Henry Horsman
Leaving Copenhagan on the 6th of July we sailed via the south
Swedish coast and Oland coast to Virby in Gotland (after visiting
Bornholme and Christianior -most easterly of Danish possessions).
Sandhamn and the Stockholme skerries then hcross Sweden by the
Gota Canal and lakes Valtern and Vannern (sailing at an altitude
of 300t x), Gottenborg,Marstrand then the south Norwegian coast.
Our one gale from Lindesnaes to Stavangar. Cruising in company
with two Royal Norwegian Yacht Club members for two days when
Sigral Bergrer~ had to leave us, for one week with the other yacht
to Bergen. ¯ Our campaniO~-: and host were Herr, Fru Enghren who
now heve car@ of our yacht ¯ in Bergen for the winter.
The Cruise in mainly bad weather was fascinating, we could
not have been more kindly received. My borther Peter sailed for
the past two weeks but for the rest of the period till laying up
at Bergen on Aug. 20th there were just my atunt and myself. Two
unpleasant incidents; man overboard south of Karhkrona with an
easterly blowing in the open Baltic at force 4-5 and an odd gust
above that; pralge God he was eventually got back on board; a
rock off Mandal - blown on in force 7 x with no sea due to rcef
to windward - just a ttouch’and off again .
This is of little use to the Journal but I should like to
hear someone give in great detail procedure for man overboard in
the open sea. HaVe a long warp to tra~l seems vital, to come
alongside the man is near impossible in a chop.
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DEFT DELIVERY~: E.J. ~ocSweeny.

¯ ~ converted "Six", ’Vaara’ was jointly owned by Harry C. and myself.
For three seasons in fair weether and foul she gave us wonderful fun and it
was with nostalgic memories that we sold her to her new skipper from Belfast.
From the correspondence that changed hands prior to the sale it was
obvious that ’Vaara’s’ ne~ owner wes ~ man fond of the sea and a fanatic on
Six Metres, so when he came to Cork on Easter Sunday it was little wonder
that the entire conversation was confined to boats, the sea and cruising.
It was in this very nostalgic humour that the cruise t6 Dublin was decided
upon.
The details of the sale were fixed and the new,skipper said "what
about delivery?" Without thing LI replied "I will mail her to Dublin for
you". Looking at the reflections of the sun on the calm sea with just a
gentle breeze blowing down the river, the decision seemed to have been the
obvious one to make, but in the following weeks as rain poured down in
endless streams, and gale warnings issued from the radio, reality dawned and
the whole thing took on the appearance of a very dirty job.
SailJ_ug!day was fixed for ~pril 3Oth and Frank C. home from West ~frica
on holidays was shipped as crew. A wonderful helmsman and good hand he was
just what we required. The day dawned fine but it found me in bed with a
very bad cold. Luck was with us all the same for as I lay between the
blankets it blew a full gale on Tuesday~d Wednesday. I was up and about
on Friday but for business reasons we could not start again until the
following Monday.
Harry and Frank went to Crosshaven on the Sunday and stowed all the
ship’s gear. It blew hard all day and things looked very poor for the
morning, and coming on to evening the wind freshened really hard. It blew
itself out by Monday and st ii a.m. we decided to set out. A quick run
around town and we collected enough food for the trip and, in order to
travel light and save stowing, I threw my shore kit into a bag and consigned
them by train to The Royal St. George.
After that everything moved very fast and at 2.55 p.m. we slipped Our
moorings at Crosshaven with one hour of the ebb tide under us and all plain
sail set. We drifted on the tide to Roches Point and at 3.45 just off the
Point we picked up a nice force 3 breeze from the South and set course.
The sea was calm and 6 p.m. brought Caple Island abeam and after an
excellent meal we arranged watches. I turned in at 7 p.m. and as the wind
turned into the east and fell sway to force I the gentle motion of the boat
soon lulled me off to sleep. Like most people on their first night at sea
I slept lightly and was suddenly awakened by a terrible crunching noise. It
was exactly similar to the noise and sensation one gets when a punt is run
ashore on a sandy beach.
I jumped out of my bunk and to the cockpit fearing the worst.
I looked to the shore and to my relief saw that it was
about five miles distant with Ram Head abeam. Harry and Frank were looking
out to sea and I shouted ’~qat’s that?".
I followed their gaze and saw a
shark playing around and jumping clean out of the water. We can only
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presume he was baskin, g in the evening sun and we ran him down andd~d~
his reverie.
" ..........
2 .......

II p.m. saw me on deck wSth a pint of hot coffee and a long watch in
front of me. The wind had gone very light but at 12,10 a.m. the Hook was
abeam and the loom of the Conningbeg was’seen through our Port shrouds.
Progress was very slow at this sta~e and I had the feeling we were tied to
the Hook Light.
It was 3 a;m. when we got the Conningbeg abeam and went on
a starboard jibe on our new coffrse of N.E. This was to lead us to the:
~agrells ¯Lightship which appea’red on our chart. We could not find the
Lightship and then checked on our sailing’directions. There is no Lightship
and our chart was old, We wasted a lot of time over this and learned the
hard Way that you should check your:/charts. Dawn lit up the Saltees on our
Port hand and as the sun arose and the air became warm we ate an enormous
breakfast of steaming Coffee and eggs. At 7.30 a,m. with the Barrels abeam
the wind freshened to force 3 and in a calm sea we set the genoa. The wind
kept freshening from the S.W. and at 8.&5 a.m. we jibed around the Tuskar
with the sky becoming grey and overcast. The weather looked bad so at
9.15 a,m. with a dirty sea building up we handed our genoa and put on oilskins. The storm did not break and with a clearing sky and calm sea 10.15
found us bowling along with the genoa set once more and the Blackwater Lightship rapidly drawing abeam. At IO.45 with the sun shining brightly and
everyone in high spirits we passed a half mile inside the Lightship and
¯
¯
o
,
,
12.20 a,m. saw us &~1 miles
Inslde
the nrklow
Light
and well on our way to
Dublin.
l~t was during lunch th~,t Frank mentioned that his last :passage to
Dublin was completed in 33 hours and from that moment on we were all intent
on improving that time. All three stayed on deck to enjoy th@ sun, and
with her genoa pulling well ’Vaara’ was going at her maximum speed... Approaching Wick_low Head the wind freshened and swung into the W. Fortunately we
still have the tide’under us but at 3.10 as we got the Head abeam the sea
was boiling and we shipped the first drop of water of the whole trip. With
the Head astern the wind fail~d and with a foul tide it was 5.10 before we
got Newcastle Stn., abeam. We picked up a light breeze from the N.W. and
slowly picked our way as far as Greystones at 6 p.m. The wind freshened
suddenly and blew hard from the N.W. Bray Head was abeam at 6.~5 and just
as we were going to hand the genoa snap went the sheet and the sail was
blown into the air. Things were getting quite bad at this stage and we
continued with main only. The short a~gry sea that built up did not suit
’Vaara’ and w@ had a very wet if fast.leg to Dalkey. The wind dropped
completely for about half an hour here but it then blew harder than ever and
it w~sa very wet but pleased crew picked up their moorings outside the
Royal @eorge at ¯8.30,
When I went ashore I went straight to the Station to collect my shore
kit. The train with my gear had ’only just arrived:’
C.I.E. E%D BEATEN
vVA}/K&’ ON THE TRIP TO DUBLIN BY A FEW MINUTES’::’
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"AURETTA" - CORNWALL & SCILLIES- JULY ’56.
R.J. Fielding.

"Auretta", the centrepiece of this little story is a sturdy 2& ft. W.L.
McGruer 7½ Tonner rigged as a Bermud. Sloop. Auxiliary power is provided by
an 8 h.p. Stusrd-Turner. She was built in common with her three other sister
ships at the Crosshaven yard of Session’s Marine. Partly completed she was
taken overland to the EarlVs Court exhibition in 1950 where her workmanship
was much praised. Subsequently she Was laid up at Sessions until 1955, when
she was bought by her present owner.
In 1955 - that excellent summer, during which her new suit of sails
never got wet - she cruised on our¯ own S.W. coast as far as the Kenmsre
River. Her performance, or wins it the weather?, augured much for things
to come. The crew’s appetite whetted So to speak, plans were drawn up for
a more ambitious cruise, involving a sea-passage if possible.
Briefly, Saturday evening, June 30th, saw the crew repairing aboard
early, hoping in the morn to leave for the South Coast of England.
The crew consisted of :~
Harry Cudmore - Owner & Skipper
¯ Sean Ryan
Raymond Fielding,
hereafter known as the Skipper, Cook and Navigator, respectively.
Sunday. Ist July.
All hands woke early and ashore for early Mass and then breakfast at the
R.M.Y.C. Raining heavily with a fresh wind from the S.S.W., conditions not
in the least conducive for our first off-shore passage. Departure postponed
to await a forecast which was not too favourable. So at 1 o lclock we
dropped our moorings and under all plain sail put out to sea, in company
with some other local and more sensible craft bound for East Ferry. As soon
as we rounded RamPt. it became all too obvious that it was not our day as
a big S. swellwas breaking on the rocks under the fort pier. However,
heartened by the fact that the salvage ship "Lifeline" was putting to sea we
decided to go out and have a look at it. Nearly two hours beating into a
rising wind and sea saw us no farther than half way to ’the shipv in
decidedly unpleasant conditions. The "Lifeline" by this time had already
decided that discretion was after all the better part Of valour, so we uphelmed and ran into Ringabella. Here the cook produced the first of his
many fine efforts which did much to dispel our "dampened" spirits.
By 5 p.m, it was still raining and with the unpleasant combination Of
little winds and uncomfortable ~seas we were glad to motor back to moorings.
Thoughts re Ballycotton had been entertained by a certain section of
the crew but there was no point in going to leeward.
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Ashore again and of course much derision. The moral from all this is
obvious - Never sail (or rather intend to sail) on a Sunday.
Tomorrow will
be another day’.
Monday, 2nd Ju]~y.
The weather Was at last apparently Being more kind - fine brisk morning
with light S.W. wind.
07.45 forecast - Wind veering N.W.
approaches.

Force 3-5. Ante cyclone in Western

This seemed more like what frustrated mariners awaited, so at 09.25, our
various chores completed, we once again left the moorings under allplain
sail, passing our friend "Kathleen &May" unloading clay at the quay.
~ :
Engine started to keep us moving against the young flood.
10.50. Roches Point abeam. Engine stopped, Log set reading zero. Able to
sail just free of true course 138° for the Longships Light.
Conditions much more pleasant this morning. Long even swell with
enough wind to keep her moving through it.
As there were only three of us aboard, three hour watches for this
passage - 3 Hrs. on, 3 Hrs. standby and 3 Hrs. below- were decided upon.
This virtually meant 3 hrs. popential sleep for 6 hrs. "work" which in the
event proved quite insufficient.
Some hours later, we passed close by a seemingly deserted American cargo
liner and the wind increasing it was deemed prudent to take a few rolls in
the main and set the No.2. jib. Then the tide started.
For the next 20 hrs. or so "Auretta" reached hard sailing over or
occasionally through the sea running in from the West. Dol]ops frequently
showered aboard, finding their way through cracks in the oilskins and also
down below via the main hatch.
Food became secondry - and all hands regretted the cynicism with which
they had received the advice of "Avomine" at one Of the related tranquilizers. (The log shows the following)° Extracts from the log show :-

24.55 Steamer on reciprocal course 1 mile to leeward. Big[swell on
beam. Occasionally one breaks aboard or else under her and
throws her bodily to leeward.

13.o0 Area forecast. Wind S.Wo to W. 3 to 5 Dec. to variable.
16.30

Crests breaking aboard. Lot of noise below. Sleepnot very
feasible. Water finding its way below. Burgee halyards
carried away ½ hr. ago.

At this stage it was estimatei%hat we were sailing to weether Of ~he
proper course in order to meet the seas. CourseWasaltered to leeward.
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New course 13&° true. In order to reduce the din below and to snug her
down for the night a few rolls were taken in the main at 22.00.
Tuesday. 3rd July.
At some stage during the night the seas went astern and "Auretta" ......
treated her crew to an exhibition of ~urging, the phosphorescent wake
stretching astern like the fairy lights on a giant Ghristmas tree, while the
bow wave glowed red and green on either side reflecting the light from the
lamps mounted on the pulpit.
Conditions if any they deteriorated. The weather man spoke of a
depression lO0 miles to the N.N.W. of Cape Cornwall. Funny how one seems
to follow depressions or is it vice versa. At dawn the crew found the
Skipper on his watch below, asleep in the leeward bilge complete with
y~chtlng cap (white top) amd oilskins, lying on his best wet mattress, fully
living up to the aphorism "He who goes to sea for fun, would go to hell for
pleasure".
"Auretta" was still maintaining her 5-6 knots and circe. Nine
o~clock the faint grey hump on the starboard beam was identified as the land
around Round Island at the north end of the Scillies. Navigator was much
relieved and grateful to Frel Cudmore for the hours he spent instructing us.
Soon the "Seven Stars" L.V. was identified and brought abeam and course set
for the Runnelstone. Due to a slight navigational error this buoy was
passed too far to seaward. The run from the L.V. on was characterized by
a roiling, falling sea, occasional glimpses of the land around Land’s End
and Cape Cornwall through the fog, and the Skipperls idea of soup - horrible!
So at 2 olclock in the afternoon we hauled our wind and stood in for Mants
Bay. The log was handed off Mansehale reading 160 miles - not bad going
for’:2& ft. W.L. in 28-~ hours. At 16.15. berthed alongside the trawler
"Jacqueline" in the dusty fishing port of Newlyn.
Promptly visited by
abstemious Customs official who was most courteous and refused all offers
of refreshment. Ashore for a hearty meal and all hands early to sleep.
Wednesday Ju3~y 4th.
The morning broke with all the prospect of a blow from the Southard
and-,&:8 the bigger trawlers were returning from the grounds Newlyn was no
plece for a yacht. Before leaving the Skipper entertained the local
crowds by going aloft and re-reefing the burgee halyard - the one and only
time he was at the mercy of the Nay. but of course not the Cook. He has to
eat too you know’
Motored the mile or so across the head of Mantis Bay to Penzance nontidal dock where we berthed alongside the M.Y. "Dorina", owned by a courteous retired Electrical Engineer and his wife who were most friendly and
helpful. Ashore to Music Hall that night - much enjoyed despite the fact
that most of the acts had been seen in Cork before.
Penzance.
!,1:~: Thursday it blew hard from the S.W. and the booms were dropped on
::,he dock gates making us virtual prisoners of the Harbour Master.
The
crew went sight-seeing to St. Ires but found this charming resort rather
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~ooiled by over commercialization.
Friday, 6th Jul,y.
~Weather much improved, so at 13.00 we said farewells to our
neighbours and hosts and cleared the dock gates at Penzance
making our way through a group of steamers waiting to enter the
dock. Then followed a slow run to a point about two miles S.W.
of the Lizard. This rim was heightened by an altercation with
a trap of corks making a fishing net - seems reminiscent of a
maze.
Though there was little wind and the tide served, there
was a crazy J’popple" in the race. The famous Head was passed
at great speed over the ground at 18.30 and course altered for
the Manamles. The wind obliged by falling away and having
started the faithful Stuart, motored down the land bringing the
Manacles abeam at 19.50. On the way a few small Dutchmen were
passed all rolling "like pigswith colic" - what a motion these
short-ended vessels have on a sea-way.
At 21.O5 the entranc~ to Falmouthharbour was brought
abeam. The usual 4-5 course dinner was served and the ship
staved.
Soon Falmouth docks came into view in the gathering dusk fully living up to reports. 15 to 20,OOO-ton tankers moored
like dinghies on the port hand, naval vessels too and a host of
tugs and harbour craft clear ahead. On the way in we passed
the schooner "Pequod" - last seen in Youghal at the time of
"Moby Dick" and the schooner "Amphitrite". At 21.30. moorings
were picked off the R.C.Y.C. and after making our number ashore,
once more to bed after a pleasant passage of about 22 miles,
certainly not covered in record tim@. However, to arrive is
the aim and we had travelled hopefully.
Thursday, 7th July.
Falmouth.
It had been the intention to get further east and visit some
of the more picturesque Cornwall and S. Devon coasts. However,
the weather was not entirely on our side and with half the
holiday period over, it was deemed prudent to start thinking of
the trip home - there is always another time! So accordingly,
Saturday became a day of rest. We resolved to see as much of
the port and its environs as possible. In the morning the ship
and crew were spruced up and plans were made re-remedying our
by now neglected appetites. The morning was enlivened by a
visit from Commndr. Cox of the ketch "Naag" which had been
moored alongside us in Berehaven the previous August. His
introduction was a mutual acquaintenceship with Mr. Paddy
O’Keeffe of Bantry end his knowledge of the more remote S.W.
Irish ports was greater than that of the Irish themselves,
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finally stumping us as to the whereabouts of Kilmacanogue.
HavLng lunched ashore we were invited to watch the start of the Lisbon2orlay race on T.V. in the Yacht Club and as many of the local yachts had
gone to watch it, we were supplied with a running commentaryby the members.
A grand sight.
Sunda~ July 8th~
S<]day proved a day of thick fog, so there was no hope of starting back.
~e wondered how they were faring back home at Crosshaven Regatta. The
geograp~~ of Falmouth Harbour is not altogether unlike our own and certainly
~o Cork Harbour yachtsman would feel out of place based there. Being loath
to remain at anchor we sailed around the harbour or should I say groped,
visiting places with such lyrical names as Restonguet, Mylor and St. Just,
finally bringing up for lunch and swim at picturesque St. Manes in Roseland.
With a little imagination it could have been Drakes Pool. Funny how one
compares places with those at home when away.
"Auretta" had a rather hair
raising sail back to moorings in thick fog being forced to take evasive
action with several of the local blue-hulled ferries. Dined ashore rather
sumptuously; certainly not inexpensively - in fact the Cook wondered why he
was working for nothing - the navigator did likewise.
Monday~ Jul~ 9th.
To misqnote -"all bad things come to an end" this morning proved no
exception° The sun shone from a cotton wool sky and we were obviously for
%ha sea. Ashore for some last minute provisions to collect the mainsail
<small repairs) and a visit to the Bosun’s locker on the waterfront where
a varied stock of nautical hardware is available at prices apparently che~per
th~n they are at home.
By 1700 the harbour entrance was ~!eared and with a fair tide and
<A~artering wind "Auretta" ramped along in the general direction of the
kJza~rd as if glad to be going homewards.
Breeze N.W. mod. 3 to 4. Compass
~hecked again on a few points and deviated.
¯i

The compass was rather upset by a few petrol cans in close proximity.
in fact on the passage from Scillies to Cork it being of the "glide" type
5 ~ ws~s used merely as a "steering indicator" courses being set and checked
<rcm the Hand-bearing compass on the coach roof. Watches were set-once
again the navigator found himself below for sleep at a time most possible.
A o 2°30 the Lizard being abeam; as if to throw acid in the face of the illf~!n<d race the Cook served what proved to be his "Magnum Opus" - chicken in
:~sserole being ~he climax of this gastronomic treat. So the inner man
eing suitably fortified watches were once more adhered to for what proved
1o be the nicest sail of the trip.¯ A good sunset and a gentle breeze
i cruised a change for the better.
"Auretta" sailed closehauled on the
,~oa~:<od~ tack with the lee rail scarcely awash, laying just south of the
Lishop, working away in the distance.
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Tuesday July iOth.
The midnight forecast spoke N.W. winds 2-$. That night will long remain
a memory. A starlight sky, crisscrossed with aeroplane lights; inshore
myriads of lights as many Mounts Bay drifters lay to their nets while to
seaward a constant stream of lights as merchant me.n went about their lawful
business. Overall this regularly flashed the quick stab from the Lizard,
gradually receding and the regular Red then White message from the Wolf. It
is for such a night that a man toils for the other 50 weeks of the year.
At about 0200 position was fixed 6 miles S.E. of the Wolf (at the change of
watch) the log reading 3A½ miles since St. Anthony’s light.
This progress was maintained until 0600 when the R.M.S. "Queen Mary.’
passed to seaward - not looking as big as expected because of lack of
comparison, and a half an hour later the ship was tacked to clear the nets
of the drifter. A series of short tacks from this point brought Auretta
abreast of Pendinns Head at the entrance to St. Maryls Sand by 0.830. Then
a dead beat up the sand closely skirting the Spanish Ledge and the Bartholomew Rocks in racing style. Freeing shee+s to run up the Roads, down
mainsail and a run down under jib to anchorage underneath the lee of the pier.
We had arrived in the Scillies, the group all hands had long wanted to visit
and which for one reason or another was to cast a spell over its latest
arrivals. We were boarded by another friendly Custom’s officer and having
slept the sleep of the just, ashore for lunch, a swim and a rest on the sun
drenched southerly shores of St. Mary’s, the principal island of the group.
Having provisioned, we returned early aboard in prospect of the passage home
tomorrow, being rather disappointed at not being able to sample more of the
Scilly hospitality. How fate plays a hand.
Wednesday~ July llth_~.
A gentle S.E. breeze and a cloudless sky resulted in hasty preparations
for putting to sea. The skipper went ashore for stores and souvenirs~, and
in so doing left the communal funds in a rather precarious state. At ii.20
"Auretta" sailed from Hughtown under all plain sail and reached down to the
entrance of the N. Channel, whose leading marks - The Great Smith Rock and
St. Agnes~s disused lighthouse, were soon identified. Then began a
pleasant run on course 322° true for the Daunt L.V. some 130 miles away. At
13.30 the navigator before going below chanced to switch the "portable" on
to Radio Eireann which gave an imminent S.E. gale warning for the S. coast
sea area of Ireland. Should we return? Then at 13.AO the B.B.C. gave
wind S.E. force 5-6 freshening gale 8. That was enough and knowing what
it would be like on the home coast in poor visibility and an onshore wind
the skipper well supported by crew, after all what a fine place to be stormbound, had no hesitation in hauling his wind and beating back the 7-8 miles
to Hughtown. By 1700 the wind had freshened considerably and by the time
we were again anchored in the now familiar spot off the pierj it was blowing
a moderate gale. Ashore that night and a visit to the Meteorological
station where those in charge predicted a blow of some days duration.
Incidentally from the stations lofty tower it was possible to count nine
major coastal lights - surely remarkable.
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S_cillies
on Thursday it blew hard from between E.S.E. and S.E. and even though
moored but 200 yards from the weather shore, getting ashore in the dinghy
presented some difficulties. The day was also enlivened by ~ reasonable
request from the skipper of the Scillavan to shift our berth slightly as we
might "be in his way when he left in the evening. Since we had laid off a
kedge a short time previously this entailed much "elbow grease". Ashore
for dinner at a rather exclusive hotel owned by thG owner of the local old
Fife 8 metre "Spero".
On Friday it blew so hard that the Scillanian did
not make the trip from Falmouth - a rare event.
In the evening a "business
holiday" trip in a launch to the isle of Tresco was much enjoyed, even by
the less botanical members of the crew. Here in a licensed premises which
incidentally closes at 5 p.m is a most awe inspiring collection’ of photographs of the local shipwrecks of the last half century.
It made one feel
that Sherpa Tensing had an idea after all’ Ashore that night new friendships were made.
Attempts at depleting the ship’s wellnigh untouched
liquor, really did not meet with much success.
All hands to bed in the
early hours with crew looking forward to a well earned sleep and speculating
on the Saturday night life of the Sol!lies.
Saturday 14th - Monday 16th July.
(However), the skipper had other ideas.
In brief the crew were
awakened at the early hour of eight and told that they were for the sea.
Then followed s hurried visit ashore, after the ship had been staved, for
the purpose of cancelling various appointments and pressing invitations,
which are the luck of the cruising yachtsmen. We said our farewells and
having had an early lunch at the "Lobster Pot" - a new cafe in the main
street - well worth a visit - we finally hauled our anchors and at l&.30
cleared the pierhead.
A forecast of light N. winds and drizzle had been
obtained from the Met. men before leaving, so there was every likelihood of
a long beat home. As we cleared the Northern passage under all plain sail
a Sunderland flying boat flew overhead as if to say farewell.
Log set at zero - closehauled on Stbd. tack standing on to the Westwagd.
This tack was continued until 22.00 (log 3On.) when it was deemed that we
had sufficient weather should the fitful wind back to S.W. - the N. Devon
coast was an inhospitable lee-shore. So accordingly we tacked ship and
stood on, On’a N’thly course. On this passage & hour ~atches were decided
upon -two of the crew taking watch on watch and the third man taking two
hours of each.
In this way each one got 12 hnurs potential sleep for 12
hours work, an altogether more satisfactory arrangement than that on the outward trip.
Early on Sunday morning the wind freshened with every sign of a dirty
day and a precautionary few rolls were taken in the main. This did not
materialise, however, and as it was still raining spirits were rather low.
By midday, the log re~ding 61 miles, only A5 miles had been covered on the
Rhumb course.
The port tack was held until the early afternoon, being to
leeward of our direct course with a veering wind.
"Auretta" was once
again put on the stbd. tack.
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Then followed a slow beat into a lumpy sea and by midnight with the
log reading 92, a faJJut air and estimatedposition according to D.R. soma
70 miles due south of Mine Head, the skipper wisely started the SZuart and
headed in a general northly direction. At 06.00 on Monday morning (log
120) position again plotted and Cours~ altered more to the N.W. for Roches
Point. The sea was by now a glassy calm with scarcely a ripple on the
surface. At 10,10 land first sighted and at ll.15 a fine grey ribbon of
land extended along the horizon. A black tower and white walls was next
spotted and this clinched our position - Ballycotton. We were nearly home.
At 12.25 (log 131) a cocked hat bearing showed our estimated position to be
two miles to the S.E~ of its actual counterpart. It was then we had the
one and only culinary faux pas - a rather old aged Scillanian chicken
refused to boil and a tinned strawberry pudding had to be consigned to the
deep. This caused much amusement but was no reflection on Sean’s uncanny
ability of being able to provide a meal, even under the most trying
conditions.
By 14.25 Roches Light was abeam and with every sign of impending rain
the sails were hastily stowed and the ship cleaned down. At 3..09 the
moorings were picked under engine in a deluge of rain. So ended this
enjoyable, uneventful cruise, and who knows? we may get Summer next year.

Autumn Journey by H. Cudmore.
As Harold’s holiday in Schull drew to a close my wife suggested I
should collect him on Sunday, 2nd September and when I jokingly suggested
doing so in "Auretta" she se@med in no way surprised.
I repeated the idea
in the office and my brother loosed surprised but said nothing, so two
’phone calls fixed the navigator and Derek Burton as crew and Friday after
lunch as D. day.
Left moorings at i~.30 in sunshine under engine and made sail going
down the river. A pleasant reach to the Sovereigns where the breeze
lightened and we decided to make Kinsale for the night. Picked mooring
available for visitors at 21.15. Up early on Saturday and after a scanty
breakfast - how we missed our cook - left at 7.45. Fresh N.W. wind soon
carried us to Old Head and then we h~d a hard sail in calm sea and glorious
sunshius arriving in Castlehaven at 13.15. Collected son.
Wind whistling through rigging wakened me on Sunday. After breakfast
and Mass decided to start for home as we were all due for work on Monday.
Reefed well down with small jib. It was now raining hea~-ily and blo,~ing
hard from S.E. There was a nasty short sea and progress was so slow and
uncomfortable we decided to go into Glandore where we dropped anchor,~d
called on the Bridges~ to keep an eye on "Auretta" as we intended retun~ing
by road. Fortunately they were just leaving for Kinsale and kindly offered
to bring us there whence we knew we could get transport home.
We returned to Glandore on Monday night. Unfortunately Derek could
not come but we were still four as i~ younger son, Ronald, had now joined
Zhe crew.
Put the kids on board and spent several pleasant hours talking

"ships and shoes" with Mr. & Mrs. Bridges whose hospitality we will long
remember.
The journey back was uneventful. Ronald and Harold sailed "Auretta",
the navigator slept and occasionally produced meals. The skipper re~d a
book on ships and spent some hours trying to locate a fault in the engine.
With the help of the engine from Roberts Head we picked moorings at 18.35.
Perhaps it was not a sensible way to collect my son but it provided a
very enjoyable ending to a strenuous season’s sailing.

........

"HUFF OF ~OW" I ?~g

The R.O.R.C. race, Dun Laoire to Brixham, scheduled to start at the
end of June, having fallen through owing to lack of entries, a fresh
programme had to be arrangedlfor the annual cruise and, taking advantage
of the Centenary Regatta on the Clyde, which extended the racing period
to a fortnight, coupled with the fact that the Duke of Edinburgh Gold Cup
races for Dragons were being held at the same time, it was decided to go
north instead of south.
Various commitments prevented leaving Dun Laoire in time to attend the
opening ceremonies at Rothesay, but a start was eventually made on Sunday,
I st July, with a strong cr~, consisting of Dr.Rory O’Hanlon, Alan Stewart,
Robert Morehead and Charles Sullivan.
Dr.O’Hanlon ~-as working his passage
to join his own ship !’ANCORA" which had been sailed to the Clyde the previous
week by Reggie Walsh, Barbara O’Hanlon and Gillian Masser.
The weather prospects were poor in the morning, with a strong south to
south east wind, which had caused all Dublin Bay races to be cancelled the
previous afternoon. However by 6 p.m. it had eased somewhat and we were
able to get under way with a full main and small jib.
It was p~eksant to be proceeding north ~th a fair wind, instead of as
is Usually the case, having to beat into a head wind and sea.
Off the Bailey, which was abeam at 7 p.n~ -e found a very confused sea,
which became more regular once we had cleared Lambay Island.
In the
meantime, Rory had got busy v’ith the frying pan and produced a magnificent
meal Of lamb chops, new potatoes, which was finished off by raspberries
contributed by R~bert Morehcad.
Abreast of Ireland’sEye watches were set, small jib changed for the
genoa.
Go~d progress was made during the night and by 6 a.m. the f011~ving
morning the big spinnaker was set in place of the g~noa, which brought us
to the South Rock Lightship at 8 a.m.
By noon we had sighted Ailsa Craig and brought this abeam at 2.30.
In the meantime, the wind had freshened and visibility deteriorated, but such

good progress was being made that it -~vas decided to hold on to the spinnaker,
~,~hich was taking us along at 7 to 8 knots.
At 5.30 p.m. we had brought Holy Island abeam, but the wind showed
distinct signs of lightening and, being anxious to get in as quickly as
possible, tho engine "~vas started.
By 7.15 v, rhen we reached the Cumbraes,
the ~,dnd had dropped further and gone slightly westerly, so spirLuaker was
sto~ed and genoa sot.
At 9.15 we picked up the mooring buoy provided by
the Regatta Cormmittee off Rothesay and after a clean up ,~Tere ashore to gre~t
friends at the Glenburn Hotel v,~here any exhilaration from the liquid refreshments vrere quickly counteracted by the price charged.
The crew and ~ner decided to take advantage of the fact that there ~ere
no races during the first week to visit the various beauty spots in the area.
Robert Morehead and Charles Sullivan set off on Tuesday morning vrith the big
spinnaker to McKenzie’s at Sandba~d<s, where prompt repairs were arranged,
¯ ,vhilst ~_lan StevTart and the ovmer took "HUFF" to MacIntyre’s yard at Port
Bannatyne for repairs to rail stanchion socket, which were quickly and
efficiently carried out as usual by our friend of previous years, Ronnie, in
something less than an hour and, once again, at a very reasonable charge.
Robert Morehead, not having visited the Clyde before, we passed Wednesday in sh~z~ing him the beauties of the Kyles and Loch Ridden,
Thursday and
Friday were spent watching the Dragon racing for the Duke of Edinburgh Cup.
A feature of our stay in Rothesay that was found to be parti~u!arly
useful was the daily visits of the representative of Gasson, the @roce rs,
v~ho collected orders each morning and delivered the required goods the
follovrlng day by motor launch.
Saturday, 7th July, was our first race, both A and B handicap Classes
racing together, and although we got a Fair start the winds lightened and
were very fluky, so that our finish was, to say the least, poor.
Sunday opened with strong south to south ~/est wind of gale force, with
heavy rain, which continued practically all day, giving all hands a good
excuse for a laze aboard.
Visits Were exchanged with the crews of nearby
yachts, including "SKERRYVORE" and "CHARM".
Particularly welcome guests
were ~ennifer Jenkins and Anne Paisley, who more than paid for their
entertainment by not only washing uP dirty crockery, but also the owner’s
shirt s.
Robert Morehead had, unfortunately, to leave us on Monday to return to
Dublin.
In his place we had a rating from the flotilla leader "TARMAGANT"
who, although not very experienced in yacht racing, proved a most useful
hand.
On Tuesday we were joined by another rating, but on Weanesday were
unable to race, owing to crew changes, Charles leavihg for Dublin that day
and John Conan joining us.
Thttrsday was the h~ghlight of the week from the social angle.
An
excellent Cocktail party at the Glenburn Hotel¯ given by the Royal Western ¯
Clyde Corinthian Club was followed by Dinner given by John Masser and that
in turn by a Dance at Mount Stewart Castle loaned by the Narquis of Bute.

A slight difficulty arose ovet the provision of evening dress for all the
cr~v, John Conan having, unfortunately, come without any.
Uffa, who was staying at the Glenburn, Came to the rescue, loaning the
owner his evening tail coat and trousers, so that John could in turn wear¯
~he o~vner’ s.
Alan Stewart had fortunately provided his o~n.
Surprisingly,
both sets of borrowed plumes ~rcre quite a reasonable fit.
The :ance was
magnificently run, the proceedings opening ,~-ith a Retreat played on the lawn
outside the C~:stlc by the local Pipe Band ~d dancing follo~-ing to both
Pipe and String ~ands.
Drinks consisted of Champagne and Whiskey only,
which were free and plentiful.
A really gargantu~a suppur was served
shortly after midnight.
A swollen ankle, ;~hich subsequently turned out to be phlebitis,
prevented the owner from dancing, but certainly did not prevent him from
enjoying the hospitality, both liquid and solid.
The Royal Clyde Yacht Club, under whose flag Friday’s race v’as held,
were considerate s~d tactful s~ud postponed th. stat for an hour, thereby
just enabling "HUFF" to r~o.ch the starting lim~ with a fa~,~ minutes to
spare and enjoy the final race, in ~;~hich ~e ;~rero successful in finishing
just ahead of "~EA ~ALL0~ " and "SEF~RYVORE~¯
A final run ashore to
attend the Pr.i ~ Distribution and collect an additional crew member, Harry
Maguire, who was joining us for the return passage to Dun Laoire.
¯ Moorings were dropped at 5.10 a.m, on ~aturday morning with a moderate
easterly wind and, after motoring out clear of Bogany Point, ~e set sail
cutting the motor at 5.40 a.m. -and setting course for the Cumbraes.
At 8 a.m. with a steady breeze astern, we set the big spinnaker,
bringing Ailsa Craig abeam at 11 a.m.
Although the wind was kind, the
weather was not so good, being misty, ~;~ith heavy rain showers, wind vary~:
ing from north east to east, force 3 to 4.
¯ Corsewall Point was picked up a~ I .I0 and a course set for the
Skulmartin lightship, log being streamed.
°~hortly ~fter 2.30 p.m. the
spinnaker sheet carried away through chafing, but Alan quickly spliced a
n~v one and enabled us to continue carrying the spinnaker.
At 4.50 p.m.
we sighted land dimly to starboard, but were unable to identify it with
any certainty.
As we had run our distance from Corsewall Point, all
hands kept a good look-out to starboard to try and pick up a recognisable
point°
John Conan a few minutes later fortunately looked over the port side
to find that we were inside th~ Skulmartin lightship.
Spinnaker was
immediately l~vered, No.1 jib set and ship tacked to port to clear the
rooks between the Skulmartin !i~htship and land.
South Rock lightship
~vas brought abeam at 6.30., spin, maker re-sot at 7 p.m., but io~cred at
9 p.m. Weather continued thick and visibility poor.
At 3.30 a.m. on the
1 5th July wo got occasional glimpses of a light on the starboard bovl, ,;vhich
at 4.40 p~m. ~e were abl~ to identify as the Rockabill.
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At 6.40 the Bailey ~vas brought abeam and at 7.45 a.m. ,~e picked up our
moorings, having come back in an hour less than it had taken us to go to the
Clyde, namely, 26 hours. The crev~ agreed that this was the only occasion
in living memory ~:~hen we had been lucky enough to got a leading wind, both
for our outward and return trips.

ADJUDICATORS ’ ’P~EPO ~
T.J.Hanan, Esq.,
Hon.S~cretary,
Irish Cruising Club,
55, Dawson Street,
DUBLIN.
Dear Sir,
As requested by the Committee of the Irish Cruising Club, we have
examined the logs of the 1956 cruises eligible for the Faulkiner Cup.
~Z:e submit to the Con~nittee that the Cup be awarded this year to Dr.
Ninian Falkiner as o~ner and skipper of "EUPHANZEL" for the cruise, Dun
Laoire, Noz~ray, the Shetlands, St.Kilda and return to Dun Laoire.
The outste~ding features of this cruise seem to us to be the thorough
and careful preparation of the boat, the distance sailed, 1,835 miles in
less than 5 ~eeks, the excellence of navigation and seamanship, the unusually high average speed of 4.6 ~uots and the very readable log, containing
much information likely to be of use for arsrone cruising in those waters.
~i~e find that "DIANE’d’ cruise ~as also remarkable, particularly~en
it is remembered that this is a new relatively snell boat and an early effort
on the part of a young owner.
As far as consideration goes for the
Faulkiner Cup, he was unfortunate in choosing the same year as "EUI~z!ANZEL".
Also the log from the "NJ~D OF YORK" has been examined and found
highly praiseworthy, among other reasorsfor that of its exceedingly orderly
and precise presentation and its o~;ner and skipper well deserves the Round
Ireland Cup for 1 956.
Dublin, the 26th November 1956.
(Signed) : H. 0sterberg
Douglas Mellon
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HON. EDITOR’S ~OTES

I vrould like to offer my aPologies to the members for
the ima~bility to produce the Journal in time for the Annual
Dinner.
This is due to a number of circumstances, the
principal of -:’hich are the earlier date of the Annual Dinner
and the increase in the size of the Journal, v.~hich is an
all-t ime record.
Members ~rill, no doubt, agree that the o~ffners and crews
of the boats v~hich carried out the principal cruises this
year merit the highest congratulation, both on porformanoe
a~d presentation.
Althoug~ it has not been possibl~ to
attain our ambition of recording the activities of all
members we have, I think, advanced appreciably to that goal
and I v;ould like to express ray thanks to all the contributors.
Members will find on page 217 the report printed in
full of th~ ~djudicators o~l the Cups~ to which all eveners
and cre~-s’ special attention is drawn.
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THE EXPERINENT b2 T.J.Hanan

At a time when the merits of Catamarans, or more correct3~v
designated, double hulled boats are under consideration by dinghy
enthusiasts, the following account of an earlier experiment in
this type of vessel may be of interest.
The information is culled from a recent3~v published book
"Yachting" a history, by Peter Heaton, Publishers B.T.Batsford,
London, and like all Batsford’s publications, the production
format and illustrations are of the highest class, a book to
buy and to keep.
On the 26th November 1 662 a 2½’ model of the double hulled
yacht designed by Sir William Petty was submitted to the members
of the Royal Society. The objections raised by the members were :tst. The danger of divulsion and separation of the two cylinders,
by the irruition of the water; for as much as the same is
received by two heads, which stand diverging as in the
wind end of a tunnel.
2nd. The fallirgin of the water between the two heads obliquel~v.
3rd. The danger of beingover run and submerged by a head sea,
the vessel sailing swiftly against it, especially when her
stern is raised and, consequently, the head depressed in
a wave.
4th. The danger of her platformbeingblownup, either with the
rising of the sea between the cylinders, or rather by the
seas coming in by her broad windward side and cuffing her
under the lplatform.
The full scale double hulled yacht named "The Experiment’~,
was actually completed at this time as correspondence exists
between Lord Massareene and the Royal Society giving details
of a contest between thisyacht and three other yachts, one
the King’s barge; another, a large black pleasure-boat laden
with two tonm of ballast and the third a man-a’-war’s boat.
This race was held in Dublin Bay early in January 1 663
and was from the haven of Dublin round a ship at anchor about
2 miles in the offing and back. The result was a win in no
uncertain terms for "The Experiment".
The outcome was an
offer to wager 20 pieces (of gold) against 100 for a race
even in winter from Dublin to Holyhead or Holyhead to Dublin.
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This offer ~vas evidently taken up, as Pepys in his Diary
under date the 13th July 1663 records :~[r.Grant showed me letters of Sir William Petty’s
v~herein he says that this vessel v~hich he hath
built upon tv~o keels (a model v~hereof, built for
the King, he sho~ed me) hath this month won a
wager of £50. in sailing between Dublin and
Ho!yhead with the paequett-boat, the best ship
or vessel the King hath there; and he offers
to l~ay with any vessel in the vzorld.
It is
about 30 tons burden and carries 30 men, with
good accommodation (as much more as azy ship
of her b~rden), and so any vessel of this figure
shall carry mort men, vzith better accommodation
by half, than any other ship.
This carries
also ten guns, of ~about five tens ~eight.
In
their coming back from Holyhead they started
together, and this vessel come to Dublin by
five at night and the pacquett-boat not before
eight the next morning; and ~vhen they come
they did believe this vessel had been drowned,
or at least behir~l, not thinking she could have
lived in that sea.
Strange things are told
of this vessel.

PORT REPRESENTATIVE’S REVIEW,1956 - R.L. Berridge.
SOUTH CONNEMARA.
The Summer weather of 1956 did not encourage cruising on
the West Coast of Ireland.
However, there were odd days of sun
and light winds, and for the remainder we were thankful for
heavy moorings and good ground tackle.
We were delighted to welcome Wallace Clarke down on this
coast from the North in ’~ILD GOOSE" in July. He was lucky to
miss the August weather.
We menaged to make a cruise in company
from Cashla Bay to Kilronan in Aran one day.
Also in July, Dr. John Ives cruised round the West Coast of
Ireland in "~h~dKRIER", R.C.C., calling into Kilronan, Cashla B.,
Roundstone and Bofin on his way.
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PORT REPRESENTATIVE’S REVI~@~19 56 -Miss D.French.
D[~_~ORE EAST
The following yachts called in to Dunmore Fast :Yacht

O~er

Tonnage

I,~ay 16th

"COLLEEN"

JLu~e l!th

"R~ZW HORIZON"

Banks

’~ 12th

"FOAM"

Jacob

" 21+th

’~$~DRA"

8

Park

".RAINBOW"

6

McMullen

"~VIS"

i0

O’ Keefe

July 3rd
"
,1

15th
- .-r.t ’3.

"

22nd

I’ 29th

3

Stokes

N~EA BIRD"

Landon

"N!RV~A"

Davey

"ANN GAIL"

12

Gre e r
Barnes

Aug.

!st

"EVORA"

6

’~

6th

"ORIEL"

lO

"

8th

"

9th

"SXUA"

Large

I!

’h~Z3SF2~GER"

Murphy

II

6

;~

T,

8

Knox-Gore

6

Ryan

llth

"SOUTHERN CROSS"

3_.~u

"GLANCE"

17

"~JORA"

6

"FIREDR~:~E"

3

IT

Muirhead from
Bristol o

ll

lOth

Sept~ 61.h

O ’ Sullivan

Hopkirk
O’ He rilly)bound
) for
Walsh
) Vigo
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.NORTH COAST, ~NQTES - by ~H ~W. S. Clark
Visiting yachts have been scarce this s~nmer. "Maid of
York" spent a few days at Culmore before setting off round
Irelandj and Colonel Thomson of Texas had his fine 90 ft. motor
yacht ’:C-lenmoro’: ~ Pcrtrush for about three weeks in June. She
is a most able and a~tractive vessel built on the lines of a
whale-catcher~ and has so far spent three years cruising round
the world; ?all right for some’
"Harrier" of the R.C.C. called
at Po~6rush in July.
"Truant"~ ex 8 metre well known in Dublin Bay, went E. from
the Swilly to the Clyde early in the season, spending a night at
Culdaff en route; a smell Scotch yacht had a difficult time at
the same place in the big July gale and almost dragged onto the
beach] did not hear her name.
The new steel Light House in the W. end of Inistrahull is
we]l ~mder w~<!~. The old ]ight building on the E. hump is to be
razed to the ground to avoid obstructing the beam; a pity this
has to be done as it comprises a fine group of buildings in out
stone in the usaal enduring and attractive Irish Lights style.
A tide gauge is bei%g built at Malin Pier.
A big improvement
scheme is in progress on the small boat port close S.W. of Mslin
in Whitestrand Bay~ but have not heard what the full scope of
this is to boo

DUH LAOIRE : by R.P. Campb ell.

In spite of the poor weather last summer there was considerable cruising activity out of Dun Laoirej though many yachts
failed to get as far as intended. As well as cruises described
in this Journal the following member’s yachts were away: "ARANDORA"
(on loan)~ "COLETTE", "FOAM"~ "GLANCE", "HARMONY", "NAMHARA",
’rFANDRA" and ’:VIKING 0".
Non-member’s yachts knownto have been
craising included : "ASTROPHEL", "AVIL", ’k~SSENGER", "OSMUNDA",
"RACNA R", "PAINBOW", "SOUTHERN CROSS".
Your representative must confess that he failed to make
personal contact with many of the yachts which visited this
lawful’Ire’port of cail~ The load on his conscience was eased by
the knob,ledge that the cruising yachtsman can get all the guidance pi~ilosophy dnd friendship he needs ~t the National, the
George or the Irish, whose hospitality is always promptly and
generoushy extended to visitors. Applications for the job of
I.C~C. pert representative are~ however, invited. Another
Situation /acant, by the way, is that of Assistant to our Hon.
Measurer, who facet a large re-rating task next Spring.
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Our most unusual-looking visitor was the boeier yacht ,.NEW
::HORIZON".
::~i ........ Our earliest arrival was "ASTROPHEL", sailed from
Littlehampton in April by Mr. & Mrs. Kimber, who had come to
reside here.
In June "JULIA" left for the Channel with her new English
owners but was abandoned at sea and towed into Rosslare; she has
since been bought by a Dublin yachtsm~n° In September Dermot
Barnesv "EVORA" sailed for America comnanded by Michael O’Herlihy;
she had however "already been replaced" in the harbour by a young
sister "MAGLIR". Three other yachts were sold and shipped to
U.S.A. : "MAVIS", "FINGAL" and "ANCORA ll".
Since the end of the season all Dun Laoire yachtsmen were
shocked by the loss of our Harbourmaster Captain Kearon and two
companions when the harbour launch was wrecked near the Poolbeg
lighthouse on the evening of November 7th.

GIJd~DOEE, 1~6 : b.y Mrs, Bridges.
Owing, perhaps, to the poor weather this strainer very few
yachts visited Glandore.
[
Among them were the following:June 22nd
July 1Oth
"

26th

Aug. 7th

"~DLR~IER" - 9-tons- Dr. John Ives, R.C.C. - on her
way from Bursliden to sail round Ireland.
"RAINBOW" - 6 metre -S~ml. McMullen - on her way from
Dun Laoghaire to Crookhaven.
"ELSA"

- 21-tons - T. Doyle.

"STAR OF
Fg~CEY"

- 1Q-tons - Mayo-, - from’Pa,~stow to S.W.
Ireland- now laid up at Baltimore.

"NEW HORI2,0N" - Dutch barge - Banks
’~YE"
- 8 metre - u. Ronan
"SEVERN ll"
- 8 metre "IF"
-8 metre- ,T. Crosbie
"CHRISTINA"
.- 8 metre - Goodbo~
Aug. 31st~ "GUILLEMOT" ¯ - ’Sept. ist

"ORETA"

) All bound

) west
) after

) Kinsale
) R&gatta

- Gay

- 8 tons - H. Cudmore - homeward
bound to Crosshaven.
t

LIST OF MEMBERS.
[

ADDRESS &. TELEPHONE
NUMBER
Allen Capt.J.F.

c/o,14 Dundela Park,
Ssndycove.

Allen R.H.

l&, Dundela Park,
Sandycove (83276)

Barnes D.

53, Sycamore Road,
Mount Merrion, Dublin

YACHT -

"Evora"

6

(8827o3)
Barry P.

ii, York Terrace,
Summerhill, Cork.

Berri~e Lt.Col.
R.L.

Screebe, Maam Cross,
Co. Galway
(Rosmuck 3 )

"Davillaun"

Booth E.M.

Melmore, Shankhill,
Co. Dublin (Bray 3094)

"Gipsy"
(Dragon)

3

Bourke J. Roger

Corbiere, Ashbourne
Avenue~ Limerick
(Limerick 1A79 )

"Han Kow"

4

Abingdon, Shankhiil,
Co. Dublin.

"Eu~ Mara"
(Dragon)

3

Bridges ~s.
M.C.D.

Seamark, Glandore,
Co. Cork. (Leap 7)

"Mab" (P.O.)

6

Broderick Kevin J.

52, Castle Park Road,
Glenagea ry, Co. Dublin

"Flying Fox"

20

"Minx of
Malham "

7

B rincLiey" A;

,

(72761)
Browne J.
Begley W.

113, Gilford Park,
Sandymount, Dublin.
87, Tritonville Road,
Dublin.

Brownlee F,W.

Villains rine, Killiney
.Hill Road, Ballybra~k,
Co. Dublin.

Campbell R.P.

Cotswold, Westminster
Roa d, Foxro ck, Co. Dublin

(8832 2)
Chadwick Terence

Lissen Hall, Swords
Co.Dublin (Swords 220)

"Huzume" (P.O.) 8
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NAME

ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
=~
NUMBER.

Charles R.

~, Clare Street,Dublin
(62289)

Cobbe T.L.

Newbridge House, Donabate
(Malahide 3~3)

Cooper C.W.

The Rectory, Athlone,
Co. Westmeath.

Clark H.W.S.

Rockwood, Upperlands,
Londonderry.

Collins J.B.

Mulberry~ Clenamuck Road,
Ca rrickmine s, C o. Dublin
(883538)

Collins W.J.

Weirview, Sundayts Well,
Cork (Cork 2&038)

Cotter Kieran

Cape Clear, Baltimore,
Co. Cork.

Cottrell John
B.

17, Parnell Place,
Cork (Cork 21577)

Courtney Ross

Dinard, La Vista Avenue,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.

Cresswell R.

~nton, Dalkey Avenue,
Oalkey. (83163)

Chambers C.W.

Lamont, TempleogueRoad
Dublin. (905638)

Croker T.G.

Abbey House, Ferrybank,
Waterford.

Crosbie Commr.G.

Whitepoint House, Cobh,
Co. Cork.

Crosbie Thomas

Woodlands, Montenotte,
Cork (Cork 21116)

YACHT

THAMES
TONNAGE

Charm"

’~ild Goose"

10

"Mimosa"
(17 0D)

"If"

12
t

Cross T. Fergus

Montenotte House, Cork.

Cudmore F.

Westcourt, College Rd.,
Cork. (23862)

Carse R.
Fitzgibbon

Cotswold, Thirlestone
Road, Cheltenham, Glos.

"Setanta"

10
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~ ...NAME

YACHT
NUMBER

:.THA~,~S
TONNAGE

Daly D.L.

Cur rabinny, Cr0sshaVen,
Co. Cork.

"Heron"

Devereux A.

9, Fleet Street, Dublin.

Donnelly H.

i02, Sh~ndon Street,Cork.

Doyle Thomas F.

Menloe, Blackrock,
Co. Cork.

"Elsa"

21

Duff John C.

37, West 75th Street,
New York,23, N.Y.,U.S.A.

"Naomi" (P.O.)

5

Duff Joseph M.

ii, Queen’s Park,
Monkstown, Co.Dublin.

"Naomi" (P. O. )

Donegan J.D.

Fastnet, Ballinlough,
Cork. (23A99)

Elliott W.Mayne

Hillsboro, 59 Cromwell Rd., "Daydream"
Canterbury, Kent.

Falkiner
Ninian Dr.

Holly/oark, Newtownpa rk
AvenUe, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.

"Euphanzel"

Faulkner J.A.

Tullynakil House, Comber,
Co.Down (Killinchy 253)

"Nordene"

Fitzgerald Jos.

24, Patrick Street,
Cork. (Cork 20633)

Flanagan R.J.

Distillery Road, Dublin.

(A6377)
French Miss
Daphne A.

Pamir Cottage, Dunmore
East, Co. Waterford.

Fuller Thonms

Grianan, Skibbereen,
Co. Cork. (Skibbereen 6)

Garriock J.M.H.
R.N.R., Rid.

Wyvernette, Killiney Road,
Killiney, Co. Dublin.

Gore-Lloyd E.

Greer P.H.

"Dara"

Ecchinswell House,
’near Newbury, Berks.
22, Greenfield Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.

"Ann Gall"

4
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Hall R.A.

Carrigmore, Cobh, Co.
Cork. (Cobh 308)

H~lly M.F.

31, Ashton Park,
Monkst0wn, Co. Dublin.

Hall R.C.A.

Lauriville, Ca rrigaline,
Co. Cork

Hennessy H.

c/o, Cunard Office,Cork.

Hanan T.J.
(Hon. Sec.)

Kenmare, Kill Road,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin

YACHT
"Flica"

THAMES
TONNAGE

33

"Lorelei"

(8s3 86)
Healy A.A.

Newtown, Bant ry,
Co. Cork.

Harman S.T.S.

Lishfield, Ballintemple
Co. Cork. (Cork 21610~

Heard R.D.

Stone Cottage, Claremont
Lane, Killiney Hill Rd.,
Killiney, Co. Dublin.
[83709 )

"Huff of
Arklow"

Henry F.J.,M.B.
F.R.C.S.I.

2A, Upper Fitzwilliam
$%reet, Dublin (62279)

"Ja cqueline"

Henry Mervyn

Laurel Hill, Coleraine,
Co. Derry.

.r ¯ ¯ ’

Hollwey Lt. Col.
J.B.

E~ki Shehr, Cabinteely,
Co. Dublin.

14

"Viking 0"

Dunstaffinge, 81 illorgan,
Co. Dublin.

Hollwey G.W.
i

Hooper Sean, S.C.
(.

&, Pekenham Road,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

(8 4o5)

Hooper J.P.A.,

£, Pe’Ken~am:
"
Ro ed,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin
(81&05)
,.

Hopkirk Eric

Redroofs, Newtownbreda,
Belfast.

Horsman H.F,

Templerainy House
Arklow, Co. Wicklow

"Faoilen of
Arklow"

8

228
¯:NANE..

YACHT

m.
¯ ~,J. ..........

THAMES
TONNAGE

.... 20

Humphries Iv~n

M,~ya .Cove, Tort~la
via St.Thomas, B.W.I~

"Maya"

Hunter-Blair
Mrs. David

Seacliffe HOus e,
Abe~ddur, Fife, Scotlsnd

"Shearwste~".
(Dinghy) 12 ft.

Kane P.B.

6, Isilngton Awenue,
Dun Laoire, Co.Dublin.

,’Sidhe GaQithe"

Kavana~h P.J.

Leahurst, Douglas Road,

"Maybird" .
(18 Nat. )

Cork. (23 91)
Kay Alex R.

Rothesay Hotel, ii Eden
Quay, Dublin (~4885’)

Kearney John B.

27, Eaton Square,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.
(82329)

Keatinge Lt. Col.
A.F.H., M.C.~
i R.A.M.C.

Bramberg, Sutton,
Co. Dublin.

Ke~tinge D.

~2, Gr~fton Street,
Dublin (73165)

Kelly-Rogers
Capt. J.C.

,,Spindrift,’, Shore Rd.,
Portmarmock, Co.Dublin
(Portmarnock 28)

Kilkelly Lt.Col.
R.P.

23, Upr.Grosvenor Street
London, W.l.

Kirkham T.G.

The Meetings, Avoca,
Co. Wicklow.

~ox~oreCol.
W.A.C.S., D.S.0.

"Shielmartin"

IO

"Kyrenia"

5

Pontdon Lodge, Foxford
Co. Mayo

"Arandora"
"Survive"
"Briantias"
(P.O.)

8
17
53

Love C.

18, Coaoh Street, Cork.

"Galcador"

2O

Luke D.

St. Fintan’s, Strand Rd°,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.

Ms cBride W.

39, Harcourt Street,
Dublin.
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McCleery H.

Island Bane, Killinchy,
Co. Down.

McCormack P,

ll, Hume StrSet,Dubl2n.

McFerran Keith

Dangan, Ca rrickmines,
Co. Dublin (883153)

McKechnie W.G.B.

Rhubeg, Strone, Argyll,
Scotland.

C.B.Dinghy
12 feet

McKinley F.

Beechfield, Sydney Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

"Carcelle’!

6

McSw@eney E. J.

"Glen4hu", Mentoe Gardens,
Blackrock, Cork.

Ma cken J.J.

White House, Dalkey Ave.,
Dalkey~ Co. Dublin

"Aileen"
(Dragon)

3

Magill R.

~bion House, Sandycove,
Co. Dublin.

"Sadie R."

Ma guire B. C.

Northfield, 36 Herbert
Road~ Hornchurch, Essex.

Martin F .D.

2r Eaton Brae, Corbawn
Lan% Shankhill, Co .Dublin

Martin Capt.
Walter Riddel

2, Bayswater Terrace,
Sandycov% Co. Dublin.

Maxwell Fawcett

Frescati, Bl~ckrock~
Co Dublin (880042)

Mellon Douglas

Thormanby Lodge:, Howth
Co. ~ablin (322093.)

Mellon A.Mo

6, St. Michael Street,
Oxford.

Mellon D.Eo,M.Do

8, Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin (66A60)

Nicks R.H., M.D.

18, Fitzwiiliam Place,
Dllblin~

Miller C.G°

Shortalstown, Ballycogley,
Wexford.

8

¯I8

"Adastra"
(P.O.)

8

"Sray"

2

"Colette"

23O
NAME

ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NUMBER

Mooney A.W.

Ardfern, Breffni Road,
Ssndycove, Co. Dublin.

Mooney A.J., M.D.

26, Upper Fitzwil!iam
Street, Dublin.

Moore Godfrey B.
Hon. Treasurer

18, St. Cstherines Park,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.

YACHT
TONNAGE
"Hurricane IV"
(Dragon)

(a3152)
Morehead R.

Currabimny, Crossh~ven,
Co. Cork (Crosshaven h7)

Montgomery E.J.

78, Northumberland Road,
Dublin.

Murdock Alex.

Westways, Station House,
Hollywood, Co. Down.

O’ Kelly W.J.

50, Villerea Park,
Glenageery, Co. Dublin.

O’Brien Eric

The Haven, Breffni Road,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin

"Kirmew"

"Thumbalina"

(Mermaid)

(79631)
O’ Brian H.D.,M.D.

Overseas

O’Byrne Thos. E.

Thomdale, Beaumont Park,
Ballint ample, Cork.

O’Connor Dan J.

Kotor, Vico Terrace,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

OtDonovan W.J.

Eldorado, Ballint ample,
Co. Cork.

Odbert Arthur R.M.

8, Trafalgar Terrace,
Monkstown, Co, Dublin.

Odium Ed. John

60, Albert Road,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.

Odl~n Peter B.

Dublin Port Milling Co.
Ltd.,Alexandra Wharf,
Dublin.

O:Farrell K.

Charlemont Terrace,
Dun Lsoghaire, Co.Dublin.

"Ms ure en"
"Namha ra"

6
iO

NAME

ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NUMBER

OTHanlon Roz.j H,
M.D.

36, Fitzwilliam Square,

O’Keeffe P.

Ard-na-Greine, Bantry,
Co. Cork. (Bantry 33)

0 ’ Keefe Ray

Landscape, Drinagh,
Wexford (Wexford 280)

O’ Lochlainn Colm

9, Fleet Street, Dublin..

O’Regan Dr. F
St.Jo

5, Minorca Road~
Bla ckdown, Nr.Aldershot,
Hants.

Osterberg Harold

i, Wilton Place,Dublin.

YACHT
"Harmony"

THA~MES
TONNAGE
IO

Oublin (62O80)

"Mary C"
(Mermaid)

(66705)
Osterberg Paul]

19, FitzwilliamSquare,

Dublin (6 30)
Pea rson J ~ D.

Craig View, Howth,
Co~ Dublin.

Pope A.E.

Victoria Cross, Cork.

Powell M.

48, Grand Parade, Cork.

Purcell Denis J.
Hon. Measurer

3. 1[~rlboro’ Road,
Glenageary, Co~ Dublin.

"Alpa ii"
(Dragon)

3

"Susette"

6

(8;Lsz 9 , 542oA)
Riordan Cashel J.

The Paddock, Templelawn,
Blackrock Road, Cork.

Rearden Jok1

Rossalia~ Shanakiel Road,
Cork°

Roche T.H~

Ros-na-Greine,Avoca Avenue "Oola"
Bla ckro ck Co. Dublin.

Rowlands D~vid G.

17, Chlorine Gardens,
Be!fs st

Smalldridge S.Fo

Weston Lodge, Burdett
Ave o ~ Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

"Mercia lll"

6

Some~ille-Large
P.T.

Va!iombro sa, Bray,
Co. Wicklow.

"Gannet"

I0

!

5
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ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
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YACHT
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"Bonita"

3

Sta rkey RoV,

ii, Sandford Ayenue,
~rlboro’ Road,
Donnybrook, Dublin.

Sullivan C.

Bellevue, Lr.Mountown
Road, Dun Laoshaire,
Co. Dublin.

Sullivan D. St. J.

Tirnaogue, Malahide,
Co. Dublin.

"Dunlin"

Sullivan Michael
A.

Raffeen House,Monkstown,
Co. Cork.

"Ma rchwood
Maid"

Thomson C.Ho

2h, Wsltham Terrace,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

(8~o198)
Thompson A.F.B.

16, Sydney Avenue,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

"Rosemary"

(17’)

(~2oi1, 619 51)
Tyrrell John

56, Ferrybank, Arklow
(Arklow 3)

Walsh R.T.

Benbaun, Belgrave Road,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Walsh J.Po

32, Dartmouth Square,
Dublin.
6, Bridge Street, Bandon
Co. Cork.

Whyte John D.

Sutton Lodge, Strand Rd.,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.

Wilson T.G,,,
M.B,,F.R.C.S.I.

3, ~itzwilliam Square,
Dublin, (62757)

Wolfe A.J.

llfracombe, Douglas Road,
Cork

Woodley F.R.

Glenavon: Rushbrooke,
Co. Cork.

Workman J.R.

53, Malone Park, Belfast

"Firedrake"
( Dragon )

"Dawn Star"

26

"Fenest ra"

"Ceara"

8
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Arnold R. C

13,Malone Hill Park,
Belfa st.

Brady C.J.

64, Fitzwilliam Street,
Dublin.

Browne Noel C.Dr.

St.Bridgit s, Enniskerry,
Co. Wicklow.

Cudmore Harold

Roseleigh, Western Road, "Auretta"
Cork.

d’Alton H.M.A.

Bay View, Breffni Road,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Denvir Joan M.Miss

European Hotel, Cobh,
Co. Cork.

Doyle Denis N.

Lauriston, Douglas Road, "Severn"
Cork.

12

Farrell Austin R.

Dungarvan, Co. Wsterford. "Susanna"

9

Fielding Raymond

Cartriff, Douglas, Cork.

Hopkirk Frank C.

Redroofs, Newtownbreda,
Belfa st.

Jacob Basil B.

31, Raglan Road, Balls- "Foam"
bridge, Dublin.

5

McCormick W.H.D.

Greencastle, Co. Donegal "Diane"

4

Mitchell P.D. Dr.

2, Queens Park, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin.

Park Mungo

The Tansy, Baily, Howth
Co. Dublin.

Ryan Sean

Coolmiller, Carrigaline,
Co. Cork.

Thompson Samuel Fo

Windyridge, Rochestown Rd. "Ithuriel"
Cork.

Wilkinson j.
Norman.

Glenhedr, Howth, Co,Dublin "Leila"
(D.B.17’)

"Maid of
York"

8

v

"Glance"

"Vandra"

17

8

ll
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HONORARY MEMBERS.
ADDRESS &-T~PHOKrE
NUMBER,

YACHT

Barrett H.R.

3, High Street, Saffron
Waldem, Essex.

Buckley Colo R.C.
McLean, M.D.

c/o, Royal Ocean Racing
Club, 20, St. James’s
Place, London, S.W.I.

Cree Donal C.L.

Hon.Sec., Royal Cruising
"Gulnare"
Club, I, New Square,
Lincoln’s Inn, W.C.2.
(Byfleet ~AA and Holborn ~O29)

Barton Humphrey

South Cliff, De is Warr Rd.,
Milford-on-Sea, Hampshire.

"Mussett e"

T~ES
TONNAGE

